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PREFACE 

HE best-dressed women in the world have their clothes made for them, on lines that 
are suited to their type, and in colors and materials that emphasize their good points 
and minimize their weak ones. 

Women of wealth and fashion go to Paris for their clothes. The woman of moderate 
means can not go to Paris nor can she have her clothes made for her. The only way that 
she can be really well dressed is to make her clothes herself. She too can exercise her 
taste and discrimination in choosing the correct fashion, the new material, the charming 
color, the line that will make her look young, slender and elegant. And like the woman 
who wears French dresses, she can have clothes that are cut to fit her figure, that are not 
too long in the shoulder, too big under the arms, too low in the waist, or too short at the 
elbow. 

WOMEN are so well trained in economics nowadays they will readily understand that 
in making their own clothes they pay for the bare materials and nothing else, and so 

effect a tremendous saving which is further increased by the fact that they can buy a 
better quality of fabric that will lengthen the life of their clothes. 

With the present simple styles dressmaking was never as easy as it is now. Com- 
pared to the elaborate trimmings of the “awful Eighties’ and even the whalebone and 
crinolines of later date, the extreme simplicity of the dresses of to-day has reduced the 
work of dressmaking to its lowest possible terms. Trimming is so often in the form of 
effective but bold, easily executed embroidery, braiding, ete., for which you get the newest 
French designs in Neepue-Art, the special Butterick publication on this subject. Tue 
Deurneator, BurrertcK Fassions and the Butrertck Fasuion Sueer illustrate the 

latest French way of using the new trimmings and the little finishing touches that give 
a dress a Parisian look. 

The object of this book is to enable a woman to make her clothes with the same per- 
fection of finish, the same attention to detail that she would receive in the atelier of a 
French dressmaker or in the workrooms of a Fifth Avenue establishment. 

The success of a dress depends on four things: style, material, construction and finish. 

‘THE first is line or style. This you get from Butterick Patterns, which give you 
French fashions adapted to the needs of well-dressed American women. It does not give 

you conspicuous, ephemeral extremes. For example, when the French mannikins wore 
dresses which reached just below the knees at the same time that certain American 
manufacturers of ready-made clothes were making the very long lead-pencil skirt, Butterick 
Patterns kept to the smart conservative length of skirt used by the best-dressed Parisians 
and New York women. You ean absolutely rely on the styles given you in Butterick 
Patterns. 

An interesting collection of the latest Paris and New York fashions appears each month 
in Tue Detrineator and Burrertck FasHion Sueet, and at the beginning of each 
season in Burrerick Fasnions. You get every phase of the new fashions including 
the Parisian conception of the French modes as sketched from the models of Worth, 
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6 THE NEW DRESSMAKER 

Paquin, Poiret, Doucet, etc., to the simple practical versions prepared for American 
women. 

SECOND, the materials and colors which change every season stamp a dress with its year 
mark. The new materials which are suitable for your dress, blouse, suit, etc., are given 

on the Butterick Pattern envelope. This information is also given every month in the 
De.ineator and every season in Burrerick Fasuions, where you see the actual colors 
and color combinations on the color pages. 

JN THE third place, your dress must be cut and put together and finished with profes- 
sional skill and precision. 

THE DELTOR, the very wonderful complement of the Butterick Pattern, shows you 
in pictures how to cut the garment and put it together and tells you how it should be 
finished. |The Deltor shows you in its Illustrated Layouts exactly how to place each size 
of each version of the pattern on material of every suitable width. The Layouts 
show how the pieces of the pattern can be laid out so as to use the least possible amount 
of material to give the right style effect. Ifit is necessary to fold the material the Lay- 
outs show where to fold it so that it will cut without waste. With the Deltor it is 
possible to give what is known as “‘trick-lays”—that is, layouts planned by expert cutters, 
which save an eighth, a quarter or half a yard of material over the layout that a woman 
could plan for herself. With an inexpensive material these “trick-lays’’ save the price 
of a pattern, while with expensive material the saving amounts to two, four, six dollars 
or even more. With the saving made possible by the Deltor the pattern itself costs 
nothing. 

The Layouts give the correct position for each piece of the pattern in relation to the 
selvedge so that it will be cut on the right grain of the fabric. Ifa garment is cut on the 
wrong grain it will have a bad style effect. 

The Illustrated Layouts save the woman the work of planning the cutting of her mate- 
rial. She simply copies in five minutes a layout that is the result of several hours’ work 
on the part of an expert. ‘It saves her time and gives her the benefit of an expert cutter’s 
knowledge of grains and cutting lines. 

The Butterick Illustrated Instructions are a series of pictures which show you how to 
cut and put your dress together step by step. For example, in making a skirt the first 
picture will show you just how to put the pieces together, match the notches and just where ~ 
to baste the seams. Another picture shows you how to make the inside belt down to the 
last hook. Still another puts the skirt on the belt for you. There is no possibility of 
misunderstanding. You don’t have to read directions—you simply follow the pictures. 
The Butterick Pattern is the only pattern in the world that has this remarkable picture 
guide. It isn’t necessary to know anything about dressmaking when you have the 
Deltor. A beginner can drape the most elaborate skirt or put together a tailored coat 
as expertly as a dressmaker or a tailor, for the simple reason that highly skilled pro- 
fessionals show her each step in the illustrations. They show you how to make clothes 
by pictures in the same easy, absorbing way that a movie tells you the story of the play. 

JN THE fourth place, your dress must have the correct finishing touches which are so 
characteristic of the French gown. All women dread the ‘“‘home-made look.” It is al- 

ways traceable to one of two things. Either a woman does not know how to finish her 
dress smartly or she is unwilling to spend the proper time in doing so. You can not get 
something for nothing. You can get the equivalent of a French dress by substituting 
your own work for the price that you would pay a French dressmaker if you supply 
yourself with the same information possessed by the French dressmaker. The Deltor will 
tell you just what kind of finish to use at every point and Taz New DressMaker will show 
you how these finishes are done. This book will give you every possible phase of finishing 
every type of garment. It is given in a simple, fully illustrated form that a beginner can 
follow without the slightest difficulty. But nevertheless it represents the methods used 
by the great French dressmaking houses, the best English tailors and the fashionable 
Fifth Avenue establishments. For that reason it will be invaluable to the madame who is 
ambitious for the success of her business and to the home dressmaker who can not afford 
to go to the madame.



CHAPTER 1 

THE NECESSARY EQUIPMENT FOR DRESSMAKING 

Sewing-Room, Sewing Equipment, Sewing-Machine, Dress-Form, Sleeve-Form 

RESSMAKING, like any other form of work, will give the best results when it is 
done with the best equipment. ‘Best’? does not mean the most expensive. A 
three-dollar pine table of the right height and size for sewing and cutting is a bet- 

ter table for dressmaking than a fifty-dollar mahogany sewing-table just big enough 
to hold your scissors and work-basket. 

THE SEWING-ROOM. Every woman who sews or who has sewing done at home 
should have a light, well-equipped sewing-room. It need not be large, but it should 
have a good light by day and the artificial light should be properly placed and shaded. 
The floor should be covered by a clean sheet or linen drugget—sometimes called a cram- 
cloth. This covering keeps light-colored material from becoming soiled, and also enables 
you to leave the sewing-room in perfect order at the end of the day, for all the scraps and 
threads can be picked up in the cloth. 

The room should be furnished with comfortable, straight chairs and a table large 
f enough to lay out a skirt or coat 

for cutting and sewing. If it is 
SA a regular sewing-table, you can 

ww keep your shears, pins, ete., in 
a a 4 the drawer. (Ill. 1.) The table 
 B, \ should have a smooth, hard, 
ww ar \ even surface and should be of So. = S SSS \ is comfortable height, so you can 

Yo > ze sitat it with your feet under it 
. RS = ze as you would sit at a writing- 

ay ‘ WwW ge table. Never sew with your 
f Ge eS work on your lap. It makes 

 & oe ESS = you sit in a fatiguing position, 
Vee SS = strains your eyes and back, 

: oo Ge IS es and stretches and crumples 
= ee your work. Lay your sewing 

= z = Zz Se = on the table, letting the table 
<> he = support its weight. 

Be; es = F = A big chest of drawers is use- 
eS ZZ J -—_ = ful, one drawer for buttons, 
ue Zz __ RBZ boxes, hooks and eyes, ete., 

OO —— | ES another for patterns and a third 
- Woecseae pee ‘ for left-over pieces of materials. 

i ee ae Keep all pieces of material as 
long as the garment is in use, 

in case you wish to mend or alter it. There should be hooks on the wall, coat and skirt 
hangers, and a silkoline curtain to draw over dresses, ete., that are left hanging overnight. 

SHEARS AND SCISSORS. Dressmaking shears should be about nine or ten inches 
leng. Never use scissors for cutting. The shears should be kept well sharpened, so that 
they will cut a clean, even edge and not fret and chew the material. The best shears for 
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8 THE NEW DRESSMAKER 

dressmaking are known as the “‘bent’’ shears. (Ill. 1.) They are bent in this way so as 
to raise the material as little as possible in cutting and so prevent the under layer from 
slipping in cutting two thicknesses of material. Do not buy a cheap, poor pair. Good 
steel will last for many years. Do not use your shears for cutting threads, ete. You will 

need a pair of scissors and also a pair of buttonhole scissors. 

WEIGHTS. When your material is laid out smoothly on the table for cutting, it 
should be held in place by four round iron weights weighing one or two pounds. (Ill. 1.) 
You can get them at the stationer’s. Or you can use the same sort of weights you use 
for your kitchen scales. 

PINS, NEEDLES, ET CETERA. Clean, unbent pins are important. Small pins 
are better than large, and fine steel pins should be used on silk or any material that will 
mark. Never push a pin through a fabric. Use the points only and take up as little of 
the material as possible. 

You will need a thimble that fits correctly, needles of all sizes, basting cotton, dif- 
ferent colored cottons for marking tailors’ tacks, tailors’ chalk, a yard-stick, emery for 
polishing needles, and a tape-measure. Learn to use your tape-measure accurately, for 
one of the points of fine dressmaking is the difference between an eighth of an inch anda 
quarter, a quarter of am-inch and three-eighths. 

The needle must be in proportion to the thread 
and to the texture of the material on which it is to be 

5 used. It should be just large enough for the thread 
ens to slip through the eye easily and heavy enough not 
PH to bend when it is put through the material. 

re >>) Complete information concerning irons and ar- 
“yy ticles for pressing will be found in Chapter 32 

a “Pressing.” 
oo 4 

sid THE SEWING-MACHINE should be of a good, 
ae reliable make. You will get full directions with it, 
ae | and in using it be careful to observe the correct 

P| i tension, length of stitch, ete. Tucking, gathering, 
ry hs \ hemming, binding, etc., can be done on a machine. 

\\ 

f | THE DRESS-FORM. It is necessary in dress- 
— making at home to have a perfect duplicate of your 
Se 4s own figure on which you can try your clothes as you 

make them. 
| Buy a dress-form one size smaller than your bust - 

& measure. (Ill. 2.) If you have a thirty-six-inch 
bust, buy a thirty-four-inch dress-form. The 
stand should be on casters so that you can move it 

} around and turn it easily. It is not necessary for 
} you to have a wire skirt frame. Buy a waist-lining 

pattern reaching down to about the hips, buying it 
by your bust measure. (Chapter 2, pages 10 and 11.) 

Cut the lining from unbleached muslin or natural- 
| colored linen or duck. The material should be of a 

firm, strong quality so that it will not stretch and it 
ee 2j Vina. should be thoroughly shrunken before it is used. In 

\\ ~ cutting the lining out, cut one sleeve. 
—aig \j = Put the lining together according to the Illus- 

: trated Instructions given with the pattern, making 
Teg OSE Pon the closing at the center front. 

The lining should be tried on directly over your cor- 
set so as to get as close a duplicate of your figure as possible. In using the finished dress- 
form remember that it represents your figure without lingerie. Dress the form in the 
lingerie that you usually wear. 

Make the necessary alterations at the outlet seams, fitting the lining very carefully.
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Be sure to have the neck and armhole exactly right. Stitch the seams through the 
bastings. If you can’t remove them afterward, it doesn’t matter in this case. Press the 
seams open. (Chapter 32.) It is not necessary to bind or overcast them. Runastrong 
basting around the armholes and neck to keep them from stretching, turning the neck 
edges under three-eighths of an inch. 

Make up the single sleeve you cut with the rest of the lining, following the directions 
given with the pattern. Baste it into the lining and try it on to be sure that it is the right 
length and sets comfortably on the arm. Fit the sleeve as close to the arm as possible. 
Then rip the sleeve out. Stitch and press open the sleeve seams. 

Stitch the fronts of the lining about an eighth of an inch back of each fold edge. 
Mark the waistline by a line of colored thread through the waistline perforations. 
Place the lining on the dress-form, leaving the front edges open temporarily. Pad 

between the lining and the form with tissue-paper, cotton rags or wadding until it fits per- 
fectly. Be careful in padding not to stretch or draw the lining or to let the padding get in 
bunches. Pack it until the front edges just meet and then pin them together. Then sew 
them with an overhand stitch. (Ill. 2.) If you have prominent or uneven hips or a 
round abdomen, place the wadding where it is needed. When you pad below the waist- 
line, pin the wadding to the form so that it will not slip. 
When you have padded the front out to its right propor- 
tions, turn up the lining and cover the padding at the $ “ 
hips with a thin piece of lining material, tacking the S o | 
covering to the dress-form. é = | 

Place a piece of lining material inside each armhole, © . y= \ \ i 
turn in the armhole edges three-eighths of an inch and df If i W }) 
fell them to it. (Ill. 2.) a yi \\ mh 

iy if} ‘i il ! 

Ree that varies quite decidedly trom theaverage y ! ! il | I 
it is better to use a special dress-form. Alteryourpat-  /' Hi. | I oR 

tern and make up the lining as described in the earlier Hi } | i i\\* 
part of this chapter. Send your finished lining to a firm JM i} | HH i 
that makes dress-forms and have a special form made j i } ii i 
from it, but a size smaller than your lining. When you i! Hh UH! 
get the form, put the lining on it and pad it as already Hh / | |e 
described. 2 Mm 3 f/ 

Or a woman of this type of figure can get an adjust- a 
able dress-form. Get it a size smaller, adjust it to rep- gD > 
resent your figure, cover it with your lining and pad it as Ml, 30 the Sieeve Foun, 
directed here. 

A WOMAN who sews for a number of people will have to use an adjustable form with 
a fitted lining for each person she sews for. Mark these linings distinctly with the 

name of the person for whom it was made. The form will have to be adjusted and 
padded each time a lining is used. 

In using a dress-form, the skirt can be put on the form and the form placed on the table. 
It is easier to work with in this position. 

In fitting a coat the form should be dressed with the waist and skirt over which the coat 
will be worn. 

THE SLEEVE-FORM. Take the finished sleeve of the lining and pad it firmly and 
evenly. Place a piece of lining material over the padding at the wrist, turn in the wrist 
edges three-eighths of an inch, and fell them to the piece of material. (III. 3.) 

Slip a piece of lining material in the armhole of the sleeve. Turn in the edge of the 
under portion of the sleeve three-eighths of an inch and fell the fold edge to the lining 
material. (Ill. 3.) Pad the upper part of the sleeve until it looks as nearly as possible 
like the arm. Turn in the upper edge of the piece of lining three-eighths of an inch and 
fell it to the upper part of the sleeve. (Il. 3.) 

You can use the sleeve-form for either the right or left arm, and you will find it very 
useful for trimming or draping sleeves.



CHAPTER 2 

BUTTERICK PATTERNS 

What They Are, What They Do, How to Buy the Right Size, How to Buy Your Materials, 
How to Use Your Pattern Correctly 

UTTERICK PATTERNS are always in advance. They are the smartest in style, and 
B give the prettiest versions of new fashions. They are the easiest to use and are 

fully guaranteed in every way. 
They are designed by a staff whose headquarters are in Paris and New York. 

This staff is in constant touch with the work of the most famous French dressmakers 
such as Worth, Doucet, Paul Poiret, Madame Paquin, Doouillet, Chéruit, Agnes, Jeanne 
Lanvin, Jenny, Premet, Beer, Redfern and Martial et Armand. During the Paris season 
the Butterick staff attend the French races, the smart restaurants, the opera and the new 
plays where the newest fashions are shown, in order to adapt them immediately to Amer- 
ican needs in the Butterick Pattern. The Paris social season is in the Spring, the London 
season in the early Summer, the Deauville and Biarritz seasons in Midsummer, the New 
York season from November until Lent, the Palm Beach season in January and early 
February, and the Nice and Monte Carlo season in March. It is therefore possible for 

the Butterick staff to work directly at the sources of the fashions which would be imprac- 
tical if all these seasons occurred at the same time. 

More Butterick Patterns are sold in Paris than all other makes of French patterns. 
The smart Frenchwoman uses Butterick Patterns because she is in a position to compare 
them with the fashions of the Rue de la Paix and knows the Butterick Patterns give her 
the latest French styles. 

WHAT THEY ARE. The Butterick Pattern gives you the actual shape of every new fashion 
and for every type of garment for women, young girls, children, boys and babies, and for 
every kind of garment that a woman should undertake to make for the men in her family. 

The Butterick Patterns give the professional dressmaker patterns that she can not. 
afford to make herself. If she is sufficiently expert to be able to draft a good pattern her _ 
time is worth several hundred times the small amount which she pays for the Butterick 
pattern. If she is not expert enough to make a pattern, the Butterick pattern made by 
the highest grade of professionals saves her the ruinously expensive mistakes that she 
would make if she attempted to cut her own patterns. 

HOW TO BUY THE RIGHT SIZE. It is absolutely essential that you buy your pat- 
tern by the right size. In no other way can you be sure of securing the perfect lines of 
the original design. The right size will save you time because it means that there will 
be no unnecessary fitting. It will save your material. A size too large takes more mate- 
rial than you require while a size that is too small might make your dress unwearable. 
Insist on being measured each time you buy a pattern. New corsets or an unsuspected 
change of weight may have altered your bust, waist or hip measure. Before buying a 
pattern put on your best corsets and lace them properly. Wear a waist or dress that 
fits nicely. Never be measured in old corsets, over your coat, or in a clumsy dress or a. 
negligée. 

The bust measure only is used in buying waists, blouses, dresses, coats and underwear 
(except petticoats and drawers). Buy them all by the same bust measure. If you buy 
a thirty-six bust waist buy a thirty-six bust coat or chemise. 

Don’t buy a larger size for your coat or a smaller size for your underwear. A coat. 
10
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gx P>, pattern makes allowance 
gyre we 3 in the size of the waist or 
ev cP W@W a Y dress underneath; under- 

y gy q eg wear patterns make the 
‘ proper provision in size 

to allow for the fact that 
’ lh . they are worn under a 

(| waist or dress. 
em Ona ey A thirty-six inch bust pat- 

NI i \ tern fits a figure which mea- 
[i A ! Y \ sures thirty-six inches in the 

pee So [Apert bust. The pattern itself does 
i iA. [| ] ee not necessarily measure thir- 
ul \ I 7 INCHES *\ ty-six inches. The proper 

A | Aeros | a Tee \ amount of fulness is allowed 
i H) Zincues st] } ia waist in a blouse to give it the 
(Y j ee i 4 Cue right softness on the 

| waist id 4 figure. In a waist the 
i } Uine--| right amount of size is al- 
y | lowed to give the correct 

; style effect. A thirty-six 
Ills. 4 and 5. Measuring a Woman’s Bust, Waist, Hip and Arm inch bust soft blouse will 

: be larger than a thirty-six 
inch bust close-fitted basque 

but both of them will fit correctly a woman who measures thirty-six inches at the bust. 
In buying a pattern you can not rely on the size that you buy in ready-made clothes. 

With some manufacturers sizes run large and with others they run small, and do not fur- 
nish you a reliable guide in buying a pattern. Be measured. 

The bust measure should be taken over the fullest part of the bust close up under 
the arms and straight across the back, with the tape-measure drawn easily but not 
snug. (Ills. 4 and 5.) 

The waist measure should be taken at your normal waist- cn 
line with the tape-measure held snug but not tight. (1 at 
(lls. 4 and 5.) ee 

Skirt patterns, drawers and petticoats should be bought [ 
by the hip measure taken seven inches below the normal SAN 
waistline for women, and around the fullest part of the hip S 58 
for misses and small women. The tape should be easy and Hy 
not snug. (Ills. 4 and 5.) ( BS 

The sleeve pattern should be bought by the arm measure i 
taken easily around the arm just below the armhole. i a 
(Il. 4.) : BAS Ly 

At the top of every pattern you will find instructions E ] 
as to how to buy that particular pattern, that is, whether E | NS 
it should be bought by the bust or hip measure, ete. Fol- B | Se 
low these instructions in buying your pattern. 5 

Skirt patterns should be bought by the hip measure. | 
(Ills. 4 and 5.) If the waist is small in proportion to the ( E | | 
hips, it is an easy matter to take in the skirt a little at the Sy 4 1 
top. If the pattern is small for you at the waist—and Pot YO 
this will happen only in rare cases— a slight allowance i | 
can be made for the necessary waist size when you cut 
out your material. ee 

A skirt pattern should never be ordered with a hip i] | 
measure smaller than that of the figure to be fitted. he 

If a plaited skirt is too large or too small at the waist, ‘i 
the plaits should be made either deeper or shallower to 
fit the belt. latices i ‘ 7 M6. The Underarm Measure 

If the skirt is gathered at the top, the gathers simply is Taken from One 
need to be drawn a little closer or let out as much as ne propia: the oe Oe
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needed. If the skirt is plain at the top ct ee 
and gored, each seam should be taken in (3 RS, my 
so as to make the alteration as small as \ i > 4 54 
possible in each place, sloping it gradu- MS Key 
ally to nothing at the hipline. Or the ae (\ or Q, i 
waist size can be increased as illustrated Coe a hk 
and explained in Chapter 5 ‘‘Altering re Pee eer 
Skirt Patterns.” Page 28. / ooo at 

In a circular skirt with one or more darts, ee RN ar NoRMAL| {| 
the waist size can be made smaller or larger LA, waist LINE C eet 
by taking in or letting out the darts. ce 5 \ \ 

Ina cireular skirt without darts, if only \ \ 
a small reduction is required, it may often i \ 6 a iran it 
be eased into the belt. If the waist needs i EA flee parn a 
to be made very much smaller it may be { Ione i\ NS oF HIP 
necessary to make a small dart at each hip. ! oF HIP 7 

If the waistline needs to be made larger Ills.7 and 8. Measuring a Child’s Bust, Waist and Hip 
it can be done by raising the skirt a trifle 

on the belt all the way around. A very 
5 Ba \ little will increase the waist size a good 

WV em deal rca Me eal. 
we = 

ied Ye L MISSES’ PATTERNS for dresses, blouses, 
er ¥ coats and underwear, except drawers and 
oS petticoats, should be bought by the age 

S unless the girl is large or small for her age 
Z N in which case the pattern should be bought 

Py N by her bust measure. Skirt, drawers and 
| ey N petticoat patterns should also be bought 

‘| by the age if the girl is of normal size. If 
she is large or small buy her drawers or 

=> d = { petticoat patterns by her hip measure. 

a SS SMALL WOMEN’S PATTERNS for 
f (d Py dresses, blouses, coats and underwear, ex- 

Kes cept drawers and petticoats, should be 
bought by bust measure. Skirt, drawers and 

Ils. 9 and 10. Measuring a Boy's Breast and Waist Petticoat patterns should be bought by 
. hip measure. 

_ JUVENILE PATTERNS should be bought by age unless the child is small or large for 
its age. In that case order the girl’s dresses, coat and underwear, except drawers, by 
the bust measure. The drawers should be ordered by the waist measure. The proper 
way of taking a child’s measurements is shown in the Illustrations 6, 7 and 8. 

BOYS’ PATTERNS should be ordered by age. If a 
boy is large or small for his age order his blouse, suits ry 
and coat by his breast measure, his shirts by his neck (i ran 
measure, and his trousers by his waist measure. \i iS 

Illustrations 9 and 10 show the proper way of taking y Cet eA 
boys’ measurements. The breast measure is taken 5 CG a: ar a. a 
around the body close under the arm with the tape Coa x, s\ @)) 
drawn close but not tight. The measurement for an Se Pee Pees > 
Overcoat should be taken over the clothing the coat is to NCR |G 
cover. The waist measure should be taken at the normal f eS 
waistline with the tape-measure held close but not tight. g orn 

y 
HEAD MEASURE. In ordering hats for children 11. M fs aie 

order hat patterns by the age unless the head is large ene ous pos
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Zz or small. In that case measure the head as shown in Illustration 11. 

eA MEN’S SHIRT PATTERNS should be bought by the neck mea- 
: sure. You can get his neck measure from his collar, a comfortable 
Tj shirt, or his own neck. If you buy his shirt patterns by his 

\ ‘ collar size find out whether he prefers his shirts 44 inch or 4% 
\\\\ ] of an inch smaller than his collar or the same size. All three sizes 

\\ are correct, it is a matter of individual preference. 
] If you are measuring from a shirt that is comfortable, measure 

i} } from the center of the buttonhole of the right end to the center of 
, D) the buttonhole of the left end. 

, ‘ If you measure his bare neck, measure it where the neck band 
\ \ comes. Do it carefully and hold the tape-measure easy. Add 4% 

y inch to his actual neck measure for his shirt size. 

4 Butterick shirt patterns allow for all shrinkage of the silk and 
cotton materials. Wool materials should be shrunk before cutting. 

Buy his nightshirt and pajama patterns by the same neck measure 
as you would a regular shirt. Don’t buy a larger size; the night- 

| shirt and pajamas patterns have the necessary allowance for an 
easier fit around the neck and through the body. 

DOLLS’ PATTERNS. When you measure a doll measure its 
HL 12. <ADoll —_ length from the top of its head to the sole of its foot. . (Ill. 12.) 
from the Top of 

ie Heed forte HOW TO BUY YOUR MATERIALS. The effect of a dress 
depends very largely on choosing the material that is suitable for 
it. For example, you would never choose chiffon for a circular 

skirt on account of the fact that chiffon would stretch badly when cut on the bias, and 
that it is so soft that it would not give the flare at the bottom which is characteristic 
of the circular skirt. 

‘You would not choose a stiff silk that would give the bouffant effect in a style period 
when fashions were soft and clinging. Nor would you use a soft, clinging silk when it is 
desirable to have the bouffant effect given by a stiff silk. A material that has had a 
great vogue and that has become passé should never be used for a new dress for it will 
give the dress an out-of-date appearance. 

The same thing is true of colors. For certain staple materials like serge and gabardine, 
the accepted colors like black and navy blue are always worn, but for the most part it is 
necessary to inform yourself each season as to what is new and correct. This information 
is given each month in Tue Detrineator and every season in Butrerick FAsHIons. 
Materials suitable for the pattern are also given on the back of the pattern envelope. 

The quantities on the pattern envelope will tell you what width of material you can 
select. Never choose a material narrower than those given on the envelope. The widths 

given are the ones in which you can cut the garment without ugly piecings. Narrower 
widths are not given because they would be undesirable. 

The pattern envelope will tell you exactly how much material you would need for any 
size and in every suitable width for the different views on the pattern envelope. For 
that reason you must always buy your pattern before you buy your material. If you 
buy your material first you will do it by guesswork and you will get either too much or 
too little. If it is too much you are wasting material and money. If you get too little, 
one of two disagreeable things might happen. You might not be able to get more ma- 
terial when you went back for it, or you might find that the amount you bought origi- 
nally was a quarter of a yard too little for your sleeves, making it necessary to get three- 
quarters of a yard of new material, where a quarter of a yard more material in the first 
place would have answered if it had all been cut in one piece. Buy your pattern first 
and decide which view you will follow in making it up so that you can find out exactly 
what material you will require. It will take less material, for example, if you are going 
to make a dress with the short sleeve of one view instead of the long sleeve of another. 
The pattern gives the quantity for each view. 

In planning the length of your skirt and before cutting your material, it is necessary 
to decide whether the lower edge is to be finished with a hem orfacing. Butterick patterns
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for ladies’ skirts do not allow for ahem and the quantities given on pattern envelope 
do not include enough material for a hem. In some cases a facing can be made from 
pieces that are left over. As a rule a skirt can be cut from less material if a facing is used 
but in some cases a hem is preferable while in other cases a facing is better. 

For a sheer material a hem should be used, if possible, as the seam joining a facing to 
the lower edge of a skirt will show through a transparent fabric. A hem is the best fin- 
ish for the bottom of a plaited skirt as a seam in the lower edge would be bulky in the plaits. 

If the lower edge of a skirt has an inward curve as is usually the case when a skirt is 
much narrower at the bottom than the top, it is better to use a bias or shaped facing as 
a hem would be tight at the upper part when turned up. 

If a hem is desired, allowance for it must be made in buying the quantity of material 
and in cutting by the pattern, unless the skirt pattern is too long for you. If you are 
two or three inches below average height the pattern will be too long for you and the 
quantities given will allow you to use a hem. 

THE USE OF PATTERNS. After you have bought your pattern take it home, open 
it and identify the different pieces by the diagram on the back of the envelope. 

If the two sides of the pattern are exactly alike you will find that the pattern is for 
just half the garment and that each piece is to be cut double or twice. 

A front gore pattern is cut double with its front edge on the fold of the goods. 
Tf one side is different from the other a pattern will be given for each part that is differ- 

ent as in the case of a skirt which is draped on one side and not on the other. 
The two side gores are either cut singly or from a double thickness of the material. 
After you have identified each piece of the pattern decide which ones you are going to 

use and put the others back in the envelope. A waist, for example, will often have two 
sleeves, and you must choose before cutting which sleeve pattern you prefer. You 
must also decide whether you will use a body lining, a collar for the high neck, ete. Al- 
ways put the pieces that you are not going to use out of the way so that you will not make 
the mistake of cutting out things you do not need, and wasting your material. 

The Butterick Pattern has a unique service of the greatest value in the DELTOR with its 
ILLUSTRATED LAY-OUTS FOR CUTTING. These lay-outs show how to lay out for 
cutting every size in which the pattern is cut and on material of every width suitable for the 
garment. If there are two or three ways of making a garment from the pattern, the lay- 
outs cover each method of making the garment. 

The purpose of these lay-outs is twofold. In the first place they are intended to show 
a woman the most economical way of cutting this garment correctly with the least pos- 
sible waste of material. In the second place they show her how to place each piece of 
the pattern on the correct grain of the material. If any piece is cut on the wrong grain 
it will look badly when the garment isworn. If a sleeve is cut onthe wrong grain it 
will crawl around the arm and never stay in the right place. With the new Butterick 
Illustrated Lay - 
Outs any woman 
can cut her gar- SELVEDGE career 

tailor would cut it. gaa enor wie Guess UUM TC 
This question Fer reece | EE i se Seat tag EH AQ i Ea ee = cay =e Uae of the grain or Eels, ae ll iy a) gee 

thread of the ma- FMW cs -seaee)  eere Be ee me terial is very im- PGS 71 (ee 2 
portant. SSISELVEDGE Ruin ri i ee ee seaiiiii Hal if i 42 

All materials are ea Hit ee ee Se HH: } 4 Re 
finishedat the Pater Hi Hie pai di if i I i ls 
outside edges with i AS ean Sas il (ia ree a 

a woven border ENG E FOLO it | HeeANL oe a 
called a selvedge. Fats 5 Yi ia Ne 
(TL, 13.) The ETc cEe ate 
material itself is 

Mov on yeh eng th; Ill. 13. Lengthwise and Crosswise of Material, Lengthwise 
wise or crosswise and Crosswise Folds
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threads. The lengthwise threads run parallel to the selvedge. (Ill. 13) Crosswise 
threads run from selvedge to selvedge. (Ill. 13.) 

A LENGTHWISE FOLD is a fold made parallel to the selvedge. (Ill. 13.) 

A CROSSWISE FOLD is a fold made straight across the material from selvedge to 
selvedge. (Ill. 13.) 

A TRUE BIAS runs diagonally across the material at right angles to the lengthwise 
and crosswise threads. (lll. 14.) 

f True Bias is obtained by spreading the mate- 
rial on the table and making a mark seven or 

eoverecseeeensenneset 7 Micessencesetettmeeneey eight inches from one corner on both the selvedge 
xy TEV PUY Ey * and the cut end. Lay a yardstick across the 
ils s $2 x S$ \ Xx corner, touching both these marks, and draw a 
PLS SS YX S88 \ Y\ line. (Ill. 14.) Make as many marks on both 
ae S < \ X \ S VN \ edges as there are strips needed, marking them 
PIS XS SS LLEVA SS the required width. Then cut carefully, follow- 

pS S A888 xX< Vx ing the line and using sharp scissors. 
Ge SAN eS \ x \ When the material for the bias bands is alike on 

18 s s 8 < S ¥ \ X both sides, as in the case of corded silk, for in- 

i{sS x < VX S VS \ x stance, be careful to have the cut strips all on 
iTS 8 SHY SAN SA the same bias. 

Ses aN aN x = \ Sometimes, in cutting, if the material is very 
iTS SAS VE & YN \ pliable, the edges will stretch, and in time the 
: Vx << x < ¥ < \ \ cutting line will deviate from the original mark. 
ule S \ x XN SA \ < \ It is well, in cutting many strips, to test the bias 
“vS & ¥ NaN x x ¥ \ X line occasionally, by laying the yardstick across 

s Vv SS YS YY YN the material, and cutting a new edge if the old 
ve & A Sisk one is not even. 
FL SASS SCS \ Bias bands, folds, ruffles, facings, ete., must be 
. VX A LSS * X \ cut on a true bias to give satisfactory results. 
Vy NS NN S \ For rounding corners or following curved lines, 

! ww SX 8 XS 8 \ \ or making folds or ruffles hang gracefully, it is 
eS SNS VS FS § impossible to use successfully material that is 

: n cut on the straight of the weave. To maintain 
ml. 1a Hoteus Meee! a perfect bias, the strips should be of equal width 

throughout their entire length. 

AEF 
eo a oa i ia A ae ite fl afl MZ io” 

@ =S fe al Zio tl al) @ 
— Zo” th ll Pe allt! Bf! ii! = HE Lae fl Sa 

= = e 

Il. 15. Joining Bias Strips Il. 16. The Seam 

TO JOIN BIAS STRIPS, lay the two diagonal ends together as shown in Illustration 15 
and baste in a seam. (Ill. 15.) It will then be seen that when the joined strips 
are lapped back, the grain of both pieces runs correctly in the same direction. (Ill. 16.) 

PERFORATIONS. Every piece of the pattern is marked with perforations and 
notches which have different meanings and different uses.
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@ Large double perforations are used 
in cutting. (Ill. 17.) They show 

e 17. Aline you how to lay the pattern on the 
atl ne DOORS right grain of your material. These 
Perforations is large double perforations form a @ 

Always Laid on _— Straight line which is always placed 
the Material lengthwise or crosswise on the ma- = QB Lenaiiwise aad tana? ll. foe ote Single 

Parallel to the When they are laid on lengthwise 
& Selvedgeor they are parallel to the selvedge 

Crosswise ftom edgas, 

peunce® = When they are laid on crosswise 
they run across the material from 
selvedge to selvedge. 

@ Many women take a ruler and draw 
a straight line through these perfo- 

@ rations for it makes it a little easier to 
see that the line is the same distance 
from the selvedge from end to end. @ 

These large double perforations 
must be laid on a straight thread of 121. A Small Single 
the material so that the garment will Perforation 
set well and have the best effect when 

@ finished. If they are not placed ex- 
actly parallel to the selvedge or on a 
straight crosswise thread the garment 

@ will twist and look badly. 
The large triple perforations are 

@ also used for cutting but they are 
always laid on the fold of the material, B 
either a lengthwise or crosswise fold. 
(Ill. 18.) 

Some skirts are cut with one bias 
Ill. 18. Large Triple edge on each gore. Others have two 

Perforations bias edges, depending on the design 
of the skirt. The perforations in \ 
the pattern will show you just how 
that particular skirt should be cut. 

After you have pinned your pattern 
® ® on the material it is advisable to take 

a ruler or tape and measure the cut- 5 
ML 19. Small Double ting line to be sure that it is the same eee Pe Se Double 

Borneo distance from the selvedge on each 
group of perforations. 

Small double perforations are always used to mark the normal waistline in skirts, 

blouses, coats, etc. (Ill. 19.) In some cases they are also used to indicate special out- 

lines at the neck, ete. 
Large single perforations (Ill. 20.) and small single perforations (Ill. 21.) either alone 

or together are used for different purposes and their use is always shown in the Illustrated 
Instructions. 

NOTCHES (Ill. 22.) are used at seam edges to show which edges should come together. 
Edges marked with notches are put together with the duplicate notches matching. 

Pin the pattern in place with small pins placed as close together as necessary to hold 
the pattern firmly. Do not push the pins through the material recklessly, but take 
up as few threads as possible so as not to mark the material. 

In cutting you must use sharp dressmaking shears and follow the edge of the 
pattern exactly. If you cut with small dull scissors you will get a jagged edge that 
you can not follow in basting. If you cut beyond the edge of the pattern you will 
change the size of the garment.
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ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS, 
In the pattern envelope you will find Y 
THE DELTOR in which are the y 
BUTTERICK ILLUSTRATED IN- 4 
STRUCTIONS. Look these over and 
see how easily your dress will go to- Ss =— = & 
gether. , 

THE ILLUSTRATED INSTRUC- f 
TIONS show you with a series of A 
pictures how to join every part of fj 

the garment, just where to baste, B 
tuck, drape, ete. You do not have 
to read long, confusing directions for Ill. 23. Basting Through Outlet Perforations 
it is all told in pictures which, with 
a few explanatory words, are impos- 
sible to misunderstand. You see at 
a glance what you are to do just as 
if there were someone at your work- : 
table putting your garment together - ie <=> —-— 1— 
for you. \ z 

I 
| 

| ll. 24. Basting a Three-eighths of an Inch Seam 

THE ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS show 
i } you just how to use every perforation and every notch. 
4 | If you have never used a pattern in your life the IL- 

| } LUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS make it possible for 
you to make any type of garment without any knowl- 

j edge of dressmaking, because the knowledge is supplied 
| you by an expert who has reduced it to pictures. 

| OUTLET SEAMS are marked by large single perfora- 
i tions (Ill. 23.) In basting them the basting line should 

| run exactly through the center of these perforations. 
i outa (23) 

OE Ieee Ordinary seams are not marked by perforations but 
Ils. 25 and 26. Rightand Wrong are basted exactly 3¢ inch from the seam edge. (Ill. 24.) 
Methods of Terminating Darts The outlet seam is deeper than the ordinary seams. 

It is made so on purpose so that it can be let out if it 
is necessary to make any slight alteration to suit the individual figure. They are general- 
ly used at underarm and shoulder seams, and very often in the seams of sleeves. In 
so many cases women’s shoulders are not exactly even or there are some slight variations 
from the average at one point or another of the figure. These outlet seams give you a 
chance to alter the garment in an easy, simple way. 

ORDINARY SEAMS. A % of an inch seam allowance is made on all edges not cut on 
the fold of the goods, or finished with a hem. In basting, the seam lines must be followed 
exactly. (Ill. 24.) If you make them deeper or narrower you will alter the size of the 
garment. 

DARTS are marked by V-shaped lines of perforations. 
A dart is made by bringing the two lines of a dart perforations together and basting 

through the perforations. (Ill. 25.)
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Illustration 25 shows the easy curve which should be followed in finishing a dart in 
a waist pattern. The illustration shows the material basted with the corresponding 
perforations matched according to pattern instructions. The line of the basting should 
follow a reverse curve toward the point, running into the fold almost on a line with the 
fold. If a reverse curve is not followed (Ill. 26.) you will get a pouch effect, a sort of 
pucker, something that is seen at the top of a badly sewed dart. 

All perforations and notches should be followed faithfully. They are the work of 
experts who have gone to an immense amount of labor and study to show you the ab- 
solutely correct way of putting together your garment. It takes a little time to mark 
them all carefully in the beginning, but you save that time over and over again before 
you are finished. 

All the working perforations should be marked with tailors’ tacks, using different colored 
cotton to mark the different sizes and kinds of perforations, so that you won’t confuse 
them after you have removed the pattern from the material. (Chapter 16 Ill. 146.) 

THE DELTOR gives complete suggestions for finishing the garment in the different kinds 
of material to which it is suited. The finishes given in the Deuror are those that would 
be used by the best Paris and Fitth Avenue establishments and if they are followed care- 
fully the garment will have a well-made French look instead of “the home-made look” 
which is the result of improper and careless finishing. The suggestions given in the 
Detror are explained and illustrated in THE New DRESSMAKER. For example, if the DEL- 
TOR tells you to use a French fell seam or a bound buttonhole, you will find illustrated di- 
rections for making the seam and the buttonhole in THE New DRESSMAKER . 

NOTE: If after reading this chapter carefully and following the instructions you are 
not entirely satisfied with the way you have made any style of garment from a Butterick 
Pattern write to Eleanor Chalmers in care of the Butterick Publishing Company, 
New York City. Explain your difficulty as fully as you can and Mrs. Chalmers will 
help you.



CHAPTER 3 

ALTERING THE LENGTH OF PATTERNS 

Lengthening or Shortening a Waist Pattern—Lengthening and Shortening Sleeve Patterns 
Increasing or Decreasing the Size of Collars—Lengthening and 

Shortening Skirt Patterns 

UTTERICK PATTERNS are made with such expert skill and are the result of such 
B scientific accuracy and study that they are an absolutely perfect fit for the woman 

of average proportions. But it often happens that a woman varies from the nor- 
mal at some point. The variation may not be marked enough to be noticeable. 
But if she is an inch or two long or short waisted, if she is slightly round-shouldered, if the 
upper part of her arm is long in proportion to the lower part, her patterns will have to be 
altered a trifle to make them correspond to her figure. The alterations are extremely 
easy to make, but this point again illustrates the advantage of making your clothes to 
suit your figure, to fit the irregularities of the figure that are taken care of in this chapter. 

The changes that are given here may be made without altering the original lines of the 
pattern, though they should be made in the pattern and not in the garment after it is cut 
out. If you attempt to make these changes in fitting the garment it will mean more 
work than if you had made a simple alteration in the pattern before cutting out your 
material. Trying to alter the garment itself is unsatisfactory, even with the additional 
work, for these changes can not be made after the garment is cut. 

Almost every woman knows if there is any variation from normal in her figure. She 
knows if she is tall or short, long-waisted or short-waisted, if she has round shoulders, a 
narrow back, a flat chest or a broad back, ete. Before cutting your material you must be 
sure that the pattern is the right length and shape for your particular figure. “ 

ADAPTING PATTERNS TO LONG OR SHORT 
WAISTED FIGURES—Before cutting your mate- 

% ee rial have your figure measured from the collar 
. seam at the back of the neck to the normal 

waistline, and close up under the arms to the 
1 0M go T waistline. Make a memorandum of these mea- 
+1 { surements as they are taken. 

e $ Now take your lining pattern and take the 
eo. corresponding measurements of the pattern. 

Remember that the back pattern has a 34 of an 
mee : inch seam allowance at the neck and that there 

e is a 3 of an inch seam allowance at the arm- 
eg oe* me hole edge under the arm. 
oS Sr e Compare your measurements with the measure- 

je . vy ey ments of the pattern. In most cases it is suf- 
oe 6 ficient to alter the waist length at the lower part. 

eon oe oe Some figures, however, are long-waisted from un- 
dene On der the arm to the waistline and short from under 

e ee the arm to the neck, If this is your case you will 
e discover it in comparing your measurements with 

the measurements of the pattern. If the lower 
part is too long lay a plait across each piece about 

Il. 27. To Shorten the Waist Lining 2% inches above the waistline. (Ill. 27.) The 
19
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depth of the plait will depend on the amount 
of difference between your figure and the length 
of the pattern. 

\ If you find that your underarm measure and 
that of the pattern are the same, but that you 
are shorter-waisted than the pattern, the difference 
is in the upper part. Decrease the length of the 
upper part of the pattern by laying a plait across 
the front and back, half-way between the under 
arm and the neck.. (Ill. 27.) 

Tf you are long-waisted instead of short-waisted 
the lining pattern can be altered at the same 
points, by cutting the pieces of the pattern and 

separating them sufficiently to give you the 
length you need. (III. 28.) 

In laying plaits across the pattern the edge of 
the pattern should be evened off after the plaits 
are laid. 

If an alteration is made in the length of the 
lining a corresponding alteration must be made 
in the pattern of the outside of the waist or dress, 
taking out or putting in the same amount and 

Ill. 28. To Lengthen the Waist Lining er re a 

LENGTHENING OR SHORTENING THE 
TWO-SEAM SLEEVE PATTERNS—Your arm may measure 
exactly the same as the sleeve pattern, but its length might be 
made up of a long upper arm and of a short forearm. In that 
case the elbow of the pattern would not come in the right place 
on your arm. Or your arm may be perfectly proportioned, but it 
may be longer or shorter than the average, in which case an alter- 
ation would have to be made in both the upper and lower part of 
the sleeve pattern to make it the right length for you. y { 

For a two-seam sleeve pattern measure along the inside of your , 
arm from the armhole to the bend of the elbow, and from the 
bend of the elbow to the wrist. You will need both these mea- 
surements, so as to be sure that the sleeve elbow will come in the Fj 

right place. Measure your sleeve pat- Fer 

tern along the inside seam of the upper 
part from 3¢ of an inch below the arm- 
hole edge to the small double perfora- 
tions which indicate the elbow. Mea- 
sure from the elbow perforations to 
within 3% of an inch of the wrist edge. : 
The %¢ of an inch on each edge is the is eee re 
seam finish. 

Compare your arm measurements with the measurements 
of the pattern. If the pattern is too long for you above the elbow 
lay a plait across the pattern a little above the elbow. (Ill. 29.) 
If there is an inch difference in length the plait should be 14 of 
an inch deep. If the lower part of the sleeve is too long for you 
lay a plait across the lower part below the elbow. (Ill. 29.) 

The same alterations should be made in the under part of the 
E sleeve pattern, making the plaits the same depth that you made 

in the upper part of the pattern. 
When the plaits are laid the edge of the pattern will become 

uneven. If the arm is very full the space between the elbow and 

the greater width of the upper part of the sleeve should be filled 
a out, giving you an even line. If the arm is not large you can trim 

pees ae off the extra width and get your even outline in that way.
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i CA. If the sleeve pattern requires lengthening make 
a Vag Fe the alteration at the same places in the pattern, 
i BIER cutting across the pattern and separating the 
‘Ge? pieces as in Illustration 30. Correct the outline 
LX of the edge in the same way as when the sleeve 
Ae % is shortened. 

pT NX LENGTHENING OR SHORTENING A ONE- 
f \ h, ew oe SEAM SLEEVE PATTERN °OR A KIMONO 

i) |}))} may ff SLEEVE PATTERN—One-seam sleeves and ki- 
Sen J A Ty mono sleeves fit the figure quite differently 

Ill. 31. Measuring the Arm for a One- 
Seam Sleeve or a Kimono Sleeve i 

from the two-seam sleeve and oe 0 ae ae 
so have to be measured in ee ene a 
a different way. In using ea A 
either of these sleeves have A 
your arm measure taken from \ 
the center of your back . 
along the outside of your arm 
to the wrist with the arm bent. ° 
(Il. 31.) 

Foe I. 32. Measuring a One-Seam Sleeve Pattem 
to the back pattern with the 
armhole edges lapping 34 of 
an inch. If there is a cuff pin 
it to the lower part of the sleeve 
lapping them 3% of an inch. 
Turn up the cuff in case the 
euff is double. (Ill. 32.) Com- 
pare your measurements with 
the measurements of the pat- 
tern, and if the pattern is long 
or short for you, alter it as 
shown in Illustrations 33 and 
34. A sleeve of this kind has 
no elbow curve, so that it. is 

Ill. 33. Shortening aOne-Seam Ill. 34. Lengthening’a One-Seam 
. Sleeve Pattern Sleeve Pattern 

. 

Bin SUA Se oie Ee not necessary to alter it above and 
e below the elbow. It is simply a ques- 

tion of adding or subtracting length 
See eter ot at the correct point. If the pattern is 
eee Y an inch too long for you lay a 14-inch 

On. 4H plait across the pattern. (Ill. 33.) If 
@ q it is too short slash the pattern and sepa- 

Y yess eceee oe SAN rate the pieces. (Ill. 34.) If your arm 
° \ is full you can correct the outline by 

filling in below the plaits and above the 
slash. If it is of average size you can 
trim down above the plait and below the 

Ill. 35. Measuring a Kimono Sleeve Pattern slash.
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Merten 
Ill. 36. Increasing the Size of Collars Ill. 37. Decreasing the Size of Collars 

and Neckbands and Neckbands 

In the kimono sleeve pattern measure from the center of the back below the neck to 
within 3% of an inch of the lower edge of the sleeve. (ll. 35.) This 34 of an inch is a 
seam finish. The alterations for lengthening or shortening a kimono sleeve are exactly 
the same as for the one-seam sleeve. (Ills. 33 and 34.) 

INCREASING OR DECREASING THE SIZE OF THE NECKBAND AND COLLAR— 
If the neckband of a pattern is not the right size for your neck it should be altered at the 
center back. If it is too small cut it through the center and separate the pieces suffi- 
ciently to make it the right size for you. Illustration 36 shows this alteration for neck- 
band and a turndown collar. 

If the collar pattern is too large for you lay a plait across the center back. (Ill. 37.) 

LENGTHENING AND SHORTENING GORED SKIRTS—Have your measure taken 
from the normal waistline at the center-front to the distance from the floor at which 
you wear your skirts. This length varies with different fashions. Add an inch to your 

measurement for the give 
and take of making the 

- skirt. The front-length 
NORMAL NORMAL TaeeaUren of _your ane 

jo WAISTLINE. pattern will be given on the 

” oe <WVASTLINE pattern envelope. Com- 
x A pare your measure with the 
4 i length of the pattern. If 

sefee / ee the pattern is too long for 
you, lay a plait straight 
across each gore about six 

_HIP LINE -__-. 2, ____HIP LINE _ inches below the hipline. 
7 INcHES =. 7 INCHES (Il. 38.) The hipline is 

f Fl Aerie H FROM NORMAL seven inches below the 
; \ WAISTLINE normal waistline. (Il. 38.) 

i ! If the gores are cut with 
ft one straight edge, measure 
AUGINcHESs FROM 6 inches FROM the plait at the straight 

HIP] LINE edge. If both edges of the 
-HIP | LINE. gore are bias, measure the 

Bia plait at the line of large 
double perforations that 

ge mark the straight thread of 
the material. ‘ 

‘ If the figure is full, the 
o edge of the gore on the 

bias side should be filled out 

Ills. 38 and 39. Lengthening and Shortening Gored Skirt Pattems from the folded plait to the
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hip. (Ill. 38.) If the figure is slight, this extension which comes from the plait can be 
trimmed off. 

To lengthen a gored skirt pattern, cut across each gore six inches below the hipline and 
separate the pieces as much as necessary. (III. 39.) 

In very rare cases it is sometimes necessary to alter the léngth of a skirt pattern as 
much as four or five inches. In an extreme case of this kind it is better to make half the 
alteration six inches below the hip as shown in the Illustrations 38 and 39, and the other 
half at the lower edge of the pattern, turning up the lower edge to shorten it and adding 
to it to lengthen it. 

In a circular skirt the pattern should be altered at the lower edge. 

LENGTHENING OR SHORTENING A STRAIGHT SKIRT PATTERN—The length of a 
straight skirt can be altered.at the bottom, turning up the lower edge if it is too long and 
adding more length in cutting if it is short. 

DRAPED SKIRT PATTERNS, TUNIC SKIRT PATTERNS, ETC.—If it is necessary to 
alter the length of a draped skirt pattern or a tunic skirt pattern, or a pattern with 
tucks or marks for trimmings, alter it according to the instructions given on the pattern 
envelope. The position for the alteration will vary with the skirt.



CHAPTER 4 

ALTERING WAIST PATTERNS FOR FIGURES THAT VARY 

FROM THE AVERAGE 

Fora Figure Broader at the Back than at the Front, for Square Shoulders, for Sloping Shoulders, 

| for a Full Bust, for a Small Bust, for Round Shoulders, for an Over Erect Figure 

LTERING A PATTERN FOR A FIGURE BROAD a 
L. IN BACK 1N PROPORTION TO THE FRONT. * ‘ 

Several women may have exactly the 
same bust measure but the bust size may be °. ° 
distributed in different ways. The first type of 
figure to be considered in this chapter is the = . 
figure that is broad across the back in proportion 
to the chest measure. Usually this type of tas ie 
woman is hollow-chested. If her back is broader i y 
than the average, she has discovered it in making } y 
her own clothes. V 

The alteration for this type of figure is very ° Y “ 
simple. Slash the back pattern from the shoulder y 
to the bottom on a line with the back edge and ° Y 
separate the pieces as much as is necessary to fit Z 

: Il. 40. For a Figure Broad 
ae a = at the Back in Proportion 

if! Sah) 4 fi ae to the Front 

(58 CA 
Bes Se Ae the figure. (Ill. 40.) This will make 

e the shoulder of the back longer than 
4. >, fe the shoulder of the front. (Ill. 40.) 

fed. SF fi OP Half of this difference in width 
iE Eg Yi] fr should be sloped off the armhole 
xR ey, ff edge of the back. (Ill. 40.) Half 

7 i Oy { the difference should be filled in at 
\ ij ( bl the armhole edge of the front, letting 
A lid \ A Wine the allowance slope to nothing at 
tt Yahi ) the notches. (Ill. 40.) The dotted 
eu | - i A * line in Illustration 40 shows you 
| jf " id y ‘| where to fill in and where to slope off. 

f" y fips / 
i A ji A ALTERING WAIST LININGS AND 
rr V/A ati -L A Oy WAISTS TO FIT SQUARE OR 
La GARE Te! GAGN SLOPING. SHOULDERS. Iilus- 
pee TH | Bh ie tration 41 shows how a waist lining 

41, If a Women Hes | 42. ‘The "Alteration: Will Grew across the chest on a 
aan Sieddos tie Linn.” & Made ab the SHoulier square-shouldered figure. The alter- 
ing Will Wrinkle Across Scan ation is so simple that it doesn’t 

the Chest have to be made in the pattern but 
24
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can be made in the actual waist lining and waist. You cut your waist or lining in the 
ordinary way by your pattern and put it together according to the Illustrated Instruc- 
tions. Try it on, pinning the fronts together. (Ill. 41.) You will find that it draws 
across the chest and needs to be taken up at the shoulder seams at the neck as 
much as necessary to remove these wrinkles, letting this alteration slope toward the 
shoulders. (Ill. 42.) Tapering in the shoulder at the neck will make the neck size too % 
small. Slash the neck edge of the lining at intervals until it feels comfortable. (Ill. 42.) 

Take off the lining and baste the shoulder seam and trim off the neck edge on a line 
with the slashes. Try the lining on again to be sure the alteration is right before stitch- 
ing the shoulder seams. If there are crosswise wrinkles at the back, the back lining ean be al- 
tered in the same way. The same altera- = 
tion that is made in the lining should LAa® GQ 
be made in the outside waist. ty Ka) é Sak) co 86; 
ALTERING A WAIST TO FIT SLOP- le Sp PS 

ING SHOULDERS. Sloping shoulders r ) 
make the diagonal wrinkle from the (i 
neck to the armhole. (Ill. 43.) This 4 ¥ 5 
alteration, too, can be made in the 1 \ (H\ // 
lining and the waist without alter- Y ) // \ i ; 
ing the pattern. Make up your lining AS j Bs 
in the usual way and put it on, pinning \\ i Lil ‘i 
carefully at the center front. In Illus- Re a \\ , 
tration 43 the shoulders are very slop- Vie be tg] 1 aa 
ing, and in your case the wrinkle may hr ey jj \ Hi 4 4 
not be as pronounced. The wrinkle is 7 | ea / if in iN J 
due to the fact that the shoulders are a/ t i i 
not high enough to take up the full size \y | 8] 
of the: pattern. The extra size must Fy ~ : 
be taken up on the shoulder seams. | | Ail 
Take in the shoulders as little as pos- pS f Uf fe 

sible at the neck and as much as neces- jy, 43. Sloping Shoulders Il. 44. The Lining Must 
sary toward the arm. (Ill. 44.) Make the Lining Wrinkle be Lifted on the 

Taking in the shoulder seams will from Shoulder to Armhole Shoulder 
decrease the size of the armhole and 

make it bind. Slash the arm- 
hole a little until it feels just 

‘ right. Do not slash it too 
Ill. 45. If the Bust is Too ( iy much or your armhole will 

Full it Pulls Up the Lining “Se be too large. (Ill. 44.) 
me Fae) Take off your lining, baste 

VAN Se Gi the shoulder seams and cut 
Bae, 12 out the armhole on a line with 
EAS slashes. Try the lining on 
e 2 4 A again ores sure ne it is 

o ‘i comfortable and then stitch 
\ oe =<) F the shoulder seams. 

} | diy Diagonal wrinkles in the 
Ww J x q “ back of the lining may be 
\ SNS ae ,) handled in the same way. 

{ \ Wi bet Ga jf The same alteration that is 
f ia SX Lt ys. made in the lining should be 

KN f A i i : é made in the outside waist. 

\ i We Li Hj \ ‘ADAPTING PATTERNS TO 
ity vif | } A FIGURE WITH AN UN- Ae) * > USUALLY LARGE BUST. 
i i\ ll, 46. The Remeay io This is the case, not neces- 

i h Give the Lining More Size _Sarily of a large figure, but of a 
Pan i Across the Bust figure in which the bust is
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large in proportion to the bust measure. A woman might measure 36 inches at the 
bust and yet have a narrow back and a very full bust. Lf the bust is only a little full, the 
alteration can be made on the underarm seam when you try on the lining and waist. For 
an unusually large bust the alteration must be made before you cut your good lining and 
outside material. 

Get some inexpensive lining material. Unbleached muslin will answer perfectly. Lay 
out your pattern, following the instructions, and cut it out carefully, marking the perfora- 
tions with tailors’ tacks. (Page 85.) Put the lining together and turn under the hems, 
following the pattern instructions. 

Take a piece of the lining material six inches wide and long enough to reach across your 
figure to the underarm seams. Place it over your bust and pin it carefully to your lin- 
gerie. 

Put the lining on, pinning the front together with the front edges just meeting, placing 
the pins about 114 inch apart. The lining will draw in wrinkles that run from the bust 
downward toward the underarm seam. (Ill. 45.) Get some one to cut the lining straight 
across the figure to the side-front seam and from the side-front seam upward to within 
three-quarters of an inch of the notches in the armhole. When the lining is cut, it will 
separate as much as the figure requires and will drop in place over the bust. (III. 46.) 
Pin the edges carefully to the piece of lining underneath. (Ill. 46.) Take the lining off 
and baste the edges of the slash to the piece underneath. Try the lining on again to be 
sure that it fits perfectly. Take it off and rip it apart, cutting through the material 
underneath on a line with the seams. 

These lining pieces are not to be used as a pattern, for muslin stretches and is not 
accurate. Take each piece of this altered lining and the corresponding piece of the pat- 
tern and make the same alteration on the pattern, using the lining pieces as a guide. 

Slash the pattern fronts like the muslin 
a ee and separate the pieces of the pattern 
yy Xs . in the same way, and to the same ex- 

ras, Ev, g tent, and paste a piece of tissue-paper 
de JA A ie SLA under the slash. Keep the corrected 

: Se SY RESIN tissue-paper and use it for any dress 
ayy t ry that calls for a French lining. 
KA m This alteration as it is illustrated here 
A Al is for a figure unusually full at the 

KG WA bust. It will not, of course, be neces- 
li z 4 if sary to make such an extensive altera- 

j j tion for figures of a more normal shape. 

ut 4 | \ ALTERING PATTERNS FORA 
Me 7g \ \ | 4 FIGURE WITH AN UNUSUALLY 
Nae 774 i bg SMALL BUST. For the woman with 
\ A f 4 4 an unusually small bust it is wiser to 

Me W |, a k " make up the lining first in unbleached 
| i I Hy muslin before cutting into the regular 
Hie Wf [i i lining. Where the bust is just a little 
iat Ti | i Ii | under the average the alteration can 
Me | i: ( iB | i be made at the underarm seam. The 
f at M, |, i ! | \\y alteration illustrated here is for an 
MH rk 5 NS wt iF NY extreme case. 

Cut a lining of unbleached muslin, 
Ill. 47. Here the Bust is Ill. 48. Some of the Size baste it together, turning under the 

Small in Proportion to the Must be Taken hems and putting it on with the edges 

Rest of the Figure Out of the hems just meeting. Pin it care- 
fully. It will fall in wrinkles below the 

bust. (Ill. 47.) Here again the lining should be slashed straight across to the side-front 
seam and from the side-front seam upward to within 34 of an inch of the armhole notches. 
(Ill. 48.) Lap the slashed edges until the lining sets smoothly over the figure. Don’t 
try to make it snug or tight. You should have plenty of room to breathe comfortably, 
and the lining should not compress the figure. 

Pin the edges of the slash. (Ill. 48.) Take off the lining, baste in the alterations,
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3 try it on again and if it fits perfectly take 
BR. a it off and rip it apart. The edges of the 
rae TN side-front seams will be jagged where 
PETA ares are the lining was lapped. Even them off, ce (os Wes following the original seam line. 

. ee Correct your paper pattern, slashing 
~ the front and side front, lap the edges 

N ~ as much as in the lining, and paste the 
/ > A » edges together. 

if f fs f Alterations for an unusually large or 
} Wh4 Ie Wes small bust may be made on a French lin- 
\ ) y) Lap. ) ing; a liningwith one or two darts, or a lin- 
\\ \ \\. fe i ing with a straight or curved front edge. 

: / Ae 
7 hy ea ALTERING A PATTERN FOR A 

} aye am ROUND-SHOULDERED FIGURE. 
fy i i Wt " The lining must be made up in cheap y A eH \ material, fitted to the figure and the 

(i L iy alterations transferred to the paper pat- 
> a =f pi tern itself. Place a strip of the lining 

2 material about 4 inches wide across 
IIL 49. If the Figure is I. 50. The Lining Will your shoulders from one arm to the 

Round-shouldered Require More Size Across Other. Then put on the trial lining 

which will run in wrinkles from the 
underarm to the side-back seams ‘and stand out across the back (Ill. 49) because of the 
round shoulders. 

Have some one cut the lining across the shoulders to the side-back seams (Ill. 50) 
and from the seams to within 3¢ of an inch of the underarm seam. The lining will spread 

~ apart and drop to the right place on your figure. (Ill. 50.) Have some one pin the cut 
edges of the lining to the piece beneath it. 
Baste the pieces underneath and try it on again. AG re d ER 

‘ If it sets satisfactorily, cut it apart and use the (4 SS SS ce (NE 
pieces in correcting your tissue pattern. Slash A mae SN Was 
the pattern just where you slashed the lining, ‘NS fe Wen G 
separate the pieces the same distance and place 3 a) 
the tissue-paper underneath the slash. 5 $ \ s Gi 

If you are only a little round-shouldered, you 7 Kir 
will not require as great a separation. f >sS NX AN 

For avery bad case of round shoulders a i 
second cut should be made across the trial lin- Mi) ? 
ing about one-third the distance between the L/ i 
neck and first slash. Slash across the center- Hi \ He ‘ 
back and side-back portions nearly to the arm- ‘i | Ey ) ad » g 
hole edge. Separate the slashed pieces as much ) ie ‘Hie Bel a 
as the figure requires, generally 44 to 4% inch. Peels) 4s if 

In cutting out the side back preserve an /] y 1 
even curve along the back edge. The under- fj ‘ f ! 
arm gore seldom needs any change. é | | 

On Tilt AN IT ALTERING A PATTERN FOR AN OVER- 
ERECT FIGURE. Onan over-erect figure the SS en Se ee the 
lining will wrinkle across the shoulders. (Ill. 
51.) Make up the lining in cheap muslin and 
put it on correctly. Have some one slash it across the center-back portion and down to 
side back to within 34 of an inch of the underarm seam. (Ill. 52.) The edges of the slash 
should be lapped and pinned to remove the fulness in the lining. Don’t lap the edges too 
much or the shoulders will pull back. 

Baste the slash, try the lining on and then rip it apart. Where it has been lapped 
the seam edges will be uneven. Trim them off. Alter your paper pattern, using the 
trial lining as a guide, slashing it and lapping and basting the edges.



CHAPTER 5 

ALTERING SKIRT, YOKE AND DRAWERS PATTERNS FOR 
FIGURES THAT VARY FROM THE AVERAGE 

Altering Gored Skirts for Figures with Round or Prominent Abdomen or Prominent Hips— 
Altering Circular Skirt Patterns for Figures with Round or Prominent Abdomens or 

Prominent Hips—Altering Yoke Patterns for Figures that are Large or Small 
in the Waist—Altering Drawers Patterns for Figures with Prominent Abdomens 

LTERING A GORED SKIRT PATTERN FOR A PROMINENT ABDOMEN. On fig- 
A ures of this type a skirt pattern unless it is altered will stand out at the front and 

at the sides. These women as a rule have flat backs. A small pad worn under 
the corset at the back will fill in the hollow of the figure below the waistline. 

For around or prominent abdomen or prominent hips it is advisable to cut half the skirt 
in cheap muslin before cutting your good material. In working with the muslin find 
out just what changes are necessary to make the skirt fit your figure. Then it will be 
safe to cut your material. 

Illustration 53 shows the alteration 
that is necessary to make a pattern < 
fit a figure with a prominent abdo- jes ¢ NORMAL Ne £ 
men. The front of the skirt pattern WARTURE 
must be extended an inch or more at 4 
the top, this extension gradually de- 
creasing to nothing at the hip. a 

In extending the gores the waist- 2 wes 
line becomes smaller, so the side i fees 
edges of the gore must be increased see soe 
to keep the waistline the original gfe LINE ben sesee eaoeeeaer 
size. (Ill. 53.) This extension at Ni 
the sides should slope to nothing at idea Dar taue 
the hipline. (Ill. 53.) Lay your o * ¢ "7 
pattern on a cheap muslin, mark the BG vg ¢ y, 
allowance at the top and side edges 
of the gores. Mark the outline of Ill. 53. Altering a Gored Skirt Pattern to Fit 

the original pattern on the muslin & Prominent Abdomen 
with colored chalk so that you will have the original shape as a guide in fitting, but cut the 
muslin by the new larger outline. 

Cut out the muslin, put it together and baste the skirt to an inside belt. Try it on. 
If it takes a good line on your figure and does not swing toward the front it is safe to cut 
your good material just as you cut the muslin. Do not use the muslin for a cutting 
pattern for its edges stretch and become unreliable. Always cut from a paper pattern. 

A WOMAN WITH A ROUND ABDOMEN should take the side-front gore of the pattern 
and mark the hipline on it seven inches below the normal waistline. (Ill. 54.) At the hip- 
line on the back edge of the gore take up 14 of an inch. (Ill. 54.) This 14 of an inch 
will change the entire balance of the gore, making the pattern hang straight instead of 
swinging toward the front. 

If it is necessary in a skirt of many gores you could do the same thing to the next side- 
gore, but do not carry this alteration back of the hip. You can increase the size of the 
dart-shaped plait if necessary until the back edge of the gore above the hip forms a 
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straight line with the back edge 
~..-_ NORMAL, below the hip. (Ill. 54.) The -. 

WAISTLINE. back edge must never become eee 
hollow or concave. (Ill. 54.) 

oy 
A FOR PROMINENT HIPS os 

fae take the gore pattern in which si 
the front edge comes over the Foon 

HIP LINE fullest part of the hips. 
SSS Pin the pattern together a 

ZINCHES FROM and try it on the figure, to be ZINCHES FROM. 
NORMAL WAISTLINE sure which gore this is. NORMAL WAISTLINE 

A simple alteration is made 
in this gore such as is made for 
a round abdomen. Take up a 
dart-shaped plait 14 of an inch 
deep at the back edge of the 
gore, letting it slope to nothing 
atthe hip. (Ill. 55.) If neces- 
sary in a skirt of many gores, 
the next gore toward the back 
can be altered in the same way. 
But the shape of the back gore 
should never be changed in al- 

1.54. Alteration on a Gored tering the skirt pattern to fit Il. 55. Altering a Gored Skirt 
Skirt Pattern for a Round the prominent hip. These prin- Pattern to Fit Prominent 

Abdomen ciples can be applied to any Hips 
gored skirt pattern. 

\ ; ALTERING A CIRCULAR SKIRT FOR 
‘ x A PROMINENT ABDOMEN. If a woman 
\ . has a slightly rounded or a decidedly promi- 
sf er nent abdomen an alteration is necessary to give 

? \ 4a hox her extra length at the top. If this alteration 
‘ SRA is not made in cutting, the skirt will draw up 

rf a NE in front and stand out in an ugly manner. 
Zoek i The amount of the alteration will depend on 

( Ss. Nips is the prominence of the abdomen. It may be 
“Se b, a necessary to add from 14 an inch to 114 inch 

( Of Py Ne e! to the skirt at the center-front, letting this 
OR a eI allowance slope to nothing at the hip. (IIL. 56.) 

) 4 WAIST LN; If the abdomen is decidedly prominent it is bet- 
ee NI ter to lay the skirt pattern on muslin first, mark 

Se Ore ee ee the outline of the edge of the pattern with chalk 
1.56. Altering a Circular Skat Pattern to or bastings and leave sufficient material beyond 

Fit a Prominent Abdomen the outline to raise the waistline as much as 
necessary. It should fall in a straight line 

from the fullest part of the abdomen to the bottom. In extreme cases it may be necessary 
to put a dart at the center-front, but usually a slight easing into the belt of the skirt at 
the front will be sufficient. 

In extending the top of the skirt you make the waistline smaller, so if the waistline was 
the correct size for you in the first place it will be necessary to increase the size of the new 
waistline to keep it to the original size of the pattern. 

If only a small increase is needed, the skirt can be lifted a little at the back, which will 
increase the waist size. For a decidedly prominent abdomen slash the top of the muslin 
at three places to the hipline (Ill. 57), lay the pattern on the muslin and mark the new out- 
line on the top, separating the slashes sufficiently to make the new waistline the right size. 
(ill. 57.) This will take a little width out of the lower edge of the skirt, for you 
will find it necessary to lay plaits in the pattern in order to make it lie flat on the 
material.
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nee Cut out the muslin in the 
LN ao new outline, baste it to the 

es paler ‘So inside belt and try it on to 
> ~J NoRMALgwaisTuN <3, be sure that it drops in a 

(2 oe straight line and doesn’t 
z= ASB poke out or swing at the 
a ears oS front. 

Te HIP LINE |_---" SG _ If the muslin skirt falls 
Lee Seales \ wm in good lines cut a paper 

\ \\ pattern with the corrected 
| \\ lines at the top and the 

4 I \\ \ right me at the waistline, 
le Hy \ ly using the original pattern 
oe [' | | \ \ \ to cut from. Don’t cut 

: from the muslin. Or you 
Il. 57. Increasing the Waist Size of a Circular Skirt Pattern ean cut directly from the 

original pattern making 
the same allowance on your 
good material that you made in 
cutting the muslin. 

faeces Paes 

ALTERING A CIRCULAR [> NoRmAL | | WAISTLINE : 
SKIRT PATTERN FOR A FIGURE S 
WITH PROMINENT HIPS. Mark ie 
the hipline on the pattern seven A. Hips eure 
inches below the normal waist- “NE LIN] LW 
line. At the hipline on the back SLE. Z INCHES] FROM NORWAL! 
edge of the pattern take up a ° POINT AT HIP LINE 
dart-shaped plait 144 inch deep VER FULLEST PART OF HIP 
and taper it into nothing at a Ill. 58. Altering a Circular Skirt Pattern to Fit Prominent Hips 

point just over the fullest part of 
the hip. (Ill. 58.) Slash the pattern from the upper edge to the hipline to make the pattern 
lie flat. (IJ. 58.) This will increase the size of the waist. The extra fulness can either 
be eased into the belt or taken up in a small dart when making the skirt. In cutting the 
skirt fill in the narrow edge above the plait, keeping the back edge straight. (II. 58.) 

ALTERING A YOKE PATTERN. If your waist is large or small in proportion to 
your hips it will be necessary to alter the waist size of a circular yoke pattern. The 
alteration is very simple. 

If the waist size is too small for you slash the yoke pattern from the upper edge to the 
hipline, making the slashes in three places. (Ill. 59.) In opening the yoke pattern on 

your material spread the upper edge until it is the right size for you. (Ill. 59.) 
If the waistline is too large for you, make three dart-shaped plaits on the yoke pattern, 

laying the plaits on the upper edge and letting’ them taper to nothing at the hipline. (Ill. 
60.) The depth of the plaits depends on the amount of alteration required. 

ALTERING A DRAWERS PATTERN FOR A FIGURE WITH A LARGE ABDOMEN 
If a woman has a large abdomen and cuts her drawers exactly by the pattern, her 

LIT 
MA 

1.59. Increasing the Waist Size . Ill. 60. Decreasing the Waist Size 
of the Yoke Pattern of the Yoke Pattern
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abdomen will pull the drawers toward the front. If the drawers are lifted at the back 
to correct this tendency, the entire garment will be made shorter. 

In cutting drawers for a prominent abdomen allow an extra inch or two at the top, 
| tapering the allowance away to nothing over the hip. In circular drawers the upper edge 

of the drawer pattern must be slashed and spread to give the drawers the original waist- 
line, which is made smaller in making this allowance. This alteration is practically the 
same as altering the top of a circular skirt for this type of figure. (Ills. 56 and 57.)



CHAPTER 6 

MATERIALS—SPONGING—STEAMING—CUTTING—ETC. 

Right Side of Material—Sponging—Steaming—Nap or Pile—Cutting Stripes, Plaids, Figures and 

Diagonals—Cutting a Kimono Sleeve Garment—Handling Velvets—Silks and Chiffons 

HE RIGHT SIDE. Most materials have a right and wrong side. In double-fold 
a materials the right side is folded inside to protect it from becoming shop-worn. 

In materials where it is difficult to tell the right side from the wrong the selvedge is 
usually smoother on the right side than on the wrong side. In serge or diagonal weaves 
the twills run downward from left to right on the right side of the material. 

SPONGING. Almost all the wool materials should be sponged before they are used. 
Sponging shrinks the material and if it were not done before the material was made up the 
material would shrink the first damp day and ruin the appearance and possibly the useful- 
ness of the garment. Sponging also prevents the ordinary spotting from rain, drops of 
water, etc. It is a necessary protection to your material. 

There are certain wool materials such as velours, duvetyn, wool plush and materials of 
similar character that should not be sponged. Very thin, open-meshed materials should 
not be sponged either, but most wool materials should be sponged either at the store where 
you buy them orathome. Most large shops will do the sponging for you, but it is easy to 
doit yourself. If youare uncertain as to whether your material should be sponged or not 
experiment with a small piece of it first. If it shrinks too much or changes its appearance 
or color, do not sponge it. 

For sponging you will need a large table and ironing blanket and a strip of heavy un- 
bleached muslin the width of your material and one-half its length. 

Before sponging your material cut off the selvedge or clip it at intervals. Lay your 
material face down on the table. Wet the muslin with cold water and wring it out. 
Spread it out, pulling out all the wrinkles and lay it over half of your material. Fold 
the other half of the material over it, roll the material and sponging cloth together ina 
tight roll and let it lie overnight, covered with a piece of muslin and some newspapers so. 
that the moisture will be retained. 

In the morning unroll the material, pressing it dry on the wrong side as you unroll it. 
In sponging material of double width open it out its full width and sponge it in the same 
way, using a double width of muslin for the shrinking process. 

The heavier wash materials of the cotton and linen order should be shrunk in the same 
way before they are made up. 

Voiles, fine mulls, organdies, swisses, ete., are not to be shrunk, for the shrinking changes 
them too much and they are not as pretty afterward. 

STEAMING. Certain wool materials, such as velours and duvetyn should, be steamed. 
- instead of sponged. Use the same table, ironing blanket and unbleached muslin as for 
sponging. Lay the material face down on the blanket as for sponging. Wet the muslin 
and lay it over the material as for sponging. Hold an iron so that it just touches the 
material enough to let the steam go through the material. Pass it over the muslin, but 
do not let it rest on it or it will mark the material. It must just touch the muslin. 

NAP OR PILE. Velvet, velveteen, panne velvet, corduroy and plush, and a few wool 
materials like broadcloth have a distinct pile or nap. Except in the case of a kimono 
sleeve garment the nap or pile must run the same way in every part of the garment. In 
materials with a pile such as velvet, velveteen, corduroy or plush, the material must be : 
used with the pile running up so that the nap will fall out and show the full richness and 
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depth of color. If the pile ran down aa 
it would flatten down and lose its ee ‘ 
appearance of thickness and depth. ene ST 

With panne velvet in which the a PT Rea 4 
pile is purposely flattened the pile Se Le ee 
should run down. et To] Bee] Pl 

You can tell which is up and which 7] rr mV 
is down by running your hand across Sag ] y 
the material. When the material rl Bela - et 
feels rough the pile is running up, and Be a cI 
when it feels smooth under your hand tg, Re z 1a 
it is running down. 1 RH ez 468 

Some velvets have straight pile E | Tea es Mears 71 
with no up or down. They can be | VALE TCU 
cut either way. a a 

In broadcloth the nap must run L/ PAA mm U 
down, otherwise it will roughen up, y] ey alee ama 
become woolly and wear badly. Ee / i] Ce r ry 

In all materials with a nap or pile By LETT le oe 
the material takes the light one way ‘ Bere Ly Fy mL i 
with the pile running down, and an- iy] Bl Ty [yy a rd - 
other way with the pile running up, B77 r Laie Le 
so that if all parts of the garment were By Bel apt A PTL 
not cut with the pile running the r ‘Sy Pb ob eA | (oa 
same way the garment would look as HT) Ly P11 m 
though it were made from two shades yy Ber ty — eo 
of the same material. ey fol et ros 

In kimono sleeve garments that pl 7 A eee a 
are cut without a seam on the shoul- ie Pia zs 
der or in one piece it is impossible to eee 
have the nap or pile run the same way . ‘ 
at the front and back. Get the best lll. 61. Matching Cross Stripes at Underarm Seam 

effect possible at the front, the back is 
less noticeable. In the pile fabries let the pile run up in the front, in broadcloth and panne 
velvet have the pile run down in the front. 

CUTTING STRIPES AND PLAIDS. Stripes, plaids and figured materials require more 
eare in cutting than plain materials. 

AN IRREGULAR PLAID can rarely be used on the bias, consequently the ways of 
making it up are limited. A dress made of irregular plaid requires more material than 
one made of regular plaid. The darkest stripes should run across the bottom with the 
lighter tones up, as the shading in this direction is better. 

It must always be borne in mind throughout the cutting, that all pieces of the pattern 
must be placed with the upper part in the same direction on the material. An amateur 
had better use an even plaid. 

In the beginning decide which stripe, plaid or figure is best for the center of the front and 
back. 

In making a waist of striped or plaid material the stripes or plaids must match. It is 
advisable to cut and fit your waist lining first, if you are using one. Then if alterations 
were made you can alter the pattern of the outside waist before cutting your material. 
If you altered it afterward the alteration would spoil your arrangement of the stripe or 
plaid. 

A plaid waist should be cut with as few pieces as possible. It can be made 
either on the straight or the bias of the material. Before you cut out your ma- 
terial decide which stripe, plaid or figure will look best at the center front and 
center back. In considering the position of the lines of the stripes and plaids you 
must consider the crosswise as well as the lengthwise lines of the material so that 
it will look well on the figure. In a plaid waist match the heavy lines of 
the plaid where the waist is joined at the underarm seam. (Ill. 61.) Arrange the plaids
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Perera so that when the waist is closed the closing 
Ea So ae rg A will not break the perfect succession of the plaids. 

Pei ed Fete Tee The crosswise plaids in front must be on a line with 
ea eo, eas the plaid in back so that when the underarm seam is 
a 6 4 Sears an joined the plaids will match perfectly. (Il. 61.) 
Bees: | Sa When making a waist of striped material, if the 

ere nS a ee a stripes of the material are cut bias or if the waist 
srg ua Be otaed itself is ent on the bias, follow the same rules given 

ae oe | | apes in the paragraphs 
aaa oe eee WE aN Te above for cutting the 
= ea \ AEP! plaids. 

Pin dns eee AY: Bead Dae 

BA ia be Sn Nay, CUTTING A SKIRT 
ce oe hie Gale Be fee (OOF PLAID. In cut. Bee ge ee ae WNP R sree eet ting a gored skirt 

: . vp Ry Rr B <steee : oA RES IN y 
: eS Saat ec cee eh sii fi Ss Seay \ : 

f 8 eee page! 5 Y; ‘ey See Se NN 
Fr. a eee SRE 
Se | : i “i SS? : 

Il. 62. Matching Plaid at Side Seams Hes, Lo 1 
of Skirt , é i Wy N \\ 

of plaid material decide on the > ~AS 
line or stripe that will look best at * , him. REY 
the center front. After the front is BAMaRS 5 a we > ee 
cut, lay it on your cutting table and 11, 63. Center Back or Front game / \ ai 
place the uncut material beside it Seam of Circular Skirt E SS “a 
with the lengthwise and crosswise TR 
stripes matching. (Ill. 62.) Place the pattern of the side Hf, ee oa NNN 
gore on the material, matching the front, and cut it. He Eh EN » 

Matching a plaid or stripe in this way frequently means & Pop ‘oe 
wasting some of your material. That is unavoidable, how- RTL 
ever, for the plaid or figure must match even if the pattern ‘y, 64 Center Front or Bede 
has to be moved the width of a plaid or figure before the cor- " Seam'in Skirt of Plaid 
rect position isfound. Cut each gore of the skirt in the same 
way so that the stripes and plaids will match in every gore. 

Illustration 62 shows a skirt cut of plaid material. In this case the uncut material had to 
be lifted up in order to match the crosswise plaid, making it necessary to waste some of the 
material at the top. (Ill. 62.) This happens so frequently in cutting plaids that you 
must buy extra material for a plaid skirt or dress. 

Striped, checked and plaid materials are very good-looking in a two-piece circular skirt 
with a bias seam down the front. (Ill. 63.) The 

pattern will give you explicit directions for cut- 
SEER NT YATES ting it in plaid or striped materials, so that you 

rey ERA NA Kp Lean will get the proper bias at the seam. Follow the 
RS RE Me directions carefully. 

Ir TRE pss In cutting a circular skirt of plaid or striped 
Breet eng YR material cut one side first and then remove the 
eh Shiau) Soe are pattern. Lay the piece that you have cut upon 
Re EER ECT TET the material and match the plaid or stripes at all 
PRES uC EES points before cutting other half of the skirt. 

: Wace toca Rak ee Se When the skirt is put together the prominent lines 
SERS RELIST EIN of the plaids or stripes should have a mitered 
165." Matching the Design in effect as shown in Illustration 63° and Illus- 

Figured Silk tration 64.
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FIGURES AND FLOWERS. Materials with fig- Ry Rees, eres 5 
ures and flowers must also be matched carefully  BRaSSSCORRES SaSCE soy scree 
at the seams. Usually one line of flowers runs up Error sat eet 
and the next line down, but when they all run the  PRSGERREREE Resse sion 
same way you must decide whether you want  >eyyeoeysel Botpaaoes toss 
them to run up or down in your dress and use them = SSeERO 7a GS OS fae 
in the same position in every piece. Otherwise hi PRN ESR 
your dress will have a very peculiar effect. In eut- SET POO Ie RE 
ting a skirt, etc., where several breadths are joined ; PS PRES te 
together it is important that the pattern or figures NY SEE ed 
should match at the seams. This can not always be Ill. 66. Slip-stitching the Breadths 
done by simply joining breadths at the selvedge. Together 
It will sometimes be necessary to lap the second 
breadth over the first, as shown in Illustration 65, to bring the corresponding figures to- 
gether at the seam. Turn under the edge of the second breadth and pin it in the correct 
position. Join the other breadths in the same way for both sides of the skirt. Slip-stitch 
the breadths together from the outside by slipping the needle along inside the fold edge of 
the upper breadth and then taking a stitch in the under breadth as shown in Illustration 66. 
When the skirt is turned inside out it will be found that the slip-stitching forms a basting 
of the joining. It is usually better to cut off the selvedge, for the material will give more 

if the selvedge is cut. 
See In cutting a gored skirt if there is a decided fig- 
WZ ee “hy ure in the material, fold the front breadth length- 
Z J wise through the center of the figure so that the 
” jj} design will balance and not make the skirt look 
Y Uj one-sided. 
G Yj If the skirt has no seam at the front lay the 
Y) front edge of the pattern even with the fold and 

VY eut the gore. Place the pattern of the first gore 
i Y upon the second gore and mark the design of the 
UY Up, material upon the pattern. Lay this second gore 
V/ 8 pattern on the material so that the figures macked 
V P a on the pattern will match those on the material. 
U A Cut each gore as directed here. 

Y CUTTING DIAGONALS.  Diagonals should 
WY 4 not be cui with two bias edges meeting as the 
GY lines will come together at entirely different 
GY YE angles. (See illustration 68.) This difficulty 
Y can be overcome if you have wide enough ma- 

Yi terial. A diagonal rarely has a perceptible nap 
Li), and the lengthwise and crosswise of the material 

: : are so alike that there is no dissimilarity either in 
Tl. 67. Diagonal Cut for a Blas Seam appearance or in wearing caralieiey between 

them. So if you want the diagonal to run the 
same way in both sides of your garment cut one-half lengthwise of the material and the 
other half crosswise. (Ill. 67.) Before doing so you must make certain that there is no 
perceptible difference in color and shading between the crosswise and lengthwise of your 
material. Take it to a strong light and turn a bit of it at right angles to itself. This 
brings the lengthwise and crosswise thread in the same position they will take in the gar- 
ment and you can easily tell if it is safe to cut your material that way or not. 

Each half of the garment will have to be cut separately and neither the front 
nor the back can be cut on a fold of the 

—> goods. 
i> First cut one-half of the garment lengthwise of 
S> — the material, then lay this half on the material 

SZ it crosswise with the right sides together and the 
LL one LE ee diagonals of each piece exactly over each other, 
CL gol WILL Sf and running exactly in the same direction. (Il. 

Ill. 68. Bias Edges Meeting 67.)
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CUTTING A KIMONO SLEEVE GARMENT. Often in cutting a garment with kimono 
sleeves the material will not be wide enough to cut the pattern without piecing. 
This piecing seam can be made to appear part of the design by trimming it to match the 
trimming of the garment. The seam can be hemstitched, fancy-stitched, piped, machine- 
stitched, and, in the case of thin materials, trimmed with lace insertion, etc., so that the 
seam will really add to the effectiveness of the sleeve. 

HANDLING VELVETS, SILKS AND CHIFFONS. In using velvets, plushes, corduroy, 
or silk be very careful about using pins. Use fine steel pins or needles, so as to mark 
the material as little as possible. Ordinary pins make holes in silks and chiffons and scar 
velvets, plushes, ete. 

A fine needle and silk thread should be used in basting velvets, etc., and also in basting 
silks, for cotton thread leaves a mark. 
When stitching velvets, plushes and corduroy, loosen the tension on the machine and 

lighten the pressure of the presser foot by holding the finger under the presser bar lifter. 
Clip your bastings every four or five inches or even closer when you are ready to take 

them out. Pulling long basting threads from silks, velvets or fine thin materials is likely 
to make a bad mark or tear the material. 

In stitching sheer materials like chiffon, silk erépe, crépe de Chine, ete., that are likely 
to pucker while the stitching is being done place a narrow strip of tissue-paper under the 
material where you are going to stitch it. After it is stitched tear the paper away. 
When using materials that fray easily allow an extra quarter of an inch on all ordinary 

three-eighths of an inch seam edges. This extra one-quarter of an inch allowance must 
not be overlooked when you baste up your garment. No extra allowance is necessary 
on the outlet seams. (Marked by large single perforations.) As soon as you have cut 
out the garment overcast the armhole and neck edges. 

In silk materials like taffeta, crépe de Chine, charmeuse, satin and materials of similar 
character the selvedge edges are often used as a finish. Of course this is only possible 
when the edge of the pattern is straight as in the case of a straight-edged tunic, straight- 
edged flounce, ete.



CHAPTER 7 

WAISTS, BLOUSES AND SHIRT-WAISTS, 
PART I—DRESS WAISTS 

Patterns—Cutting—Lining Materials—Making the Lining—Altering the Lining—The Lining 
Seams—Lining Closing—Inside Belt—Finishing Edges of Lining—Putting Together Outside 
Dress Waist—Finishing Outside Dress Waist—Collar—Collarless Neck—Sleeves—Armhole— 

Waistline of Dress Waist 

ATTERNS. Purchase dress waists, shirt-waists and blouse patterns by the bust 
measure. (Chapter 2 on Butterick Patterns, page 10—Correct Way to Take the 
Bust Measure.) The right size is very important for it does away with unnecessary 

fitting and altering. 
A woman may measure exactly thirty-six inches in the bust and yet be longer or shorter 

waisted than the pattern, or have a longer or shorter arm. Before eutting your material 
compare the lengths of the waist and sleeve with the corresponding lengths of the person 
for whom the waist, etc., is being made. (Chapter 3, pages 19—21). Sometimes it is difficult 
to get the length of the pattern itself when a neck is open and the sleeve is kimono. But- 
terick patterns are made the correct length for a figure measuring about 1514 inches from 
the normal collar seam at the back of the neck to the normal waistline at the center back. 
If a pattern is long or short waisted for you, or long or short sleeved, alter it according to 
instructions given in Chapter 3, pages 19, 20 and 21. 

If your figure is unusual in any way, large or small in the bust, round-shouldered, etc., 
the pattern should be altered according to instructions given in Chapter 4. If it is neces- 
sary to make any alterations in the pattern it is best to make them in the lining first, 
if the pattern has a lining. The same alterations can then be made in the outside. 

CUTTING. Before cutting your material read Chapter 6 on Materials, Sponging, 
Steaming, Cutting, etc. 

LINING MATERIALS. China silk, silk mull and the better grades of percaline are 
the best lining materials in silk and wool. 

Brussels net may be used in silk or cotton materials. 
Lawn may be used for a lining in the heavier cottons. 
Brussels net and Georgette crépe are the linings used for lace, chiffons, Georgette, ete. 
Mousseline de soie is also used for the lining of an evening dress. 
In dress waists, etc., where it does not show, the lining should be of white or 

flesh color. Under a transparent waist the lining should be the same color as the skirt 
or drop skirt, otherwise there will be a sharp break in color between the waist and skirt. 

Lay the pattern on the material following the layout for your size pattern and width 
of material in the Deltor Layouts. If there is no Deltor in your pattern follow the instruc- 
tions given in the pattern for cutting. 

Some dressmakers advocate cutting cotton linings crosswise of the material although 
the material does not cut economically that way. The advantage is that material cut 
crosswise will give very little, if at all, and the lining may be further strengthened by making 
it double at points where the greatest strain will come. 

Mark all the perforations with tailors’ tacks. (Chapter 16, page 85.) 
Mark all the notches with contrasting colored basting thread, taking two or three 

stitches to mark each notch. Or instead of marking the notches you can clip them, cutting 
them sufficiently deep so that you can see them easily, but no deeper than is absolutely 
necessary. 

37
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THE LINING. If the " = wd 
waist has a lining it 2 z ae 
should be made before a 
the outside waist. The a s a 
lining in a dress waist [=e 4 
protects the dress across FO ' 3 EAR 
the shoulders, holds it in a sci i a aa 
place on the body and (ij... 4 >. = a. 
holds the dress-shields. ; ve ie > oe end - a. : = 

REINFORCING. Saga @ YS F i . 
For a stout figure the Jj 9 P ead eg | 7A 
waist lining should be re- Soy ai ay “ 
inforced. (Ill. 73, page J ef : elie an 
40.) Before basting the a es “ : ‘s Samed aeey ny 
darts or side front seams AES My, (hea | \ ; ioc y 
baste an extra piece of ¥ ee. ee ey ye me) 
the lining to the front of We Sr ‘ ee 2] 
the waist to the under- BS i 2a 
arm seam. It should reach RS Ge ie 
from the bottom of the J R : a 
lining to just under the ! ; : 
bust. When the darts and —_—=— : 
seams are basted the re- ~~ . 
inforeed pieces are in- 
cluded in the seams. : z 

Tn a waist fastening Il. 69. The Finish for a Camisole Lining 

at the back, the back 
Bocconi "i portions should be re- 
fee men inforced to a correspond- 

MO Te ag ing height. 
Leal 2 eS PUTTING THE _LIN- 
Cee © poy ee ING TOGETHER. Baste 

ee ek ee Se | all the pieces together, 
oe ) a ee carefully, following the 
iy a - ae Y ,. e. a. ! Deltor for putting to- 

AL Ge , ; ’ gether or the Illustrated 
ER. m ‘4 Wee Ce |.) Instructions included in 
2 eed oes i ee Pi a the pattern. 

co ae . 2. 9 a 2 Put the lining on, 
\ BA oe a et 4 2 bringing the two closing 
KY es i = fe edges together. Pin 

4 ie a ooo | a 2 t them carefully, placing 
{ ee = , Be 2 the first pin at the waist- 

: er - oe Do — ) line. Smooth the lining 
a ee Sh ; 2 over the figure both 
a. i ae ba 4 ~ front and back and be 

a ais . aN careful that the waist- 
or? ee eee i ina , ra: line of the lining is at the 
i.” ¥ & Be . es q cae waistline of the figure. 

i . ae: * a Make any little altera- 
Bea eee i tion at the outlet seams 
Pring be . g and at the front edge. 

~ 4 A blouse or camisole 
a lining (Ills. 69 and 70) 

should be a little easier 
Ill. 70. The finish for a Blouse Lining, in fitting than a fitted 

lining except when the
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camisole lining is used for an evening waist. “2 r= ¥ ¢ 
Draw the lining up well at the shoulder seams, F ig 
but not enough to draw it from your waistline. : F ad 
It may be fitted at these seams a little more LH F ee o 
snugly in a final fitting. i 4 ee ‘ ( i 

3 } ve 
ALTERING THE LINING. Sometimes after ‘ 4 ie 

the shoulders are carefully pinned there will be | iY E ae 
wrinkles in the front between the shoulder and ae i P , j 
neck. These wrinkles are caused by the natural bs ok fie. gy 
hollow of the shoulder. In this case the shoulder % E a Ay 
seams must be ripped open and the front stretched 1 : Bk ii 
to the back from the center of the shoulder to i‘ bg Pe A/S 
the neck. Wrinkles at the back near the neck are a } : at i 
often caused by the lining being too long-waisted. : j i 24 
Or the shoulder may have been sloped too much Pe hf a 
if the person is very square-shouldered. It is om Bi f - jl . 
better to rip the basting and pin the seam again. Be, me | ie 

If the waist draws to one side it means the : 4 ie Zak 
waistlines have not been pinned together at the bY ‘ib Gr ee) a 
line of basting. The top of the darts, if there are 7 q ms | ee 
any, must come just below the curve of the bust K 9 5 y Sy 

and they may be raised or lowered if necessary. % 7 . $f a a 
If the armholes feel too tight be careful not to 4 tt a we 
gouge them out under the arm or at the front. | fl re c He ip 
Snip the armholes about %¢ of an inch, to give : ee Ree 
sufficient spring for the arm. If it isn’t enough Vac 
pare the edges off a little and snip the seams a is 
trifle deeper. If the neck is too high or tight 71, seams Sigaheas Gyercast anid Bound 
cut it out the same way, taking care not to do 
too much at once. 

Pin the alterations and mark carefully the line of pins with tailor’s chalk. Without 
removing the pins baste through chalk marks keeping a well-shaped line for the seams. 
Try the lining on again to be sure that the alterations are right. Stitch the seams just 
outside the basting so as not to make the waist smaller, bearing in mind that the sewing 
of the seams will tighten the lining a trifle. Stitching outside the bastings also allows you 
to take them out, for if you stitch on top of them it will be impossible to pull them out. 

THE LINING SEAMS. In stitching the side-back seams have the back next to the 
feed of the machine and the side back next to the presser foot, and hold the parts well 
up at each end of the presser foot. Otherwise the side-back seams are liable to pucker and 
pull when being sewn. In making seams in which one portion is fulled on to another, place 
the full portion downward next to the feed because if it is placed next to the presser 
foot, the foot would be likely to push the fulness out of place. 

In a blouse or camisole lining the seams can be French seamed (Chapter 17, page 86), 
or bound with seam-binding, (page 88), or finely overcast. (Chapter 16, page 82.) Use 
ribbon seam-binding on silk, and lawn binding on a cotton lining. as 

In a fitted lining notch the seams at the waistline and two or three times above and below i 
it, enough to allow them to lie flat when pressed. Bind the seams neatly with ribbon 
seam-binding, run on loosely and press them open. (Page 88.) Some dressmakers prefer 
to overcast the seams closely and most imported French dresses are finished in that way. 

In some linings, especially those of lawn, the seam edges are simply pinked. _Illustra- 
tion 71 shows a seam edge bound, another overcast, a third notched and ready to bind. 
It also shows the notching necessary to make a side seam lie flat when it is pressed open. 

THE LINING CLOSING. If a hem is allowed at the closing edge, the hem or closing 
line is usually indicated by a notch at the top and another at the bottom of the pattern. 
Fold a line from one of these notches to the other, keeping the hem an even width. Later 
this will be turned over for the closing. Make a stay for the hooks and eyes from an extra 
strip of thin lining two inches wide. Fold it lengthwise through the center and place it
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on the inside of the lining with a fold at the line that marks the closing. Turn over both 
thicknesses and baste them very carefully. Then stitch with one row of stitching 1 of 
an inch from the edge and another 3 of an inch inside of that. (Ill. 71.) 

> Where no hem is allowed at the closing edge of the lining 
be it is necessary to face it. Cut two pieces of the lining 
~) material the same outline as the front or back where the 

eee a foe opening comes, and about two inches wide. Baste one on 
j iy a bp the outside of each front or back with their right sides 

. fits z : together. Stitch the seams and turn the facing over toward 
2 ae the inside. Stitch it just as you would a hemmed edge. 

Ill. 72. Hook and Eye on Hooks and eyes are then sewed on. (Chapter 24, 
Ends of Belt Tape page 116.) Sew the hooks and eyes right through the lining 

allowing the stitches to go through to the right side so as 
to make the sewing strong and durable. Be careful in sewing on the hooks and eyes on 
the second side to have them exactly correspond in position to those of the opposite side. 

INSIDE BELT. An inside belt is sometimes used in fitted linings. Get the regular 
silk or cotton belting for this purpose and 
make it three inches longer than your 
waist measure. Turn back an inch anda (gg A as] tee | 
half at each end, sew on a hook ononeedge  [ ~ ‘ Ay Me olf Br aad 
and the eye on the other (Ill. 72), and — aay (r= tt Pees, 
hem the raw edges over their ends. (Ill. 72.) | \" ‘ | B HF] i 
Mark the center of the belt and sew it to Agr. | r ii iby 
the center front seam if the lining opens \\ | i li A 
at the back. If it opens in the front, sew | Fahy ea fede} 
it to the center back of the lining with the | \\ . F 3 F 
lower edge of the belt half an inch above BN yi e 
the normal waistline. (Ill. 73.) Sew across bet tf EY i « f 
the width of the belt with a long cross- | gs V1 ef | 
stitch to the inside of the seam. | eae Leja 9 

: SUF 4 Cushy Lf} 
FINISHING THE. NECK AND ARMHOLE [YF ea) | 

EDGES OF THE LINING depends on the [aca ins LET i 
lining material and on the waist material. ; a’ ¥\ if ia 7m 7 
In silk or cotton linings turn the edges ae idk j Pen 
under; clip them whenever necessary to &y pes with |i Le s 
make them lie flat. In the silk lining finish I eatin Pa de 
them with ribbon seam-binding sewed on BA Vg 
flat like a facing. In a cotton lining use 2 
lawn binding in the same way. Ill. 73. Reinforcement, Bound Seams, Inside Belt 

Narrow lace may be whipped to the 
edges. (Ill. 70.) This is always done in a French dress or any good dress. 

If the lining is of net or Georgette, narrow lace may trim the neck and armholes. (Ill. 70) 
Apply the lace as explained in Illustration 311, page 134, or the edges may be finished 
with a narrow bias facing (Chapter 19, page 94) of the lining material and narrow lace 
whipped to the edge, or the neck and armhole edges may be picoted. (Chapter 25, page 119.) 

THE TOP OF A CAMISOLE LINING used under transparent materials may be 
finished with a facing of the lining material. Or an allowance may be made for a hem if 
the pattern has none and the hem used to form a casing. The lower edge of the facing 
or hem may be machine hemstitched. One or two additional rows of hemstitching may 
be put below as a trimming. Lace may be whipped to the top if desired. (Ill. 69.) Work 
a buttonhole in the lining at each side of the center, run a ribbon through the casing (Ill. 69) 
and tie the ribbon in a bow. 

A wide band of lace may be used to trim the top. (Chapter 27, page 134.) 
Or the top of the camisole lining may be turned to the outside and covered with lace 

beading. Ribbon is run through the beading and tied in a bow. 
The shoulder-straps of a camisole lining may be of ribbon or lace. (Ill. 69.) 
The finish of the lower edge of the lining depends on the design of the pattern of the
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waist. If it is a fitted lining extending below the waistline and not attached to another 
edge, it may be finished according to the instructions for finishing the neck and armhole 
edges of silk or cotton linings on the preceding page. Or the edge may be simply bound 
with seam-binding. 

THE OUTSIDE WAIST should be put together according to the Deltor or Illustrated 
Instructions with the pattern. 

If any alterations were made in the lining the same alterations should be made in the 
outside waist. Try the waist on to be sure that it fits properly. 

FINISHING THE OUTSIDE WAIST. The finish depends on the material and the 
design of the pattern. The seams are finished differently for silk, wool and cotton. 
(Chapter 17.) 

The underarm seams of a kimono waist made of a non-transparent material should be 
clipped to prevent their drawing at the curve. They are then finely overcast or bound with 
seam-binding. If the material is transparent, cut away the seam to one-quarter of an inch 
width and overcast it finely, or have the seam machine hemstitched. (Chapter 25.) 

Piecing in a kimono sleeve where the material is transparent should be machine hem- 
stitched. (Chapter 25.) In any other material it may be piped. (Chapter 26.) In 
silks or satins the piecing seam may be machine hemstitched or fagoted. (Chapter 25.) 

THE COLLAR. Removable and attached collars for the open neck and the high 
collar are given in Chapter 23, page 110. 

FINISHING A COLLARLESS NECK. In sheer materials the edge of a collarless 
neck Pa be picoted (Chapter 25, page 119) or bound with a bias binding (Chapter 26, 
page 131). 

In silk, satin, heavier cotton materials and linen the neck edge may be bound. 
In wool materials the neck edge may be bound with a lighter weight material like satin, 

or with braid. 
In any material which is not sheer the neck edge may be picoted. 
A soft finish is much used on silk and wool materials and on velvet. For this soft finish 

turn under the seam allowance on the neck edge and cover it with seam-binding sewed on 
flat like a facing. No sewing should show on the outside. In silk and wool materials if 
there are seams or closing edges or embroidery or trimming of any sort, the inner edge of 
the seam binding may be tacked to the seam, closing edge, etc. In any other case it should 
be left free and simply lie flat against the edge. Press the neck edge and since there 
is no strain on it the seam-binding will lie flat against the neck and stay in place. In 
velvet the inner edge of the seam-binding may be blind-stitched, for this can easily be 
done invisibly on this material. In heavier cotton and linen materials use seam-binding 
asa facing. The inner edge must be hemmed invisibly or stitched in place on wash 
materials. 

THE SLEEVES are considered by some people as the most difficult part of a costume. 
Great caution is necessary to keep them exactly alike, from the time the sleeves are cut 
until they are finished and sewed in the armhole. If not correctly cut and basted, one 
sleeve may be larger than the other. If they are not stitched in the armhole exactly alike, 
one may twist while the other hangs without a wrinkle. The finish of the bottom of a 
dress sleeve is handled in Chapter 23, page 111. 

In sewing in a set-in sleeve hold the sleeve toward you when basting it or sewing it by 
hand, for it is easier to control the ease or fulness in this position. 

THE ARMHOLE. Donotbind thearmhole. After the sleeve has been sewed in, overcast 
the armhole seam unless the material is transparent and is to be machine hemstitched. 
In sheer material which is not hemstitched the armhole seam should be cut to about 
one-quarter of an inch width before overcasting it. 

THE FINISH OF THE WAISTLINE OF THE OUTSIDE WAIST is a matter of style. 
Follow the information given with the pattern. The waist may be made separately or 
joined to the skirt. In both cases instructions for finishing it are given with the pattern.



CHAPTER 8 

WAISTS, BLOUSES AND SHIRT-WAISTS. PART IL 

Blouse Materials and Trimmings—Seams—Collars—Cuffs—Collarless Neck—Blouse Closing— 
Plaitings or Frills—Bottom of Blouse—Shirt-Waist Materials—Seams—Front Closing—Blind 

Closing—Gibson Tuck—Back Yoke—Neckband—Slash in Sleeve—Cuff—Sewing in the 

Sleeve—Bottom of Shirt-Waist—Buttonholes—Detached Collar 

IHE SEPARATE. BLOUSE is made on easier fitting lines than the dress waist with 
ae a fitted lining. The style, use and materials demand this easier fit. When a blouse 

is made of a material that is not transparent the general principles for making it 
are the same as for finishing the dress waist. (Chapter 7,-Part I.) When a blouse is 
made of a transparent material everything is done to give it the sheerest effect possible. 

MATERIALS AND TRIMMINGS. Transparent blouses are made of lace, trimmed 

with lace, or of net trimmed with lace or embroidery. They are also made of Georgette, 
chiffon, erépe de Chine or silk voile and trimmed as elaborately as one likes with em- 
broidery, beading or lace. All the newest designs for embroidery, beading and braiding 
ean be had in the Butterick Transfers illustrated in NeEpLE-Ar?T. The methods of applying 
lace are given in Chapter 27, pages 134-136. Blouses of cotton voile or batiste may be 
trimmed with embroidery, lace, hand drawn-werk and hand hemstitching. The latter are 
easy to do on cotton voile or batiste because the threads draw easily. Handkerchief 
linen is lovely with hand drawn-work or hand hemstitching or lace, or a combination of 
the two, as they make material look more transparent. 

Hand drawn-work and hand hemstitching can be done on crépe de Chine, Georgette and 
silk voile, but the threads are more difficult to draw. 

Embroidery, beading and drawn-work used on the body of a blouse should be done 
before the underarm seam is closed. It is easier to handle the work in this way. 

On many of the more transparent blouses machine hemstitching is the only trimming. 

(Chapter 25, page 118.) 

SEAMS. Underarm and sleeve seams are usually French seams. (Chapter 17, 
page 86.) For shoulder and armhole seams the sheerest effect is given by machine hem- 
stitching. It can be used on any of the transparent materials unless handwork is used 
on the blouse. In that case if the sheer seam is desired it is better to use Valenciennes or 
Cluny seaming. Valenciennes seaming is the best to use on batiste. Cluny should be 
used on cotton voile, handkerchief linen, Georgette or crépe de Chine. The seaming is 
put in with narrow rolled hems. (Chapter 27, page 133.) 

A very fine cord piping is used to finish the shoulder and armhole seams of many fine 
French blouses. (Chapter 26, page 131.) The cord piping should be included in the 
seams and then trimmed off with the seams to one-quarter of an inch width. The edges 
are finely overcast. (Chapter 16, page 82.) This effect, of course, is not as sheer as the 
seaming or machine hemstitching. 

A tailored effect can be given a sheer blouse by turning the shoulder seams toward the 
shoulder, and the armhole seam toward the neck, and stitching close to the seam on the 
outside of the blouse. The seam should then be trimmed off to one-quarter of an inch 
depth and finely overcast. (Chapter 16, page 82.) 

At all times seams should be made as inconspicuous as possible. 

COLLARS. Collars may be single or double according to the transparent effect desired. 
When a single collar is to be joined to a blouse of a material sufficiently transparent for 
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the joining to show through to the outside, or if part of the collar joining rolls to the out- 
side and shows, the daintiest effect is given by machine hemstitching the seam or by using 
Valenciennes or Cluny lace seaming in the joining. If the collar joining does not roll to the 
outside, the joining can be made with a narrow flat fell seam. (Chapter 17, page 87.) 

A single or double collar should never be joined to the neck of a transparent blouse 
with a facing, for it makes a thick seam which will show on the outside. 

The outside of a double collar should be sewed to the neck edge of the blouse. The 
edge of the inside collar or collar lining should be turned in and felled over the sewing. 

The single collar can be put on with machine hemstitching or seaming. 
It is advisable to avoid a seam in the edge of either single or double collars in a trans- 

parent material, if possible. In the case of a single collar a hem is the best finish for the 
outside edge when it is plain. 

THE COLLARLESS NECK. Instructions for finishing the collarless neck are given 
in Chapter 7, page 41. 

THE CUFFS. When the design is suitable the making and finishing of the cuff may 
match the making and finishing of the collar. The joining of the cuff to the sleeve may 
match the finishing of the shoulder and armhole seams when the seam finish is suitable. 
The same general principles are applied to the cuff as to the collar, and are simply adapted 
to suit the design of the cuff. 

The cuffs may be closed with buttons and buttonholes, or with buttons and loops. 
(Chapter 24, page 114.) Or the buttons may be simply ornamental and the closing 
made underneath with hooks and eyes or tiny snap fasteners. (Chapter 24, page 116.) 

THE CLOSING OF THE BLOUSE depends on the degree of softness and dressiness 
that you want to give to the blouse. The closing of the waistline is always made secure 
with a hook and eye, or button and loop. (Chapter 24, page 114.) Above, snap fast- 
eners are sometimes used (Chapter 24, page 116), or sometimes a waist is fastened with 
buttons and buttonholes, or sometimes buttons and loops. But quite often when the blouse 
laps a great deal at the waistline, and is soft and full, the only closing above it is made by 
a fancy pin at the open neck. 

For the back-closing blouse snap fasteners are not very secure. It is better to use small 
buttons and buttonholes. 

PLAITINGS OR FRILLS are usually made of a single thickness of the material and 
may be finished with a picoted edge, a narrow hem or Valenciennes lace, net or point 
desprit footing. If a hem is used it should be machine hemstitched, or hand hemstitched 
(Chapter 25), or hand hemmed (Chapter 18) or machine stitched. 

Plaitings are very pretty in Georgette, crépe de Chine, cotton voile, handkerchief linen 
and batiste. Organdy plaitings are very dainty on cotton voile, and net plaitings are often 
used on handkerchief linen and crépe de Chine. 

WHEN A BLOUSE EXTENDS BELOW THE WAISTLINE and is to be worn inside 
the skirt, it is usually finished at the waistline with a casing through which an elastic or 
drawstring is run to regulate the size. (Chapter 23, page 111.) The lower edge is finished 
with a narrow hem. 

If the blouse is worn outside the skirt the finish of the lower part depends on the style 
and material of the blouse. 

A BLOUSE THAT COMES JUST TO THE WAISTLINE is usually finished with a belt 
casing. (Chapter 23, page 111.) 

SHIRT-WAISTS 
SHIRT-WAISTS are usually given a more mannish effect in their making and finishing 

than a blouse-waist. 

MATERIALS. Tub silks and satins, radium silks, cotton, silk or wool shirtings, the heavier 
qualities of erépe de Chine, pongee, dimity, madras and linen are the best materials 
to use for shirt-waists.
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THE SEAMS may be finished as French a 
seams or as flat stitched seams, or lapped wee 
seams. (Chapter 17, pages 86 and 87.) 3 eects oe " 

eae THE FRONT CLOSING. Shirt-waists are \ ee wt 
finished with a box plait or coat closing. The wee ae had 
making of the box-plait closing on the right ss ea ANE ee front is shown in Illustration 74 and the re oa 

ae/<%, \ | \ “4 
a ee. = 

2 a eo ee NY a BS _———— a ent Ree aN st 

F< Vr eS i ee a ie Pee wee le Lae ae DD 
ee ae ee ae 

Tae | ae Ill. 74. The Box-Plait Closing 
fae es eee 

ae o fa I 
, Re Soseee 

ee: VSR Seabee ses 
Ill. 75. The Finished Box Plait es \ oa fa oe 

CNN finished box plait in Illustration 75. A hem Bane | eal pac © 
is turned and the raw edge included in the Te nt Hea) ection. 
fold of the hem. (IIL. 74.) “ee ie ee 

THE COAT CLOSING is made by turning Ale: 
both hems on the wrong side, basting and 3 Pt Pees 
stitching them. (Ill. 76.) thas 

AS BLIND CLOSING) “If the) “waist. is Il. 76. Finished Effect of Coat Closing 

LEE to have a blind closing, a fly must be 
ae! ie \ ae applied to the closing edge. The fly ; 

Pa Pg x y So should be made double, folded length- 
| p f A he j wise through the center, and a seam 

Bay = f/f ave turned in at each edge. The fold edges 
d % * Le are basted together and then sewed in 

aI y > position. (Ill. 77.) 

; 7 : ae THE GIBSON TUCK in a waist ne- 
iy ji 9 cessitates joining the shoulder seam first 
iy TY i 4 before basting in the tuck. This leaves 

ey, wee i the tuck free across the shoulder seam a one | (Ill. 78), and in basting in the sleeves sS W > mi 4! the tucks can simply be turned toward 
* ) PAL ; the neck out of the way as illustrated. 

ey ee ‘ie .* ABACK YOKE. A back yoke may be 
a 4 oe: ‘of applied to the waist as shown in 

Hi * ~ Illustration 79. 
in oe |S ie. 

{ —_— ? THE NECKBAND. Shirt-waists are 
N77. The Blind Closing sometimes made with a band finishing
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the neck of the waist and worn with separate 
linen collars. ay ae 

The neck requires care. It should not be \ ees 
trimmed out too much and the neckband should \ See > 
fit the neck closely, though not too tightly, or it x | ae f { i 

sigs aoa — iy 
Peg a p i 

Ho Pema fu ie Rc OE Re hs 
. “// ’ Bete 

A ae [tg 
: pale y 

Ill. 78. Basting in a Gibson Tuck 

{eee a 7 ve 
i i { will be difficult to adjust the collar. 
} | | An interlining should be used in the 
i { i neckband. In most eases it should be 
t { | { f x of a material about the same weight as 
I { i | | the waist material. The material of the 

= i | i pe} waist can often be used for an inter- 
| Be | ig lining. In wash materials and flannel 
j | | 1st a soft cambric makes a good interlining. 
} | t { | Cut two sections by the collar-band 
| | | ape pattern and also one interlining. Baste 
' { ‘ t i the interlining to the wrong side of one 

ir of the collar sections. Place the two 
Be Ao etnod ot Appving Yoko collar sections together with the right 

sides face to face. Baste an even three-eighth-inch seam at the top and ends, turn the 
band right side out and crease and baste the edges flat. Baste the inside section of the 
band to the neck of the waist with the seam on the right side. Turn the seam up, turn in 
the remaining edge of the band, fully covering the seam and stitch the outside, continu- 
ing this stitching all around the band. 

. FINISHING THE SLASH IN THE SLEEVE. For the slash in the sleeve sew the 
underlap piece to the back edge of the slash with the seam toward the right side. Crease 
the seam on the lap, turn the lap; baste down, entirely covering the joining, and stitch. 
Join the overlap piece to the front edge of the slash in the same manner. (Ill. 80.) Adjust 
the overlap so that it will conceal the underlap and baste it in place. Stitch all around 
the overlap, following the shape of the point. At the top of the opening the stitching 

should cross the lap and catch through the underlap, securely 
holding the opening in correct position, as shown in IIlustra- 

ye tions 80 and 82. 

A CONTINUOUS LAP is often used to finish the slash 
at the cuff opening. This lap is made by sewing a straight 

. strip of the material continuously along both edges of the 
ee slashed opening, the strip of material being the same width 

. all its length. (Ill. 81.) The other side is turned over and 
hemmed by hand or machine-stitched, to cover the first seam. 

; This lap is shown in Illustration 81. When the lower edge of 
f \ the sleeve is gathered this lap is turned under at the front or 

\ overlapping edge of the opening and extends on the other side 
F ‘ to form an underlap. (Ill. 84.) 

MAKING AND FINISHING THE CUFF. There are two sec- 
tions for each cuff. 

iE bs ee eel An interlining may be used in a cuff or not, depending on the
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ae er degree of mannish effect desired in the waist. The . 
: lta | a interlining gives a cuff a more mannish look. It 

eae fF WY RS should be of a material about the same weight as the 
Be } \ eet waist material, and is used to give a little more body 
ie ] ee to the cuff, but not to stiffen it. In many cases the 
poe ad Sees material of the waist could be used for an interlining. In 
ae NS S wash materials a soft cambrie makes a good interlining. 

t/ Ys | If an interlining is used baste it to the wrong side of 
pe N one of the cuff sections. Then baste the second cuff 

S section to the first with the right sides facing each other, 
Ill. 81. Method of Applying stitching along the two ends and lower edge. Trim off the 

Continuous Lap — aa oe = m 

mene ‘ : ‘Sie Tea is 

seam at the corners and bce. Aste \ del Be Ee eng Pig 
turn the cuff right side Ff eee ry fe Re pF 
out, making sure that the yo  e iJ : a a 
corners are as neat as a HEN ay pe ie eee Ok 
possible. Baste along yi Fj inn, wa 
the seamed edges so that At ia ¢ we AE ae 
the cuff will be easy to 5 td | | ’) as 
handle in sewing it to the pas NA ve ie i er 
sleeve. Pee Le a J] SO 

Baste the upper edge << Pe a LA 
of the outside and inter- «er ee 
lining to the sleeve and Raa esr 
overlap, but not to the _ Ill. 82. Finish for Link-Button “a 
underlap in a link cuff ‘Closing ? 
(I. 82), and to the Ill. 83. Finish for Lap Closing 

sleeve, overlap and underlap in a lapped cuff. (Ill. 83.) Then stitch, pushing the sleeve 
fulness well toward the end of the cuff. Turn the seam down and baste. Make a 
narrow turning on the inside of the cuff and baste in position, covering the seam. Stitch 
around all the edges of the cuff from the outside. For convenience in handling it is better 
to turn the sleeve wrong side out before making this stitching. 
yo Ee In sewing in the sleeves hold the sleeve toward you so 

ee 7 4 a. that the ease or fulness can be handled easily in basting. 
‘ z ae é 

4 be ta THE BOTTOM OF THE SHIRT-WAIST. The bottom of 
i Y7 . id the waist is finished with a narrow hem. 

4 Hy THE BUTTONHOLES. The buttonholes in the box 
ys Yi L plait or coat closing are worked up and down through the 

j EE: ea center with a bar tack at each end. (Page 112, Ill. 228.) 
= In the neckband they are worked lengthwise. The button- 

Il. 84. Continuous Lap hole at the center back is worked one-quarter of an inch 
and Cuff above the stitching and has a bar tack at each end. Those 

at the ends of the band are worked a corresponding distance above the stitching, but with 
a round front end above the center of the box plaits. (Page 113, Ill. 229.) The button- 
holes in the cuff are cut one-half inch in from the edge and about in the middle of the cuff. 
They are worked with one round end and one bar tack. 

THE DETACHED COLLAR. An interlining in a collar gives a more mannish effect. 
It may be used or not according to the degree of mannishness of the waist. ‘ 

If a detached collar is desired, cut two sections and an interlining by the collar pattern. 
Stitch together on the outside edges. Turn, and baste the bottom of the collar and its 
band with the seam toward the wrong side, and then stitch. Hem the outer edge over to 
the line of stitching. Stitch around the outside of the collar and work buttonholes cor- 
responding to those on the neckband of the shirt-waist.



CHAPTER 9 

SKIRTS FOR LADIES AND MISSES 

Skirt Patterns—Pattern Alterations—Cutting Foundation or Drop Skirt—Inside Belt—Putting 

the Skirt Together—Alterations—Hanging a Gored Skirt—Hanging a Circular Skirt— 
Altering the Length of a Gored ‘Skirt—Placket—Finish of Seams—Seam 

Allowance at Top of Skirt—Finish of Skirt 

HE SKIRT PATTERN should be bought by the hip measure. (Chapter 2, page 
T 11, instructions on getting the right-size patterns.) 

PATTERN ALTERATIONS. Before cutting your material compare the waist mea- 
sure given on the pattern envelope with your own waist measure, and if it is too large or 
too small it can be altered according to instructions given in Chapter 2, page 11. 

Compare the front length of the pattern below the regulation waistline with the length 
you want to make your finished skirt. You will find the front length of the pattern 
given on the pattern envelope. The regulation waistline is marked on the pattern. If 
the pattern is too long or too short for you, alter the length as explained in Chapter 3, 
pages 22 and 23. When you decide on the length of your skirt, you must also decide 
whether you will finish it with a hem or facing. Advice on the use of hems and facings 
is given in Chapters 18 and 19. If you are a woman of average height, you will have to 
make an allowance for the hem in cutting. Ladies’ patterns do not allow for hems ex- 
cept in special instances: If you are shorter than the average, the skirt pattern may be 
sufficiently long to allow for the hem. Misses’ patterns give a three-inch-hem allowance. 
In the case of a tall girl, or of a small woman who is using a misses’ pattern, it may be neces- 
sary to make an additional hem allowance if a hem is used. 

If your figure is irregular in any way, if you have prominent hips or a prominent ab- 
domen, ete., the skirt pattern should be altered as explained in Chapter 5, pages 28-30. 

CUTTING. Before cutting your material read Chapter 6 on Materials, Sponging, 
Steaming, Cutting. ete. 

Lay the pattern on the material according to the Deltor layouts included in the pat- 
tern. If the pattern does not contain a Deltor, follow the cutting instructions given 
with the pattern. Ifyou are not familiar with perforations and their uses, read Chapter 
2, pages 15 to 18. 

Cut out the skirt following the advice given in Chapter 6. Mark all the perforations 
with tailors’ tacks. (Chapter 16, page 85.) 

The notches can either be clipped or marked with two or three stitches in basting- 
cotton. If you clip them, cut them so that you can see them distinctly, but do not make 
them any deeper than necessary. 

For your wash skirt the inside belt should be shrunken before it is used. 

FOUNDATION OR DROP" SKIRT. China silk is the best and most satisfactory 
material for the foundation or drop skirt. However, for wearing qualities many women 
prefer some of the lining materials which are mixtures of silk and cotton, or the better 
grades of percaline. 

For the transparent materials such as lace, net, chiffon, Georgette or silk voile, Brus- 
sels net is the best material for the foundation or the drop skirt. : 

If the pattern has a foundation skirt, it should be made before the skirt itself. The 
Deltor or Illustrated Instructions will show you, with pictures how to make the drop skirt. 
Then make the outside skirt, tunie or drapery, follewing the Deltor or Illustrated c 
Instructions. 
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THE BELT. Make the belt following the pictures given in the Deltor or Illustrated 
Instructions. 

Fasten your belt with good-sized hooks and eyes. Number eight is the best size to 
use for this purpose. For a belt of average width sew three hooks on the right end of 
the belt, placing them about one quarter of an inch in from the edge. Sew them through 
the rings and over the bill. 

Sew three eyes on the left end of the belt, letting them extend far enough over the edge 
of the belt so as to fasten easily when the belt is hooked. Sew them through the rings 
and at the end of the belt. Except for a very narrow belt always use three hooks and 
eyes; with only two hooks and eyes a belt of ordinary width will bulge at the center. 

PLAITS, SHIRRINGS, DRAPERIES, ETC. Lay in all the plaits, shirrings, draperies, 
ete., in the outside skirt, following the Deltor or Illustrated Instructions included in every 
Butterick pattern. Baste the seams. (Chapter 2, page 17.) 

ALTERATIONS. Try the skirt on. If the above instructions have been followed at 
every point and each step of the work has been done carefully, the skirt should fit per- 
fectly with possibly some minor adjustment of the length. 

If through some small miscalculation the waist is too large, it can be taken in at the 
seam or darts if it is plain at the top. If the skirt is gathered, the gathers can be drawn 
a little closer. If it is plaited, the plaits can be made a trifle deeper. 

If the waist is too small, the seams or darts can be let out if the skirt is plain at the top 
and allows for this alteration. If no allowance is made for this alteration, the skirt could 

be raised a trifle higher on the belt all the 
way around. If the skirt is gathered at the 

aren, AeA top, the fulness can be let out the necessary 
j i a I : | amount. If it is plaited, each plait can be 
Pi let out a trifle. 
peo In altering seams or darts the alteration 

if Via | | should run gradually to the hip, unless the 
WW f oy { skirt is large or small at that point, in which 

| Wy Hi LS. Y case the alteration should run all the way 
ity, 3 j Y ), to the bottom of the skirt. Be careful not 

Wa He | to fit the skirt too tightly over the hips or 
i) HM the skirt will draw up and wrinkle when one 

Cu a Bs sits down and will get out of shape. If 
=a = ay — ee = oe preeetly, He eet line at the 
4 Wp a. _ ront show e perpendicular. han rn 

i) Ye HANGING A GORED SKIRT. To make 
ye Py PAN sure a gored skirt is an even length all the 
fa b way around, cut a strip of cardboard two 

pi ge inches wide and ten or twelve inches long. 
| HTS / Make a notch at one long edge at the dis- 
AU EE eee tance at which you want the skirt to clear 
hh ANSE Ng Sse the floor. Put your skirt on and stand on 
“ee a table. (Ill. 85.) Have some one mark 

: the correct length with the marker and pins. 
Se ieee one a he (ill. 85.) Take the skirt off, turn it up at 

the pin-line and baste it. 
Try the skirt on again, to be sure that 

the lower edge is perfectly even before hemming or facing it. 
There are two ways of hanging a skirt if you have no one to help you. Take a straight, 

flat stick or a yard-stick long enough to reach from the floor to a line on the skirt which 
you can reach easily without bending. Just below the fullest part of the hips is the best 
point. Stand the stick upright on the floor, with one end touching your figure, and place 
a pin where the top of the stick touches the skirt. Move the stick around the figure a 
few inches at a time, marking it at each point. Take off the skirt and measure from the 

2 pins down to the correct length. Mark the correct length with pins. Turn it up, baste 
it and try it on.
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Instead of using a stick you could make use of a ; 
dressing-table or any piece of furniture with a flat edge je { 
of a height that comes the right point just below the hip. i ay Re 
Stand against the edge of the table and mark the skirt a | Uy 4 
where the table touches it, turning slowly till you have Hie est ; 
marked all around the skirt. Then measure down the f ie of ay 
correct length as described above. aN 

aL aN 
HANGING A CIRCULAR SKIRT. A cireular skirt Pu AAT ! 

being cut on the bias will always stretch more or less. i SED 
You should make it stretch as much as possible before il Ee l BaeN 
hanging it, so that after the bottom is finished it will i yt aA da | 
stretch as little as possible. i ! fy i We 

A skirt stretches because its own weight and the Be es Wy | : 
weight of the hem or facing drawit down. If you hang j i ri ye ce We 
it up for two or three days properly weighted at the ee oe aa. | # 
bottom, it will stretch as much as it can stretch and ¢ a ae a 
you can then hang it safely. Every woman who sews Sy a ie 
accumulates a lot of useless material which can be used me) Y pat ie a3" 
to weight the lower part of the skirt. Fold the mate- a a 
rial in strips three or four inches wide and use sufficient SAS aI Ww 
strips to make four or five thicknesses. Pin the strips “22 oH 
to the lower part of the skirt. (Ill. 86.) Pin the two “ = 
halves of the skirt together at the top, and pin to the a ue coe See Eset 
skirt loops of materials by which you can hang it up. 
(Ill. 86.) Slip the loops on hooks just far enough apart 
to hold out the belt evenly (Ill. 86) and let the skirt hang two or three days until the weight 
of the strips has stretched it thoroughly. Then you can turn up the lower edge of the 
skirt, following the directions given for hanging a gored skirt. 

ALTERING THE LENGTH OF A STRAIGHT SKIRT. If the length is to be altered 
the same amount all the way around and the skirt is plain, the alteration can be 
made at the lower edge. If it hangs unevenly and must be altered more at some places 
than others, or the pattern has many markings for tucks, trimmings, etc., alteration must 
be made at the top so as not to lose the straight grain of the lower part of the skirt, and, 
if tucked, marked, for trimming, ete., so as not to alter the lines of the tucks or marks. 

If a skirt has tucks, find out the amount to be taken up by the finished tucks and add 
that amount to the actual length of the skirt. Then stand ona footstool or pile of books 
tall enough to allow the entire skirt length, including the allowance for tucks, to hang 
straight. The skirt can then be hung, following the directions just given on the preced- 
ing page. 

STITCH THE SEAMS. 

PLACKET. Make a placket following the directions in the Deltor or Illustrated 
Instructions and in Chapter 21, pages 100—102. 

THE FINISH OF THE SEAMS depends on the weight and texture of the material.  - 
The skirts of thin cotton materials and Georgettes may be finished with French seams 
(Chapter 17, page 86), or machine-hemstitched seams (Chapter 25, page 118), or the seams 
may be rolled and overcast (Chapter 17, page 87), or be cut close and overcast together. 
(Chapter 16, page 82.) 

The seams in net, chiffon, ete., should be made as invisible as possible. They may be 
machine-hemstitched, rolled and overcast, or cut close and overcast together. 

In wool, silk or satin materials seams can be pressed open (Chapter 32, page 154), or 
turned to one side and bound with ribbon seam-binding. 

The seams can be pressed open and the edges turned under, stitched close to the 
turning, but not through the skirt. This is a quick finish and very neat. Or the edges 
may be finely overcast. 

Wool materials and silks which do not fray, such as broadcloth, taffeta, erépe de Chine, 
maybe pinked. (Chapter 17, page 87.) Any of the French seams may be used for silk or
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satin. (Chapter 17, page 86.) | The thinner silks may have machine-hemstitched seams. 
(Chapter 25, page 118.) 

For velvet it is best to bind the seams. (Chapter 17, page 88.) 
For heavy cotton materials and gingham the seams may be pressed open or turned 

to one side and bound with lawn seam-binding. Gingham may also be finished with any 
of the French seams. 

THE SEAM ALLOWANCE AT THE TOP OF THE SKIRT should be turned down on the 
inside of the belt and its edge covered with seam-binding. Press the seams. (Chapter 
32, page 154.) : 

FINISH THE BOTTOM OF THE TUNIC OR DRAPERY according to the instructions 
given in the Deltor. 

FINISH THE BOTTOM OF THE SKIRT WITH A HEM OR FACING. (Chapters 18 and 19.) 

SEW ON THE HANGERS.



CHAPTER 10 

DRESSES FOR LADIES, MISSES, GIRLS AND CHILDREN 

Dress Pattern—Material—Making a Dress—Joining a Waist and Skirt to Make a One-Piece 
Dress—An Unlined Dress—Sailor and Naval Suits—First Short Dresses—Dresses 

Made With Closing Under a Plait—Dresses Made With Yokes 

HE DRESS PATTERN. Always buy the dress pattern for ladies according to the 
ea measures given on the pattern envelope. Directions for taking bust, waist and hip 

measures are given in Chapter 2, pages 10and 11. Sometimes only the bust measure is 
given on the pattern, which means that that is the only measure necessary to consider in 
buying the pattern, and that the style is such that there is sufficient ease or fulness to 
permit of any reasonable alteration at the waist and hip. If, however, the bust, waist 
and hip measures are given on the envelope, all three must be considered in buying the 
pattern. Be careful not to buy one that is too small at any of those places. 

For an extreme figure it is best to buy waist and skirt patterns separately instead of 
buying a complete dress pattern. Buy the waist by the bust measure and the skirt by 
the hip measure. (See Chapter 2.) In this way it is possible to get a pattern to meet 
the measures of the figure. 

Dress patterns for misses should be bought by the age unless the girl is large or small 
for her age, in which case the pattern should be bought by the bust measure. 

MATERIALS. For directions on the use of material, sponging and cutting read Chapter 6. 

MAKING A DRESS. For either a one-piece dress or for a dress with a waist and 
skirt joined together, the same general rules apply to the making and finishing that are 
given in Chapters 7 and 8 on Waists, and Chapter 9 on Skirts. 

The instructions in these chapters cover the making and finishing of every part of the 
dress except where a waist, blouse or shirt-waist is joined to the skirt at the waistline. 

JOINING A WAIST AND SKIRT TO MAKE A ONE-PIECE DRESS. When a waist 
and skirt are to be put together, they are made separately and completely finished 
before they are joined. The inside belt of the waist, if there is one, however, should 
only be basted to the waist, and the inside belt of the skirt should be basted to the skirt but 
not sewed fast. When the waist and skirt are finished, put them on with the skirt over 
the waist and pin them together. Take them off and baste them together at the waist- 
line. Try them on again to be sure that the waistline is in just the right place. If there 
was a belt-stay in the waist, take it out and fell the skirt belt to the waist or blouse. 

AN UNLINED DRESS should be worn over a slip. 

DRESSES FOR GIRLS AND CHILDREN 

THE PATTERN. Instructions for buying a pattern for girls and children are given 
in Chapter 2, page 12. The same general rules for making and finishing that are given 
in the chapters on waists and skirts for ladies (Chapters 7, 8 and 9) apply to making 
children’s garments, though of course girls’ and children’s dresses represent a very simple 
type, and the work is kept as simple as possible. 

SAILOR AND NAVAL SUITS. The making of these dresses is handled in Chapter 
11, page 53. 
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FIRST SHORT DRESSES. The general rules for making infants’ clothes (see Chapter 
15, pages 73 and 80) apply to the first short dresses. They are very simple in construction. 

DRESSES MADE WITH A CLOS- 
ING UNDER A PLAIT. This closing 
is often used in a plaited dress. The > 
closing, cut under a plait and finished , 
with laps for buttons and button- } 7 , i 
holes, is shown in Illustration 87. E {i : 
The slash for the opening is made \ 1 s =: % 
under the plait a seam’s width from j J Z fj] 
the sewing. The laps are made | & 
double, and when attached should \ a fan S a 
be a little narrower than the plait ‘\ AN : 
which covers them. By referring to m, \ a oi 7 
the illustration, the method of join- “NS 4 oe 
ing the laps to the edges of the ‘ ES y! t 
opening will be readily understood. ’ : | 2 

he | 
DRESSES MADE WITH YOKES. i ‘ 

A yoke can be joined to a dress as | y & 
shown in Illustration 88. \ 1X | 

Cut the yoke and turn the t i ‘ | F k 
edge under a seam’s width, clip- { t NY f 
ping the edge where necessary to | oy § ; 
make it lie flat. Baste the yoke over ts | ; 
the top of the front of the dress. To \ | i 
the wrong side, baste a bias strip of j | er 4 i 
material with its edges turned under. | I ‘ : i . 
Place two rows of stitching across L4 "a t ‘ 
the yoke, stitching from the outside. & 3 
They will catch through the bias fac- 

ing that is basted underneath, and Il. 87, The Closing Under a Plait 
which covers the seam, making a neat 
finish on the inside. This finish is de- 

sirable for a dress made of any material 
which is not transparent, as it makes it 

mae s unnecessary to line the yoke. Ifa lining 
y is used, however, it is cut like the yoke 
fine pattern, and the top of the dress por- 
Pa tion is enclosed between the turned-un- 

: der edges of the yoke and its lining. 

leas SMOCKING is a trimming much 
—- used on the better class of children’s 

ES i : clothes here and abroad. It is used for 
= j a dresses, rompers, coats and little boys’ 

‘ suits. It is very pretty in colors on 
Y dresses of fine white batiste, nainsook, 

plain lawn, handkerchief linen, cotton 
voile, very fine cotton crépe and silk 

Ill. 88. Attaching Yoke to Front mull. It is also used on the heavier 
cotton materials in white or plain colors, 
on chambray, serge, broadcloth, crépe 

de Chine, ete. It is very easy to do with the Butterick transfers, which not only give the 
design of the smocking but instructions for working it.



CHAPTER 11 

SAILOR OR NAVAL SUITS 

Materials—Blouse—Collar—Emblems and Chevrons—Neckerchief or Tie—Skirt 

LMOST invariably the small boy and girl, if given any voice in the choosing of 
A their clothes, will select the suit that looks most like a uniform. 

Women and young girls like middy costumes because they are attractive, useful 
and extremely comfortable for work or sports. This type of dress makes excellent 
school and play dresses. 

Dark navy-blue flannel and bleached cotton 
drill are the materials used for these blouses — Pa 
or overshirts, as they are called. According CO rn 
to the regulations governing the uniforms of po ‘ Rp inay mite aed ph antec officers and enlisted men of the navy, the as gE oct near aad 
dark-blue flannel blouses are trimmed with 2 eS 
white linen tape, while the cotton drill blouses ae ee 2 oe 
are made with sailor collar and cuffs of dark- fae ee ein 8 hs 
blue flannel, which are also trimmed with the a — 
tape. Seem —E—e—Ee 

In adapting this style for misses’ and girls’ SF 
wear, it is not necessary to be governed ab- = 
solutely by the ironclad rules regarding color Ill. 89. Turning Edge of Yoke 
and material which are observed in the navy. 
Besides the regulation navy-blue and white, brown, gray and red and the unbleached 
“‘Ishaki” shades are considered quite correct for sailor dresses. Serge and cheviot are 
appropriate woolen materials, while linen, duck, piqué, chambray, galatea, ete., are a few 
of the suitable wash fabrics. 

TO MAKE THE BLOUSE, baste the seams with notches matching, and try the blouse 
on, either by slipping over the head or lapping the fronts, as directed in the pattern in- 
structions. If a yoke-facing is used, the underarm seams are left open to facilitate the 
work. The shoulder seams of the blouse are joined with the seams toward the outside; 
those of the yoke-facing toward the wrong side. Stitch and press the seams open. 

The lower edge of the yoke is turned under a seam’s width. If the yoke has a curved 
lower outline, the turned-under portion at the fullest part of the curves must be slightly 
eased, while at the sharp points it must be slashed as shown in III. 89. Lay the blouse 
flat on the table, spread out its entire length. Place the yoke on the blouse so that the 
shoulder seams come exactly together and the yoke lies smoothly on the blouse. Pin the 
yoke to hold it in place, then baste and stitch it to the blouse. 

Plaits are made in the regulation sleeve by creasing from the perforations at the bottom 
to the corresponding perforations at cuff depth. These creases are brought over to the 
position marked by perforations and the plaits are stitched along the fold edge before the 
seam is closed. 

Illustration 90 shows how the blouse may be laid out on the table for conve- 
nience in joining the sleeve. Baste the sleeve to the yoke with the usual three-eighths-of- 
an-inch seam and then stitch it. Turn under the armhole of the blouse three-eighths of 
an inch, baste it over the seam, and fell it down. Make a second stitching on the body of 
the blouse one-quarter of an inch from the seam. The underarm and sleeve seams have 
been left open until now, making the work easier to handle and also making it possible 
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Ls oe ie CG r Visiagiotastanne Pou tani atec enrich 

Yad | jf 

Vo ches 

i , Ill. 90. Setting in the Sleeve 

to sew the rating badge on the sleeve properly. Close the underarm seams and the 
sleeve seams as notched, using flat felled seams. (Chapter 17, page 87.) 

A hem is turned at the bottom of the blouse and if the pattern instructions direct, 
an elastic is inserted to hold the 
blouse in place. 

J THE COLLAR is joined to the 
! neck with the seam toward the inside. 
: (ill. 91.) The collar is marked 
, with notches showing where it 
4 joins the blouse, and in basting 
‘i it on, the edge should be stretched 

3 j between the notches to fit the cor- 
e : i responding edge of the blouse, thus 

ese iy causing the collar to roll closely 
: “4 f N 4 about the neck. The outer edges are 

Pe ae A | turned under three-eighths of an 
A ‘ k j inch and basted down. At the end 

s eee ie of the slash in front, the turned- 
\ ‘ fe under portion tapers away to a point. 
N “ life The outer facing is placed on the 

. NS a ec collar so carefully that the roll of the ; a Lee 2 Fe x WY $ c facing and collar will come exactly 
ONS / fh em together and the ends are slipped 
a aN 7 under the fronts. (Ill. 92.) Baste 

NG A 4 along the roll. The neck edge of the 
facing is stretched sufficiently to 
make it lie smoothly when the collar 

- is rolled back. After pinning the 
i collar facing around the neck and 

i down the front, roll the collar and 
facing over and roll the fronts back. 
Put your hand under the collar and 

I. 91. Basting on Collar smooth it outward, so that it does
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not wrinkle on the collar facing. | 
Turn the edge of the collar facing j e ¢ 

under, even with the collar. Baste ‘ \ 
the collar and the facing together i 2 
across the bottom and sides up to i f 
the seam joining the collar and \ aa Sap 
blouse. From that point down, take j . ene 
out the pins that hold the collar MMO a ete’ 
facing to the blouse. j ge es SS ae 

The collar facing is trimmed with iy ge eS 
three rows of linen tape, set its own AON Be os Pe 
width apart and stitched on both A Nee : 
edges. If you sew the tape on the a oN 2. § } 
collar facing after the latter is on the G Ni recs ey j 
blouse, the stitching will show on the i 433 CN hy 3 
front of your yoke. Across the back [- oh Worcs be 
of the collar it makes no difference, a > > Ney 

for the facing is on top, and the aes Ne. oN Be 1 
stitching underneath. Baste the E : NaN lhe 
linen tape carefully to the collar fac- Sty ye 
ing and stitch it on both edges. gs. Meas, ‘c 

After it has been stitched, the = 
collar facing can be basted in place r 
under the front. A row of stitching ‘ 
as close to the edge as possible should %: 
run around the entire outer edge. N 
The inner edge of the collar facing 
must be turned under three-eighths Ill. 92. Adjusting the Collar Facing 
of aninch. Wherever it is necessary, 
it must be clipped, or eased, like the 
edge of the yoke. After the edge is turned under, it is basted to the blouse. Across the back of 
the neck it is felled to the blouse, covering the seam, but down the fronts it is stitehed with 
two rows of machine stitching, which makes a pretty decoration on the front of the blouse. 

THE SHIELD is cut in one piece and may be simply hemmed, or, if preferred, lined 
throughout with lawn or cambric. It is trimmed with an emblem or star. 

After both blouse and shield are finished, it is practical to make a few buttonholes along 
the neckline of the body part, under the collar, sewing buttons in corresponding positions 
on the shield to prevent it from shifting around out of place. A crow’s-foot may be made 
at the lower end of the neck opening in front (Chapter 25, page 128) and makes a neat, 
strong finish. 

EMBLEMS AND CHEVRONS in the various groups, or sets of anchors, bars, eagles 
and stars, finished and ready to sew on can be bought, but they are never as satisfactory 
as the designs that can be stamped on the dress itself. Sometimes the figures are worked 
in the center of a piece of broadcloth or linen, which is cut square or oblong, or in shield 
shape, and attached to the sleeve with a row of catch-stitching. 

The chevrons or stripes are not padded but should be made of strips of scarlet three- 
eighths of an inch wide, separated one-fourth inch and sewed on flat with an overlock 
stitch of scarlet silk on the edges. 

In working the specialty marks and eagles, an easier plan than the one of cutting the 
figures out of pasteboard and working over them, is to baste a piece of canvas or crinoline 
on the wrong side of the material, and work right through it, cutting the edges of the can- 
vas away after the figure has been completed. 

Light-weight twisted embroidery silk, mercerized cotton, or a linen thread may be used 
: to advantage, for in this work smoothness is the most desirable feature, and the threads 

should all be placed in such a way as to lie next to one another, but not overlap. 
On suits of galatea, chambray, linen or‘any of the other cotton materials used for chil- 

dren’s clothes, the work may be done with cotton, either plain or mercerized. This 
thread is more suitable than silk for suits which need frequent washing. The sleeve emblem
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Ill. 93. Emblems and Chevrons 

may be repeated on the front of the blouse or shield, or a simpler design—a star or 
anchor, for instance—may be used if preferred. 

The navy regulations state what material shall be used for the rating badge. Its 
decoration usually consists of a spread eagle above a specialty mark, and a class chevron. 

For blue clothing, the eagle and specialty marks can be embroidered in white, and for 
white clothing they can be worked in blue silk. The position of the rating badge worn 

by petty officers is governed by 
naval uniform regulations. 

The chevrons show the class of 
the officer, while the specialty 

< a marks indicate his position in the 
= , service. 
Spee In using these emblems on a ; 

Bd blouse, one might select the spe- : eR Oy 
rs) . ee Se: ‘i 

mm cialty marks worn by the father 7 edit i SC - 
‘i or brother who is enlisted, or even aur: 7 ey 

x 56 ta an insignia indicating the trade or re a ae aes 
a Se professional calling followed by a oS 5 

e eg member of the family, such as ha ee 
Se engineer, electrician, ete. i OS 

Ne ae The emblem may be placed on Ge 2 

2 ee the shield also, and a five-pointed ae 
S star should be embroidered on 

both corners of the collar. Excel- 
lent Butterick transfer patterns = 

1194. Bonlswain's Mote can be purchased for the emblems, II. 95. Rating Badge for 
First-Class stars, etc., used on sailor suits. Chief Mesterat- Acme
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THE NECKERCHIEF OR TIE worn with the blouse is 
a = ss a square of black silk tied in a square knot, leaving 

EF bie % ends from four to six inches long. It is folded diago- 
nally and then rolled up, with the two overlapping 

EY } corners folded into the material and held together 
> j by an elastic, as shown in Illustration 96, while 

: & the other i 
& corners : : 
Re are tied 3 

| ba at the lower : 
e i end of the 
R bd collar in a . 
ae i square knot fs 

ba 4 ( with a cor- ‘ yr as 
ae 3 ner extend- 

" 4 ing from « 
: S y each side. f £4 

Ee sal (TIL. 97.) Ill. 97. Detail of Tying Knot 

y j THE SKIRT. If front openings in the skirt are de- 
3 4 sired, both edges of the front gore are underfaced to the 

ae \ depth of a placket opening, with a straight strip of ma- 
= —— terial about one and one-half inches wide. The front 
Mh 2 ye Neceer niet ed edge of each side gore should have an underlap to the 

same depth, about one inch and a half wide when finished. 
Join the gores together with stitched felled seams, continuing the stitching along the 

opening. If the skirt is to be plaited, the plaits will give sufficient material for the under- 
lap. (Chapter 21, page 102.) 

For a back lacing, the back plait is stitched separately from the skirt and the fold 
edges worked with six or eight eyelets (Chapter 24, 
page 115) and laced with black silk lacing or silk p = 
tape. (Ill. 99.) = 

The upper edge of the front gore is finished with s 

- L) (aes 
f tea Aw 

| i. EZ 

fe @ a : aS 
Fe 7 ed aa: 

? | | ie 
Ill. 98. Front Placket of Skirt fa } A 

a straight belt two inches wide. A continuous belt 2 ; 
of the same width is attached to the side and back [ 
gores of the skirt. The belts are cut single and Ill. 99. Regulation Naval Lacing 
lined, with an interlining added if it is necessary. 
Three buttonholes are made at each side of the front gore, two on the skirt part and one 
on the belt. (Ill. 98.) 

The sailor blouse may be used with a boy’s suit. Instructions for making trousers will 
be found in Chapter 36. 

.



CHAPTER 12 

COATS AND CAPES FOR LADIES AND MISSES, 
GIRLS AND CHILDREN 

Patterns—Materials—Cutting—Interlining—Putting the Coat Together—The Strictly Tailored 

Collar—Tape—Weights—Additional Interlining for Warmth—Collar and Front Facings—Coat 

Collar Which Is Not Tailored—Pressing—Cuffs—Sleeves—Lining—The Half-Lined Coat—Un- 

lined Coat—Interlining for Fur Cloth and Tender Furs—Coats for Girls and Children—Capes 

‘OR the amateur, tailoring has lost all its terrors. For one thing, modern tailoring is 
much softer in effect than in former years. The use of canvas has been reduced to 
a minimum, and haircloth has disappeared. Furthermore the present figure with its 

straight lines is much easier to fit than the old-time hour-glass figure with the pro- 
nounced curves at bust, waist and hip. 

And more important still, women are now given help with their tailoring that was never 
available before. The Deltor shows them exactly how to cut, and cutting is more vital 
to good tailoring than to almost any other type of costume. The Deltor and Illustrated 
Instructions also tell them exactly how to cut their interlining and where to place what- 
ever canvas, ete., the coat requires, how to put the coat together, and just where to stitch 
it. The finish of a tailored garment has to be extremely neat and the subject is handled 
fully in the Deltor for finishing. 

In fact the Deltor shows a woman the way to make a tailored garment just as a first- 
class tailor would make it, and as it does it with pictures it is perfectly easy for her to follow 
and understand. Tailored garments are very expensive to buy and the fact that they are 
put within the reach of the home dressmaker by the Deltor marks a great advance in 
home sewing. 

THE COAT PATTERN. Buy the pattern by the measures given on the pattern 
envelope. It is only necessary to consider the measures given on the pattern. Be sure 
that you know exactly what your measures are. Instructions for measuring the figure 1 
are given in Chapter 2, pages 10—12. 

Before cutting your material you must be sure that the pattern is the right length for 
you in the waist and sleeve. Directions for measuring the waist and arm are given on 
pages 19, 20 and 21, Chapter 3, on Altering the Length of Patterns. If you are long or short 
waisted, alter the pattern according to the instructions given on these pages. Directions 
for altering the length of different types of sleeve patterns are given in this same chapter 
on pages 20 and 21. If your arm is long or short, alter the pattern according to the 
instructions given on these pages. 

If you are making a long coat, it is also necessary to compare the length of the coat 
below the waistline with the length you want your coat when finished. If it is necessary 
to alter the length of the pattern, do so according to the instructions given on the pattern 
envelope. 

If the figure is unusual in any way, the pattern should be altered following the [in- 
structions given in Chapter 4, “Altering Waist Pattern for Figures that Vary from the 
Average.” A trial coat should be made in muslin and altered, following the principles 
given in Chapter 4. 

MATERIALS. With the exception of silk or velvet, coat materials should be thor- 
oughly shrunk or steamed before they are cut. (Chapter 6, Materials, Sponging, 
Steaming, Cutting, Ete.) : 
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CUTTING. When the material is ready, lay the pattern on it following the Deltor 
Layout for your size and width of material. If there is a nap, be sure to place the pieces 
so that the nap will run the same way in all the pieces. Otherwise if the nap runs up 
in some places and down in others, part of the coat will look darker than others and it 
will look almost as if it were another color. The Deltor gives layouts for both materials 
with a nap and without it when both are suitable for the design. For directions for cut- 
ting materials with a nap or pile and for cutting stripes and plaids read Chapter 6, 
“Materials, Sponging, Steaming, Cutting, etc.,” pages 32—36. Follow the Deltor layout 
carefully in placing the pieces on your material, for if they are cut on the wrong grain of the 
material the garment will draw and stretch. Pin the pattern on the material very care- 
fully, and with sufficient pins to hold it firmly, and cut it out with sharp dressmaking 
shears following the outline exactly. (Chapter 2, page 16.) 

Mark all the perforations, except the ones that mark the grain line, with tailors’ tacks. 
(Chapter 16, page 85.) The notches can either be marked with two or three stitches 
in basting cotton or they can be clipped. In many materials basting cotton makes a 
clearer mark and does not nick the edge of the material. 

THE INTERLINING. The coat always requires more or less interlining. The kind 
of interlining material and the amount used varies with the type of the coat and with the 
current styles. The Deltor or Illustrated Instructions will tell you the right kind of in- 
terlining to use, how much to use and where to place it for each individual pattern. This 
interlining is not used for warmth, but to give the material sufficient body so that it will 
not break when the coat is on the figure, and make the material look poor and flimsy. 

The interlining materials most generally used are soft pliable canvas, cotton serge or 
cambric for wool materials. In a linen coat use butchers’ linen, cambric or muslin. For 
a silk coat the interlining should be cotton serge, sateen or cambric. All interlinings 
should be shrunken wee they are used. 
(Chapter 6, page 32.) If the interlining Sa ee 
is not shrunken beforehand it will shrink SES ee : 
on the first damp day and will draw in and Ge pee Pits 3 
wrinkle the coat. Boge oat Lab 

The interlining should be cut by the coat pee Ss Le PE oe 
pattern following the instructions given in Ill. 100. Stitching on the Stand of the Collar s 
the Deltor or Illnstrated Instructions. 

Baste the interlining to the wrong side of the coat following the Deltor or Illustrated 
Instructions. Careful basting and plenty of it are essential to successful coat-making. 
The importance of basting can not be overestimated in this work. It is one of the vital 
points in tailoring. : 

PUTTING THE COAT TOGETHER. Baste the seams 
of the coat with the notches matching. 

KE SK The Deltor or Illustrated Instructions will show you 
[PSN exactly how to put the coat together. 

Ry SA Try the coat on and if any alterations are necessary 
\ make them before stitching the seams. 

\ Stitch all the seams of the coat. If they are to be 
} ‘ finished with stitched or lapped seams (Chapter 17, 

pages 88—90), press them before they are finished. 
3 (Chapter 32, page 154.) 

Lap the edges of the interlining flatly over each 
l, other. They should be catch-stitched. 

Il. 101. Padding Stitches 

FOR THE STRICTLY TAILORED COLLAR cut an 
interlining of tailors’ canvas. Use the collar pattern as a guide, but cut the canvas 
three-eighths of an inch smaller at all edges than the pattern. The canvas should be 
shrunken before it is used (Chapter 6 page 32). The “stand” of the collar—the part next 
the neck that stands up when the coat is worn—is marked by perforations.. It is a 
erescent-shaped section which should be covered with parallel rows of machine stitching 
about a quarter of an inch apart. (Ill. 100.) A 

PADDING STITCHES. The canvas and cloth on the turnover part of the collar, and
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A in the lapel or revers on the front, must be held firmly by 
LED many small stitches called ‘padding stitches.” (Ill. 101.) 

Abie These stitches are about half an inch long on the canvas side 
Is zy i} Um, and just barely caught through on the right side. Hold the 
We 4, X G] collar or lapel firmly over the hand, the canvas side upper- y) cD tf Hes) {i most, and, in stitching, roll and shape the section in the 

qe y We y | ) direction in which it is to lie. (Ill. 101.) The stiteh 
Wy My / should be started at the line of the fold of the lapel ox 
WS Mi collar and worked in successive rows to the edge. The 
a =f i edges should be turned under, caught to the canvas and 

We a i} | i pressed. 
iy. = 2h / A Ona coat which is sometimes worn rolled high there 

Rh es | i} : 4 should be no padding stitches in the revers, as they would 
Ss ha Af | Hi i \ show when the coat is worn with the collar turned up. 
9 Whi I i} | 4y ih Baste the collar, canvas side up, flat on the coat, accord- 
> y 4 H if ri ing to the notches in the collar and in the neck. (Ill. 102.) 
w At = Ms ih Stretch the neck edge of the collar between the notches 
SHG hb i —N so that it will set smoothly on the coat. The upper or 

HE 4 RM ~ fe + i i] turnover part of the collar must lie flat, joining the turned- 
NH wy () es) ; l | over lapels at the top of the fronts, to form the notched 
cs Le collar. 

When the coat has advanced thus far, try it on. Fold 
Ill. 102. Tape and Weights over the lapel corners at the top of the fronts and see that 

the collar is the correct size and fits properly. If it does 
not, it may be shaped by shrinking, stretching and pressing. 

The front edges of the coat should lie close to the figure at the bust, 
and a well-fitted coat should hold itself in shape to the figure at . 
this point, even when unbuttoned. If the coat is inclined to flare Sata e 
away at the front line, pin one or two small dart-like tucks about S 
one-quarter of an inch wide at the coat’s edge and running out to 
nothing about two inches inside the edge, to shape in the edge and } ‘| 
take out the stretched appearance. Mark these tucks with chalk, | i} 
remove the pins and slash in the canvas at each chalk mark. Lap 
the canvas the same space that the tucks were made, cut away one 
edge to meet the other, lay a piece of cambric over the slash and 
sew the cambric to hold it to shape. The cloth will still have the 
fulness that has been taken out of the canvas and must be gath- Ir 
ered on a thread, dampened and shrunk out with the iron. 1 i 

Cut away the interlining to within 3¢ inch of the front edges of oe . 
the coat. Cut the hem allowance from the bottom of the inter- sae oa 
lining, turn the edges of the coat over on the interlining and catch- : 
stitch them. 

TAPING THE EDGES. Narrow linen tape, well shrunken, ed 
should be sewed to the canvas toward the inside of the coat at the CGA 
Poe of the lapel, drawing it taut to prevent stretching. (II. \ Nw Gi) 
102. i 

The edges of the lapel and the front coat edges should also be é | 
taped (Ill. 102), drawing the tape snug at these edges to give il at 2 
them a good shape. \ oe 

Press the fronts carefully. (Chapter 32.) \\ f ik 

A) BAA 
WEIGHTS. Flat lead weights about the size of a quarter are f i i 

tacked in the bottom of the coat to weight it properly. Cover he ti 
them with the lining satin so they will not wear through the [7 =p | iM 
lining. * (Ill. 102.) PO 

a 
AN ADDITIONAL INTERLINING, if required for warmth, is Woe 

made of outing flannel or the regular silk-and-wool interlining ys. 103 and 104, The 
that comes for the purpose. (Ills. 103 and 104.) Cutit withthe  Interlining for Warmth
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pattern of the coat as a guide, letting it extend an inch or two below the waistline. (Ills. 
103 and 104.) Slash the interlining at intervals along the bottom so that it will not bind 
the coat. Do not put the interlining together with ordinary seams, but tack it inside 
the coat, letting one seam edge of the interlining overlap the one next to it. 

as CUT FACINGS for the collar and fronts from the coat 
fy pattern following the instructions in the Deltor or Illustrated 

Ye Yj Instructions. The front facings must be cut to the shape of 
) {| the front after the edges have been altered and taped. Lay 

di ey the cloth on the fronts and over the lapel corners; pin it care- 
Hy} fully in place, holding the front and lapel in to their proper 

j ie }| shape; then cut it to the required width. It need extend only 
4 a about three inches inside of the line that marks the center of 

\ a the front. The collar facing, if of cloth, must be cut on the 
2 Hh width or crosswise of the material and must not have a seam 

i] in the center of the back. 
y WHHH//, Fit the collar facing to the canvas collar and join it to the 

\ i } Wh front facings, matching the notches on the collar and the 
1 i] front facings. Press the seams open and baste to the canvas 

| i collar and to the front of the coat, turning in the edges of the 
YY / ] facing. (Ill. 105.) 

V COLLAR FACINGS of velvet are sometimes used, but 
instead of being applied directly over the interlining the edges 

II 105. The Collar Facing of the velvet are turned under and ecatch-stitched to the 
under side of the cloth collar. If a velvet collar facing is 

used it should be made of a seamless bias strip of velvet. One-eighth of a yard of velvet 
cut on the bias is usually enough for a collar facing. All pressing and shaping of the collar 
must be done before putting on the velvet facing. 

The shawl-collar facing is sometimes cut in one with the front facing. The collar 
proper is cut and joined as just described, stitched to the body of the coat and pressed. 
The two facing sections are joined at the back and the seam pressed open. The facing is 
pinned in position. The outer edge of the facing is turned in even with the fold edge of 
the coat and basted. Baste the free edges of the facing in place, being careful to allow 
sufficient ease for the roll. 

Fell the edges to position on the under side unless the neck is sometimes worn high 
in which case the felling stitches would show through. If the coat is to be worn high 
slip-stitch the edges. é 

> eee 
THE COAT COLLAR WHICH IS NOT TAILORED. 1 Sor x Cut the interlining like the pattern. The Deltor or I- flat xX 

lustrated Instructions will tell you what kind of interlining NS 4, \ VN 
is to be used. Trim off the seam allow- (eo) 
ance on the edges of the interlining —= a y av 3 
which are not to be joined to the neck. Cy AAS . & 
Baste the interlining to the upper section tA As 

| of the collar. Turn the outer edge and 2 
ends of the collar over on the interlining Bete peceues Whichils 
and catch-stitch them. (Ill. 106). Turn 

\ under the edges of the under section of the collar one-eighth of an inch 
i\ more than you turned under the edges of the upper section and baste to 

\ the upper section one-eighth inch from the edges. (II. 106). Catch 
| the under section to the interlining about three-quarters of an inch 

} i] in from the outer edges and also at the line where the collar rolls over. 
i Fell the edges to position. (Ill. 106). Baste the collar flatly inside the 
ey neck edge of the coat and fell the coat to the collar. 

feos, Give the coat a careful pressing. (Chapter 32, page 154.) =) 
Ill. 107. The Inter. _ THE SLEEVES. Baste the seams of the sleeves and try them on. 
lining in the Sleeve If they need any alterat’on in size around the arm, make it at the seam
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marked by outlet perforations. A bias strip of interlining, or whatever is used in the fronts, 
should be basted into the wrist just above the turning line of the hem part, and the 
cloth turned over and catch-stitched to it. (Ill. 107.) 

If a vent or opening is provided at the outer seam of the sleeve, the extension on the 
upper part is turned under for a hem; and the lower part, neatly faced with the lining, 
forms an underlap. This opening may be closed by buttons used as a decoration or by 
buttons and buttonholes. Finish the edge to match the edges of the coat. If stitching 

at cuff depth is desired, it must be made before closing the 
\ —e outside seam. 

f/ 5 \ THE CUFF. Cut the interlining like the cuff pattern, 
|. {/ \, of the same interlining material as used in the collar. 

Lo ly 2) Trim off the seam allowance of the upper edge and ends. 
asl Satis Baste the interlining to the upper section of the cuff, turn 

the cuff edge over the interlining and catch-stitch them. 
Ill. 108. Making a Cuff (Ill. 108.) Turn under the outer edge and ends of thé un- 

der section of the cuff one-eighth of an inch more than 
the upper section. Baste the under section to the upper section with its edge one-eighth 
of an inch from the edges of the outer section and fell the edges to position. (III. 108.) 
Put the cuff on the sleeve following the instructions given in the Deltor or Illustrated 
Instructions. 

Baste the sleeves into the armholes. Try the coat on to see if the sleeve sets nicely. 
Then stitch it. 

THE BUTTONS. When sewing on the buttons sew them through the coat and canvas 
interlining but not through the facing. (Chapter 24, page 115.) 

THE LINING is the final step of coat-making; the outside must be entirely finished, the 
pockets put in, and all the ornamental stitching done before beginning on the lining. Silk, 
satin, erépe de Chine and foulard are unquestionably the only satisfactory linings for 
acoat. Only the greatest necessity for economy warrants using a silk substitute as coat 
lining. The lining may match coat in color or a fancy i 
silk or satin may be used accordingly to the style. (Ga 

Cut the lining from the same pattern as the coat, allow- a Se 
ing for any alterations which have been made in fitting. U\“ ER 

Cut the lining of the fronts to extend to the front facings i) \ Ne Fy 
only, and cut the back pieces each one-half an inch wider fi J Wy TaN 
than the pattern to allow for a small plait in the center if)’ Ga ey.) wll 
back. Leave good seams, as the lining must be quite 1) fs aA. Hh 
easy in width as well as length. (Ill. 109.) If it is tight / We ye it 
it will draw the outside of the coat and make wrinkles. i, Wf ih 4 ig) 

Baste a small plait at the center back to avoid any |/j @ |i) We | nf 
possibility of tightness. With the back piece of the lining y eit By f 
basted in the coat, the two outer edges will beraw. Catch AM om Fy H Ns 
these raw edges flat with a loose basting-stitch to the in- fy, iW 3h | / fist ( 
side seams of the coat over which they lie. Now take the  {f/ 35 i PTW 
next piece of the lining and baste it through the center l i h(( v es 
to the corresponding piece of the coat, then turn under the f ATIN| fl i 
edge toward the back and baste it down like a hem over the priningy't | 4 
raw edge of the back piece, notching the edges of both ae \i Las 
seams at the waistline and immediately above and below eter a 
it, so they will fit the curves of the coat. Ill. 109. Lining the Coat 

Repeat this method with each piece of the lining. Turn 
it up at the bottom, allowing a little of the cloth to show (Ill. 109) but do not let the 
lining draw. 

After all the edges are turned under and basted over the preceding pieces and over the 
raw edges of the facings in front, and over the edges of the collar at the neck, they are 
neatly felled down to the cloth. (Ill. 109.) Be careful not to catch through to the outside. 

The lining of the sleeves is cut like the outside and the seams are stitched and pressed 
open. If the sleeves are to be interlined, the interlining should be tacked to the sleeve 
lining. It is used on the upper part of the sleeve only, and should stop three inches below
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the upper edge and three inches above the wrist edge. (II. 
} 110.) The lining is slipped inside the sleeve and hemmed 

——— down at the hand and on the small opening at the back of the 
o. VW wrist if there is an opening allowed in the sleeve pattern. It is 

\ \ then drawn up in place and basted through the cloth of the sleeve 
\ about five inches from the top. Draw up the sleeve lining, turn 

\ | i in the raw edge, and baste it to the coat lining all around the arm- 
| \ | hole and fell it in place. 

INTER- 
| ds | ; THE HALF-LINED COAT 
] || THE HALF-LINED COAT. Top coats, storm coats, motor 
j I coats, etc., should only be lined to about twenty-five or twenty- 

| six inches from the neck. (Ill. 111.) You need a lining in the 
I | upper part to cover the interlining and to make the coat slip on 

! | and off easily. There is no real need for a lining in the lower 
i if part and it wears out so quickly, from rubbing against your skirt, 
Wasslf that it is really better not to use it. 

Ss >) 
ako THE SEAM EDGES. When a coat is lined to the waist 
Mn only, the seam edges in the lower part of the coat must be finished 
XY Y] neatly. (Chapter 17.) Heavy materials like wool, velvet and 
Sy army cloth are really self-finished, for they are so closely woven 

that they will not fray and can be left raw quite satisfactorily. 
mh i te Sleeve Tweed, cheviot, mixtures, ete., will fray and must be bound. 

ees The seams should be bound with ribbon seam-binding, the color 
of the coat. Seam-binding comes in different widths and you 

can get it wide enough for even a heavy coating. Put the seam-binding on by hand with 
an easy running stitch, sewing 
it neatly and evenly. (Ill. 154, 

page 88.) \ Gey 
The seam-binding should / h | \ ow 

run up well above the line of H}) UY 
the lower edge of the lining. Mtl iy \ i IN J 

Ky \\ cir ie AN UNLINED COAT A aN, Ne, 
An unlined coat needs inter- Hy | ees 

lining to prevent its breaking I] | } E: a 
on the figure. The interlining AHH fa ' Wh WKS 
for the front of the coat should Hh ‘aN J i PV ii)\ 2: 
be cut and put in according / AN N ! eo HER 
to the Deltor or Illustrated | TH A \, i), ) ede 
Instructions. The interlining [AY | JW \ \\\ ey 4 yp N28 
in the front of the coat yee. Wie BW Sa WV NA 
should be covered with a Mi Ti Ye, pias eee 
facing of the coat material. [He f | La M/s ci NES a 
The part of the interlining left Ea Mf ee U, E ae 
exposed back of the facing | WARE | BRM lee NT aS aA 
should be covered neatly with a Be NA EA ML Nee 

lining. Bea A PO ENS 
In cloth or linen the raw fal i \W: MW 1 | SAR SAYLES eM 

edges of the interlining and AW WM) VEY yf oN 
facing of the side fronts should GEA BF Ne EEE if pe = ) 
be bound together. In silk fi HT NS i UE ES aN A 
they may both be turned under ol" ie v SM Ee Wi fee 
three-eighths of an inch, facing ca mde ae We eae 
each other, and stitched. In 
either case, these edges should ees 
be left loose from the coat; g 
they should lie against it, but ee Oh ae ees Co
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should not be caught or stitched to it for the stitches would be objectionable on the right 
side of the coat. 

A YOKE-SHAPED PIECE OF LINING MATERIAL must be used in the back of the 
coat. It should be six inches deep at the center, and run straight across the shoulders. 
Turn under its lower edge three-eighths of an inch and stitch it ina narrow hem. Then 
baste it to the back of the coat at the shoulders and neck, leaving its lower edge free. 

The shoulder edges of the back yokes should be turned under, and then basted and 
felled carefully over the shoulder edges of the front lining. 

In silk the coat should be finished with French seams. (Page 86.) In a coat of cloth 
the seams may be pressed open and the edges bound separately with silk seam-binding 
(Page 88), or they may be bound together, turned to one side, and stitched down flat to the 
coat. If they are pressed open, they need not be stitched again unless you prefer to stitch 
them on both sides of the seam. In heavy wash materials the seams can be handled in the 
same way, using a cotton seam-binding instead of silk. Be sure the binding is shrunken. 
It should be the same color as the coat. Or, on a linen, cotton repp, ete., you can use the 
flat-stiteched seam. (Chapter 17, page 87.) 

The lower edge of the coat should be turned under according to the Deltor or Illustrated 
Instructions, weighted with lead weights at the seams (Ill. 102), and its raw edge either 
hemmed or bound. 

FUR CLOTH OR FUR 

If the coat is made of fur cloth the entire coat should be lined with cambric before the 
interlining is put in. This cambric re-enforces and strengthen the rather loose weave of 
the fur cloth. It is also used in fur coats if the pelts are tender and perishable. 

COATS FOR GIRLS AND CHILDREN 

The principles and general rules for making coats for girls and children are exactly 
the same as for coats for ladies and misses. They are applied to the simpler form of coat 
used for girls and children. 

CAPES 
CAPES are made by the same general principles and rules that are followed in making 

coats. The effect of a cape is softer than a coat, and in applying the principles keep the 
idea in mind that the cape should be as soft as required by the design of the cape. It is 
best to follow the instructions given in the Deltor or Illustrated Instructions with each 
Butterick cape pattern.



CHAPTER 13 

HOUSE DRESSES, NEGLIGEES, KIMONOS, BATHROBES, 
APRONS, BATHING-SUITS AND ROMPERS 

Patterns—Materials—Cutting—Putting the Garment Together—Seams—Finish 

HE PATTERN. Buy these patterns by the measure given on the envelope. 
| This is the only measure necessary to consider in buying these patterns. When a 

design is cut in fewer sizes than usual it is because the garment is of a type which 
is more or less easy in fit, that is, it should not fit as closely as a dress. Never buy a 
pattern smaller than your measure. 

In buying romper patterns buy them by the bust measure if the child is large or small 
for its age. Chapter 2 gives instructions for measuring ladies, misses, girls and children. 
Many figures vary in the length of the waist, skirt and arm. Before cutting your 

material measure the figure at these places. (Chapter 3, pages 19—23) and compare 
your measures with those of the pattern (Chapter 3, pages 19—23.) If the pattern is long 
or short for you, alter it as explained in Chapter 3. The proper place to alter each 
pattern is given in the Deltor on the pattern envelope. 

MATERIALS. Read Chapter 6, page 32 on shrinking materials before cutting your 
material. ‘ 

CUTTING. If you are not thoroughly familiar with Butterick patterns read Chapter 
2. Lay your pattern on the material following the layout given in the Deltor for youn 
size, width of material and the view of the pattern that you are going to use. If no Deltot 
is given with the pattern follow the cutting instructions on the pattern envelope. 

After cutting out the garment mark all the working perforations with tailors’ tacks. 
(Chapter 16, page 85.) The best way to mark the notches is to take two or three stitches 
in basting cotton for each notch, or the notches may be clipped, in which case do not 
make them any deeper than is necessary to see them distinetly. 

PUTTING THE GARMENT TOGETHER. The Deltor or Illustrated Instructions will 
show you with pictures exactly how to put the garment together. 

Try the garment on and if any slight alteration is necessary, make it at the place pro- 
vided for alterations in the pattern. Baste in the alteration, try the garment on again 
and stitch the seams. 

The materials suitable for each class of garment in this chapter, and the correct finish 
for each garment are given below: 

HOUSE DRESSES 

Nig The materials most used for house dresses are gingham, chambray, 
cotton poplin, madras, seersucker, linen-finished cotton materials and striped 

cottons. 

THE FINISH FOR HOUSE DRESSES must be suitable for hard wear and frequent 
laundering. The seams may be finished with flat-stitched seams (Chapter 17, page 87) 
or with French seams (page 86). 

Armholes should be finished with flat-stitched seams (page 87) or overcast (page 82). 
The finish of the edges and the trimming of house dresses change from time to time as 
new ideas are introduced. The Deltor gives the newest finish for this type of garment. 
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NEGLIGEES, KIMONOS, ETC. 

ME EREr Crépe de Chine, Georgette crépe, lace, wash silk, wash satin, silk mull, 
silk and cotton erépe de Chine, cotton voile, dotted swiss, wool batiste, wool albatross 

and challis, are the materials most used for negligées or kimonos. Corduroy is used for 
warm wrappers. 

The choice of the materials depends on the dressiness of the negligée, etc., the use it 
is to be put to or the need of the woman who is to wear it. Tea gowns in dainty materials 
and attractive colors are used by many women for tea, luncheon, and dinner at home 
with their intimate friends. 

SEAMS. For all materials except corduroy French seams are used (Chapter 17, page 
86). For corduroy use flat-stiteched seams (Chapter 17, page 87) unless the wrapper, etc., 
is lined. In that case use plain seams and press them open. 

The nicest corduroy negligées are lined with a thin silk. China silk makes the best 
lining. i 

In a more elegant negligée of crépe de Chine, Georgette erépe or silk mull, the seams 
may be machine hemstitched. (Chapter 25, page 118.) 

THE EDGE FINISH AND TRIMMING will be found in the Deltor. The styles, 
trimmings and finish change constantly and the newest ideas suitable for each design are 
given in the Deltor. 

BATHROBES 

Wie The materials most used for bathrobes are blanket robing, blankets, 
eider-down, flannel, flannelet and corduroy for warm bathrobes. When warmth 

is not essential terry cloth makes a very satisfactory bathrobe. 

THE SEAMS. In heavy materials such as blanket cloth, blankets and eider-down, 
if the fabric does not fray, the seam edges may be turned to one side and stitched again 14 
or 3 of an inch from the seam stitching. The edges are then cut off close to this stitch- 
ing. If the material does fray trim the seam edges down to %% of an inch width and 
bind the edges separately with lining material. Turn both edges to one side and stitch 
them through the garment along the inner edge of the binding. 

In flannelet French seams (page 86) may be used. 
Flat-stitched seams (page 87) may be used in any of the materials mentioned. 
The lower edge and armholes are finished like the other seams except where French 

seams are used. In that case use a regular hem at the lower edge of the bathrobe. 
In joining the collar to the neck if the material is bulky stitch the under section of the 

collar to the neck with the seam toward the wrong side of the robe. Clip the seam to 
prevent its drawing the neck and turn it up. Cut off the seam allowance on the neck 
edge at the outside section of the collar and bind it. Baste and stitch it to the neck of the 
bathrobe over the first sewing, stitching along the inner edge of the binding. 

THE EDGE FINISH AND TRIMMING will be found in the Deltor. 

APRONS 

Webi Gingham, chambray, percale, madras, seersucker, linen-finished 
cottons, flowered sateen and cretonnes are the material most used for aprons. 

THE FINISH of aprons like the finish of house dresses must be made to stand hard 
wear and frequent laundering. In bungalow aprons use flat-stitched seams (page 87). 
French seams (page 86) may also be used for bungalow aprons and other aprons. 

THE EDGE FINISH OR TRIMMING will be found in the Deltor. Now that mod- 
ern conveniences have made it possible for so many women to do their own house- 
work there is more interest in aprons and new ideas in trimmings are introduced each 
season. The Deltor gives the newest and most attractive finish for each design.
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BATHING-SUITS 

T= same general principles and rules followed in making waists (Chapter 7) skirts 
(Chapter 9) and bloomers (Chapter 14, page 69) are used in making bathing-suits. 

MATERIALS. The materials most used for bathing-suits are surf satin, taffeta, surf 
cloth, brilliantine, or jersey cloth. 

ROMPERS 
ee MATERIALS most used are gingham, chambray, cotton poplin, galatea, seer- 

sucker, linen and linen-finished cottons. 

SEAMS for rompers must be finished to stand hard wear and constant laundering. If 
the effect of the romper is at all soft use French seams (Chapter 17, page 86). For little 
straight rompers or the body of a two-piece romper where a tailored effect is desired use 
flat-stitched seams. (Chapter 17, page 87). 

Another way of giving a tailored effect to rompers is to cut the seams to about 14 of an 
inch width and press them open. Baste lawn seam binding flat to the inside of the body 
to completely cover the seam, stitch along the edges of the seam binding to give the effect 
of a tailored seam from the outside. 

Armholes may be finished as flat-stitched seams, (Chapter 17, page 87) overcast (Chapter 
16, page 82), or bound with lawn seam binding.



CHAPTER 14 

MAKING AND FINISHING UNDERGARMENTS 

Patterns—Materials—Cutting—Putting the Garment Together—Seams—Trimmings 

NDERWEAR is the easiest type of sewing. There is practically no fitting to be 
done and the construction is of the simplest possible kind. It is a very good 
idea, therefore, for a beginner to start with an underwear garment before she 

undertakes a blouse or dress. 

PATTERNS—Buy your pattern by the measures given on the pattern envelope. 
No other measure need be considered in purchasing these patterns. It is very important 
that these measures be correct. The right way to take your measures and instructions 
for buying patterns are given in Chapter 2, pages 10—12. 

Before cutting your material read the instructions in the Deltor or pattern envelope 
for altering the length of the pattern if necessary. If you are of average size and height 
it is probable that no change will be needed, but if you are shorter or taller than the 
average it is advisable to adjust the length of the pattern before cutting your material. 
To make any alteration that is necessary read Chapter 3, pages 19—23. You should 
also read Chapter 2 on ‘‘Butterick Patterns.” 

MATERIALS. The materials most used for nightgowns, camisoles, corset-covers, 
petticoats, drawers and combinations are batiste, nainsook, long-cloth and cross-bar. 
These are practical materials, and the plain or flowered batistes, cross-bars and nain- 
sooks are also very dainty. Many women like cotton crépe for it is easy to launder, 
and it is used in the plain or flowered erépes or the crépes with bird designs. Muslin and 
cambrie are used for garments that are to have hard wear. The French use cotton voile 
in dainty colors. For fine underwear the best materials are handkerchief linen, 
erépe de Chine, wash silk and wash satin, silk mull, especially with a gauze stripe, silk 
muslin, and the occasional net and Georgette crépe for camisoles and petticoats. The 
Oriental silks, both the Chinese and Japanese, are used for a good many things, especially 
for pajamas, while outing flannel is used for both pajamas and nightgowns. Pajamas 
are also made of any of the silk or cotton materials mentioned. 

Italian silks and silk jersey are nice for knickers, which are also made of sateen, satin, 
China silk and crépe de Chine when they are worn under dresses in place of petticoats. 
These knickers are more comfortable than a petticoat under a narrow skirt, and may 
be worn under any skirt of a good weight wool material or under any silk or satin skirt 
which has a drop skirt. For this purpose it is better to make them in a longer length. 
Dark colors are practical, especially for the street, but flesh color and white are very 
dainty. If they are used instead of drawers they should be made in a shorter length, and 
in either the silk or cotton materials they should be white or flesh-color. 

Princess slips are made of erépe de Chine, Georgette, wash satin, Japanese silk, sateen, 
batiste, cotton voile and silk mull. 

Bloomers for gymnasium suits are made of serge, khaki, sateen, cotton poplin and 
brilliantine in dark colors. 

CUTTING. Lay the pattern on the material, following the layout for your size, 
view and width of material given in the Deltor or following the cutting instructions 
given on the pattern envelope. Mark the notches with two or three stitches taken 
in basting cotton, orclip them. In the latter case only cut them deep enough so that 
you can see them easily. Mark all the working perforations with tailors’ tacks. (Chap- 
ter 16, page 85.) 
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PUTTING THE GARMENT TOGETHER. Put the garment together and baste 
it, following the Deltor for putting together or the Illustrated Instructions. Try the 
garment on and if necessary make any slight alteration. 

Although there is a particular daintiness and charm about hand-made underwear, 
much fine and beautiful work may be done on the machine. The saving of time is so 
great that when a number of pieces are to be made this method is usually given the 
preference. A few of the smaller pieces—a corset cover, chemise or a pair of drawers— 
can easily be made by hand, but the amount of work on gowns, petticoats or combination 
garments inclines one toward the machine method. 

One must understand something of the mechanism of the machine. It must be kept 
clean and well oiled. The number of the thread, the size of the needle, the length of the 
stitch, and the adjustment of the tension must be adapted to the material. No. 80 
cotton is the best for white work, except for tucks and hems and all outside stitching on 
very sheer and fine materials, when No. 100 or No. 120 may be used. Every make of 
machine has a table giving the sizes of needles that should be used with certain number 
threads, which it is wise to follow. Remember that a sewing cotton requires a looser 
tension than silk. 

The hemming and tucking attachments are great time-savers, but many women prefer 
to gather ruffles, puffs, ete., by hand and stroke them. 

IN MAKING underwear it is important that there should be no raw edges. This not 
only makes it neater and daintier, but it makes it stronger and better able to stand 

frequent laundering. It is washing that wears out underwear more 
WV] than the actual use. 

SEAMS. In sheer materials it is necessary to make the seams 
as invisible as possible. French seams are best on this account 
(Chapter 17, page 86). In fact, French seams are used on all 

& underwear, whether it is sheer or not, because they show the 

least. These seams should be made as narrow as possible. In 
} materials like batiste, silk muslin, net and Georgette the seams 

\ may be joined with a narrow lace seaming. The method that is 
used for this seam is shown in Illustration 307, Chapter 27, page 133. 

Il. 112. Binding the Tn all underwear, seams should be as narrow as possible. In mate- 
Bicomer Sean rials like thin silk, net, Georgette, silk muslin and batiste the 

seam edges may be cut very narrow, rolled and whipped together. 
The method is the same as in Ill. 152, page 87, only both edges are rolled instead of one. 

In all materials that suggest daintiness machine hemstitching may be used for the 
seams and for trimming. (Chapter 25, page 118.) In the heavier cottons and silks 
where a tailored finish is desired fiat fell seams (Chapter 17, page 87) are used. They 
should be made as narrow as the material will permit. Flat-stitched seams (Chapter 17, 
page 87) are the strongest seams for underwear and are often used for drawers, especially 
for children’s drawers and for pajamas. They are always used for the pajamas when a 
mannish tailored effect is desired. A fell seam is used to piece the material in cutting 
unusually wide garments such as drawers, ete. 

The edges may be hemmed (Chapter 18, page 91,) faced (Chapter 19, page 94) or 
trimmed in the various ways suggested in this chapter. 

For bloomers, both French seams and flat-stitched seams are used. A strong flat seam 
is especially good for gymnasium wear. It may be made by stitching the seam and 
pressing it open flat. The curved part of the front and back should be slashed half-way 
to the stitching every little way, so that the seam will be perfectly flat and will not draw. 

Trim off the corners of the slashes to give a curved edge (Ill. 112) and finish 
the edges of the seam with a narrow ribbon binding or with a bias binding of sateen or 
percaline the shade of the material. Use flat-stiteched seams in piecing. 

BINDING THE SEAM. The seams of bloomers may be bound with ribbon binding 
sewed on by hand with a running-stitch or stitched on. Or the seams may be bound 
with sateen. or percaline cut in bias strips an inch wide. Baste the bias binding on the 
right side of the seam edges, turn it over the raw seam edge turning in the raw edge, and 
baste on the under side, keeping the turned edges even on both sides of the seam. Stitch
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3 close to the inner edge of the binding. 
This type of binding is more serviceable 
than ribbon binding for a garment that is 
to receive hard wear. 

I\ TAPING SEAMS. If the bloomers are 
oS used for gymnasium the strain on the seams 

\ will be very great. They can be reenforced 
vd with firm black linen or cotton tape about 
) 3g ofan inch wide. Baste this tape directly 

2 at the center of the seam on the inside of Ills. 113 and 114. Taping the Bloomer Seams iis germieno and state “hronah the taps, 

seam and garment close to each seam edge. 
(Il. 113.) This will give the effect of a tailored seam from the outside as shown in IIlus- 
tration 114. Be sure the tape is in one continuous piece from waistline in front to the 
waistline in back and from the lower edge of one leg to the lower edge of the other. 

TRIMMINGS. The daintiest and at the same time the most effective trimming for 
lingerie is hand-embroidery. It is used on all the most beautiful French underwear, and 
is very lovely to look at, and yet adds very little to the cost of the garment. It is the 
only trimming that does not wear out, and it never requires mending. For every-day 
wear the simple scallops and eyelets which can be used in place of beading are very 
satisfactory. More elaborate designs can be used on finer lingerie for evening wear, 
ete. One can get very beautiful effects by combining hand-embroidery with lace. All 
the best designs of different kinds of embroideries suitable for underwear are to be had 
in Butterick transfers which are illustrated in Needle-Art. 

Tucking made either by hand or by machine is used on all types of underwear. It 
may be either plain or fancy tucking. (Chapter 20, page 97.) 

DOUBLE bands of net or Georgette are hemstitched to underwear of silk or batiste to 
finish the edges and to form a finish and also a easing for a ribbon. They are 

also set in garments below the hems, and have ribbon run through them. Satin bands 
are used on garments of Georgette, net, silk muslin, ete. 

NOVELTY braids, particularly rickrack, are stitched to the edges of garments. They 
form a beading as well as a finish for the edge, since the points are only caught on 

one side of the braid. 

MEDALLIONS of silk, Georgette and net, many of them embroidered, are set in gar- 
ments of a contrasting material. 

NARROW crocheted edges, often forming a beading, are used on many of the bet- 
ter class of undergarments in all materials, even satin. Needle-Art gives these 

edges both in crochet and tatting. 

CRoss overcasting and double overcasting (Chapter 25, page 124) such as are used as 
a trimming in waists and dresses are also used as a trimming on underwear of Geor- 

gette, batiste, nainsook and silk muslin. 

SHAPED hems and facings are used at the edges of garments of all materials. They 
may be made of either the material of the undergarment or of contrasting material, 

and are either set in with machine hemstitching (Chapter 25, page 118) or else are feather- 
stitched in place (page 126). These hems and facings may be shaped at either the 
inner or outer edge. Rows of narrow bias bands of the same material or of contrasting 
material are used around necks and at the lower edges of flounces. They are very pretty 
in fine striped or checked material on a plain material and are stitched on by machine 
or hemstitched. 

DRAWN-WORK and hemstitching are very lovely on handkerchief linen, batiste and 
voile, and are used a good deal on the better class of French underwear. They are 

very dainty.
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NET PLAITINGS are used at the edges of garments of Georgette, silk, silk muslin 
and batiste. 

RIBBON and satin plaitings are used on garments of Georgette, net, thin silk and 
batiste. 

LITTLE colored flowers usually made of satin, Georgette or ribbon are used on finer 
underwear, especially at the top of flounces. Rosettes are also used on fine underwear. 

Many silk garments are finished with bandings and cordings of the underwear materials. 
Edges are often finished with picot and sometimes have several rows of machine-stitehing 
above the edge, either straight, scalloped or in points. 

LACE is used on almost all underwear. It is usually a machine lace, though on the 
finer underwear certain real laces are used, such as Valenciennes, Irish, filet and 

Binche. The different ways in which you can use lace as a trimming are given in 
Chapter 27, pages 134-136. 

RUFFLES are frequently used for trimming on petticoats and drawers when full 
styles are in fashion. (See Chapter 27, pages 132-133.)



CHAPTER 15 

MATERNITY CLOTHES AND THE LAYETTE 

Skirts—Inside Belts—Waists and Blouses—Waist Linings—Coats—Capes— 
Suits—Materials—Colors—Corsets—Shoes—Lingerie and 

Underwear—The Layette 

ATERNITY clothes have two objects: One is to make your condition unnoticeable, 
M the other is to give you every physical advantage possible. If your clothes make 

you feel conspicuous and awkward you will shrink from going out and will suffer 
from lack of exercise and legitimate amusement which would keep you in a happy, 
contented frame of mind. Under such conditions you would be likely to become morbid, 
and your depression might seriously affect the physical condition of your child and his 
character and disposition. If you keep happy and contented yourself you stand a better 
chance of having a happy, sunny, normal child. 

Your clothes must be the right weight so that they will not tire or strain you. They 
must be the right size so that they give your figure proper support without compressing it 
or retarding its development. . 

Clothes that are designed solely for maternity wear are apt to look the part, and call 
attention toa woman’s condition. At this time you do not want to be conspicuous in any 
way. You want to look as much like other women as possible so that there will be nothing 
to draw notice to you. It is much better to choose current styles that can be adapted to 
maternity wear and use them in preference to the special maternity clothes. Your things 
will be prettier and smarter and of more use to you later. The slight alterations that you 
make for maternity use can be changed back to normal lines after the baby is born. 

You should avoid anything that is extreme or bizarre or that will enlarge your figure 
unnecessarily. Skirts with plaits, long soft tunics, or soft fulness are admirable, for they 
give you the size you need at the waist. You should not usea skirt that is extremely 
narrow. It might become too small for you before the baby is born. If you select such 
a style it is advisable to add sufficient width to it in cutting. 

SKIRTS—A skirt can be adapted to maternity use by allowing extra length at the top 
in front. The allowance should be three inches deep at the center front and slope to 
nothing to the hip. As your skirt grows shorter across the front you will let out this allow- 
ance to keep it even at the bottom. A skirt that is short across the front and pokes out 
calls immediate attention to your condition. Until you need this extra allowance it can 
be turned under and its inside edge covered with seam binding. 

THE INSIDE BELT of skirts and dresses should be of elastic webbing. New belts 
should be put in from time to time so that the belt will always be easy. It should never 
compress the figure. The point of the elastic webbing is not to allow the belt to stretch 
to your new proportions; it is to allow for the transient changes in the figure, the temporary 
inflations that come and go during the day. 

WAISTS AND BLOUSES—In selecting waists either for separate blouses or as part of 
dresses, choose soft styles that do not fit the figure too closely. Long overblouses when in 
style are very good, because they have plenty of size at the waistline. Surplice waists, 
especially when they are made with sashes, adapt themselves to your changing figure with 
the tying of the sash. Waists with soft fulness when they are used as part of a dress made 
with a soft skirt should be joined to the skirt before either the waist or the top of the skirt 
is gathered. A casing should be placed at the waistline and the fulness of both the waist 
and skirt drawn in with the same drawstring. (Chapter 23, page 111.) 
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WAIST LININGS—It is better not to make dresses and waists with waist linings which 
would have to be altered from time to time. Instead you should wear a brassiére that sup- 
ports your figure and keeps it neat and trim. A brassiére should not be worn at all snug, 
for it must not compress the figure or prevent its development. Surplice brassiéres are ex- 
cellent, for they adjust themselves each time they are put on. Or you can use the fitted 
brassiére with under-arm seams laced with elastic cord which can be let out when necessary. 

COATS, CAPES, SUITS—For the street a long coat or a cape is usually better than a 
suit. For some seasons suit styles are excellent for maternity wear. The coat should not 
be close fitting. It should have plenty of width at the waistline, and if necessary it should 
be cut with extra width allowed on the front edge of each front so that it will not become 
too small. 

MATERIALS AND COLORS—It is advisable to choose materials that are as light in 
weight as possible especially for coats and street dresses. As far as possible wear the 
light-weight silks and satins even in Winter in your dresses. Get the necessary warmth 
from your underwear and your wraps. Coats and wraps of course must be warm for 
cold weather, but you can choose materials that are warm and light. 

Do not choose loud or light colors for maternity use. The quiet colors are less notice- 
able and the dark colors make you look small. Avoid anything with large figures or con- 
spicuous stripes, checks or plaids. In Summer you will want to wear white and light colors 
during hot weather, because they are cooler than dark colors, but in other seasons the 
dark colors are more practical for the street. Use light colors for the house. 

CORSETS—As soon as you find that you need them get the best maternity corsets that 
you can afford. The muscles of the abdomen require additional support at this time and 
if you wear poor corsets or go without corsets altogether you run the risk of getting per- 
manently out of shape and perhaps losing your figure altogether even after the baby is 
born. If you keep well corseted the chances are that your figure will come back to its 
original lines. 

With your corsets you must wear hose supporters. A round garter is very dangerous, 
for it checks the circulation and might induce varicose veins. 

SHOES—Your shoes should have flat, rather low heels so that you will not run the risk 
of turning your ankles and getting a fall. In wet or slippery weather be sure to wear rub- 
bers. If you fall or wrench yourself you might bring on a miscarriage. 

LINGERIE AND UNDERWEAR—For maternity wear you will probably need lin- 
gerie at least two sizes larger than the underwear you ordinarily use. Instead of petti- 
coats it is advisable to wear princess slips, for the weight rests on the shoulders instead of 
at the waistline. If you use combination drawers and corset cover you must allow extra 
length in the lower part in cutting them. Slash the pattern just below the hip and sepa- 
rate the pieces about three inches before you cut your material. In your envelope che- 
mises you will need extra length at the end of the tab. Make a three-inch allowance on 
the tab in cutting. Nightgowns should open down the front. 

In Winter wear wool or part wool union suits, and many doctors adyise long 
sleeves and drawers that come to the ankle. It is very important to keep the body an 
even warmth. If you take cold at this time it is likely to go to the kidneys and cause 
trouble later. 

‘You should place yourself under the care of a good physician as soon as possible and 
follow his advice in regard to exercises, diet, ete. Under normal conditions a certain 
amount of exercise is very desirable. It keeps you in good general condition. 

You ought never to lift heavy things, or reach up for anything that might strain you. 
Violent exercises of course are taboo. 

THE (EAYETTE 

ALL baby clothes should be white, and as fine and dainty as possible. Pale shades of 
baby pink and blue can be used for ribbons on dresses and caps, for linings in lingerie 

eaps and for the linings of Summer coats of batiste, handkerchief linen and crépe de Chine.
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Pale pink and blue are also used for baby jackets, sweaters and bootees, and for afghans, 
blankets, shawls, etc. But the actual dresses, slips, caps and coats, petticoats, etc., are 
always white. 

The layette given below is absolutely complete and large enough to keep a baby fresh 
and dainty if one can have constant laundry work done. It is, however, the smallest 
possible layette that is safe to start with, and if possible it would be desirable to enlarge 
it especially in the matter of diapers, bands and shirts. With as small a layette as this 
you might be tempted to put on a band or shirt twice without washing them first, or put 
on a diaper that had not dried entirely. A little baby must be kept absolutely clean, 
warm and dry. You must have: 
4 abdominal bands, soft flannel strips un- 3 pairs of bootees 

hemmed. 4 pairs of stockings, silk and wool or cot- 
4 knitted bands with shoulder straps ton and wool 
4 shirts size 2, wool and cotton, or wool 4 nightslips, or nightgowns of flannel 

and silk, not all wool 1 coat and cap, and 1 veil 
4 dozen diapers 2 cashmere sacks 
4 flannel petticoats or 4 barriecoats 2 blankets 
4 cotton or lawn petticoats 1 bath apron 
6 simple slips of thin cambrie or nainsook 1 rubber sheet 
2 dresses 6 soft towels 
2 wrappers 3 knitted wash-cloths 

6 piqué bibs 
The baby’s basket should contain: 

An old, soft clean shawl or 2 ounces of boracie acid 
aa ates el blanket to receive the 4-ounce bottle of olive-oil or 
Uae nite baby at birth sweet-oil 
f Gy ee Ss 4 dozen safety-pins, differ- Taleum powder 

Cee ae ent sizes Hot-water bag with flannel 
a | 34 A roll of sterile gauze cover 

feats A eo Squares of old linen fo be Infants’ soft hair-brush; jar 
eee a thrown away after of vaseline; small pair 

F Rae 4 3 using of scissors 
ep ieeesare7 i Beye Absorbent cotton Cake of Castile soap 

f Uns gue cae isis You will need a bath thermometer, bath scales and an 
enamel tub. Tubs are quite expensive unless you get a tin 

1 115.°°A FlanneliBand one and enamel it white inside and pink or blue outside. 

BANDS—The flannel bands are worn to protect the navel-cord dressing until the baby 
is six weeks old. If they are tight they will prevent digestion and cause hernia. They 
must be smooth and firm, but not tight. You can 
make the flannel bands with raw edges or turn the 
edges on the right side and catstitch them. (Ill. OB re 
115.). When the baby is six weeks old he begins PROS awe : ‘é cg 
to wear the knitted bands with shoulder-straps. oe aps Fat ed 
They protect him from cold and colic. The tabs ey We co 
at the front and back are pinned to the diapers Cg gee ge 9 
to keep them in place. Be ae $ fae 

SHIRTS—If you buy the baby shicts, get the 4 | KX hee 4 
second size, for they outgrow the first size almost fs 4 4 
immediately. It is much less expensive to make iy ee Be ee 
them yourself from fine white flannel. Every iz WA 
stitch should be made by hand with great care in os ee e 
finishing all of the seams, hems and turnings as ‘ if iy Roe 
flatly as possible, as otherwise they are likely to a FH 
make the child uncomfortable. The shoulder op a 
and underarm seams should be pressed open, (| 
after stitching, and both seam edges catstitched 
on the inside of the garment. sot wil 

Double turned hems are frequently dispensed ut Reta me
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with on the front aA > women prefer a 
and lower edges of CC? AC “y petticoat gathered 
shirts. In some (@> ml to a band or body, 
eases the flannel is Gok ——- but the princess 
turned only once Ce i i a style is safer and 
and a loose button- Pr fis "a ae ine is used at the 
hole or crochet- [ “as a - Se "a best baby hospi- 
stitch in soft pil eee rs tals. 
Saxony wool or silk fs ae + ae es Se 
floss is made over , ae i a i FLANNEL 
the edge. This 4 a iggy & = =. PETTICOATS — 
finish is shown in Oa re a a should be made of 
Til. 116. A fe ae Z a fine flannel. The 

Bi! mee fh ae ae seams should be 
DIAPERS— ae Ree oat 4 stitehed and fin- 

There are three f Gee- OO 4 ished as shown in 
kinds of diapers— i Bee Be <5 By Illustrations 138 or 
bird’s-eye _ linen, ce Be oe 139 on page 83. 
cotton diaper cloth ra Ne mA The underarm 
and stockinet. we 17 Pane soe ues Ste, seams are finished 

They are twice as in the regulation 
long as they are wide and are manner with catch-stitching or 
finished with narrow hems feather-stitching. 
at each end. You will need The bottom of the skirt may 
three pieces of the diaper [™ be embroidered, scalloped or 
cloth, eighteen, twenty and |” 2 | trimmed with feather-stitching, 
twenty-four inches wide. If [) ~ > or the hem can be finished as 
you like, you can buy the |7= = ro | shown in Illustrations 173 and 
diapers ready made, sterilized [| a fs 174 on page 92. 
and ready to use. Es ed The princess petticoat is fast- 

op shh ened on one or both shoulders 
PETTICOATS—An infants’ a Pelee by ribbons or buttonholes. The 

petticoat is finished accord- ie vo ac ts neck and armhole edges may 
ing to the material of which it Bee oe s be bound with ribbon or tape 
is made. The princess petti- ge or finished with a scalloped 
coat is the best style for the eee irs edge worked in white embroi- 
baby, for it is the easiest to put a ag Es dery silk. (Ill. 117.) If the 
on, the weight hangs from the : ade 3 petticoat is to be embroidered 
shoulders, it keeps the body an ae: don’t cut out the neck and 
even warmth and it is loose at armhole but mark the outline 
the waistline. (Ill. 117.) Some - of the pattern with a colored 

ill. 118. Hemmed Placket y A 

—_— > 
a _ : yo 

Pi ee \ s 7 Z a) 
ee ba estos GE ee te = Fr lg NS Sisal 
Ry Nee PAS Sr ee 
| Ss ie — 
ae LK | a fh ee 

cae) MA Proait  T 
Tre) OV 

eS FERRY RY Oe ty le 

lll. 119. Petticoat Joined to Single Body Ill. 120. Petticoat Joined to Double Body
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thread. The design can be stamped along the outline and cut out after the embroidery 
is finished. 

The petticoat joined to a body is shown in Illustrations 119 and 120. 
The petticoat is finished in French seams. The upper edge is gathered with fine stitches 

and joined to the body after the placket has been hemmed with a very narrow 
hem on one side, and one three-quarters of an inch wide on the other (Ill. 118). Lap the 
wide hem over the narrow (Ill. 118), and tack firmly at the bottom of the placket with 
two rows of machine stitching, preferably running slanting (Ill. 118). 

The body is either cut single of flannel or cambric and faced at the neck and armhole 
after the shoulder and underarm are joined in a French seam (Ill. 119), or cut of two layers 
of cambric, one serving as the lining (Ill. 120). 

If a single body is used the seam joining the body and skirt is made toward the inside. 
A bias strip of cambric is placed next to the petticoat in the same seam, which is then 
stitched, turned over and hemmed to the body (Ill. 119). 

If made double, stitch the under-arm seams of both outside and lining; place the right 
sides of the material together and stitch all except the lower edge and shoulder seams. 
Clip the curved edges, turn the body right side out and crease along the sewing line. It 
may be stitched again on the outside to strengthen the edges and hold the seams in posi- 
tion. The top of the petticoat is gathered and basted to the lining with the seam toward 
the inside (Ill. 120). Turn this seam up on the body; turn in the edge of the outside 
piece and stitch it over the gathers, covering all previous stitchings (Ill. 120). The shoul- 
ders are stitched in a fell seam. (Chapter 17, page 86.) 

A BARRIECOAT OR PINNING BLANKET is an open front petticoat made of flannel 
and sometimes used in place = 
of a flannel petticoat. Its ends Ai > 
can be turned up and pinned a Ife aM 
to keep the pabys feet warm. () Z “ee \ 
Hospitals and doctors do not 27, $Y yy ]) mii a 
approve of it, for it prevents Y M ns ) U- \ 
thal babys trom slacking: anc fff fj Uf ae 
strengthening its legs. The hs | WY ys } 
front and lower edges are / Hy | / f If 1// //} i 
turned in hems and feather- ' if Mes Or co scaraearrsrctarat tt 
stitched on the outside. (See ee ef Bij eee ACU A 
Ill. 121.) A A II / | Nil LAVA 

The body is cut from fine W/) Hl | | f | i} | h 8 \\IN | \ 
eambric, and though the edges NX | \ i \a 
may be bound or faced, it is aim / \ | i 
better to make the body Li 1 (hi l v qn 

double. Join the shoulder Il, 121. A Pinning Blanket with Tie Ends 
edges of both the outside and 
inside, and press the seams open. Lay the two body portions evenly together, with the 
shoulder seams of both toward the outside. Stitch a seam around the upper edge and 
across the part of the lower edge not sewed to the skirt. The ends are left open until 
the tape is inserted. The body is stitched where it is sewed to the skirt after the 
skirt is joined to it. After they are stitched, the two body parts are turned to bring the 
seam edges inside. The edges at the pointed ends are turned in and the end of the piece of 
tape is slipped into each opening. Gather the skirt and join it to the body as shown in 
Illustration 121. Baste around the armhole about one inch from the edge to keep the two 
portions evenly together. Clip the raw edges and turn one in a seam’s width and baste it; 
then turn the other edge in and baste it to the first. Stitch or overhand the two folded edges 
together to finish the armhole. The edges of the body portion should be basted and then 
feather-stitched. Baste about an inch each side of the perforations that indicate the open- 
ing to be made at the right side. Cut through the perforations and bind the opening with 
soft ribbon or silk tape. If preferred, the skirt may be mounted on a straight band, made 
double, instead of on the shaped body. The straight band can be lapped and pinned. 

WHITE PETTICOATS—Here again the princess style is the best though the petticoat 
gathered to a band or body is also used. White petticoats are made of batiste or nainsook
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or cambric, and are trimmed with tucks 
(Chapter 20), feather-stitching (Chapter Fl = 
25), French knots, or with ruffles edged Toe SS 
with lace or with ruffles of embroidery (Chap-  f yy A — 
ter 27) or a deep hem (Chapter 18). * ¥ s | Vee * . 

A VE) a 
SLIPS—Day slips are made of batiste, CABS / ff E Y \\ 

nainsook, lawn, fine cambric or cross-barred Pu ‘ \ 
dimity trimmed simply with a little narrow P ae ay yy 
lace at the neck and sleeves. Babies wear “Toi # |. \ 
them in place of dresses most of the time, Te 4 : \ W 
for under afghans and blankets a dress ‘| { } By \ 
shows very little. Meg fa 4 ‘ 

Night slips are made like the day slips \Q  _ ai Kf a0 EER 
but without the lace and are usually of fine Wen : { i\ i 
cambric (Ill. 122). Many hospitals use a 4 a | l 4\ 
flannel nightgown which is worn in place i! mt ee ei i\ 
of the nightslip and flannel petticoat. Hall eH hi 

A slip should be t oe 
put together with Il. 122. The Slip 

: Pe narrow French 
yy seams. In the model shown in Ill. 122, the neck is finished with 

eee YF '{ abias binding. A narrow tape is run through the binding so that 
i LO Fs the neck can be drawn up to the right size when the slip is worn. 

se oa Make an eyelet in the outside of the neck-binding just in front 
PS Be a of the underlapping hem. Pass the ribbon through this opening 

ba fo so that it will meet the other end that comes from the opening 
oP i cae of the overlapping hem (III. 122). 

(@ SOE The neck and sleeves, which should be gathered into narrow 
a” aor ae bands at the bottom, may be edged with a frill of lace. The 

by Be pee | back is cut down through the center to the depth given for the 
pa ee opening in the pattern instructions. Each edge of the opening is 
Bo aes oe Z finished with a tiny hem. A plait is then made deep enough to bring 
oat ea | __ the opening back one-half inch from the edge (Ill. 123). It is held 
a ee in place by a slanting row of stitching at the end of the opening. 

ae eee DRESSES—The baby will need a handsome dress for christen- 
& ee ay of ing robe made of lawn, nainsook, batiste or handkerchief linen. 

a The christening robe is generally made with a yoke and panel in 
front and this part of the dress can be of all-over tucking, or very fine embroidery. The 
simpler dresses are made of lawn, nainsook, dimity and batiste and are trimmed with 
smocking, hemstitching, featherstitching, French knots and tucks. Fine little dresses 
are made of batiste, fine nainsook and handkerchief linen usually with a small embroidered 
yoke and with an embroidered or lace-trimmed ruffle at the bottom. 

A DAINTY YOKE may be made by over-handing together alternating rows of lace 
insertion and embroidery insertion. 

Fine tucking rolled and whipped to lace insertion also makes a pretty yoke. 
Narrow seaming or hemstitched beading may be used to join the yoke to the dress. 

The material on each side of the seaming should be rolled and whipped (Ill. 311, page 
134), to the yoke on one side and the dress on the other. Or the seaming can be joined to 
the dress and yoke with tiny French seams. 

The shoulder seams may be joined with the seaming in the same way, and the seaming 
may be used as a finish for the neck and sleeves. The material on the lower edge of the 
seaming should be joined to the neck and sleeve edges as described above. The material 
on the outer edge of the seaming should be cut away close to the seaming and a narrow 
French valenciennes lace whipped to the seaming to finish the neck and sleeves. This 
makes a dainty finish. 

Baby clothes should be made entirely by hand and in the dresses the seams should be 
put together with narrow French seams or fine entre-deux. (Chapter 27, Ill. 307.) For
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special occasions the baby’s dresses can be trimmed with shoulder bows and rosettes of 
blue, pink or corn color. 

COATS—Even in Winter very little babies go out of doors when the temperature is 40 
degrees or over. For Winter the coat 

&® should be of silk or wool Bedford cord, 
F Ne silk or wool cashmere, Henrietta or very 

fe are a fine corduroy. In these materials the 
Ree 4 coat is trimmed with stitched bands of 
rR ia a taffeta, swan’s down, embroidery or 
Babe my ee suitable lace. It should be lined with 
Poe) a soft silk, China silk or fine sateen 

Re spel ©) cae YY and for cold weather or a cold climate it 
ip Se epe ss will need an interlining of fine wool or 
eS Se eee fine silk or a soft flannel. These coats 

E : Coa are always white. 
eae ek Ca ot If wool interlining is used the wool is 

ie ce |e 4 picked away from the cheese-cloth 
RL ee ee \" around the seams to avoid bulkiness. 

PR eee | ee It should be cut without the seam 
ae Pau tepee ct) Tate oo and hem allowance. Instead of making 

is eee Ss ae the regular seam, draw the shoulder and 
PES aa =F ler lps sae a underarm edges together with a loose 

fe Soe SRE kes B overhand or ball-stitch, (page 147, Ill. 
Pe as eee a 351) making them lie perfectly flat. (Ill. fo a ae 4 1) ne ore of fae Sone uuenee 

ie Z See under at the bottom and catch-stitche 
bea — to the interlining. 
fee RT The Lining is cut like the outside and 
<a el ¥ eee oF seamed in a regular seam, which is 

Sitti peel afterward pressed open. Place the 
See” seams toward the inside and baste the 

Ill. 124. How Lining and Interlining Are Used 

lining to the coat. The lining at the bottom Xo 
of the coat should be one-half inch shorter b \ 
than the coat after its lower edge has been SEP | \ 
turned up. (Ill. 124.) / \ aA 

Place the lining in the sleeves; gather sleeve f Be 
and lining separately at the top. Stitch the | A BA 
sleeve in the coat leaving the lining loose. . = Ee 3 
(Ill. 125.) Later it is hemmed down over the \oe mn el 
stitching of the armhole. | Rs | % van q 

The Collar is made unlined, with a facing of | te Ga. 4 
the lining material. It is stitched to the neck B= y 4 a 
of the coat, and the lining of the coat hemmed / \ f pe 
against this stitching. If the coat has a cape f i ce 
it is sewed on like the collar. ; a at 

For Summer very dainty coats are made of | eae E 
batiste, dotted swiss, handkerchief linen or { a ioe | 
crépe de Chine over a lining of white, pale | ae es : 
pink or pale blue China silk. They are trimmed ie ny TE 
with hand embroidery in small fine patterns DE ce een oh laevis 
and with lace. 

Piqué and henrietta could also be used for Summer baby coats. The lower and front 
edges may be hemmed by hand or held in place by machine stitching on the outside. 
The same finish is carried out at the neck and wrist. 

* CAPS—For Winter the cap matches the coat in material and trimming, or if you prefer 
you can use lingerie caps over a padded silk lining of white, pale pink or pale blue China
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silk. The cap-strings are always separate 
: rj Sa and are made of hemstitched lawn, ba- 
om | \, \ tiste or handkerchief linen. They are 
= N ! v ee pinned on with baby pins and changed 

> y’ Lee every day. In Winter a baby will need 
J “® fH | a ready-made veil of fine knitted silk or ° 

ae eh wl potas Brussels net edged with satin ribbon. 
; : ee ‘ if ae 

S\N Via THE KIMONO OR WRAPPER is a 
meee aN Bees oe very practical garment and may be 

ee {hy pe” hee made of flannel, cashmere or any light- 
mm. | Wis weight woolen material. A very pretty 
Sy ee ee Seq : little garment may be made of French 
Sop ae prey flannel, dotted or plain, with a shaped 
ss i} Kd \ i Wesrees band of contrasting silk or flannel. 
oe i eB (Il. 126.) 

Sef | j The garment is collarless, and the 

7 neck and front edges, as well as the 
A A sleeves, are finished with shaped bands. 
vA ms The band is basted to the inside of the 

Ill. 126. Applying a Band wrapper, along the neck and front edges. 
After it is stitched on, the band is rolled 

over on the outside of the wrapper and basted in such a manner that it extends a trifle 
beyond the joining seam. The other edge of the band is turned in and basted flat to 
the material (Ill. 126) and is held in position by a feather-stiteh. When a straight band is 
used, one long edge is joined to the wrapper with the seam toward the outside; the 
other edge is then turned under and basted over the seam as shown in Illustration 127. 

French knots and various fancy stitches, scallops or little trailing vines of embroidery 
can be used very effectively in the trimming of these wrappers. Silk or satin ribbon may 
be used for the straight band. Some of these kimono wrappers are lined throughout with 
soft India silk. The wrapper design mentioned above is perforated in the correct length 
for a house sack. This convenient little garment is made like the wrapper in every par- 
ticular, except the length. 

A dainty little sack is made of white cashmere lined with pale pink India silk. Both 
the outside and lining portions are cut exactly alike, the seams stitched and pressed open. 
The sack and lining are then basted together, with seams turned toward the inside. The 
sleeve portions are gathered separately at the top. Sew the outside material of the sleeve 
in at the armhole. Turn the raw edge of the sleeve lining under, gather it and hem to the 
armhole. A tiny turnover collar may be added with the same kind of finish. The edges 
of the sack may be turned in and secured with a row of feather- 
stitching, or they may be buttonholed together by a scalloped 
edge. The feather-stitching is given in Chapter 25, “Trim- ae 
ming Stitches.” et 

LITTLE SHOES AND SLIPPERS made of a washable i as 
material are a pretty part of the layette. The piqué or other Bo ie 
material is cut according to a slipper pattern, following the res a 
directions given on the pattern envelope. The sole and upper Epes aie 
part of the shoe may be lined with flannel. The outside mate- Ca 
rial and the flannel lining are seamed separately and the seams SA ae 
pressed open. They are then basted together with their edges At ce 
even. The upper and lower edges of the slipper are bound (fai fire 
with a bias seam binding. The upper part and the sole are | / a 
overhanded together on the wrong side and the shoe is f ii) sey 
turned right side out. The ankle straps are then lined with / | 
cambrie. i, i 

Work the buttonhole in the right-hand strap of one slipper | | if F 
and in the left-hand strap of the other. Flat bowsrun through |) i 
tiny buckles, or rosettes of baby ribbon, can be used to trim » L 

the bootees. Ill 127. Straight Band
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BLANKETS, AFGHANS, ETC.—The blanket should be 45 inches long and the width 
of the material. The handsomest blankets are made of double-faced eider-down, the 
edges bound with wide satin ribbon with the sewing line covered with French knots or 
feather-stitching. Blankets and afghans are always white, pink or blue, or white with 
pink or blue, or pink and blue together. The knitted afghans are made of wool. Two 
thicknesses of Shetland wool in pink or blue, or white with pink or blue, put together with 
a satin ribbon binding makes a dainty afghan for Summer. There are always new and 
charming ideas in afghans and the best ones with directions for making them will be found 
in Needle-Art. A very nice blanket can be made with two thicknesses of cheese-cloth 
with one thickness of cotton wadding between them. The edges are bound together with 
ribbon or scalloping and the three thicknesses are caught together with satin bows or 
knots of baby ribbon. 

The baby will need little jackets, wrappers, sacks and bootees. You will find an excel- 
lent collection of them in the Butterick catalogue and publications and very exquisite 
French designs for embroidering them are given in Needle-Art. These things, however, 
should be left toward the last, for you are very apt to receive them as presents. They 
make interesting work for the last few weeks when you are more or less confined to the 
house and do not feel like doing other things.



CHAPTER 16 

SEWING STITCHES 

Knots—Bastings—Even Bastings—Uneven Bastings—Combination Bastings—Diagonal Bast- 
ings—Running Stitch—Backstitch—The Half Backstitch—The Combination Stitch—Overcast- 

ing—Overhanding—Catch-Stitch—Slant Hemming Stitch—Straight Hemming Stitch—Blind 
Hem ming—Slip Stitch—Loose French Tacks—Tailors’ Tacks 

'O MAKE A KNOT, hold the threaded needle in the right hand. Take the end of 
sé the thread between the thumb and first finger of the left hand, stretching the 

thread tightly. Wind it around the top of the first finger, crossing it over the end 
held between the finger and thumb. Roll the first finger down the ball of the 
thumb about half an inch, carrying the thread with it, and with the second finger push 

the knot thus formed to the end of the 
SF = = = thread. If a larger knot is required, 

—< “ 5 pes 7 a) wind the thread around the finger twice. 

: ok 2 BASTINGS are temporary stitches 
used to hold two or more pieces of ma- 
terial together while putting in the per- 

: manent stitches. The thread should be 
Mish 28 i yen Eestaa> smooth and rather fine. Careful bast- 

ing is essential to successful sewing 
= —— and dressmaking. There are four kinds 

AK 5 £4 See ees a eee he obs badunpes 

EVEN BASTINGS start with a knot 
on the right side so that they may be 
easily removed. Pass the needle over 
and through the material, making the 

Ill. 129. Uneven Bastings stitches and spaces the same length. 

To fasten the thread, take two stitches 
- cs over the last one made. (Il. 128.) 

ee ee eee ees 
‘ UNEVEN BASTINGS are made by 

the method just described for even 
‘ uly i. | - bastings, except that the stitches and 

—- C y spaces are of unequal length. The 
“ws stitches taken upon the needle are 

about a third shorter than the space 

Ill, 130. Combination Bastings covered by the thread. (Ill. 129.) 
COMBINATION BASTINGS are used 

Sy on seams where extra firmness is de- 
a Zz 4 . sired for close fitting. They are j= SSS made by taking alternately, one long 

RW AA stitch and two short stitches. (Il. 130.) 

DIAGONAL BASTINGS are slant- 
ing stitches used in dressmaking and 
tailoring to secure the outside material 

Ill. 131. Diagonal Bastings to its lining, particularly where the lining 
81
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is eased on to the material, as is often the case. The method is shown in Illustra- 
tion 131.) 

RUNNING STITCHES are shorter than bastings. The spaces and stitches are of 
equal length. They are used on 

\ fee ae eS | seams that do not require the firm- 
Ses de IS = ness of machine or backstitching. 

ae) (Ill. 132.) 

Il. 132. Running Stitches THE BACKSTITCH is made by 
taking up a short stitch back on the 

— - upper side and a longer one forward 
ea ees ey Cae Ke ee on the under side of the material, 

Rei See reste eet bringing the needle out a space in 
advance. Insert the needle to meet 

Il. 133. Backstitch the last stitch, passing it under the 
material and out again a space in 
advance of the last stitch taken. 
(Ill. 183.) Fasten by making two 

=e ==> (*. Oa or three stitches over the one last 
as SS eae a eee made. The backstitch is used on 

seams requiring strength and firm- 

Il. 134, Half-Backstitch — 

THE HALF-BACKSTITCH is made 

in the same manner as the back- 
stitch, except that it is taken half- ——— = = 
way back instead of all the way, SS SSS eS ere 
leaving a small space between each 
stitch on the upper side. (III. 134.) 

THE COMBINATION STITCH con- 

sists of one backstitech and two or 
more small running stitches. It is Il. 135. Combination Stitch 
fastened like the backstitch. Illustra- 
tion 135 shows a combination stitch 
with one backstitch and two run- 
ning stitches. It is used on seams —— = 
requiring less strength than the back- ae as j 
stitch. ae 

OVERCASTING is a slanting stiteh Ue 
used to keep raw edges from ravel- 
ing. (Ill. 136.) In taking the stitch 
the needle should always point to- 8 
ward the left shoulder. Hold the His. Overosine 
material loosely in the left hand. s 

Do not use a knot, but turn the EAS 
end of the thread to the left and take =— = aa 
the first two stitches over it. Make WHO Pre IN Jee 
the stitches about one-eighth of an ee NGS: 
inch apart and one-eighth of an inch a 
deep. | 

Keep the spaces between the 
stitches even and slant all the stitches c 
in the same direction. Before over- IL 137. Overhanding 
casting, be sure that the edges are trimmed off evenly. In overcasting a bias seam, begin 
at the broad part of the piece and work toward the narrow part, to prevent its raveling 
while you are working on it.
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OVERHANDING, top, or oversewing, a Tee. en. 
as it is sometimes called, is used to join ec fe. Be 
folded edges or selvedges. (Ill. 137.) Baste 2 Mee A «ee 
the pieces with the folds or selvedges ex- SENG Seek ex = 
actly even and sew with close stitches over a —y< i , Sa ee 
and over the edges, taking up as few threads > >> ay 
as possible, so that when finished the seam Bs oe ae Fee 
will be smooth and flat and not form an bee By eee 
awkward ridge or cord on the wrong side of —{ ate FS Pace oe 
the garment. i Ae se See 

CATCH - STITCH, sometimes called cat- eee 
stitch, is a cross-stitch used to hold down 

seam edges. It is the preferred finish for 
the seams of flannel garments, for it does 
away with the clumsiness of a French or e SZ S % 
felled seam, takes the place of overcasting SESSLER 
and prevents raveling. 2 

Place the edges together and run a seam, 
taking an occasional backstitch. Trim off 5 
one edge close to the line of sewing and PRS LEE ALI RI LY: 
press the other edge flatly over it, holding 3 g : 
the work as shown in Illustration 138. 

Make a knot and insert the needle under 
the edge at the lower left corner, cross the Ill. 139. Catch-Stitch on Open 
edge and take a small stitch a few threads Seam 
to the right. Cross back again and insert 
the needle, taking a similar stitch through 
all the thicknesses of the material. <= aot Se = 

Always point the needle to the left and EN Ne 
make the cross-stitches encase the raw : : priests 
edges. The stitch is done from left to 2 Dee eee 
right. If preferred, these seams may be ; 
pressed open and catch-stitched, working se soae: 
the stitches over the raw edge at each side 

of the seam, thus holding both down as Ill. 140, Catch-Stitch Used in Dressmaking 
shown in Illustration 139. and Millinery 

A quicker method of catch-stitching is 

shown in Illustration 140. This stitch has not the strength of the first method and is 
only used in millinery and in dressmaking where the work is concealed. This style of 
eatch-stitching is done from right to left. 

THE SLANT HEMMING STITCH is used to hold in place hems, facings, fells, ete. 
4 Each stitch slants on both the right and 
é : wrong side of the material. (Ill. 141.) 

. Re Paka At sakes Oa Coen Place the hem over the forefinger and 
PSN) _suunder the middle finger of the left hand 
SRN NN sy aa Se tees and hold it down with the thumb. Be- 
Ea SSS | cin at the right hand and insert the 
b tS eet. oo Ras eo keas needle through the fold leaving a short 
' Soe ie Res SINS ee pret end of the thread to be caught under 
Bsr en ae =| the stitches. 
eee. ei SR See Pointing the needle toward the left 

Il. 141. Slant Hemming Stitch shoulder take a slanting stitch, taking 
up one or two threads of the material 

and the fold of the hem. At the end of the hem fasten the thread by taking two or three 
stitches on top of each other. 

If a new thread is needed start as at the beginning, tucking both the ends of the new 

and old threads under the fold of the hem and secure them with the hemming stitches. 
In hemming train the eye to keep the stitches even and true. take very small, almost
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a invisible stitches on the right side and 
\ \ stitches of an even length on the wrong 

aw [eee «side. Don’t draw the thread tight, or 
Nem) s es a | leave it loose, and always use a fine needle 
eye | «sand thread. ‘ es eee | 

; S| _SCsSTHE. «STRAIGHT HEMMING STITCH 
Se es 4] is used where an edge is to be held 
eee EES. = 

Ill. 142. Straight Hemming A 

: : eo close with stitches that shouid show Pe NS ON ees cE ia eis | 
as little as possible. Start it the se be oh ee i 
same way as the slanting hemming Bee =: NN Se a cer 

stitch. it ae NSS ee 
Insert the needle into the material as fe NO Bee 

close to where you brought the thread ee) Be tea OSS No 
through as possible, bringing the needle eee oe es ai: 
up in a slanting position under the hem : > 
and bringing it out through the fold Myers enna Meriening 
of the hem close to the edge. (Ill. 142.) 
This is the stitch that is preferred by 
tailors for felling linings in coats, ete., Cs 
for the stitches show less than in the BEEN 

i itch. ea RE slanting stitch. =~ > een eo = ot 

BLIND HEMMING is used when an | (yh Ne 
invisible sewing is required to hold |) SUR il a | Fe 
hems or facings on silk or wool. It is ae i ie 2. Sy eee, 
done more quickly than slip-stitching ye ie ee ee en sit a 
and is just as invisible on the right side any dee ea Sey Be aaa ey de! 
of the garment. Only take up part of ae i ; 
the thread in the material and insert u Ill, 144. Slip-Stitching 
the needle in a fold of the hem using 
a rather long slanting stitch between the 
stitches. (Ill. 143.) It is not a strong sewing but in many eases is used on silk and wool. 

SLIP - STITCHING is used when invisible sewing is required for holding hems, facings, 
; trimmings, ete. It is not a 

strong sewing, but it is one of 
— . as the most valuable stitches for 

\ : \\ finishing work in silk or wool. 
N (J \ In this stitch it is necessary to 

\ [sos \ take up only part of the thread 
( Zr in the material. This is what 

\ VN makes it invisible on the right 
\\ y side. The stitches should be 

TV taken as far apart as will hold 
D \ the edge in place. Let the 

” needle slip through the under 
; Ill, 145. Method of Making French Tack side of the fold of the hem be- 

tween the stitches and bring 
it out through the crease of the fold. (Ill. 144.) That is why it is called the slip-stiteh. 

LOOSE FRENCH TACKS. They are made by taking a small stitch in the garment 
and one in the portion which is to be tacked to the garment, leaving a half-inch or more 
of thread between. Pass the needle back and forth once more, putting it into the same 
place, and then work several loose buttonhole-stitches back over the three strands of the 
silk thread. (Ill. 145.)
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TAILORS’ TACKS are used in cutting out garments to mark seams, perforations, 
ete. They are used to give a clean exact line for the sewing. When laying out the pat- 
tern on the material cut the pieces, and then with a double thread mark all the perforations 
as directed in the pattern instructions. Baste through both thicknesses of the cloth, 
alternating one long and one short stitch. Leave the long stitches loose enough to 
form a loop under which a finger can be passed. (Ill. 146.) Then cut every long stitch 
and separate the two pieces, cutting the threads that still hold them together as you go 
along. There will then be enough stitches in each piece to indicate the sewing line plainly 
and both pieces will be marked exactly alike. For waists or coats, or for any curved 
outline, the tack stitches should be quite short. 

In using tailors’ tacks for marking long tucks or plaits in skirts, ete., the loose stitch 
may be an inch and a half long and not left in a loop, its length supplying the necessary 
thread for pulling through between the two pieces of cloth. 

il. 146. Tailors’ Tacks



: CHAPTER 17. 

SEAMS 

French Seam—Tumed-in French Seam—Fell French Seam—Flat Fell Seam—Lapped Fell 

Seam—Roll Seam—Plain Seams Pinked—Plain Seams Bound—Joined Seams—Ordinary 

Tailored Seam—Broad Seam—Cord or Tucked Seam—Welt Seam—Double-Stitched Welt 

Seam—Open Welt Seam—Slot Seam—Double-Stitch Slot Seam—Strap Seam—Lapped or 
Imitation Strap Seam—Raw Edge Lapped Seam 

FRENCH SEAM 
a is a double seam 

used to encase raw 
seam edges. Baste the _ 
two edges evenly together 
on the right side of the 5 \ 
garment, and sew close eee ae . 
to the edge. (Ill. 147.) Be se 
Trim off the ravelings and : a ye oe, ~ | 
turn the wrong side of the aia Ym, P| 
garment toward you, creas- me a Ne 
ing at the seam. Make the : ee e \ 
second sewing a sufficient ; 4 - 
depth to cover the raw 3 
edges. (Ill. 147.) This seam 
is used for thin materials a 
and for dainty garments 
where it is not desirable Il. 147. French Seam 

to show stitching on the right side. It 
should be used on edges that are easily 

ee ; hs tice ‘ 
TR TEN TE FE A TURNED-IN FRENCH SEAMisused 

Pe ions ee A a oy when the lines of a garment are such that 
bar) Sag a a raets weed Be this seam is more practical than the regu- 
VeNp, coe agers eta ear cia eters a lar French seam. It is used on edges that 

= alas nas Z are very much curved, and on edges 
Ill. 148, Turned-in French Seam that have been basted at the finished 

sewing line and can be finished more 
easily this way. Make the usual plain 

i oa seam on the wrong side of the gar- 
Poy SS... — : ment. Turn in both edges of the seam 
Ba ae * ‘ toward each other, turning each side 
Ue) Akon 2: Sale PN ome the same amount. (Ill. 148.) Baste the 
Deel ee ae No Sy Geen edges together and then stitch them 
he SE Vie Ne or finish them by top-stitching. (Chap- 
| Ke SRN ter 16, page 83.) 

Ill. 149, Fell French Seam A FELL FRENCH SEAM is made with 
86
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the usual plain seam on the wrong side of the garment. The edge that is toward 
you should be trimmed down to 1% of an inch width. Turn the other edge toward you % 
of an inch and bring it to the seam line. (Ill, 149.) Finish it with a hemming stitch, 
Illustration 149, or by machine, or with small — 
running stitches. — es 

A FLAT FELL OR STITCHED SEAM has one Rea We 6 i 
edge hemmed down covering the other raw : See Es 
edge. It is used principally for wash garments Sag Peg ass 8 
such as muslin underwear made in medium- - | |)” Rn 
weight materials, for flannels, tailored waists F Bo \ ee 
and working aprons. be aes oN = 

Baste the seam edges together on the es a ie bee ries: 

Il 150. Flat Fell or Flat Stitched Seam 

| JA QS ert] wrong side of the garment and sew the 
7 etteee cues ce seam with combination stitch. If the 

. Giese ; = | edges are bias, sew from the broad 
Loe XX. eS Ss part of the piece to the narrow part to 
aa aie eS os prevent the material from raveling 
Fauna iter = Sera 2S ce ti ca and stretching. 
bas eae ae eS N tie Remove the bastings and trim the 
Rikon ca LS eee edge toward you close to the sewing 
ae re ee ae : line. (Ill. 150.) Turn the other edge 

Il. 151. Lapped Fell or Stitched Seam flatly over it, pressing hard with the 
‘ thumb nail. Make a narrow turn, 

5 ae) baste and hem. (Ill. 150.) This seam 
-o Heo can be stitched by machine if preferred. 
Witenes 
at aN fhe ae A LAPPED FELL OR STITCHED 
ieee SA ea” sere once Sagas SEAM is used on flannels, tailored waists 
ee fee at See See or where there is no right or wrong side. 
[acheter gs enzo ees oa ae Lap one edge of the seam over the other 
pe anes ii ee a Bee oe with the seam lines exactly over each 

Spe other and baste through the seam lines. 
Trim off the ravelings from the edges 

and turn the edges under so that they meet. (Ill. 151.) The edge on each side may be 
sewed with a hemming stitch or by machine. (Ill. 151.) 

AROLLED SEAM is used in sheer materials where an unusually narrow joining is required, 
and the material is likely to ravel or fray. Hold the seam edges together and trim off all 
the ravelings. Begin at the right end and roll the edges tightly between the thumb and 
forefinger of the left hand keeping the edges rolled for about 114 inch ahead of the sew- 
ing. Whip the roll very close together making the stitches come under the roll and not 
through it. Draw the thread tight. (Ill. 152.) This seam will form a small roll. 

TAILORED SEAMS 

IS TAILORED garments keep the cloth smooth at the seams [| [| | ¥  ) 
and make the stitching as even as possible and press carefully. |_| aa oo 

PLAIN SEAMS PINKED—In plain seams of very closely | § | § _ 
woven material that does not fray or ravel, the edges of the seams | § | | ; 
may be simply notched or pinked, and pressed open. (Ill. 153.) I a . 

kis | 
PLAIN SEAMS BOUND—Plain seams of jackets, cloaks and (45 Ls 

other garments made of heavy material that will fray should be 5 bound with satin, silk or farmers’ satin. This is cut in bias lH 153,_ Edse of Plein
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Toy ea strips just a trifle wider than the depth of the seam after it is 
ok bd By f. closed. Stitch the binding on the right side of the seam edge 
edi f close to the edge, then baste it flat, covering the edge. Close 
ao a ft | the seam of the garment with bastings catching through both 
i [ie | © clothand bindings. Then stitch. 
a PR A better way, requiring more labor, however, is to stitch the 
| ae | seam and press it open. After pressing, the seam will have 
th | spread at the edges, especially if it is curved, and the binding can 

Ill. 154. Binding Seam _ be safely applied without any chance of pulling later. 
Edges Use a seam binding wide enough to cover the edge nicely. 

Fold the binding through the center and press it with a warm 
iron. Slip the binding over the edge of the seam with the binding a little easy so that 
there is no danger of drawing the edge. Sew the binding on with a running stitch or 
stitch it by machine, catching the edge of the binding on both sides of the seam edge. 
(Til. 154.) 

WHEN TRIMMING is to be applied over seams, the plain seam is used. It should 
be finished completely and pressed before the trimming is added. 

Tie — Ts JOINED SEAMS of garments 
it which the lining is cut like Cd __ thee outer pattern and stitched 

Fe together, are finished by turn- 

chosing the edge with over- Ee ag ee hand or running stitches. 
Ill 155. Stitching on One Ill. 156. Stitching on Both Where the seam is curved, 

Side of Seam Sides of Seam the edges must be notched 
every now and then to prevent. 

the garment from pulling at such 
points. 

the plain seam pressed with both  ~=~=—6hCChCeC 
edges turned to one side, and a row ( . |. 
of machine stitching run in neatly \ | #1) | 
along the one side of the seam from  —.rrrlLU CC the right side of the garment as Ce a 

: shown in Illustration 155. Or, if Ill. 157. Broad Seam Stitch 
preferred, a row of stitching may be 
applied to each side of the seam (Ill. 156.) In 
the latter case, however, the seam should be eee 
pressed open before running in the stitching. : GF 

A BROAD SEAM is a plain, wideseam with | gf VU 
four rows of ornamental stitching. (Ill. 157.) |, {= 
This seam is mostly used on tailored garments FN YA 
of heavy materials. a iX\X\ 

A CORD OR TUCK SEAM is a plain seam f[ __ Se 
with both edges turned to one side,andarowof | ft SQ 
stitching run about one-fourth ofaninch from | Hi} 
the seam, through the three thicknesses of the |} Wt 
goods. This creates a raised or cordlike | = = fF 
effect. (Ill. 158.) The undesirable thickness | === | so on the under side may be cut away at the in- (Geo EN 
ner edge as close to the stitching as possible. I. 158. Cord or Tuck Seam
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tater oe eee meme cet eee a ge eR Se Or 

Peo ran Be ye: ES ee ee ee | 

Il. 160. Double-Stitched Welt 
Il. 159. Welt Seam 

; A WELT SEAM is made by first stitching 
Faerie eens - a plain seam with the one edge of the material 

ES left very narrow. Then turn back the fold 
and baste down close along the narrower 

| seam edge. Stitch parallel to the line of 
< ee bastings, keeping the seam flat. Illustration 

fk LS 159 shows this seam with the machine-stitches 

| ye A DOUBLE - STITCHED WELT SEAM 
OS es has an additional row of stitching set in one- 

_ Lo — fourth inch or less from the edge. (Il. 160.) 

(| bo AN OPEN WELT SEAM is first basted 
rir es ae : as for a plain seam. The tuck is then basted 

Ill. 161. Open Welt down flat, with the stitches directly over the 
line of bastings in the seam. With one row of 
machine-stitching the tuck-like fold and the 

be 8 een eee errs & Se seam are made secure. (Ill. 161.) 
i. —s—“‘(i 

4 fe | | A SLOT SEAM is made by basting the seam 
ee rrrr— as for a plain seam. The basting stitches 

at t= EY CC should be short enough to keep the seam firm 
Ee rr bE while it is being pressed open. Then baste an 
Pet rrr CC understrip of the material a trifle narrower 
Pat LC than the combined width of the seam edges, 
Pat 3} ER 3 Cs directly under the basted seam. (Ill. 162.) 

aera From the right side, stitch the desired width on 
Il. 162. Reverse Side of Slot Seam each side of the center. Remove the bastings. 

The turned edges, now free, give the slot ap- : 

pearance, whence the name. (Ill. 163.) 

 # ~~ A DOUBLE-STITCHED SLOT SEAM is 
rr produced by stitching another row each side of 

— Ck the center, close to the turned edges. (III. 163.) 

ek STRAP SEAMS are plain seams over which 
| | [i |_| straps of the material are stitched for orna- 
| f fee f| mental purposes. The strips for these straps 
 :hLhLlrrrr—~—s=SC may be cut lengthwise of plain material from HEE pieces that are left after cutting out the gar- 

lll. 163. Double-Stitched Slot Seam ment, but experience has taught that when silk
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a is used it is better to cut them on the 
—— bias, and when the material is cloth 
ek the better result will be obtained if the 

2 Hh | straps are cut crosswise or bias of the 

[Fr For a finished strap that is five- 
oe jy eighths of an inch wide, the strips are 

(| ~{_Fea=—— | cut one and one-fourth inches wide. 
a Join the two raw edges with loose over- 
rE hand stitches as shown in Illustration 

tt LC 137, page 82; spread out the strap with 
tt tri the line of joining directly on the center, 

ppb When making strap seams it is desir- 
Nikteaeestan Seam. able to graduate the thickness at the 

seam as much as possible. For this 
reason, cut the seams either wide enough 

so the edges on the underside will 
cen ee Perce extend beyond the edges of the strap, or 
So cut them narrower so the edges of the 

oo i strap will extend beyond the seam edges. 
Crp a Baste the straps carefully over the 

fi Sg RE 3 fe eae i i i er seams, with a line of bastings run along 
Ff Ne each edge. (Ill. 164.) When it is neces- 

Je pee yo sary to piece the straps for long seams, 
ee avoid having the joining seam in a 
Fn. \ fZ a a : a prominent place on the garment. 
HO 
a re  . A LAPPED OR IMITATION STRAP 

ee Pe SEAM is the most practical finish for 
rk ee unlined garments. The edges at the 
See seams are lapped and the raw edges 

ee turned in with a row of stitches finishing 
WL. 165. 1 opped or Imitation Strapped Seam it alike on the right and wrong sides, 

(Ill. 165.) 

SS = =~ AVRAW-EDGE LAPPED SEAM is 
ee used in making garments of heavy, 
ee r— closely woven material that will not 

=< fb fray or ravel. The seam edges must be 
Ce cut very accurately and smoothly. 
i rrr—C—“iS Baste the edges evenly, lapping them the 
ee full allowance, and stitch as near the 

oo Ue edge of the upper lap as possible. A 
Ese ee second row of stitching five-eighths of an 
| | | ~~. inch from the first gives it a neat and 
tC tailored finish. The seam on the under 
| |. side should be trimmed off evenly. 
|. . (IIL. 166.) 
( ee One should be very careful in deciding 
 . on the style of seam used on a tailored 
(LL FD garment. . Tweeds, homespuns, friezes, 

if and all other rather loosely woven 
seer eer ones woolen materials should be finished 

with bound seams. In linens, pongees 
and crashes one should use the cord, bound or lapped seam. Broadcloth, meltons, 
kerseys, covert, and other heavy driving cloths can be pinked, as they are so closely 
woven that they will not ravel. To have a good tailored look the machine- 
stitchings on any seam must not be too fine. The thread and needle should be of 
medium thickness and the stitch should correspond in size.
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HEMS 

Hems—Napery or Damask Hem—French Hem—Square Corners— 

Mitered Corners—Circular Hem—Plain Hem 

HEM is a finish for the edges of garments, 
pa Gueiter linens, ete. It is made by turn- 

ing the edge of the material over twice. NX = 
(Ill. 167.) The first turning should be narrow on Nes oe 
and must of course be perfectly even. The depth f oe. ~— = ° pe: 
of the second turning depends on where the hem |y re hee Se 
is used and the effect you want to give. Mark | 92) Wo 
the depth of the second turning on the mate- | | 9 pee an at 
rial with pins, using as a marker a card notched | Lice ee eae vA 
the desired depth of the hem. Fold the material | ee ig tee Rae | 
on the line with the pins and if the hem is wide ey aera r 
baste it at both the top and bottom. Ill. 167. Hem 

A NAPERY OR DAMASK HEM is used on napkins and table-cloths. Turn under 
the edge of the material twice for a narrow hem. Fold the hem back on the right side, 
crease the material along the first fold, and overhand the fold and crease together. The 
needle is inserted straight, as shown in Illustration 168. Open and flatten stitches with the 

; thumb-nail. If a square is used, turn 
4 fh the opposite side in the same manner. 

= span * Hem the sides before folding back on 
ol etal ey the right side. No basting is needed 
} vf ae es peda for this hem. Take small stitches so 
\ 7 Sy . NG gee that the work will look well when the 
SA Barer Kis hem is turned down. Directions for SA . 

2 ee ~ « : : hemstitching will be found on page 120. 
Peo : 

; ee Ceres SQUARE CORNERS are used in 
ee hemming squares or oblongs. Turn 

Ill. 168. Napery or Damask Hem 

under the hem on one edge and then turn under the hem 4 as ai en bee 
on the edge at right angles with the first. Crease the |}. @ |. © 4 
line where the fold of the second hem crosses the first | @ ~ 2 BS ess] 
hem. Open both hems and cut away the first hem to Pm © - J 
within a seam’s width of the crease and the fold of the | 4 ars BeR 
hem. (Ill. 169.) Turn under the hems again and hem [9 4 ae ae 4 
the overlapping edges of the second hem to the under side Pa geet Gio. ahaa 
of the first hem (Ill. 170) but not through to the right Ae. oe ce = 
side. Finish all square corners in this way. 1 t pare Eg 

ee ee 
MITERED CORNERS are made by joining two bias edges Soi F 

” are an angle. : Turn the edges as for hems, and crease. a 
pen the material, fold the corner toward the center, and ir Square 

erease where the lines cross. Cut the corner off, allowing ee aoe 
91
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a narrow turning (Ill. 171). Fold the hems down 
ek wR a se mae all around, bring the mitered corners together, 

ee te i ee: and hem the side (Ill. 172). Hem the corners, 
i. gf Pe wae but do not catch the stitches through the mate- 
Coa ae Ie pag rial underneath. 

Pe Cae 
Rise ee ep | FRENCH HEM The seams must be stitched 

i Al > coe. een Se) to within twice the depth of the finished hem, , PG Se ee aes : f 
Poe pean Po as shown in Illustration 173. Clip the seam at 
ee ae erererae ose 

a Gap ete GO ae 
Ill. 170. Hemming Square fee Ee Ny oan \ 

Comers fae BS a 
fe ab. 8° fetter OUR. 8c 
Mae Be ee) a 

MON as SN a 
= 5 Ria. oo el ” 

R ry ere ES , P oe ao is 
| PP 3 cock eRe Peg a ee 
Nr pee | ae 

Weipa eerie ee Niemen | ee 
mS eo: 2 aie | i aii ccna Sy) oh ae 
eS peo a aol 

eee Fe a 
fh Me ee ae sae gee oe 
[EOS Ae Gee Nore Bs ge 
ie ee | — ee ee i VWF 
Ree hee St Tie aay 
Vee 5S 5 a ee ah Wb ee NS eT nr ir ccceuaasey 

ee Na ee 
WE UN Ss 

ee IL 171. Folding for Mitered Comers 

ee iy this point to the stitching, turn the lower edges 
a 7 toward the right side and stitch the remainder 

172. H ing Mitered of the seam. Press open, turn the hem to the 
Coa ms right side, baste and feather-stitch (Ill. 174), or 

finish in any desirable way. 

eR ean 

Ill. 174. French Hem on Flannel F 
Skirt 

Ill. 173. Reversing Seam for 
French Hem
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A CIRCULAR HEM is often used on a skirt or garment that is not straight at the 
lower edge. 

If the material is soft in texture, the top of the hem is simply turned under and 
a gathering-thread run in close to the turning. (Ill. 175.) Draw the gathering-thread 
till the top of the hem is the same size as the part to which it is to be sewed. 
(Ill. 175.) Blind-stitch it or machine-stitch it to the garment. 

If the material of the garment is of heavy weight the upper edge should be gath- 
PHL ba ered without turning it under (Ill. 176) 
BS = Se and the raw edge should be covered 
SS) 6h hCk lL faith ateheipl ot coeen piadine ce 175 
Fir Pisres i The lower edge of this seam-binding 
we on gy SS, SS should be sewed to the hem but not to 

ff fw fem. : 
be a ss yor Before sewing the top of the hem in 
fo i oS ~~) place slip a piece of muslin cut the shape 
_.. _ _s p of the bottom of the garment under the 

oS SS hem and press the hem flat, shrinking 
I. 175. A Circular Hem with the Edge out as much of the fulness as possible. 

Turned Under The piece of muslin will prevent the ful- 
ness in the hem from making markson the 

garment during the pressing. The piece of muslin . 
need not be the full width or size of the gar- eres LE 
ment or hem. It can be a comparatively short |; 9 __ we = 
piece and can be moved as the pressing is done. eg Se Ep 

After the hem has been pressed in this manner, { ¥eeqneP FIP] eS 
hem the upper edge of the seam binding to the = wry RP aes HI Bws 
garment with invisible stitches. & J ee OSS) 

. te ys 

A HEM FOR A SLIGHTLY GORED OR ——~=— = == v~ 
STRAIGHT SKIRT. The hem edge is turned jy, 176. Covering the Raw Edge of a Circular 
under in the usual way. If an invisible sewing Hem with Seam-Binding 
is desired, the turned-under edge of the hem is 
stitched close to the turning and then blind-stitched neatly and carefully to the garment.
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q FACINGS 

False Hem or Facing—Straight Facing—Bias Facing—Shaped Facing—Sewed-On Facing— 

Applied Facing—Extension Facing—Sewed-On Extension Facing—Applied Extension 

Facing—Corded Facing—Piped Facing 

FALSE HEM OR FACING is often preferred for the finish of an edge. A gar- 
yo ment can sometimes be cut from less material by using a facing, for a hem re- 

quires extra length or width while a facing can often be cut from pieces which 
would not otherwise be used. 

A hem is better than a facing for thin materials as the joining seam of the facing would 
show in transparent ma- 
terials and would not be 
pretty. A 3 (ee 

A STRAIGHT FACING 
is used if the edge to GT LE 
be faced is a perfectly 
straight line, no matter A aV=F 
whether the thread or grnetct Se | = 
grain of the goods is SES 
straight or bias. The oe oe aD 
facing may be cut CL oe x | 

lengthwise or crosswise i II 177. Stretching a Bias Facing Nes 
of the material. e ie Bika Cane N 

A BIAS FACING is used if the edge to be faced is 
Le curved, for the bias facing can be stretched to fit the 

4 ) {] shape of the edge. To stretch the facing press it, 
Jo Of stretching it at the outer edge as you do so. (Ill. 177.) 
4 

SV Z ty A SHAPED FACING is cut the same shape and on the 
oo same grain of the material as the part to be faced. 

(Ill. 178.) 
Il. 178. A Shaped Facing 

It is used on all edges which Xe 
are not in a straight line but ‘ 
which are curved or irreguiar. 4 esas ea 

FACINGS may be sewed to : N CF ee onan 
an edge and then turned, or bees NEN aes 
the edge may be turned first Eee at : N ees 
and the facing applied. by Was ee eta NBR ernie 

EES: ‘ ee Vos 
THE SEWED-ON FACING— : ee rear 

The facing strips are pieced Y a 
together and the seams pressed : rues 
open. Baste and stitch the 2 See estton : 

facing to the edge with the Il 179. Sewed-On Facing 
94
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right sides together. Turn the facing over 
to the wrong side and baste it down flat 
along the edge, drawing the seam about SSS 

7 of an inch from the fold. (Ill. 179.) Baste Se ast. Ss eee aad 
again along the inner edge of the facing ' i 
turning in a narrow seam, or cover the e— | 
edge with seam-binding. : > | 

THE APPLIED FACING. Turn under r N 
one or both edges of the facing, baste and aa We BM eee 
press. Turn under the edge of the garment pet > Bc ose 
and baste it. (Il. 180.) If theedgedraws,clip [| spy tae 
it to make it lie flat. Baste theedge of the | : NZ Pa 
facing about 14 an inch from the edge of bs e ij BS eae 
the garment; then baste along the inner et 2s a a 
edge of the facing. (Ill. 180.) Ill. 180. An Applied Facing 

AN EXTENSION FACING is used on any edge which is a straight line or which is 
nearly a straight line so that the facing can be eased enough to make it lie flat, but not 
so much that the easing will show after pressing. 

ay yl ee 
sa\\ ae eer 

~ | aa ya SS 
[el SN oe gfe oe Aled aca sao 
ips eae . ay — - ce y ; ) | 

eo eee Pa 
ML 181. A Seved.Or Extension Facing, ll. 182. An Applied Extension Facing 

THE SEWED-ON EXTENSION FACING. Cut a facing twice the width the facing 
should be when finished, plus a seam allowance on each edge. Baste and stitch the facing 
to the edge with right sides together. Turn under the loose edge of facing and baste it 

to wrong side of the garment, covering the seam. (II. 181.) 

Op, THE APPLIED EXTENSION FACING. Turn under all 
A Wn edges of the facing and baste them. Fold the facing . "i Ve a ee \ through the center and baste it a short distance from the edge 
itl se with the edgeseven. Slip the edge of the garment between 
oe NR the edges of the facing and baste. (Ill. 182.) The applied 
og } fe =) extension facing should be used when the edge is not perfect- 
We ip) eas | ly straight and the facing can not be eased to it. (III. 182.) 

Fs L iy TO APPLY A CORDED FACING. Turn under the edge 
di CW you are going to face as allowed for on the pattern and 

iE Hi baste it. Baste the facing flat to the inside of the edge with 
ey 2B N\ LM just the cording extending beyond the edge. A cord is put 

bNS- Ff Hii in a facing the same way it is put in a cord piping. (Page ge (ii) 130, chapter 26.) 
} fo ~ Baste on the right side so that you can see what 
Hy you are doing. (Ill. 183.) Slip-stiteh the cord in place 

with invisible stitches just under the edge of the garment. 
Ill. 183. A Corded Facing (Il. 183.) The free edge of the facing should be turned
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under a seam’s width and, if necessary, stretched to fit the edge of the garment. If an 
invisible sewing is desired the turned-under edge of the facing is stitched close to the 
turning, not to the garment. It simply lies flat against the garment. It does away with 
the second sewing of the facing to the garment, a thing that few amateurs can do invisibly. 

TO APPLY A PIPED FACING. The method of applying a piped facing is exactly 

the same as applying a cord facing. The cord is simply omitted.



CHAPTER 20 

TUCKS AND PLAITS 

Tucks—Nun’s Tucks—Curved Tucks—Cross Tucking—Laying Plaits—Stitching Plaits— 
Supporting Inlaid Plaits 

oe should be marked with a measure so that they will be of even width. 

NUN’S TUCKS are wide tucks usually two inches or more in width. The method 
of making all tucks is the same more or less, but the wider the tucks, the greater the 

= & - difficulty in keeping the tucks and the dis- 
ee a a) tance between them even, especially when 

SS  — the bottom of a skirt is circular. In such a 
gal e / case the tucks must be marked and basted 

a : in ties en = before the stitching is done. 
— Bore See 1 Cut the gage from a piece of cardboard, 

cee = f ~~~ 4 and from the end measure down the width 
ten a ie aigge fede Eee ag of first tuck, making a slash and a bias cut 

Penne ae ~~ #4 to meet the slash. (Ill. 184.) Make a 
ne => Be en Se a second cut as shown in Illustration 184, al- 
te ae oe ; lowing for width of space and second tuck. 

te ore 5 2 It is quicker and more accurate to 
— ee * make a gage of this sort in measuring short 
es ee '=-----------44 spaces, such as hems, tucks and the spaces 
eee fa Rah ae eee between them, than to use the tape mea- 

Bete ea ce Laan sure, as sometimes the eye becomes con- 
meanness cane 3 fused at the small marks on the tape, and 

? 3 on eee eee : mistakes are made that will prove quite 

Ill. 184, Tucks Benes 
CURVED TUCKS—Curved tucks are sewed on a curved line which makes the under side 

fuller than the upperside. Mark the edge of tuck with tailors’ tacks (page 85) or pins, fold 
material on this mark and 
baste quite close to the edge 
(Ill. 185.) Mark the depth of Sipe, % 
the tuck from this edge, using a | EE Te nents 
gage to keep the tuck an even Pee Y | 
width and baste. In sewing ge (Sie ey ane pemecte eed 
the tuck the extra fulness must iy a pee pes Gee Sc 
be eased on the under side of ip. i Se See 
the tuck as you sew. Be care- <i & A Ed > Sari ae oN 
ful to distribute this fulness My a AT rsa K eer a 
evenly so that it does not fall | is >) ere ee ee 
in bunches or draw the edge ' e/} a re 
of the tuck out of place. ee ee Be | 

se ms Bere aa ae ona 

Leterme A 
CROSS TUCKING is an See 

effective trimming for waists, eS 
blouses, dresses, ete. All Ill. 185. Curved Tucks 

97
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tucks running in one direction should 
be made first. The cross tucks bie ol 0 ee ee 
should be the same size and should be Mie cape ae pee ae Vat 
placed the same distance apart as the a a ak Ves Pies? Paes 
first tucks, so that when the tucks and be: et [ee aoe: sree Vee 
cross tucks are finished they will form ese oe eee 8 roe 
perfect squares. (Ill. 186.) Cross es eee CaS feriey 
tucks may be of various sizes, but pin- aes 4 t Bees ee Fe Pe fate 
tucks placed about an inch apart abe ye | 2 Beet Beek rages 
(measuring from the sewing of one tuck Pe Reet — a 
to the edge of the next) are particular!; Ge), Were! | so) Bee Paes |e 
dainty. c : Piles | ae ae Pee 

LE ie Teeee rs. (ses 

pebnes [Bit | eee Beene feces | | 
pee eo: 5 Es PLAITS bale |e ee cb aa ado? bord. fe - s: eee [Se] 

IN LAYING PLAITS in a garment 
it is advisable if possible to lay the plaits Ill, 186. Cross Tucks 
before the seams are joined. 

IN STITCHING PLAITS it is best to i OP peepee 
leave at least one seam of the garment | a i a ae me nn 
open, and if it is a skirt, remove it from i Ha A ah 4 BOE Ey | 
the belt, for the work can be more WA Hey HE TH : | fe 
easily handled under the machine if it is AO ee ne a Hg | 
open and flat. ‘ He fo ee Te Gia 

After stitching the plaits as desired, i oR f ied ie i i 

baste and stitch the seam. ee hod 1 Pu age an ‘ i) 
If it isaskirt, put it on the belt, press | He | j Lig Hy | a | 

the plaits and try the skirt on to get the a pt 7 in . a 
correct length. Hea oe HZ) ma At 

A hem is the best finish for the bot- Pop et 
tom of a plaited skirt or dress. (Chap- i fo Ht Eo OM 4 
ter 18, page 93.) Wo A jp Vi 

Oo Ge a 
Be careful to get the plaits even, with- oR OU i LS i no 

out any draw, especially where the eB GU 4 ot 
edges come bias. tO fod a fi; Rea | wa y 

As each plait is flattened, it should | ML a aoe Ei 4 
be basted a little distance from the fold Pd Vy He i Ho Hy A 
edge, as shown in Illustration 187, to fo ue 

keep it in shape. This will be found a lll 187, The Box Plaits Basted in Place 
great convenience later in working on 
the garment. oe atcea 
When a plaited skirt is made of heavy Fee 7] ery ‘ Le a 

material or is lapped very much at the be ee | i eee A 
waist in fitting, it may be made less baw Eu a ae i Lp 
bulky by cutting away the surplus ma- oo | a ag 8 
terial after the plaits are stitched. The ee! Pp i lo A ae 
under-lapping material is cut away to cg La a a 
within an inch or so of where the stitch- ee ge g ea 
ing finishes. (Ill. 188.) From that point ee A F2 fo 

(I1L188.) Therawedgesleft inthisway /. HM fu) fi | 
are bound with a bias strip of lining or = HP a mi i it 
ribbon seam binding, that will finish | jf || i a We 
across the top of each plait (Ill. 188,) (21 | ee aw ee 
except where the seams that join the jy, 188, Plaits Cut Away on Reverse Side of Skirt
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| LT i i] | i Roy | breadths form the inner fold of a plait. In’ 
i i it | i l Ly i that case the binding will continue down the 
ae ; if ie \ wk He raw edges of that seam to the bottom of the 

a a 
et BP He = 4 In cases where the plaits are not stitched the 

ee ah p | ij HH} 5 pe ener nee the Saba tent the pee 
i op j) Bi DR ot side must be securely tied, as shown in Illus- 
a ZZ x WTR iil, R i VO Au tration 189. 

GA | 7 id \\ a i i Gored skirts that have a side plait or an in- 
Jel i i PR HHT? verted box plait let into the seams some dis- 
Ea Hi eli ENG he : i Th tance up from the bottom, are sometimes 
Ee ii i Le NG i y i troublesome because of a tendency of these 
ae Wi a te plaits to show below the bottom edge of the 

skirt since there is nothing to which they may 
be attached. This trouble may be avoided 

Ill. 189. Tying Threads in the manner shown in Illustration 190. 
The seam edge and the edge of each of these 

plaitsare bound, and after the skirt is finished a 
tape or strap of lining is sewed to the top of each plait and is carried from one to the other all 
around the skirt. (IIl.190.) The tape will generally be found sufficient stay, but in a woolen 
skirt of heavy cloth an additional tape or strap may run diagonally from the top of each 
plait to the next seam and be securely sewed there to the wrong side of the skirt. This 
stay also is in Illustration 190. 

es 
fa 

Lp ar 

Cop ae 
SRS) Pes Pe eR ge Se 
opp rg 
tlh gr tw 

bE + ea So Sey: Se ae Soe 

inw — rrCO I — 

tf 

Po _ 
Ill. 190. Supporting Inlaid Plaits



CHAPTER 21 

PLACKETS 

For Unlined Dresses—For Cloth Skirts— Placket at Center of Inverted Plait—At Underfold of 

Plait—At Center of a Habit Back—Under a Strapped Seam—For a Skirt Set in Same 

Belt with Foundation Skirt—Underwear Plackets—Feather- 

Stitched Hem on Plackets 

LACKETS SUCH AS ARE MADE FOR UNLINED DRESSES are shown in Illustra- 
P tions 191 and 192. This placket is used on skirts of unlined dresses when the outside 

sewing would be an objection; also on dresses that have to visit the laundry. Use 
a strip twice the length of the opening and three and three-quarter inches wide. 

Lay the lap along the edge of the opening with the right side of the lap and skirt to- 
gether and baste them in a narrow seam. (Ill. 191.) Run it almost to a point at the 
lower end of the opening. Turn the free edge under and hem it close to the 
sewing. (Ill. 191.) When this strip or lap is applied above the back seam of a 
skirt, it is set back a 
an eighth of an inch = \\ oe. a ime 
from the stitching of | HA eS Loe 
the seam. One side | 4 Wi es (ee 
is extended out to = EN SN Ee @ 
form the underlap, bog Vs es Pa ze 
and the other side is tae = z Ee bee 
turned under on an ee ee aes ee 2 S 

even line with the | an | am poe 9 
stitching of the seam. oe 7 ee ES od Ge ee 
When the placket is teen ‘ “@ oe ae 
closed, the entire lap ony fi tis oe Se. 
ishidden. (1.192) | @ og ee] ee 

In transparent fab- ly es ee PoE ae ag 
ries such as chiffon, " fc a oo. MRR 
ete., which are not nS ae Loot 4 re 

sent to the laundry, i ye eg 
the skirt placket [900 jf (| 
should be made as in- LN i | Pe ee 
conspicuous as pos- | Gs || a SE 
sible. Don’t face the — hss a SSS SR ee ae 

placket edges as the I 191. Inside View of Con- Ill 192. Outside View of Continuous- 
seams would show. tinuous Lap Placket Lap Placket 
Turn a hem and over- 
cast the loose edges finely to show as little as possible. These materials as a rule are 
made in soft styles where there is no strain on the placket edges. Patent fasteners can 
be used for the closing, as few of them and as small as will hold the placket. (Chapter 24, 
page 116.) Use no other sewing on the placket other than the sewing for the fasteners. 

THE PLACKETS FOR CLOTH SKIRTS require neat and tailor-like workmanship. 
Great care must be taken in handling the edges of the opening. They are generally bias, 
and stretch easily. If the upper edge becomes stretched, it will bulge when the skirt is 
on the figure—a defect you probably have often noticed on other women. Hooks and 
eyes or patent fasteners (page 116) should be placed sufficiently close together to prevent the 
skirt from gaping. Any stitching that shows through on the outside should be 

100
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3 <A P done evenly and with a suitable stitch and tension. 

iN y, aS ty Otherwise the placket-hole will have a careless 

a WY, Mos) appearance. A placket-hole should be ten or eleven 

I BAY vi ie ‘ inches deep unless the figure is unusually large{and 

\ r a] full, requiring a still deeper opening. 
) Se VERY } The design of the skirt regulates the position and 

) 4M } finish of the placket. It may be at the center or 

Tick i | side back, the front or side front. 

B Hy Tllustration 193 shows a simple finish for a placket 

‘ i Ma Bl which may be used for a skirt that has fulness at the 

{ () an | | | top so that no strain comes on the placket-hole. The 

j i ay overlapping edge is finished with a facing and the 

Val ye ; under edge with an underlap. The facing can be 

d Ay > machine-stitched or finished invisibly by hand ac- 

vee cording to the finish of the skirt. Snap fasteners 

| { (Chapter 24, page 116) may be used for the closing 

SSS since there is no strain. The fasteners should be 

Ill. 193. Simple Placket Where placed about two inches apart. 

There Is No Strain 

Pos: ee | ZABeLe 

: i: eee es a im 
4 S Sota a tk e 4 

pod ae Ne > B- uy i “ ¥ Fok [nA j of 4 

& avg yt fener Se My, | 
rae Ls te \ Ss NT ey . 

Be Sa we a 

eee ee Ci oo) 
Be Bese dee pa ee 
Bo ee ae) a aef 
et lL CC 

ARAMA CUS ASG SSA ciate Fess 
eae ee ee ll J BS Game | dr ee eae Paes = ILA Pens 

Ill. 194, Placket in Center of Inverted Plait Il. 195. Finish of Placket in Ill. 194 

A PLACKET-HOLE AT THE CEN- 
TER OF AN INVERTED PLAIT is i 
shown in Illustration 194. The placket _ | 
comes under an inverted plait at the | 
center back of the skirt which fits plainly | fé 

at the top. i fs 

The first step in finishing the placket | és 
of a skirt of this kind is to turn the skirt | : \ 
edges back as allowed by the pattern. 3 \ 

Stitch the edges of the placket-hole Se ape 

and sew on the hooks and eyes as il- See f ‘ ei 

lustrated, taking care that the stitches pape Se \ 

don’t show through on the outside of sere 8 eal 
the skirt. Cover the hooks on the right ere 
side with a facing of silk. Sew an under- a. i arares 

lap of material an inch and a half wide, ae eed Aes ee 

finished, to the left edge, and bind the 2 ~ 
raw edge of the lap with binding ribbon. 

(IIL. 195.) Ill 196. Placket Showing Hooks and Eyes
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A PLACKET-HOLE AT THE UNDER FOLD OF A PLAIT is often used. Cut 
through the crease or under fold in the plait to the regular placket depth. Bind both cut 
edges of the plait with binding ribbon or a binding of thin silk. This method allows 
the plait to serve as a placket underlap. 
The outer fold of the plait may be stitched 2ST € 7% 
(Ill. 196), leaving the under portion of the eee 2A 2) A \' ee 
plait free. Illustration 196 shows the posi- “ft NEN c 7 
tion of the hooks and eyes or the patent oe ee Ne i 
fasteners on the under fold of the plait. eb ey aR 

If the plait is in a skirt that fits at the Rages Bee DN 
top so that there is likely to be a strain on nies if es A) Oe 
the placket, hooks and eyes are the strong- ae He OF | ea tee, 
est fastenings. But if it is a plaited skirt ae Yer 
where the plaits fall free and there is no 3 fo ye, LO ee. 
strain on the placket, snap fasteners may es ea f tA ween 
be used. Ee ae 

tO °C 
SE 3 THE PLACKET-HOLE AT THE CEN- ne >. 

TER OF A HABIT BACK is practically the highs UP oes 
same as for the skirt with an inverted plait org Lo pay. aes A 
closed at the center-back seam. (III. 197.) yf SPY - 

A PLACKET-HOLE UNDER A Ill. 197. Finished Placket on Habit- 

STRAPPED SEAM is shown in Illustra- Back Skirt 
tion 198. The right-hand fold of the strap 
is stitched flat to the skirt. The left-hand 
edge of thé strap is turned under and 
stitched to itself, following the same line of 
stitching that holds the rest of the strap to 
the skirt. (Ill. 198.) 

The hooks are sewed to the left edge of 
the strap. Notice that they are set close 
together and a trifle back from the edge. A 
strap placket must be held firmly to keep 
the line of trimming absolutely straight. 
For the same reason it is just as well to 
add a row of patent fasteners just back of 
the hooks. (Ill. 198.) Ill. 198. Placket Finish of Strapped Seam 

The underlap should be an inch and a half wide 
Ne eames and an inch longer than the placket-hole, finished. 
eee i) [oe (Ill. 199.) It should be made of the skirt material 

< ee os it ee and its edges bound with seam binding or silk. 
ay Fr ay Loe a Blind loops are used instead of eyes and should be 
Ped oy ee worked on the skirt in corresponding positions to 
Be pi A west M the eyes. The fasteners are sewed to the lap. 

see THE PLACKET-HOLE IN A SKIRT SET IN 
Rot PER aN as cad THE SAME BELT with its foundation skirt ismade 
esc | Nh Seal ate A by the same methods as an ordinary placket. In such 

a teens: ee ee a an instance, the placket opening of the skirt and 
: | sae BG ‘4 foundation skirt are finished separately. 

KS a eee SF Whatever kind of placket is used, one should be 
Pech ordain: a particularly careful to see that the hooks and eyes 

ie Sete Se or fasteners are so arranged that they will keep 
Sie iat ee the holes securely closed. Nothing looks worse 

. than a gaping placket, and any woman who takes a 
Il 199. Reverse Side of pride in her personal appearance will pay special 

Underlap : attention to this part of her dressmaking.
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ers ror — = 

bP i ABD 1.200. Undetlap and Facing 
eM Fs 4 it ae : 2 Strip for Placket 

ad 

| fi oN ‘| ape eS, j 
Hy Lp s Yen Ei | ib ¢ Aas ae 

i) ag 5 ies ae hee 

Il, 201. Underlap and Facing Stitched to ne 6: ex . i 
Placket Slit in Skirt i. bee ed 

abe ew 

UNDERWEAR PLACKETS ele 4 | ba a. ig 

UNDERWEAR PLACKETS are made in OG Ie is Sy 
the following manner. If there is no gol te Sees eigae 

seam, cut the opening in the garment the ih ee ee 
desired length. It should be long enough : Es 
to slip easily over the head. Cut for a lap lll. 202. Folded to IL 203. Finished 
a strip of material lengthwise of the goods. poor _ 
It should be twice the length of the placket 
opening and three and three-quarter inches satin = = 
wide. Fold the ends together and crease Poe ee fs 
through center; open and fold the sides Bist = tae Ae fein ae 
together and crease. Cut out one section EC ORE. | fo oes 
to within a small seam of the crease as ae ee a Kae ea 
shown in Illustration 200. ee Ny a 

Baste the long straight edge of the lap to Be aa 
both edges of the opening, making a narrow ESS ad 
seam. Run it almost to a point at the Se oe 
lower edge of the opening. (Ill. 201.) Make Pe eS 
a narrow turning on the three edges of both Ro ae ne rg 
the narrow and the wide part of the lap. ovea See epee 
Double the wide part back (Ill. 202), baste Bir a Memeo cS Ga 
the edge over the line of the sewing, and eR | eek 
hem. This forms the underlap. Turn the i ee 
narrow part back on the line of sewing, ewe Yt aS 
baste the free edge to the garment to form aM Ro. ie See 
an underfacing, and hem. The end of the os . ae : 
underlap is turned under, basted and poo i (ees 
stitched across. The finished closing is ee ieee ESS 
shown in Illustration, 203. This placket has Il. 204, ‘Feather-stitched Hem 
an outside row of stitching. It is usually at Placket 
employed for drawers, petticoats, ete. 

A FEATHER-STITCHED HEM ON A PLACKET used on flannel petticoats is shown 
in Illustration 204.



CHAPTER 22 

POGKETS 

Patch Pockets—Slash Pocket—Pocket with a Straight Opening—Pocket with an 

In-and-Out Lap—Pocket with a Welt—Bound Pocket Opening 

of pockets used on \ me llr iC 
tailored garments #4f) 0 0 0 0 lL a 

and boys’ suits which (414 @ 4 @ 9 7h | Wf FAN 
knowledge willbe treated i, 1 paws 
in this chapter. ia i PAA 7” 

APATCHPOCKET 4] & 0 4 4 AC 
on three of its sides to (8559 § = =6 == — = 1.206. Pushing Facing Throush 
the outside of the gar- ee Pe Bey to Wrong Side 

oe a ae gue Ill 205. Facing of the Slash Pocket 
according to the style of the garment and the position they occupy. The upper edge that 
is left open may be simply hemmed or faced, or trimmed in any way that the character of 
the garment may suggest. All other edges of the pocket are turned under, basted and 
stitched to the garment. In all cases the essential feature of a patch pocket is neatness. 

A SLASH POCKET (Ill. 210) is one that is made on the inside of the garment and 
has a slit opening through to the outside. Mark the line for the opening with tailors’ 
tacks (page 85). Run a line of bastings in colored thread through the perforations to 
mark the line still more sharply, letting the bastings show on both sides of the material. 

Cut a piece of the suit material for a facing. It should be about three inches wide and 
an inch longer than the pocket opening. Baste it face down to the right side of the 

i eeugen garment so that its 
a ; 2. i {pai center comes exactly 

See [| Gyer the pocket open- 

Ve LL CU | side of the garment 
Deo ee elk le ey = run another row of 

2 ea es f/ the line for the pocket 
a a Ss i J, 2 | opening so that the 
a [at Y A EF ~— second row will show 

SS. AY Y AZ [through on the pocket 
4 — | Usa F facing. 

ee Neg From the right side 
=< = at i [ee eemmmeneeeone place a row of ma- 

Il. 207. Pocket Slipped Under Ill. 208. Pocket Turned Up and chine stitching on 
the Facing Stitched each side of the 
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Ill. 209. Inside View of a Slash Pocket Ill 210. Outside View of a Slash Pocket 
pocket line and about an eighth of an inch from it. (Ill. 205.) Tie the ends of the 
threads firmly so that the stitching can not pull out, and then cut through the pocket line 
with a sharp knife, cutting through both the facing and the garment material. Push the 
facing through the slit. (Ill. 206.) 

Rebaste the facing from the outside, letting it form a head or cording an eighth of an 
inch deep at the edges of the pocket. It should be stitched on the upper edge of the 
pocket hole from the right side. Cross-stitch the pocket edges together to hold thém in 
shape until the garment is finished. Turn down the upper edge of the pocket facing 
as close to the stitching as possible, and press flat to wrong side of garment. (Ill. 208.) 

Cut from strong cotton or drill a pocket piece about twelve and a half inches long and 
two inches wider than the pocket opening. 

mceentimanmneaensammeacern  oaape one end of the pocket like the curved 
pocket opening and insert it between the 
slower pocket facing and the garment, close to 

Cy — the opening. (Ill. 207.) Baste it in place 
pd | =: from the wrong side, turn the garment portion 
_ F .  over to right side, and stitch through both fac- 
ee F2 ing and pocket close to opening. Turn under 
oe F = lower edge of pocket facing and stitch it to 

ee eS pocket (Ill. 207), but not to the garment. 
eee an ee ee ee : Now turn up the pocket about four and a 
tt half inches from the opening and baste it in 
Pe i Cl place with its upper edge toward the top of the 

ta bb gb el sgarment. From the right side, stitch through 
re y ae oe the garment and the pocket along the upper 
Ee egg : ee edge of the pocket opening. Turn under the 
poe Pa bbb edge of the upper part of the facing and hem 

be __ it to the pocket (Ill. 208). Do it from theright 
Pe |. side, pushing the pocket and facing through 
pe f= ‘the slit. The sides of the pocket are closed 
og | =. with a row of machine stitching about three- 
PE f= eighths of an inch from the edges. (Ill. 209.) 
P| f The ends (Ill. 210) are finished with an arrow- 

CE A PERFECTLY STRAIGHT OPENING has a 
I 211. Fora Straight Pocket Opening facing of material applied as directed above. 

(Ills. 205 and 206.) Two pocket pieces are
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¥ z cut of pocketing or drill, the lower four and 
Z a half inches long, the upper piece five inches 

long. Both pieces should be an inch wider 
y Li, ¢ than the opening. 

: The pocket pieces are slipped under the 
YA/ facings, basted and stitched from the right 
—WAS7 side. (Ill. 211.) Strengthen the ends of the 

7 WILLS opening on the right side with a bar tack or 
: - WAZ arrow-head. (Chapter 25, page 127.) 

(fess The raw edges of the facings are turned 
: 4, + under and stitched to the pocket pieces (Il. 
Lf 4 “7, 211). The upper pocket piece is then turned 

Ms A de down over the lower and basted and stitched 
% 4 fy to it around its three open sides. The raw 

edges may be bound or overcast. 

Il. 212. The In-end-Out Lap Pocket is Used ae ee we os Tr Te 
a Great Deal for Tailored Garments 1 

oe te Pe te ie ie 

Thi: ‘ket is illustrated on the preced. aera ea ee is pocket is i - 
eves dt 

a CU pase aan ceeae eee | 
IN A POCKET WITH AN IN-AND-OUT 

LAP the latter is finished completely before i a f a i a : a Ls a fi | 
the pocket is begun. Cut the piece for the ‘ 
lap from the cloth, being carefultohavethe [i Pa pt. @o) fo. 8.) fi | 
grain or stripe of the goods match when the fa ot i A) ee en et] 
lap is laid on the jacket in the position it 
will have when the pocket is completed. (i ee ee oe eo 
(Ill. 212.) Turn in and baste a seam on = Re tet Bal ee | 
three sides. Run two rows of even stitech- [fy ‘ 
ing around the edge from the right side, AE be Pa te pe 
the first row one-eighth of an inch from the Ill. 213. In Check, Stripe or Plaid Material the Lines 
edge. Then add a lining of silk, slip- in the Lap Should Match the Lines in the Garment 

stitching it on by hand. 
Now lay the finished lap face down on the goods with its raw edge down, and even 

with the line of bastings that indicate the pocket opening. The rest of the work is 
the same as for the pocket described above. In this case, however, the section of the 
facing strip which is supplemented by the lap is cut away. 

AN OPEN POCKET is made similar to the one having an in-and-out lap. The lap is 
made straight or on aslant (Ill. 213), not quite so wide as for a loose lap, and is joined to the 
garment at the lower edge of the slit in an upright position and is attached to it at each side. 

A BOUND POCKET OPENING should be bound with a bias strip of self. or con- 
trasting material 
about 114 inch wide re 

ing. Turnunder each | Wee, SL ; ee 8 2 8 end of the strip sc of SMAI MMeRe, | 8 8 

Place the strip on [oR S 0 2s SD i 
the outside of the 1.214. BastingOnthe Binding Ill. 215. The Bound Pocket Opening
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garment with the center of the strip over the line of the EEE rece te TT 
pocket. (Ill. 214.) Baste the strip to the garment. 7 
(Ill. 214.) Run a basting line through the tailors’ CS pe sa 
tacks, and through the center of the strip and stitch iy eS 2S By 
the strip to the garment 1 of an inch each side of this eS | Le 
basting line. a] Lem 

Cut the pocket opening through the garment and ES we,,) i 
strip in a clean, even line. Push the binding through SS ee 
the slash to the wrong side of the garment and baste it | WRONG SIDE pS 
into position letting it form an 1-of-an-inch binding a A OF SATIN py 
at the edge of the opening. (Ill. 215.) Slip-stitch )) [ Lo 
the corners of the binding so they will not fray. NG) Nt y 

Cut the pocket sections of satin or lining material Sa Le 
about seven inches long and let them extend about 14 an ee — 
inch beyond each end of the opening (Ill. 216), shaping ee 
them as illustrated. Face the under section of the 
pocket three inches from the top with the material of IIL 216. The Pocket for the Bound 
the garment. (Ill. 216.) Baste the pocket sections to bees Soe Se 
the binding on the inside of the garment as illustrated. 

aby SS  ) aot 

| ae Y WRONG SIDE “E88 Ge \ WON 
SZ OF TIN ee) Ee \ NN | 

4 a oe A ofaN \ a \ SS 

LON z a Zoe eS YA. 220s Be 

lll. 217. The Welt and Inner Section of the Ill. 218. The Welt and Outer Section of the 
Welt Pocket Welt Pocket 

Sew the pocket sections to the binding by hand, using one of the hemming stitch 
Baste and stitch the pocket sections together to form a pocket and overcast the raw 

edge. : 
A POCKET WITH A WELT—Mark the line for the 

ae eee era opening of the pocket with tailors’ tacks. (Chapter 16, 
ee page 85.) Run a line of basting through the tailors’ 
oe tacks to mark the opening even more clearly, letting the 
Poop RS SC basting show through both sides of the material. If the 

eg “Se 8 pocket is to be cut through more than one thickness of 
ew <e | material baste around the marking so that the mate- 
Peay WRONS 1 SIDE a rials can not slip when the opening is cut. 
Een) a DE BAT 4 Cut an interlining for the welt 34 of an inch smaller at 

nt iy \yy the top and ends than the welt pattern. Turn the 
lees Y ip edges of the welt over on the interlining at the top and 
Pea 7 hye ends, mitering it neatly at the corners. (Ill. 217.) 
Es nae anny 3 Baste and stitch it to match the rest of the garment 

— The pocket is cut in two sections from lining material. 
eT Get enone The shape of the inner section is shown in Illustration 

i 217. The outer section is cut like the inner but deep Ill. 219. The Two Pocket Secti ead 
Stitched aS Ge tomnss enough to form a lining for the welt. (Ill. 218.) The
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pocket should be 1 of an inch wider on both sides than ET 

the opening. A breast pocket should be about 314 | 2 
inches deep, a lower pocket about 5 inches deep. Lg 2 Ba 

Lay the finished welt face down below the pocket lino { 2 3-2 jf 

on the right side of the garment (Ill. 217) with the | oe 6 
unfinished edge exactly even with the line marked for ‘\ ft 2:spoeer = { 

the opening. Baste it in place. Lay the inner section ) Roe 
of the pocket face down above the pocket mae close up (3 
to the welt, and baste itin place. (Ill. 217.) Runarow Te 
of machine stitching 1 of an inch in from both sides, L220 ass es nee 

and tie the threads securely. Turn the seam edge of Boe ES ane ‘Welt 

the welt back and press it back flat against the welt. eo 

(Ill. 217.) 
Take the outer or larger section of the pocket and lay it right side up over the inner 

section and welt. (Ill. 218.) Turn the upper edge under \ of an inch from the top of the 

welt and trim it out at the ends of the welt so that it is 4 of an inch smaller. (Ill. 218.) 
Fell these edges down. (Ill. 218.) Sew the satin along the seam edge of the welt and 
again 14 of aninchinside it. (Ill. 218.) 

Cut the opening with a sharp pen-knife or pointed embroidery scissors following the 
thread line to within 14 of an inch of theends. Make a cut from that point to the stitch- 
ing line on both sides forming a =. Push both pocket sections through to the 
wrong side of the garment and turn the welt up in place. Blind sew the ends of the welt 
to the garment at the edge and again 14 of an inch in. 

Turn the garment to the wrong side and seam up the pocket edges and overcast them. 

(IIL. 219.) Press the seam downward and bar tack (Chapter 25, page 127) the ends of the 

opening to prevent their pulling out. Give the pocket a final pressing on the right side. 

The finished welt is shown in Illustration 220.



CHAPTER 23 

COLLARS, CUFFS AND BELTS 

Unlined Collars—Lined Collars—Removable Collars—The High Collar—Collars and Cuffs 

for Coats, Suits and Capes—Bottom of Dress Sleeve—Unlined Cuff— 

Lined Cuff—Removable Cuff—Belts—Casings 

i 1 SEW ON AN UNLINED COLLAR . $ 
Sy baste the collar to the neck with the Poneto 

under side of the collar against the right fee a. 
side of the garment. If the garment is of a is aN 
material that is not transparent, baste a nar- s SN 

row bias strip of material along the edge of the ie i “= 
collar with the edges even. Stitch the seam septic = 
and clip it at intervals so that it will not draw j “SS aie 
the neck. (Ill. 221.) : Q = a 

Turn under the edge of the facing and if the I \~@ ys 
collar extends all around the neck, hem the : ae 4 
facing to the garment covering the seam. If = —- eae eet ae eee 
the collar does not extend all around the neck heel ne oe pet = pers 
edge as in Illustration 221, turn under the inner ions the Estar Ob tie Sone 

edge of the facing on that part of the neck 
Maggs rss rere which is beyond the collar. Stretch it to fit 

ty Ss oe the neck and stitch it close to the fold but not 
es “aN to the garment. The facing should simply be 
Re. 5 >, pressed. It lies flat against the garment with- 

=> wa out being stitched and as there is no strain on 
a 2 “— it it will stay in place. (Hl. 221.) 

i k a Seam binding may be used instead of a fac- 
ips f e. a ing. It should be sewed on flat as in Illustra- 

‘40 7~> 4 tion 222. It should be put on so that the 
lower edge is not tight on the garment, eas- 

es i | ing the upper edge in wherever it is neces- 
Ill. 222. Seam Binding May Be Used in sary to make it lie flat. (Ill. 222.) 

Place of a Facing If the garment is of sheer material, the collar 
may be sewed on with machine hemstitching 

(Chapter 25, page 118), with a narrow rolled hem or a flat fell seam (Chapter 17, page 
87) or the seam may be trimmed off to 14 inch width and finely overcast. The machine 
hemstitching is the daintiest finish. 

TO MAKE AND SEW ON A LINED COLLAR turn under the seam allowance along 
the outer edge of the collar and sew on the trimming or stitch it in any way desired before 
the collar is lined. Turn under the outer edge of the collar lining 14 of an inch more 
than the collar itself and baste it to the wrong side of the collar with the edge of the lining 
about 1 of an inch within the edge of the collar, taking care not to stretch it or pull the 
edges. (Ill. 223 on next page.) 

Baste the lining to the collar a little more than an inch from the neck edge. Baste 
the collar to the neck edge of the garment with the right side of the collar to the wrong 
side of the garment and with the seam toward the outside of the garment. Stitch the 
seam. Baste the lining neck edge over the seam and hem it down neatly by hand. (Ill. 223.) 
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pee a | ess ee aa. NON 
ai ee = Fo petite 2 NN 
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i ; i ie Sas ‘ 
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Il. 223. _Basting the Lining to the Collar 

TO FINISH A REMOVABLE COLLAR. A removable collar for the open neck of a 
garment not made of sheer material is usually finished with a bias binding about 14 an 
inch wide finished. Sew one long edge of the binding to the neck edge of the collar (Ill. 224), 
turn in the other long edge of the seam allowance and baste it over the first sewing. 
(Ul. 224.) Then stitch or hem it by hand as shown in Illustration 224. 

When the removable collar is for a waist 
of sheer material it is best to finish the neck 

} edge of the garment and collar with picot 
edging (Chapter 25, page 119) or with a 
narrow rolled hem. (Chapter 27, page 133.) 

For the rolled hem a thread should be 
| run in the neck edge of the collar before 

rolling it, to keep the size and prevent 
pee s stretching while rolling the hem and work- 

c Sai ing on it, for the edge is bias. 

Sw STANDING COLLAR. If the collar is to 
oe be of woolen or silk like the gown, it should 

be lined with a piece of soft, light silk. 
Turn over all the edges of the collar and 

Ill. 224. Finishing a Removable Collar baste. Slip-stitch the lower edge to the 

neck. 
If closed at the left side, the 

entire collar, except the small SE 
portion at the back, is sewed ii <—— 
to the neck. The neck of the I f- 
lining at the left side, which is y Aaa Ss ai is 
free, is bound with seam-bind- Sos a A ee 
ing. Fora waist with a front ZS > ALS 2 yf 
closing, bind the left side of the eT Ae ae Ae 8» 
neck with seam-binding, pin the Le] Aa qed fi Pie) 
collar around the right side, a BY HL wr 
with the center of collar at the Ps 4 Pie 

front edge of the right front, and 4 FY \ Cat; le 
the right end of collar at the F ie Ce 
center-back seam. (Ill. 225.) Ill, 225. The Standing Collar
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Sew the collar to the neck, being careful not to catch the stitches through the outside 
material. Sew three hooks on the left end of the collar on the inner side (Ill. 225) and 
one to its lower edge about half-way between the center front and back. 

Cut the facing (preferably of silk) the same shape as the collar. Turn in the edges of 
the facing and hem it to the collar on the left side, and to the neck of the right side of the 
waist. Work three buttonholeloops at the right of the collar, and one in the left side of 
the waist at the neck. The collar and facing are shown in Illustration 225. 

COLLARS AND CUFFS FOR COATS AND SUITS AND CAPES. Instructions for 
making these collars and cuffs are handled in the chapter on the making of these gar- 
ments. (Chapter 12.) 

THE BOTTOM OF A DRESS SLEEVE should be finished with a hem or bias facing 
or seam-binding sewed on flat like a facing, or with a trimming suitable to the garment. 

AN UNLINED CUFF is sewed on a dress sleeve in the same way as an unlined collar. 
(Ills. 221 and 222.) 

A LINED CUFF WHICH TURNS BACK is sewed on in the same way as a lined 
collar. (Ill. 223.) 

A REMOVABLE CUFF is finished in the same way asa removable collar. (Ill. 224.) 

THE CUFFS FOR A MANNISH SHIRT-WAIST. The making and sewing on of a man- 
nish shirt-waist cuff will be found in the chapter on Shirt-waists. (Chapter 8.) 

A BELT may be cut double, the edges turned in toward each other, basted and 
stitched. 

It may be cut in two portions, an outer portion and an under portion or lining, the 
edges turned in toward each other, basted and stitched. 

It may be cut in two portions, an outer portion and an under portion, which may be 
laid with the right sides face to face and stitched together on three sides. It is then 
turned right side out and the open edges slip-stitched together. 

A CASING is used for a garment that must be comfortable at the waistline, knees, 
ankles, ete. In some instances the casing is formed by a hem stitched on both turned 
edges. 

In other eases a casing is applied on either the right or wrong side of the garment. 
An elastic or drawstring is drawn through the casing to adjust the garment as desired. 
A casing is a straight piece of material with its edges turned under as shown in Illus- 

tration 226. The width of the casing depends on the character of the garment and where 
it isused. For example, you would require a wider casing at the waistline of mohair serge 
bloomers than at the waistline of a very fine batiste blouse. The casing can be made of 
the same material as the garment if it is 
suitable. In the case of mohair serge or 5 
any other material that would make a 
clumsy casing you can use a piece of strong sy ie 
silk or lining material for the casing. i iis eee 

The casing is sewed flat to the garment Bish ome 
at both edges either by hemming it (Ill. 226) REN cos Sas 
or stitching it by machine. pe g it by S es \ R& % 

A BELT CASING is a double belt a little A Se 
larger than the waist size. The ends are 4 eA aN 
left open and an elastic or tape is run eS 
through the casing to regulate the fulness ‘ \ 
around the waist. This belt casing is us- N 
ually stitched where the belt joins the blouse "> 
and again just above the folded lower edge 4 

of the casing. Ill. 226. Sewing on a Casing



CHAPTER 24 

BUTTONHOLES, EYELETS, BUTTONS, PATENT FASTENERS, 
HOOKS AND EYES AND BLIND LOOPS 

Barred Buttonhole—Round-End Buttonhole—Tailors’ Buttonhole—Simulated Buttonhole— 

Loop Buttonhole—Bound Buttonhole—Eyelets—Sewing on Buttons—Covering Button-Molds— 

Sewing on Patent Fasteners—Sewing on Hooks and Eyes—Blind Loops 

WELL-MADE GARMENT that is otherwise perfect may be greatly injured in ap- 
A pearance by badly made buttonholes. They should always be properly spaced and 

marked before they are cut. Mark the points for the top and bottom button- 
holes, and divide the distance between these two points into the desired number of 
spaces. The slit must be cut on the thread of the goods, if possible, and must be large 
enough to allow the button to slip through easily, as a buttonhole becomes tighter after it 
is worked. 

With the buttonhole scissors carefully test the length of the slit and make a clean cut 
with one movement of the scissors. One of the most noticeable faults in buttonholing 

results from an uneven 
or ragged slit. This may MRL haat 

s < be caused by dull scis- scam CEG 2 
f Lh ro, sors or by the slipping of I s 

ff) es FF Simm the fabric. To prevent F ‘Ye Pe ie “| 

fy > ~ \,. the material from slip- ei oS ee NS) 
Lf eo RG ping, baste around the i ee a 

: yy , Wl cutting line before using ff aR) Be ee 

QZ vy 4 ee H aoe ae 
Am U fo | ; There are three kinds 4 ee 
Yfyyyy fn (|b of buttonholes, one with oe Ae Ree ee 

1 IW the bar at both ends —— 
jy; Ki y \ (I. 228), another with ee 

q O \ one round and _ one 3 
OLX barred end (Ill. 229), and =: 

Ill. 227. Correct Position in a third called the tailors’ ree 
Making Buttonholes buttonhole. (Ill. 230.) He ‘ 

pai 
BARRED BUTTONHOLES as illustrated in Ill. 228 are fie 

used for underwear, waists and shirts. If the buttonhole ~ ve a 
is in an upright positi as in the center of a plait, or if —- 
the strain does not come at the ends of the buttonhole, as at 
the center back of a neckband, the buttonhole with a bar at 
both ends (Ill. 228) is used. If the strain on the buttonhole 
comes at one end so that the button requires a resting-place, - 
as in a cuff or belt, use the buttonhole with the round end. ae 
(Ill. 229.) Buttonholes are stranded to prevent the edges from ae 
stretching. Bring the needle up at one end of the buttonhole 2 
and, allowing the thread to lie along the edge of the cut on eta 
the right side of the material, stick down at the opposite end. ao 
Do the same on the other side of the cut and stick down op- 
posite the first stitch, with a stitch across the end to fasten the Ill. 228. Buttonhole with 

thread. ‘Ill. 228.) Bar at Both Ends 
112
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If the material is inclined to fray, overcast the edges before working the buttonholes. 
To make the stitch, place the buttonhole over the forefinger of the left hand, holding it 

in position with the thumb and second finger as shown in Ill. 227. Begin to work the but- 
tonhole close to the corner or starting-point. Insert the needle, and while it is pointing 
toward you, bring the double thread as it hangs from the eye of the needle around to the 
left under the needle. Draw the needle through the loop, letting the thread form a purl 
exactly on the edge of the slit. Continue these stitches to the opposite end, being careful 
to take them the same depth and close together. Now pass the needle up and down 
through the goods until two or three threads cross the end of the slit quite close to the but- 
tonhole stitches, thus forming a bar tack. (Ill. 228.) At the end, turn the work 

around so that the bar end is toward you and make several but- 
i ; tonhole stitches over the bar tack and through the material 

a j 4 (Ill. 227.) Work the other side of the buttonhole and the second 
| bar. ill. 228.) 

PS 

be ie : ne oka THE ROUND-END BUTTONHOLE is stranded in the same 
hi, ee i manner as the double-barred buttonhole. Illustration 229 shows 

ee -/| _ the steps in the making of this buttonhole with the opening first 
a. oy "%| ~stranded and then overcast. 

a ge | Begin the buttonhole stitch as in the first buttonhole, working 
sd. fs. i down one side. When the outer end is reached, the stitches are 

pet f= | taken onaslant, inserting the needle each time at a little different 
ae . i = | angle until the end is rounded. Continue the work on the other 
2 RSs =) | side. The inner end is finished with a bar tack. The different 
& be 7 P es \| steps of this buttonhole are shown in illustration 229. 

oe! | a aN 
ee Se =: THE TAILORS’ BUTTONHOLE is used for garments of ee iq [ ie t @ heavy cloth, as the round end or eyelet provides a resting-place 

bd eens ©} for the shank of the button or the stitches holding the button. 
<2 Bane: | Baste around the line of cutting so that the material will not slip, 
A ve "© | and cut the slit the desired length. At the outer end cut a small 
Poot: 48 Me} eyelet as shown in the top figure in illustration 230. 
oe After cutting, the buttonhole should be stranded so that the 
ee Ree Be worked edge of the buttonhole will be firm and distinct. This 
Ill. 229. Buttonhole with may be done with two threads of twist. Tailors follow the plan 

Round End of using a cord formed of several strands of the buttonhole twist, 
or linen thread twisted together, 

or a gimp cord. Anend of this cord or thread is sécured LESS 
at the inner end of the buttonhole between the fabrics, and BBE ig LAD 
the other end is fastened to the knee or some convenient Ao TR SERGE 
place and kept taut by a slight strain upon the work as it eee: eae 
is held in the hand. Pee 

By this strain the cord is kept straight and in position Bee oe 
just back of the edge of the buttonhole. The stitches are ASE ey 8 Se 
worked over the cord by the usual movements. After each Zee é 
stitch is drawn down, the loose twist should be picked up eg Bee 
firmly by the thumb and forefinger quite near the stitch, Brae 
and two or three circular twisting movements should be oo 
made so that the loop formed will settle securely and neatly eA ae 
into its proper position. Be careful to complete each stitch 
with uniform movements. When the eyelet is reached, the = 
work is adjusted so that the stitches may be made at the 
proper slant. The stitches should radiate from the eyelet AN 
as the spokes do in a wheel. (Ill. 230.) iS if 4 

The inner end of an eyelet buttonhole may be bar- Pa fete 
tacked. Sometimes the bars are simply worked with an aN \ 5 
over-and-over stitch. This is done by passing the needle ALE 
up through the fabric at one side of the bar and down a 
through it at the other side until the bars are entirely [§ SS 
covered with these stitches and the stays look like a fine Ill. 230. Tailors’ Buttonhole
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cord. After the buttonholes are worked, their edges should be closely basted together by 
an over-and-over stitch made by pushing the needle up and down over the edges just back 
of the stitches. Then they should be pressed under a dampened cloth. In fact, all but- 
tonholes should be pressed if the goods will permit. Before they are dry, a stiletto should 
be pushed up vigorously through each eyelet until the opening becomes perfectly round 
and the stitches around its edges are regular and distinct. When the bastings are re- 
moved, the buttonholes will be symmetrical in appearance. 

THE BOUND BUTTONHOLE is shown in 
ee ame Illustration 231. The length and position of the 

| buttonhole should be marked on the garment 
— : with basting-cotton. A bias strip of self or con- 
- - Z| trasting material about seven-eighths of an inch 

== : : wide is used for binding it. Sew the binding to 
: sae the right side of the garment with running 

— — ICES , stitches an eighth of an inch from the buttonhole 
lll. 231. Bound Buttonhole mark (Ill. 232). Turn in the other three edges an 

eighth of an inch and press them flat (Ill. 232). 
The binding should be fully the length of the 

eS slash. 
ee aoe == When it is sewed on and the edges pressed, cut 

Bey the buttonhole in the garment. Be sure to cut 
Wty ANS a clean, straight hole. 

ED Cee im = Push the binding through to the wrong side of 
eS the garment and slip-stitch it to position in the 
Ey SSE sewing line of the right side. Slip-stitch the 
= AS MOSSES NA 777 = corners of the binding so that they will not fray. 
ae ae a pibeneen 231 shows the finished bound button- 
2 veces me = hole. ; 
ees The bound buttonhole can be used on wool, 

Do ah eae: a FS ee im silk, linen or cotton garments. It gives a finished 
2 ee Enane look to a coat or dress and is particularly effec- 

tive when the binding itself is in a contrasting 
color, though the binding is frequently of the 

& ers poe, same material as the garment. 

ae <i ASIMULATED BUTTONHOLE (IIL. 233) is made 
} = i of a finished bias piping (Chap. 26, page 131), 
bes ears aa folded in half See The dolded end is 

ir tacked to the material and the raw edges of the 
Page ic so ammeted Buttonhole other end are pushed through on the wrong side 

of the material with a stiletto and tacked. 

ce ay A LOOP BUTTONHOLE (Ills. 234 and 235) is 
if ; made with a strip of finished bias piping with or 

f 3 without a cord inserted init. (Chap. 26, page 131.) 
| #- The loop buttonhole can also be made of 
to braid. The strip should be long enough to 

I age é 
k ae 

Si 
Ill. 235 The Ends of a Loop 

Ill. 234. A Loop Buttonhole May be Tacked 
Buttonhole to a Button
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ey, ee make a loop that will slip easily over the but- 
= / ioe = ton after the two raw ends of the loop are 
=o x ee 2 = tacked together. These ends may be tacked 

ae Lon Se to the back of a button (Ill. 235), or 
mg So: | “> == sewed between an edge and its facing (Ill. 

me wa SS 234), depending on the style effect re- 
fo SS = quired. 

oo : EYELETS are holes made and worked in a 
Ill. 236. Eyelet garment to hold a cord or buttons. 

The method of making them is shown in 
Illustration 236. Pierce the eyelet-hole with a stiletto. 
Make running stitches around the circle, place the hole over the forefinger of the left 

hand and buttonhole the edge, covering the running stitches. (III. 236.) 
Work from right to left, as shown in the first figure of Illustration 236. 

METHODS OF SEWING ON BUTTONS are shown in Illustration 237. Always 
use a coarse single thread in preference to a fine double one. In placing buttons in posi- 
tion, lap the edges of the garment, a ot 
and push a pin through at the [iss= 33e Suir gs (co AM deee Meme Ge ee 
outer end of the buttonhole. ee og wee a 
This will bring the button exactly |) |e. Me 
opposite the buttonhole. Make a See (7 a ee 
knot in the thread, push the needle Sioa @ Bee: f R Pere ee ks 
through from the right side so ees e y. 4 fo ge ee 
that the knot will be directly [gee we 
under the button. Place the [isa seis). 5000 2 geo) 2s 
button in position. Bring the [2 gee 6/5 oe 
thread up through a hole in the (ieee eee ere ee 
button and down through the hole Ill. 237. Sewing on Buttons 
diagonally opposite as shown in the 
second figure of Illustration 237. Place a pin under the thread on top of the button, inorder 
to keep the thread loose, and make a cross-stitch through the remaining holes. (Il. 237.) 

Repeat the stitches until the button is securely fastened. Remove the pin, draw the 
button away from the material as far as possible and wind the working thread tightly 

several times around the threads between 
the button and the material, thus forming a 
thread shank for the button. If a button is 
too closely sewed to the garment, it will not 
have room to rest easily in the buttonhole and 
will crowd the latter out of shape and make 

he the spacing seem irregular. The loose sewing 
=e and the winding increase the durability 

of the work and lessen the strain on the 
button. 

pe The first illustration shows another way of 
A le . sewing on a button in which the stitches are not 

iM eS crossed. This method is used in dress and 
f | ee coat making, as the stitches are considered 
\ more ornamental. The third illustration shows 

a the method of sewing on a shank button. 
‘Sorta Make the stitches parallel with the edge when 

ets) sewing on this button so that the strain will 
pr: come on the shank. 

‘ Si Cala 

3 y aN COVERING BUTTON-MOLDS—Cut a thin 
| piece of sheet wadding the shape of the 
. mold but about 3% of an inch smaller all 

° around. (Ill. 238.) 
Il. 238. Covering Button-Molds Place it on top of the mold. (Il. 238.)
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Cut another piece of sheet wadding a little larger than the mold and place it over 
the mold on the first piece of wadding. Draw it up on the under side of the mold with a 
few crosswise stitches to make it lie flat. 

If the outside material of the button-mold is heavy the wadding may be omitted. 

FOR THE COVERING cut a piece of the outside material the same shape as the mold, 
and a little larger than the button but not large enough to quite come together on the 
under side. (Ill. 238.) If it comes together the button will be bunchy and clumsy. 

Gather the cover about one-eighth of an inch from the edge with fine running stitches 
(Ill. 288) and lay it over the padded side of the mold. Draw up the gathering 
thread. The gathering must be smooth and tight over the mold without any folds or 
wrinkles, especially at the edges. A few stitches across the back will hold it (Ill. 238). 

If the button is to be used to fasten a garment 
the back should be lined with a piece of the covering 

Fe (esas Say material. Cut the lining the size of the mold and 
= =) the same shape. Turn the edges in and fell it neatly 

ee © i to the back of the button. (Ill. 238). Put the facing 
iy on the back of the button so that it is slightly full. 

t pe This fulness serves as a shank. (Ill. 238.) If 
I b iP i a button-mold is covered with heavy cloth the 
2 P | lining should be of satin or some other thin ma- 
UN Sere P 4 terial in the same color for the cloth would be too 
pe le } bulky. 
a a , peed If the button is to be used asa trimming, the 

i ce lining may be omitted. 
LS Ses N ee | For molds which have a hole in the center and 
ve oe 2 ie | which are covered with material which is not too 
pe gana ot | heavy, the covering may be just large enough to 

Ill. 239. Sewing on Patent Fasteners cover the mold with only as much material in the 
back as can be forced into the hole with one’s needle. 

SEWING ON PATENT FASTENERS—Patent fasteners are used where an especially 
flat closing is desired and where there is no strain on the closing. Where there is a strain, 
as at the center back of a waistline or at the closing 
of a close fitting skirt, patent fasteners don’t hold as 
securely as hooks and eyes. [Sec eee ee 

The edges of the closing may be finished with a be ees! ’ 
hem or facing. Place the upper edge over the under . ia | ' ! 4 
edge in the position they will be in when finished, { a | 
and mark the position of the fasteners by running Lo By > ek | 
a pin straight down through both edges about one- ' z' 
quarter or three-eighths of an inch from the edge. «et i ‘ | 
Separate the edges a little and mark both the upper LF ; | phe) 
and under edges just where the pin passes through @ ec 
the material. If you use these marks for the center i m4 

of the fastener the two sides of the fastener will A\: a en | 
match exactly. The heaviest part of the fastener pa. 
is used for the under part. | Nees] =e 

Several stitches should be taken through each of ca, 
the holes around the edge of the fastener, enough to | J og } 
hold it securely. (Ill. 239.) | — Mone | i 
When a fastener is sewed through one thickness | : my 

of material as at a trimming line, ribbon binding or | ’ wt 
tape should be used underneath the material to t } a! . | 
relieve the strain. | ; | 

' ‘i 

SEWING ON HOOKS AND EYES—Before sew- ite) SS 
ing on hooks and eyes, stitch each edge of the a A re 
closing one-eighth of an inch back from the fold 1G: 
edge and again three-eighths of an inch from the Ill. 240. Sewing on Hooks and Eyes
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first stitching as shown in Illustration 240. This gives a firm edge. 
Pin the closing edges together with the upper and lower ends even. Place a tape-mea- 

sure along one edge and with pins mark the position for the hooks and eyes. For a waist 
they should be one and one-quarter inch apart. The hooks and eyes are sewed on alter- 
nating (Ill. 240), for this arrangement holds the edges closer together and prevents 
them from unhooking. 

The hooks may all be sewed on one side and the eyes on the other side of the opening 
if preferred but the alternating arrangement is usually considered better. 

Separate the two rings of the hook at the back to make it lie flatter. (Ill. 240.) 
Place the hook well inside the edge and sew through the two rings and over the end of the 
pill. (Ill. 240.) This last sewing should be one-quarter of an inch from the edge of the 
garment. (Ill. 240.) 

In sewing on the eyes let the eye extend just far enough beyond the edge of the garment 
to fasten easily. (Ill. 240.) Sew the eye through the two rings and at the edge of the 
garment. (Ill. 240.) 

Sew them securely for the sewing will give a little if there is any strain on the closing. 
Be careful in sewing the hooks and eyes on the second side of the closing to have them 

exactly opposite the eyes and hooks on the first side. 
After the hooks and eyes are sewed on, turn back the edge of the hem or facing and 

hem the fold edge by hand to the row of stitching near the edge of the closing (Ill. 240), 
covering the sewing of the hooks and eyes. (Il. 240.) 

BLIND LOOPS are used on garments fastened with hooks and eyes, to take the place 
of the eyes. The process of making them is shown in Illustration 241. Mark the position 
of the loop opposite the hook, knot the thread and bring the needle up through the mate- 
rial. Make a bar tack the desired length (Ill. 241) by taking three or more stitches one 
over the other. Working from left to right. hold the thread down with the left 
thumb, and insert the needle, eye foremost, under the bar and over the thread. (Ill. 241.) 
The use of the blunt end of the needle facilitates the work. Draw the thread up, letting the 
purl come to the lower edge of the loop. (Ill. 241.) Repeat the stitches, covering the 
entire bar tack, and fasten on the wrong side. (Ill. 241.) Sometimes the bar tacks are 
made in the form of a cross-stitch. 

piensa : 

Ez ie Rs 

4 
pee | oo 

Serato ae 

Ill. 241. Blind Loop



CHAPTER 25, 

TRIMMING STITCHES 

Machine Hemstitching—French Hemstitching—Plain Hemstitchings—Imitation Hand-Hemstitch- 
ing—Double Hemstitching—Beading and Fagot-Stitches—Drawn-Work—Rolled Edges—Com- 
bination Running and Cross Stitching—Diagonal Stitch—Double Overcasting—Cross Double 
Overcasting—Running Stitch used as a Trimming—Blanket-Stitch—Feather-Stitching—Bar 

Tacks—Arrow-Head Tacks—Crow’s-Foot Tacks 

ACHINE HEMSTITCHING is used on blouses, dresses, ar oo. 7] 
M lingerie, ete., to put together seams, finish hems Str Gon ee 3 

and put on trimmings such as bands, ete. It is . ; “ 
neat, durable and gives a garment a dainty, finished look. pals Rtas 
Tt is also used as a trimming either in straight rows or in Re erp Ne 3c 
a fancy design. Prices for the work vary, but it is not ecopevesre satin 1S, 
expensive. It can not be done at home, as the machine ee SRE 
required is too costly, but any plaiting establishment or the ees: ee: | 
salesroom of a sewing-machine company will do it. “lage | eae | 

The line or seam for machine hemstitching should $7 —~ — — = | 
always be basted in self-colored thread so that the basting a 
need not be removed. (Ill. 242.) Removing the basting lll. 242. Baste with Self- 
cuts the hemstitching. Only one mark is necessary for Colored Thread 
French hemstitching. 

Seams on which machine hemstitching is used as a trimming or finish should be basted 
flat with both edges of the seam turned toward the left side (Ill. 243) and pressed. 
An invisible seam for transparent materials can be made by machine hemstitching an 
ordinary seam. (Ill. 244.) The seam is basted in the usual way and the hemstitching is 
done on the wrong side of the garment just outside the basting. (Ill. 244.) The seam 
edges are trimmed off. (Ill. 244.) 

In machine hemstitching keep the garment as nearly flat as possible. Seams that are 
not to be hemstitched should not be basted or sewed until after the hemstitching is done, 
for if they are left open it will be possible to keep the garment much flatter. If a cuff 
is to be hemstitched to a sleeve, leave the sleeve seam open until the hemstitching is done. 

Pte! 
Eee A . 4 EE ee: iN : 

i k 2 ee Su ee 

- ine he a 
fe a a ea) > 

ae i ¢ peal Bs. N 
Bo peg 4 cage q 
oe ie Sage 

yy - a 
| aa ae: | Brea ee: eM io) oe Rn . 

Me a Pee a ee 

Ill. 243. Machine Hemstitching Ill. 244, Machine Hemstitching lll. 245. A Foundation Is Used 

as a Seam Finish for an Invisible Seam Under Bias Edges 
118
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A FOUNDATION FOR MACHINE HEM- r 
STITCHING is necessary under bias edges ie ys S r 

such as shaped collars (Ill. 245) under thin | See a a 
materials (Ill. 246) and for French hem- ff) | 6 
stitching (Ill. 248) (several rows of hem- ee Fs = 
stitching placed close together). a eee S 2 

The foundation for such materials as Dee : ES 
net, Georgette crépe, chiffon, lace, ete., prs : : ees 
may be mousseline de soie or very thin PS FSS So 
lawn. oe eal 

The foundation for machine hemstitch- Se Ms eee Sage | 
ing done on the bias of the material can be ee See ee | 
a straight strip of the same material or of ps GRC SER Re ONS eae 
the foundations mentioned above, about one- 
half inch wide basted underneath the line _ Ill-246. A Foundation for Net, etc., May Be Mousseline 
to he hemstitched. (Ill. 247.) If no material de Sole or Very Thin Lawn 

3 eo eS ERR SES TRS FOR z4 beeper Sse See eae Hu 
pee clk a 4 Se es ca | 

ae ee aes eee | : ee ‘aaa: Nee ores at 
ee he a ea me EK ea So 
Ngee eee pes ty gee” eS 

 — =. 

Ill. 247. Machine-Stitching Done Il. 248. French Hemstitching also Ill. 249. Picot Edging Is Machine 
on the Bias Requires a Foundation Hemstitching Cut Through the 

Center 

for a foundation is at hand, baste the article to a piece of firm paper and stitch it by machine 
along the line for the hemstitching. (Ill. 245.) This stitching keeps the edge from stretch- 
ing and gives the operator the correct line for machine hemstitching. The paper 
should be torn away before the material is sent to the operator. Paper can also be used 
in this way under straight edges of thin material when you do not wish to use a foundation. 

FRENCH HEMSTITCHING (several rows of hemstitching placed close together) re- 
quires a foundation when it is done on either thick or thin material. (HII. 248.) The 
foundation can be of the same material or of the foundations mentioned above. 

The seams or foundations are cut away close to the hemstitching after the hemstitch- 
ing is done. 

On edges other than seam edges when there is a 
single thickness of material leave about three-eighths 

pe of an inch of material outside the line of hemstitching. 

SS PICOT EDGING is simply machine hemstitch- 
ee ing cut through the center. (Ill. 249.) It makes a 

= Re SS = very dainty and yet strong finish for edges of col- 
(2 = et lars, sleeves, tunics, ruffles, sashes, ete. 

= eS | poe ee HAND-HEMSTITCHING is a line of openwork made 
lw A by drawing out parallel threads and fastening the 

AS DAS PAE SS Ba yA eae eross threads in successive small clusters. Draw 
i) a as many thredds of the material as desired at the 

4) ee top of the hem, and baste it on this line. Hold the 
Po Pe Sy ae gS oes hem toward you and work on the side on which it 

is turned up. 
“ itch Illustration 250 shows the position of the hem 

Lagat en ietg with the stitching done from left to right. 

‘
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SURG 9 a3 PLAIN HEMSTITCHING. Insert the needle 
ee ae in the under fold of the hem at the left-hand edge. 
oy a > B Feo Hold the work over the forefinger of the left hand, 

Tr tees pres deere! keeping the thumb over the thread. Take up PY VY PER RUN ¢ 
oe Fees Peter four or five threads with the needle, and draw the 
Bea eee 3 PA needle through, holding the thread firmly by the left 

h ee hype thumb. (Ill 250.) At the extreme right of these 
& pe ee pes stitches take a short stitch in the fold of the hem, 
eros ce oO 4 te as shown in the illustration. Now take up the 
2S ee Sa 8H same number of threads as before, and repeat. 

. Pe : Care must be taken to keep the warp and woof 
bee Gee ie ce threads exactly parallel, especially in hemstitch- 
2 Se Bi ing a corner where the material has not been cut 

away. 
Ill. 251. Double Hemstitching 

DOUBLE HEMSTITCHING — Draw the 
cere threads as for plain hemstitching and baste the 
a Gases i hem in the same way. Hold the hem toward 
Pees 3 you and work on the side on which the hem is 

EY) Fe OR aw turned. Insert the needle in the under fold of 
en WE $e ee the hem at the extreme right and work from 

Betas res Re ee right to left, holding the work over the fore- 
Bo ie BY | = finger of the left hand. Hold the thread under 
Des is R gs the thumb and take up four or five threads with 
Pgs ee eee the needle, bringing the needle out over the thread 
Page eas Res so that it forms a loop as shown in Illustration 251. 

3 bee oe de 3 Draw this loop quite tight and take a small stitch 
oe he to the left of the stitch in the fold of the hem. 

a. BY Now take up the same number of threads as 
7 before and repeat the hemstitching for the length 

ea Pee Poo em. of your hem. When it is finished turn your work 
so that the opposite side of the drawn threads 

is toward you. Make a second 
row of hemstitching in the same <I 7 ET eas | 
way, taking up the same groups of : : Mj oe nae am 
thread as before. (Ill. 251.) Take | | beet fee ee 
the little stitch between the groups | - Ba: Fa aS 
through the edges of the material : } = iam 
instead of through the fold of the J} an OC <a Bi | 
hem as in the first row. i ‘ ‘ j : aN. 

- 4 c = i 
SERPENTINE OR FAGOT HEM- aie a E § Pt ‘ Sy 

STITCHING is worked the same r i | E fo Nees 
as double hemstitching except FF: | th So 
that in the second row of stitches | "| Key | 18 ea 
half of the threads of one cluster [4 J | as is 
and half of the threads of the [ © Zr) me F 
next cluster are grouped together, = 
giving a slanting or serpentine II 253. Preparing for Imitation Ill. 254. _ Imitation Hand Hem- 
effect. (Ill. 252.) For this type Hand Hemstitching stitching by Machine 
of hemstitching the groups must 
contain an even number of drawn threads so that they can be divided evenly. Other- 
wise the effect of the clusters wil! be irregular and uneven when finished. 

IMITATION HAND-HEMSTITCHING can be worked on the sewing-machine.  Illus- 
trations 253 and 254 show how it can be done on the machine at home. This gives a 
form of hemstitching that is often used on house linen—sheets, tea-cloths, etc. Fold 
the material for a hem, and cut the garment off one-quarter of an inch above the 
sewing line. Fold blotting-paper or any soft paper to one-eighth of an inch thickness. 
Place the two cut edges of the garment together, as if to sew a seam. Slip the
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blotting-paper between the two edges, 
ri loosen the tension of the machine and 

get rr ule hell et & stitch a quarter-inch seam through all 
ey = the thicknesses. (Ill. 253.) When the 

St enh seam is stitched, cut the paper close to 
ii arama peel 7 the stitching and pull it out. The 
ae See | stitches between the two edges of the 
ie BBR Hi giaeer material will then look like Illustration 

IIL 255... Drawing the Threads 254. The edge toward the hem is turned 
down and the hem is stitched by ma- 

chine, close to the 
turning. The raw Ait ve 
edge of the garment : oe ; Perey ulate be gpl Ta 
is turned in and Ht arti | 1 A a 
stitched by machine. lh HI Hh iil" 9 [| 

MW = MM Hil | 
prawn-work “IT J daet = LATA 

makes an exquisite aes | ee FS Se 
trimming for lingerie ate Ill. 257. Take \ 12s; 
frocks and blouses, @ Stitch in the ie 
andictor ‘dress for Ib 256. Rin theNeada’ Meteridlena Wen Rape, onDom re 

j Under Four or Five Through the ot) Np ge eas children and young .: the Same Number of 
girls. It is also used [ess oe Stitches 
on lingerie. Cotton 
voile is the best material to use for drawn-work because the threads pull easily. This 
material can be used for dresses, blouses and underwear. Batiste and handkerchief linen 
ean also be used, but it is a bit more difficult to draw the threads. 

For household linens, drawn-work adds to the beauty and value of the linen and can 
be used alone or with hand-embroidery. 

= + : eA HAR ety at ka say 
Mil create ati Blast? | Ae |S 
yt tt er \ IN \ i 

| idee RES “CULAR \ Mii //|\ Wor AOR Ses uot eee 4 WY USE ye So See rR 
sy eee ~~ STE Renee pee aoe Ti eS 

Ills. 259 and 260. For Twisted-Thread Drawn-work Il. 261. Fagot Drawn-work, 

a E 5 Drawn-work can only be done on 
OG. FO. GF Or GAO OUG | the straight line of the goods, for it is 

WON e 6a VaAA ATO 5 done with the drawn threads. It can 
Ant Scan AS Sas aaa never be done on a circle or curve. 

\ raat! fl fN As To prepare to draw the threads de- 
i eo t ne a) oe) 6 cide on the length of the drawn-work. 
x 5) LA p | \ Py Measure up the required number of 

, Ae. i MNP A AGH inches and place a mark. Draw one 
ie Bata 4 ge: pee ef thread from this mark, then with the 
RM EOR KA A OP, FO, %,%, points of a sharp pair of scissors cut 
eee oo? Waa Caray, 8 across the desired number of threads. 

qo a ‘ (IL. 255.) Pull out a little of each thread 
with a pin and pull the thread. On 

6 voile two or three can be drawn at a 
aU 2 ay time. 

es Ne4 Bs Bs" _ When the threads are drawn, run the 
¢ CRY LA O45e needle under four or five threads (Il. 
is: ne Sane fhe 256), using number sixty cotton for the 

Ills. 262 and 263. Twisted-Thread Drawn-Work blouses and number sixteen twisted
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embroidery thread for a dress. Draw it down in front of you. This will form a little 
loop. Take a little stitch in the material and through the loop; pull the thread tight 
to form a knot. (Ill. 257.) Take up the next four or five threads. (The thread be- 
tween the stitches should be loose, but the knots should be tight.) Work all along one 
side, overcast the end of the work, and turn, working down the opposite side, taking up 
the same stitches. (Ill. 258.) This is plain drawn-work. 

For the twisted threads used so effectively on Illustrations 262 and 263, hemstitch 
both edges as directed above, then weave the threads as follows: 

Join the thread in one end of the work. *Run the needle under the first three threads, 
turn; run the needle over the third and under the second and first thread, turn; run the 
needle under the second and fourth threads (Ill. 259), turn; run the needle under the 
second. (Ill. 260.) Now pull the thread and repeat from *. 

For the fagot drawn-work used as a border in the wide drawn-work and on a 
dress, draw the threads as usual and 

(eR hemstitch one edge, taking up ten 
< Pees threads; take a little overcasting stitch 

between each knot and bring the thread 
Los Se out in the center of each thread. When 
hon the row is finished, turn and work back, 
VARA taking half of the first group in the first 

stitch and the remaining half of the first 
pees ws peg en group and half of the second in the next 
TRON UNS stitch (Ill. 261.) 

hand-made trimming that is always popular 
Ill. 264. Simple Fagot-Stitch and attractive. (Ill. 264.) The simple 

beading stitch or any of the more elaborate 
stitches shown in the illustrations, which ; ie. i 
are very effective for trimming dainty ai as ein PR ah meee 
lingerie, may also be used as a beading f 
through which to run narrow ribbon. . 

For fagoting, the design of the work eee a 54 
should first be traced on a piece of stiff sui ee 
paper. Or, as in the case of a yoke or , 
collar where a fitted shaping is required, a i a ae 
fitted pattern should be cut of stiff paper, “= a Pl eae Sas rams 
and the ribbon, braid or folds of the ma- I ie Ce Se 
terial basted evenly in position, following Re % = = 

all the curves. When the fagoting is to — all : oo 
be applied to the garment in fancy design, Ill.265. Simple Beading Stitches 
and the material underneath the stitches 
cut away afterward, the entire piece of work should be smoothly basted over paper, 
and the line of spacing which represents the fagot-stitching outlined with chalk or trac- 
ing cotton. 

THE SIMPLE FAGOT-STITCH is done by crossing first from left to right, and re- 
crossing from side to side between the folds of the material, taking a small stitch in the 
edge. The needle in crossing ‘each time passes under the thread of the preceding stitch, 
thus giving the threads a slight twist at the edge of the material. (Ill. 264.) 

SIMPLE BEADING STITCHES are shown in IIlustration 265 on this page. 
To make the upper design, a buttonholed bar, take a stitch directly across the space 

between the two folds and work the buttonhole-stitch over the thread back to the start- 
ing-point. Then stick the needle into the edge of the fold near the hole of the first stitch 
to keep the bar from twisting, and on the under side pass on to position for the next bar. 

In the lower design the thread is carried across as in the other case, and, returning, 

one loose buttonhole-stitch is made over the thread. Over this same loop run two closer 
buttonhole-stitches. Then make a second loose buttonhole-stitch over the first thread,
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and again, as before, the two close button- 
hole-stitches over this loop. Catch the needle 
into the edge of the fold, and pass on to the , ha ie > i 
next stitch. The link bar is not so difficult ty i “ 
to make as it appears, and really ean be done F = 
more quickly than the plain buttonhole-bar. ‘ 73 

MORE ELABORATE BEADING STITCHES oF oe ee ae | 
are shown in Illustration 266. The upper a Syms g Ae kt 
design is a combination of the link bar ‘ fn ss 
(described in the preceding paragraph) run ye “¢ Rag rp 
diagonally across the open space, and a simple 2 Xe 
twisted stitch run straight across from the & F es. 
apex of each of the triangles thus made. re a eT Ne 

To make the second design from the top in ty ws 
Illustration 266, bring the thread up from one 5 el 
edge of the fold over to the opposite edge, take a ee Pe — a eS 
stitch from the under side and draw the thread av Fee 
taut. Then insert the needle three-eighths aa ee 
of an inch from that point, allowing the iw Se lee 
thread to form a tiny loop. Insert the needle PY dete vA a es 
again directly opposite the last hole, and from hehe fn ald oo Be GEN 
this point make five buttonhole-stitches in = = | Mee ae ee 
the loop. Now catch up the edge of the fold ly 
just where the first plain stitch began, and Ill. 266. Elaborate Beading Stitches 
on the under side bring it over to the second ‘i 
plain stitch, and draw it up for the next loop. . 

In the third design in Illustration 266 the thread is first carried across from one fold to the 
other and left rather loose. Then the thread is brought up through the same fold one- 
quarter of an inch from the point where it was just inserted. Make five buttonhole- 
stitches in the loop formed of the thread in crossing, and insert the needle in the op- 
posite edge. 
Now carry the thread over again to form the next loop, running the needle into the same 

hole. Bring it up one-quarter of an inch 
ee fo) opens below this point, and continue as before. 

po ae To make the buttonhole cross-bar stitch 
ee ee SZ es Eom oF illustrated in the fourth design of Illustration 

Bron oa Ogata oo ag 266, first make a buttonholed bar as described 
pe (ia: og SS FF 7) inthe paragraph on simple beading stitches 
ee ie ae ae > SF {| ~SsCébut do not draw it tight; rather let it curve 

" ea eae7 Se == a trifle. Then proceed as if for the next 
ngeO ls MOed Eee bar, but when crossing catch into the pre- 

ceding bar at the center buttonhole-stitch, 
and then continue to the opposite edge. Make an even number of buttonhole- 
stitches on each side on this thread. Allow a small space between the cross-bars. 

ROLLED EDGES are used as a trimming on waists and dresses of thin materials and 
also on children’s clothes. They are worked with twisted embroidery silk on silk ma- 
terials and with mercerized cotton on cotton materials. Either self or contrasting colors 
may be used. Hold the right side of 
the material toward you. Begin at the 
right end and roll the edge toward you 
between the thumb and forefinger of the eB BNE a : 
left hand, keeping the edge rolled for Toa ae 
about one and a half inch ahead of the |g (Pines 
sewing. Fasten the thread at the right |-istee a ei eee BY ee 
and take slanting stitches over the roll. Rae 
The stitches should be about one-quar- ! 
ter of an inch apart. Do not draw the . 268. inati i 
thread tight, (Ill. 267.) oo ee
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Where two edges are joined as in a waist with a fancy lining both edges should be 
rolled separately. Place the rolled edge of the outer part directly beneath the rolled edge 
of the under part. (Ill. 267.) Sew them together with running stitches about one- 
quarter of an inch long just below the lower roll. 

CROSS- STITCH, FRENCH-KNOT 
EMBROIDERY, BRAIDING, BEAD- 

a ING AND EMBROIDERY are worked F AAA i from transfer designs. Designs for 
3 ~ WNW every kind of fashionable hand 

te sapere el trimming will be found in Needle- x ties NAAN Art. Every transfer gives illus- 
Si seers Peters es trated directions for making the 
Speer SAN AOS Ren neces. ke erg aan stitches suitable for that design. pronase Sk 

Ill. 269. Diagonal Stitch Used as a Trimming COMBINATION RUNNING AND 
CROSS-STITCH is used as a trim- 
ming and around the edges of waists, 

dresses and children’s clothes and to 
hold the hems of facings. (Ill. 268.) 
Work two rows of running stitches 
about three-eighths of an inch apart. 
Make the stitches about five-eighths 
of an inch long and the space be- A XN NN 3 
tween the stitches one-half an inch. ane Lee Ore 
Fasten your thread at the extreme Nas aS ae cee Tbe ngs pag ener ar = 
right and bring the needle out at the Se tee ap tg AIR tgs | 
lower left-hand corner of the space, sie aay eS Ns came Cd 
near the running stitch. Insert the —————— — 
needle at the upper right-hand corner Il, 270. Double Overcasting 
and bring it out at the lower right- 
hand corner of the same space near 
the running stitch. Insert the needle at the upper left-hand corner near the running 
stitch. This completes the first cross-stitch. (Ill. 268.) Take a long slanting stitch at 
the under side of the garment, bringing the needle out at the lower left-hand corner of 

the next space. Work a cross-stitch 
in each space according to the in- 
structions just given. 

TRIMMING STITCHES such 
as double overcasting, cross double 

“ overeasting, diagonal stitch, ete., 
Ppehac doin eae cetu or eee p IN AM cs | may be worked in rope silk, wool or 
Aa CONE a Ns GP ok ee ; fine chenille on garments of silk or 
ee Jee: PENS nape Os nce ace ] wool. In mercerized embroidery 
eg Re eee | cotton these stitches may be used 
eet ee sp ahaa a on garments of cotton materials. 

Bennie SSN DIAGONAL STITCH isusedas 
s a trimming and to hold hems and 

B27 tess Vuh Ov etcasinis facings at the edges of necks, arm- 
holes, tunics, ete. As many rows 
may be used as desired. Use a 

Butterick smocking transfer with the dots three-eighths of an inch apart. Stamp two 
rows of dots for every row of diagonal stitches. (Ill. 269.) 

Fasten the thread at the right * and bring the needle up through the first dot in the 
lower row. Insert the needle one dot to the left in the upper row and take a stitch straight 
down bringing the needle straight up through the dot directly beneath in the lower row. 

Repeat from * till the end of the row. (Ill. 269.) This trimming works up quickly 
and is very effective in contrasting color.
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DOUBLE OVERCASTING is used to finish the edges of waists, thin dresses and 
children’s clothes. Turn under a hem one-quarter of an inch deep and baste it. Hold 
the work loosely in the left hand. Fasten the thread at the right and overcast toward the 
left. (Chapter 16, page 82.) Make the stitches about the depth of the hem and place 
them three-eighths of an inch apart. When the entire edge is overcast, overcast in the 

opposite direction, inserting the needle at the base of each stitch in the previous row. 
(Ill. 270.) The stitches of the first and second rows will cross at the edge. (Ill. 270.) 

CROSS DOUBLE OVERCASTING is used to finish the edges of waists, thin dresses 
and children’s clothes. Turn under a hem about one-quarter of an inch deep and baste it. 
Hold the garment loosely in the left hand with the edge away from you. Fasten the 
thread at the right and overcast toward the left making the overcasting stitches 
(Chapter 16, page 82) three-eighths of an inch apart and the depth of the hem. Take 
eare to keep them even. (Ill. 271.) 
When the entire edge is overcast, insert the needle at the lower edge of the hem, directly 

under where the last stitch crossed the 
i ta J edge. Overcast in the opposite direc- 

, z See cana, meen ed tion so that the stitches of the first and 
NS gem g en4 second rows cross in the middle of the 

ae —_ | hem. (Ill. 271.) 

‘ ) RUNNING STITCH used as a trim- 
} ming’ consists of several alternating 
L ee Sissies Sa rows of the stitches at the edges of 

is aa ae waists, dresses and children’s clothes to 
Eien BOs SEs OS ee hold the hem or facing. These stitches 

are about one-half inch long and one- 
quarter of an inch apart. (Ill. 272.) A space of one-quarter of an inch should be left 
between the rows. (Ill. 272.) 

BLANKET-STITCH is used as a trimming on organdy blouses and dresses, and on 
voile and Georgette crépe. It can be worked in rope cotton or in wool. The wool is 

,_ HHS aS ee aha 

[ PRS eRe, EERE eeres 7 

: Tear een ana ao Biel 

4 i \ { 

ea ea ee ee ee were PL ES EET Sse 

Be ee ere cet ae ; ASS Ey oie gD ee eee 
- ROD : 5 sy 

* RA AR BR \ a FE 7 1 

EN AN NS ; 

Ill. 273. Variations of the Blanket-Stitch Used as Trimmings
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Ill. 274. The Blanket- 
Stitch 

especially pretty. It can also be used in the same way on thin dresses and in wool on 
serge dresses and on crépe de Chine. 

The blanket-stitch is also used to protect the edges of heavy woolen materials and to 
prevent them from fraying. It is used on silk, serge and voile dresses, instead of over- 
casting the edges of the seams. 

The plain blanket-stitch is used for overcasting seams, but as a trimming you can use 
either the plain blanket-stitch or variations of it shown in Illustration 273, shown on 
page 125. 

In working a blanket-stiteh do not use a knot but secure the thread by running 

WW te ee 
NY xX NG : WZ MG AY 
XG NY Ny 
Wi, 7 WY A fS 
: Nip ee a 4 
WZ NY XOaF by gy WZ y yy, & RM 
A Ny Ny ~ SS 
WA Wy G hs A ye Ra 

NY NY 7 Negi yike So 
wy v * gay YESS 
7 NY Me Be |; of E NE 

Y MENG A i Y bs 
Cen WN gO | i 
AW NY Ni Av o& WV oN \¢ \ 8 \ A R ¥ A 

.) Oe R On, Y ay 
N pa iS a Y g y 

: : S A VEO SSR 
oR Gr ES 33.9 SR Re Rh Z SSS? BS 

lll. 275. Feather-stitching Set A YN 

: gi ¥ A 
one or two stitches toward the edge, Zi oR \.. “Kec, Gh 
holding the thread under the left | A OS ne WES 
thumb. Insert the needle the depth | 4 Oy Be Asa3s97 TR 
required, bringing it out under the edge, | A’ (N io eo “Hs 
allowing the thread beneath to form an + |¥ UN 
edge. (Ill. 274.) 1.276. Simple Design | ys 

a A 
THE FEATHER-STITCH is one of the most frequently SY 4 v 

used of all ornamental stitches, for it can be worked SQ Gl 
with the coarsest of yarn or the finest of silk or linen thread Ags. > SIF ; 
according to the nature of the material on which it is used. RL, 
It makes a most satisfactory trimming. The single, double 
and triple combinations are shown in Illustration 275. 1.277. Wreath Design
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Run a colored thread along the outline to mark the center line for the feather-stitching. 
To make the single stitch, knot the thread and then bring the needle up through the mate- 
rial. Hold the thread down over the line with the left thumb. Insert the needle a little 
to the left of this line, and take a short, slanting stitch toward the right, drawing the needle 
out while the thread is held down smoothly by the left thumb. Then hold down the 
thread on the center line and take a stitch of equal length on the right side and draw it out 
as before. 

For the double combination, take two stitches to the left, and two to the right each 
time before crossing the center line, and for the triple combination, take three stitches. 
The beauty of feather-stitching depends on its evenness. Illustrations 276 and 277 
show ornamental designs. 

Ill. 278. Making a Bar Tack Ill. 279. Barred on Ends 

BAR TACKS make a very neat and serviceable finish for the ends of seams, tucks 
and plaits, and the corners of collars, pockets and pocket-laps of tailored garments. 

Illustration 278 shows the process of making the simple bar tack, generally used as a stay 
for pocket openings. Mark the length desired for the tack, stick the needle through the 
entire thickness of the goods, down on one side, up on the opposite, and repeat several 
times, according to the required strength of the tack. Then without breaking off the 
thread, make one short stitch across one end of the long ones, and continue stitching 
closely all the way across, firmly covering the threads of the long stitches. Keep these 
eross-stitches close together, and while working, press the long stitches with the needle, 
to produce a cord-like effect. 

On garments having a finish of machine-stitches at pocket openings, etc., the bar 
tack, with small bars crossing the ends of the plain bar, is more ornamental. (Ill. 279.) 
The process of making is similar to that of the simple bar tack, with small bars worked 
in after the long one has been finished. 

ARROWHEAD TACKS are used at the top or bottom of plaits and laps and at the 
ends of seams and pocket openings. (Ills. 280, 281, 282 and 283.) 

First make an outline of the arrow with chalk or pencil. Bring the needle up at point A, 
then take a small stitch at point B as shown by the position of the needle in Illustration 280. 
Bring the needle down at point C (Ill. 281), up very close to point A along the line CA 
(Ill. 281), and take another stitch at point B close under the first one, and down very 
elose to point C along the line CA. (Ill. 282.) The needle must go in on the chalk line 
BC and come up on the chalk line BA, keeping the outline of the triangle. Each suc- 
cessive stitch below point B will be a little longer than the previous one. Repeat this 

= % ie y ] 
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Ill. 280. Outline of Arrowhead lll, 281. Second Movement Ill. 282. Third Movement
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Ill. 283. Arrowhead 

stitch until the entire space is filled. At the top of this page the completed arrowhead 
is shown in Illustration 283. It makes a neat, attractive finish. 

THE CROW’S-FOOT TACK is the most ornamental of the fancy tacks ordinarily 
used at the ends of pocket openings and seams. It is shown in Illustration 284, with the 
detail of the stitch in Hlustrations 285 and 286. 

Outline the tack with chalk or pencil. The dotted outline seen in Illustration 285 
shows the correct design for the tack. Bring the needle up at point A, pass it down at 
B, and up again at B outside of and close to the stitch in line AB; then down at C, up 
at C outside of and close to the stitch in line BC, and down at A just outside the stitch 
in line AB, as illustrated in Illustration 285. Now bring the needle up on the dotted 
line AC outside the stitch on line AC close to A; pass it down on dotted line BC outside 
the stitch on line BC close to B; up on dotted line AB outside both stitches on line AB 
close to B; down on dotted line CA outside the stitch on line CA close to C; up on 
dotted line BC outside both stitches on line BC; and down on dotted line AB outside 
both stitches on line AB, as shown in Illustration 286. Fill in the entire outline in this 
way until the completed foot looks like Illustration 284. It will be noticed in making 
this tack that all the stitches are taken on the dotted lines and always outside the made 
stitches, thus compressing the first stitches so as to curve the sides of the tack like the 
outline. 

For working these ornamental tacks, coarse buttonhole twist or twisted embroidery 
silk is usually employed, and it is generally the same color as the material. With a little 
practise these tacks can be well made, and any of them will add greatly to the finish of 
the garment. 

The crow’s-foot is generally worked in scarlet or dark blue silk on the pockets of serge 
sailor suits. When it is used to finish the end of a plait in a skirt it is worked in floss 
the color of the dress. 

LI 5 - , \ éu x A ey / 2 < ff } 

A Cc 
Il. 284. Crow’s-Foot Ill, 285. Detail of Crow’s-Foot Ill. 286. Second Movement



CHAPTER 26 

BIAS TRIMMINGS 

Bands or Folds—Lined Fold—Piped Fold—Double Folds—Milliners’ Fold—Tailors’ Strap— 
Cording—Corded Tuck—Piping—Cord Piping—Bias Bindings—Rolled Hem 

ANDS OR FOLDS USED AS TRIMMING ee cetamgie i, ee Pree 
B are made in a variety of ways. They Ske 2 Prog SO 

; may be lined, unlined, double of the mate- a 
rial, or piped at the edges. Cut the band the [@eeS "=e 
required width, allowing for a turning at both [{ | ~~ 9S > : 
edges. SEs SRS AES 

ere. f°? Sg 
THE UNLINED FOLD (lil. 287) is made with its Pere FO em Oo 

lower edge basted up in a hem and stitched Ill. 287. Unlined Fold 
evenly from the right side. The upper edge 
is turned over, and the band is then basted 
into position on the garment. The upper edge QQ =- Shire 
is stitched through the garment, making the ee Le ee 
one stitching serve two purposes. (Ill. 287.) Life ao Oe es 

oe para 
THE LINED FOLD is finished before it is [Be * oes (es 

applied to the garment. Cut a strip of lining as Bee Be ee Ses Bale Pee) 
wide as the band should be when completed. Oe rt gone gaps or 
Baste it evenly on the wrong side of the strip of cere es SRR SAREN 
material, turning both edges down over it. 7 
(Ill. 288.) | Cateh-stitch the edges to the lining, Il 288. Lined Fold 
(IIL 288) and the fold is ready for use. (Tll. 288.) 

THE PIPED FOLD is one in which a cord or piping (see page 131) has been applied to the 
edges with one or more rows of machine- 
stitching to give it a tailored finish. (II. 

Fz os 289.) 

a Oe ee DOUBLE FOLDS are made of bias strips 
Sees ee cut twice the width desired for the finished 

Ease eee ee band with turnings or seam allowances extra. 
ss ; Fold them over on the center line and baste 

pews Se them flat. Turn the two raw edges in and 
s 5 : baste them together. (Ill. 290.) Then join 

ina sci them neatly with slip-stitches, and apply to 
: the garment by hand. If machine-stitching 

I 289, Piped Fold is desired, baste the fold in place first and 
then stitch. These folds are frequently used 
as a trimming in the place of tucks. 

e A MILLINERS’ FOLD is made by turning 
the top edge of the strip over one-half the 

Ps width of the finished fold. Bring up the lower 
turned-under edge, covering the raw upper 
edge. (Ill. 291.) Sew flat with slip-stitching, 

Ill. 290. Double Fold fine running stitches, or by machine. (Ill. 291.) 
129
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% EE ES LE ES If the material is very sheer, itisa good 
plan to have a small strip of paper, not 

Se — ERS 5 quite the width of the fold, to slip along 
cee” within the fold as the work progresses. If 
_ pressing is necessary, use only a warm iron. 

‘ Crépe folds are cut on the straight of the 
Ill. 291. Stitched Milliners’ Fold goods, so that the crinkles will run diago- 

F ‘ nally. 
TAILORS’ STRAPS are folded bands oe ac 

used to strap seams, or as an ornamental eee] ee iP 
trimming on tailored garments. They phere Con] Se. a 2 Se 5 
may be cut on the bias if of velvet or limite fc] SS Sis Ce Ne 
taffeta; crosswise if of woolen; length- 
wise if of cotton materials. Fold the u et nt 
strip at the center and catch the raw 
edges together with loose whip-stitches — Be Aes 
as shown in Illustration 292. Spread a Pad RS. ea RS ah ee 
out the fold and press it well. Baste BO ACRE anes ace 
into position on the garment and stitch et ER SY ass Se opr otenoe 
by machine on both edges. Bbc eye ec7s tee : : 

me Ill. 292, Making Tailors’ Strap 
CORDING is a very useful trimming 

and is made with bias strips and Germantown or eider-down wool. The bias strips should 
be about an inch and a quarter wide. Fold the strips lengthwise through the center and 
run a seam a quarter of aninch from the foldedge. With the strips still wrong side out, 

' slip the ends of several strands of Germantown or eider-down wool far enough into one 
end of the tube-like covering so that you can sew them securely to it. Then with the 
loop end of a wire hairpin push the wool farther and farther into the covering, at the same 
time turning the covering right side out. (Ill. 293.) 

SN me PD” 
_—— a (GOSS 4.14 San 

I. 293. Pushing the Wool Through Cae SY 

When cording is used to form a motif, stamp the id Oe 
motif on ordinary wrapping-paper. The cordings are od ae 
first basted in place on the design with the seam upper- 
most so that the right side of the motif will be next Ill. 294. Cord Motif 
the paper. They are then sewed together at the points 
of intersection and contact. (Ill. 294.) 

: A CORDED TUCK is shown in 
Illustration 295. The illustration 

Re mp wERNraT STs shows the cord being put into the 
ile eetnnte 5 mies “4 tuck for trimming. Mark the trim- 
2a ee eee TA? | ming line for the cord with colored eras eee S gio owe a) pecmetipeys. oar c sees eae thread. Hold\the cord underneath 

>) eee er with the left hand and enclose it in 
J GE oO oe a tuck, sewing it with fine, even run- 

ia gee Ree s ning stitches as close to the cord as 
Asai SE erg a © __ possible. (Ill. 295.) 

lags SS PA fe 54 
i iN A RIN eto 3) CORD PIPING is shown in Tllus- 

: Xa 4 , i Bee tration 296. A bias strip of material 
Z ss - = is used for the pipings. The cord is 

run in the same way as for tuck 
M.295. Corded Tuck cording and the piping is applied to
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the edge the same way as a plain piping. 

(Ill. 298.) Pa. 
PIPING is a finish which is much used in | — oe ss wt! 

dressmaking. It is easy to use and gives an (a Ee 
opportunity for attractive color combinations. fy 
It can be applied along the edge or included in 
a seam. y 

Cut bias strips an inch and a quarter wide, = 
if the. material to be used for the piping is Hero eGo Pome 
firm, like taffeta, ete. Ifa loosely woven material is used, the strips should be a trifle 
wider. Join all the strips, as described on page 15, and press the seams open. Then fold 
the strip over at the center line and baste it flat, being careful not to let it become twisted. 

Next prepare the edge of the material to which the piping is to be applied. If desired, 
cut a lining three-eighths of an inch narrower than the pattern or the piece to be lined. 
Baste this lining into position as shown in Illustration 297. 

If the edge forms a fancy outline, as illustrated here, turn the edges over evenly all 
around, clipping at the corners and folding in at the points where necessary. (II!. 298.) 
Then run a basting-thread an even width (about three-eighths of an inch) around the edge 
to serve as a guide. Next baste on the piping, following this line closely. Be careful 

BAL SaEE Fir ; = = 
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Ill. 297. Lining Basted to Il. 298. Under Side Showing Il. 299. Right Side of Completed 
Material Piping Clipped at Corners Piping, 

to avoid any scantiness at the points or bulginess at the corners. Illustration 299 shows 
the right side of a pointed edge neatly piped. 

BIAS BINDINGS make attractive finishes either in same or contrasting material or 
color. Cut bias strips of material twice the width of the finished binding plus 3% of an 
inch for a seam on each edge. 

Join all the strips (Ill. 15, page 15), press the seams ope. Sew the binding on the right 
side of the garment and then turn it to the wrong side. Hem it by hand or machine to 

the first line of sewing. Be careful not to 
E —~ let the bias strips twist. 

mea = n) Fi Bias bindings, instead of being turned 
eT eee —) easeek in and blind-stitched on the wrong side, 

ee re —— ? can be turned in on the right side and held 
a down by running stitches, about three- 

= eighths of an inch long, worked in em- 
broidery silk, wool or embroidery cotton 

lll. 300. The Rolled Hem Gta conmastine COae 

A ROLLED HEM makes a very pretty finish for bias or straight trimming bands. 
It can only be used on a straight edge and can not be used on a curved edge. 

An allowance of one and a half inches will have to be made on the edge for this hem. 
Fold the edge over on the right side and sew one-quarter of an inch from the fold (Ill. 300). 
Then turn under the raw edge one-quarter of an inch and hem it over the stitches on the 
wrong side (Ill. 300). The hem must look round like a cord when finished—not flat (Ill. 300).



CHAPTER 27 

APPLIED TRIMMINGS, RUFFLES, EMBROIDERY AND LACE-Part I 

Ruffles—Embroidery Used As a Facing—Embroidery Joined In a Tuck— 

Embroidery Inserted by Machine—Embroidery Inserted With Rolled 

Hems—Embroidery Mitered—Whipping on Trimming—Inserting Lace— 

Inserting Lace Above a Facing—Mitering Lace—Shaped Pieces of Inser- 
tion—Inserting Lace Medallions 

RUFFLE USED AS TRIMMING may be , prc 
A whipped and gathered. Roll the raw edge rN errr) (et 

and overcast the material as far as it is Be bee Aa j be 
rolled, taking care to make the stitch below ea eS ; j Be 
the roll, not through it. (Il 301.) Draw up Repo ie te Roe PAS 
the thread, making the ruffle the desired ful- Res noe me eee 
ness. Divide the ruffle in quarters and mark Rees Br 
them with colored thread. Make correspond- : PS ee ee 
ing marks on the edge to which the ruffle Rae Mee eas 
is to be attached. Roll the edge of the gar- som 
ment and overhand the ruffle to it, taking a Ill. 301. Whipping and Gathering 
stitch in every whipped stitch of the ruffle. 

TO INSERT A RUFFLE IN A HEM turn the fe 
hem toward the right side of the garment Se Oe Se 
and crease the fold hard. Divide both ruffle B= ee ae aoe 
and hem in quarters and mark each division Po 
with colored thread. Insert the edge of the Bey) |) 73% ee as 
ruffle in the hem close to the fold (Ill. 302) with |= eae a fo Se 
the right side of the ruffle to the right side of P —™ eS) 8 ae See d\| 

nein aldara ee dea a ay 

orl lt ep ee cag? fe ne 
Le ee pitta | aaa, eA 

eee Be ey eee 1c oy Sees 
BSc At seen ere eee a ae ge” Sete 
Ree Ne eS ee Si ecm er 4 
Pe ey gate ieee ha aaa eee pe gee ee 
Bei ege rekon ed es eee See ee 
ee Ceca ee eae + oe og =| a po a eae poe age 
ee rea eye A eel ee ie in ee ee aie ae 

: Wee? et es a eee ae ee 

fT. s a r : 4 in 7 t 4 os I. 302. Ruffle Inserted in a Hem 

eee ewe eS sei ea the garment and the corresponding 
2s 4 Loe ee aay a. marks together. Baste and stitch one- 

BR ee See ae quarter of an inch from the fold. Turn 
poe ee |  ] 6the hem back to the wrong side of the 
Saletan cet rase ees tees -..--4\ garment, fold the second turning, baste 
Sas es od bem. (IL. 303.) 

; lll. 303. Finished Ruffle on Right Side TO COVER THE JOINING OF A 
132
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RUFFLE, divide both ruffle and gar- } ee : a 
ment in quarters and mark with pins or Se. Uf oa : 
colored thread. Gather the ruffle and SU co OE eee 
baste it to the garment. Turn the raw iS BEE 3 [ \. 
edges up on the garment and cover with ur i \ OF IMSS 
a narrow bias band which can be | KS - ‘) A 
bought by the piece with the edges } Pos ee AW Pd 
turned ready for use. (Ill. 304.) This THs Lire) i ] 
finish may be used on either the right or gf !/ Ii | Heo 
wrong side of the garment. Frequently ath i Wi) Ud ee 
this finish is used on berthas or scalloped ow Ts |. | u 4 “3 
edges that are not lined or faced. u “ 3 ie sve mae ie Bec fo 

Be pte, Leiden es 
8 eo ee a es eee ne | a8 , 

Ms ae ee ae ot Ill. 304. Band Covering Joining of Ruffle Pe eek tae Le EMBROIDERY EDGING USED AS A FACING 
raat) a Poste So aa is shown in Illustration 305. The plain mate- 

= ie See rial above the embroidery is applied as the 
ie 2 NS facing. Crease the edging off at the depth it 
a Fe ae is to extend beyond the garment. Baste the ma- meee S > terial along the crease so that the seam will come 

Pia i eae 2 toward the inside of the garment. Then stitch ae 3 ee > the seam. Now turn the edging down, fold in the 
eg i eee ° raw edge at the top, and hem down as a facing. 

d 5 a The facing should be no wider than necessary to Ill. 305. Embroidery Facing make a neat joining. 

RE — TO JOIN EMBROIDERY IN A TUCK, make 
pe anerest Peri i] several tucks in the plain material above 

ES, Se aaa 5 the embroidery if it is wide enough. Then 
pee ae Af P measure carefully the amount for the space be- 

eer eee i“ tween the tucks, the under part of the tucks, and 
ih. ee the seam. Cut away the superfluous material 

ce nee Se | and join the edging to the garment. Crease the os allapemn odie eames asseaet tuck with the seam directly in the fold so that the 
gga hi En ae ape, raw edges will be encased in the tuek. When the 

Aas age or ae if a materials of the garment and the embroidery are 
Lee Bee eqrege ey. similar, and there are several tucks above and be- 
Rare eee tt low the seam, the joining is imperceptible (Ill. 306). Yi sat oie a 

te : EMBROIDERY MAY BE INSERTED by differ- 
Ill. 306, Embroidery Joined ent methods. When a straight-edge insertion 

Ina Tuck is used, the plain material may be cut away 
at each side of the embroidery. The material of 

"OR cae rem ae a aor the garment is then cut away under the embroi- 
ae WS Agee ce ae ae dery, leaving a small seam, which is rolled and Pe oO A a eee whipped to the embroidery as shown in Illus- 
Eee ee tration 307. 
sss tS _aseaqesietebeett tse 

Ree eo 3 me A ROLLED HEM may be used as a dainty 
nnn mens finish in joining trimming of any kind to a gar- 

See | nal Re q | ment of sheer wash material. Hold the wrong 
Bee ener = ~— 4 Ss side of the material toward you, and, after trim- 
é ye i“ et eee ming off all ravelings, begin at the right end and 
Mgernenton Rese sr roll the edge toward you tightly between the 

e thumb and forefinger of the left hand, keeping the 
1, 307. Insertion Inset with edge rolled for about one and a half inches ahead 

Rolled Hem of the sewing. (III. 307.)
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If preferred, a small seam may be left on 
se o the insertion as well as on the garment and 

se ms put together by a tiny French seam. This af 
3 , a a is the finish most commonly employed. 
Ten. Ta ————— Embroidery also may be inserted by a 

‘ie 3 i . machine fell seam. (Ill. 308.) Baste the 
amr insertion to the material with a narrow 

; 3 a seam on the wrong side. Trim off all 
et a A. a ravelings and insert the raw edges in the 

TB hemmer of the machine, and stitch as in 
= seus hemming. 

Ill. 308. Insertion Inset by Machine EMBROIDERY TRIMMING MAY BE 

MITERED so that the joining will scarcely 

Rtatatw eee 
‘a pueearicet ae siesares of ieepee shee 

PPS OST OP OP Sr erems OSPR PM BD mae! oy OK S Bet es Sey: 
2.08 2H VDSS S SO BSR se Eas S SOS Ce eM Sei a See hake 
Bee ere Gar eee PS gi ge Parner ad ier ie pa s ; vette eccsae 

i ‘ Riera case t:9) etes ohserd af. : fe) corse 
ieee cect i PRE eee e a 

ey scoccece tf Ag i 

lil. 309. Showing Cut for Mitered Corners as n ee ' 

Il. 310. Mitered Em- 

ce z broidery 

ae a \ be seen. Fold it over so that the crease comes 
F exactly in the middle of the corner, taking care 

5 to match the pattern perfectly. Crease firmly, 
3 z and cut on the creased line. (Ill.309.) Place 

4 | the right sides face to face and buttonhole the 
Peres Oe i OI on raw edges together with short, close stitches. 
Be Lhe : ane oe ey 5 Illustration 310 shows the finished corner. 
Me OAR) Oia Coe ae The method of making the buttonhole-stitch 
a ited Mey A ey 4 4 is shown in Illustration 227 on page 112. 

An WHIPPING ON TRIMMING is generally 
Wx pve done on an edge. If lace, it should be either 

Pot ee uarppine on Tntargang gathered by pulling the heavy thread which is 
usually found at the top, or whipped and 

SS ee ee drawn as in a ruffle. Roll an inch or two of 
: cs HOP EMORUNET feist ae ae the garment material, place the lace with its 
oe - right side to the right side of the material, and 
ee na i whip both together. (Ill.311.) Lace may be 
aia - . whipped on plain if preferred, but it must be 

pasate: tik eased in. Insertion may be inset in the same 
bere SF / way. 

re. / 

Pia eax angecsensee METHODS OF INSERTING LACE and 
se. OM, esas vases Nes eee: ree insertion, when the material has a straight 
Ras wo re a es ee edge, are shown in Illustrations 312 and 313. 

bee ehh Oe ete eet Ban gl Fold the material for a hem, creasing the 
Beate aye 9 Ss lower fold hard. Open the hem and baste 

aad ae Pt the lace edge just below the lower fold, and 

Il 312. Showing Cut for Lace Insertion stitch. (Ill. 312.) Turn back the hem and
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ee ee DESH crease the material on a line with 

eee spacial tek sapetsee aera eee Ne the top turning of the hem (Ill. 312). 
URS me cele Cut to within a small seam above 

» er ee gee thiscrease. Fold in the raw edge, 
insert the edge of the lace inser- 

: tion (Ill. 313), and stitch. Turna 
ee 7 eo second hem, following these direc- 

PO ae eee tions, baste the other edge of the 
5 OE i een < Payer ee insertion just below the lower 

* deannces: seen easés erease, and stitch as before. As 
RS ECS SS CEES NENEESE many rows of insertion may be 

ccc ede ae a ae ol TS A used in this manner as are desired. 

: < : INSERTION ABOVE A_ FAC- 
OOS OO boone a NO sone N NN Oe Ne eaS ING is first basted in position, 

PS SOue ae Nae ae ek and the upper edge is finished as 
. ne, “a ng & Ne * 1 shown in Illustration 314. The 

ge See Rae x S266! x facing is generally used when 
Senne rng pence eomanasiit the outline of the lower edge is 

curved or pointed so that it can 

Ill. 313. Finished Effect of Inserting Lace not be turned up in a straight hem. 
Draw the pull-thread in the 

lace where a curve requires a 
2 i slight gathering to make it lie 

Re a flat. The facing is cut to fit the 
a 3 outline of the lower edge and 

S § 4 applied as a false hem, as shown 

rie) 4 = 

ot qi 
oe ae Vetoes 
a § a = ee t] 
Pe pepe aoe SS ar oS : x : eS 7 = a POR Sag |. - “Sea 

A i ee ( see 

ee E 
c hie 2. a os 

lll. 314. Lace Insert above Facing Ill. 315. Lace Insert 

in Illustration 314. When edging is used, it is basted to the bottom before the facing is 
added and all stitched in a seam together. Turn under the facing at the line of sewing, 
baste in position and stitch 
insertion from the right side. é en = a go a wa s 

Fy = ve aegte Paa, sale 0. See 
TO INSERT LACE IN- [is.2&GQ seme gd ele Oe eo 

SERTION in a garment, ey Fa Se ERE oe oes ae 
és i. ee SN ¥ a * es ro RN: 

pin the lace in the position ‘ TS at ft ge ee A Aga oe Oo 
desired, and baste down Rf ae oe ee Wes. ee eae Se 

; : Pah SONS NR 2 PS O° ae both edges of the insertion. Seen «ee Rete O indent ee a gS 
If the insertion is narrow, a eS Go, | eee cS = oa 

the material is cut througn So gad ee ee ” OS o> Ss Fi} 
the ce nter (Ill. 315); but if ae G oe Node eo o4 
the insertion is wide, the Es Tt as 5 SS aD Ries . She A ry Nee bes DE eh 
material is cut away from ge Si Ger aa bo ae ye 
underneath, simply allow- US >See = - = 

ing a seam on each side. I. 316. Lapping and 317. Mitered 
The edge is turned in a nar- Matching Lace Lace
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row hem covering the line of the basting. Stitch the insertion close to the edges from 
the right side, and at the same time catching through the material of the hem. 

TO MITER LACE—The lace should 
[i= Fe be cut between the cords, not across 
AN eae Es SAN them. Overhand the edges to- 

. Se Seen AL ine ‘ gether, putting the needle back the 

ft SS ee 49 Jo ie ee aN depth of two cords. Illustration 316 
Ree So ee BOR shows the figures cut around the edge, 
~ ‘ be se Goa es lapped and hemmed around the figure 

a Le a oneach side. For a stronger corner, 
the lace may be mitered in a very 

Ill. 318. Joining Lace on a Curve tiny, flat hem. (Ill. 317.) 

JOINING ROWS OF LACE TO FIT A CURVE—A shaped piece made of rows of 
insertion joined together is made over a piece of stiff paper. Cuta piece of stiff paper the 
correct size and shape of the collar, yoke, ete., that you are making, and baste the rows of 
insertion to the paper so that the edges of the rows just meet. (Ill. 318.) Begin with the 
longest row of insertion and baste the longest edge of that row to the paper with the 
right sidedown. Draw the pull-thread at the shorter edge of the same row to draw it into 
acurve. If you are careful in distributing the fulness evenly, most of it can be pressed out 
unless the curve is very great. Whip the edges of the rows together and press them before 
removing them from the paper. (Ill. 318.) 

TO INSERT LACE MEDALLIONS, baste them to the material and stitch them by 
machine as close to the edge as possible. : 

Cut out the material from under the lace, leaving a narrow seam’s width at each side. 
(Ill. 319.) 

Meer peo ot vas eS. SESS: Dae py grad CEs en ae Sande 
eae fe Reed A Wisi “Ee hee AL CN, 

PELE I EA OR | ees ere sielelac SNS 1g 
Re is eae % aN ‘v Ea R Neate ‘a Kwitos 

i FEE SR Nae so eerie ban, a8 NBS 
HG eee . r Ne ORS 
Kia eer De CO ae ee AS 

aN Ae een a Nol ay GC Be 
Wee) ee, eee 
WC cytes Cae eB oe IS Cee nO) Sa8 maak Se eet a y = FH eis 

TNC inca Bias sees a 
Ha Oe Bead > oe errr SOCEM 
| Ba bac Oe Pero aas scene 2-5 (uric ie eras CS 

Ui yan es Rs gee pees ee bee eS oc 

Il. 319. Finishing the Underside of Ill. 320. Medallion and Insertion Set in 
Medallion Inset by Machine 

This edge may be turned back and stitched flat by a second row of stitching, leaving a raw 
edge. Or, it may be overcast closely with the raw edge rolled in to prevent any possible 

raveling. Illustration 319 shows a medallion set in in this way. Sometimes, where two 
finished edges come together, they are lapped and stitched together as shown in Illustra- 
tion 320.



CHAPTER 28 

APPLIED TRIMMING—Part II 

Gathering—Shirring—Tuck Shirrings—Cord Shirrings—Scalloped or Snail Shirrings—Simple 
Ruche—Three-Tuck Ruche—Box-Plaited or Gathered Ruches—Single Ruche with One Cord 

Shirring—Double Ruche with One Cord Shirring—Double Ruche with Two Cord Shirrings— 

Puff Ruche—Corded Puff Trimming—Variation of Plain Puffings with Cords—Box Plaiting 

with Corded Piping—Quilling or Side-Plaited Trimmings 

Fs the shirred trimmings given in these chapters the softest materials should be 
used. 

Plaited trimmings may be made of very soft materials or of materials with 
more body. 

Any of the materials may be cut double. 
Soft ribbons requiring no finish at the edges may be used effectively for these trimmings. 
Most materials for the ruchings and puffings may be cut bias or straight. 
Chiffon should always be cut lengthwise or crosswise, never bias. 
Silks and satins lie in softer folds if they are cut bias or crosswise. 
If the edges are to be frayed, the materials must be cut lengthwise or crosswise. Cross- 

wise is preferable, for the threads are closer and make a thicker fringe. 
If net is to be used with raw edges, it should be cut on the line of the straight threads 

which run lengthwise, or bias. You can easily determine the direction of these threads 
on the piece you are using by stretching the net a little in different directions. Net is 
more easily hemmed if cut as above, but for a double ruche it may be cut lengthwise, 
crosswise or bias. 

Different materials require different amounts of fulness for shirred ruches. A soft 
fabric such as chiffon requires three times the length of the finished ruche. Taffeta, 
messaline and such materials which have a little more body require only about twice the 
finished length. 

THE WIDTH OF RUCHES—On the single ruches you must allow from one-quarter to 
one-half inch for each cord, the amount depending on the size of the cord. If the edges 
are to be hemmed or rolled, sufficient allowance should be made for that finish. 

For a double ruche calculate the width of a single ruche and double the amount. 

CLEAN EVEN EDGES are important, especially if the ruche is to be frayed. The best 
way to get a good edge for strips cut crosswise or lengthwise is to pull a thread of the mate- 
rial. 

THE EDGES OF SINGLE RUCHES may be finished in different ways, depending on 
the material. Taffeta may be frayed (Ill. 331), pinked (Ill. 338), picoted (Chapter 25, 
page 119) or finished with tiny hems. 

Messaline and crépe de Chine can be frayed, picoted or hemmed. 
Chiffon may have its edges picoted, or rolled, and whipped tightly with fine stitches in 

the same or contrasting color. (Chapter 25. page 123.) 
Net may be picoted, hemmed with a same or contrasting color, or if it is a fine mesh, 

it can be cut in such a way that the edge needs no finish. 

STRIPS should be joined as neatly as possible. Some nets can be seamed with an 
137
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over-and-over stitch, using No. 150 cotton; 
the joining can scarcely be detected. If [ig \ N yj { ‘ 
this is not practical for the net you are , 
using, make a plain seam and trim the edges = 4 4 : 
down to within one-eighth of an inch of the . 2 . oe 
stitching. Roll the seam edges down to 4 d a <A 
the stitching and whip them closely. - P ee i 

Non-transparent materials may be joined % 5; 3 % 
in a plain seam for a double ruche. Fora a 3 net io 
single ruche they should be joined with a 5 
tiny French seam. (Chapter 17, page 86.) Ill. 321. Gavhering 
This can be trimmed away under a frayed 
edge so that the frayed edge appears continuous. This work must be done very carefully. 

In cutting, plan the strips so that as few joinings as possible are required. (The direc- 
tions for cutting bias strips are given in Chapter 2, page 15.) 

3 FOR GATHERINGS, make a row of 
; : small running stitches. The stitches may 

(i oe ni (in iii Ah be the same length as the spaces, or the 
ae tC / ) | spaces may be twice the length of the 
ge stitches. Always begin by inserting the 

| i needle from the wrong side to conceal the 
i yale he knot. It is better to slip the stitches 

Hh i ) ‘(along on the needle and not remove it 
Beye Ve from the material. 

SAT TTAL aay | 4 When the gathering is completed, re- 
cee ee Pe tay i move the needle and draw the gatherings 

; up tight. Place a pin vertically, close to 
Ill. 322. Position of Needle in 

Stroking Gathers Es 2 
ec ete M/ the last stitch, and wind the thread several Pat @ } 

times around the pin in the form of an 8- be eRe } 
(IIL. 321.) ‘This holds the gathers firmly to. [PP PRT Try / 

gether. ‘ : og # 5 

IN STROKING OR LAYING GATHERS oa ; oa i 
the work is held between the thumb and a: \ ; 
fingers of the left hand, with the thumb Beer , : 
below the gathering thread. Put the side of 
the needle well above the gathering thread reece ene ot Gath 

and press the little plait under 
Ex a ~~ fr 7 the thumb, drawing the needle 
oe ae — ay J ce / down. (Ill. 322.) 

Se eee oT am Tt {| Do not use the point of the 
So a i] | PAH needle, as it scratches and weakens 
— ee aa i | the material. Continue entirely 
fee Se ee via across the gathers, putting the 

OY needle under each stitch and hold- 
oe ffi 4 i ing the plait firmly with the . 

INK ) thumb. Stroke the material 
 =—6hpf tim Ff i above the gathering thread as 

2 | AN well as below it to make the gath- 
A ; MW ers firm and even. 

gy ) ei TWO ROWS OF GATHERS 
Ze 4 oi 4 a are often used in dressmaking and 

— cA y do not need stroking. A skirt 
joined to a band, a sleeve set in 

Ill. 324, Gaging or French Gathers a cuff or sewed into the armhole,
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e ee should be gathered twice so that the gathers will 
( Rae vi } stay in the proper place. 
Wil!) wy) \ Y The second row is made with the stitches 
qi Val tn an NG (' \ directly in line with those of the first row and one- 
WN /) iN 6 } Ay " quarter or three-eighths of an inch below them. 

ae és 1 gl \| Wi (Ill. 323.) If there is much fulness to be gath- 
if YU Kall { md cS ered, the spaces between the stitches may be 
SES A WY SN lengthened. 

VP O™ 
M/! (i (( ")) NW GAGING OR FRENCH GATHERS is a style of 

\ mt (AN i SS shirring generally used where a quantity of mate- 
- — - rial must be adjusted to a comparatively small 

Tez. ric Suene space. (Ill. 324.) The stitches in this case are made 

evenly: long ones on the right side 
and short ones on the under side of ERASE LEE i 
the material. Each successive row “SSS [AL JE fj YW Uj 
of gathers has its long and short NE SSS \ SG Yi LY \ 
stitches parallel, respectively, with S io S SL. /4 le 
those of the preceding row. The Ss of SA 1 e, 
threads are all drawn up evenly, <S d = rw —S — WZ 
and fastened at the ends. eS - = ~~ 

SHIRRING is made of successive a, c SN SS a 
rows of gatherings. It is used as a Ne == a 3) 
trimming. There are several dif- So SN aan 
ferent kinds of shirring, the use of WSS sees ES i - 
which must be determined somewhat Aq, x ee aS SE 
by the character of the material and \ 4 x 
the style of the garment. Before be- \ yi} yy, SS 
ginning, it is best to mark the sewing WS U7 yy l i> 
lines with a colored thread to be ! f “\ 
sure to get the rows even. This Il. 326. Tuck Shirrings 

thread can be drawn out when the 
shirring is finished. os ty Zan , EES 

ea \. ee S 
A SIMPLE SHIRRING. is shown in wf — SP BRS: NS 

Illustration 325. The top edge is 
turned in and the first row shirred in Il. 327. Scallop Shirrings 
close tothe edge. The thread should 
be amply strong, with a good big knot at the end; for if the thread is weak and breaks, or 
the knot pulls through, the shirring will progress slowly, and the material will suffer 
unnecessarily in the working. 

Shirring can also be done very successfully on the machine by using the gathering 

* sre go 2 ered 4 ee 

nerve nneorgeet 

Ill. 328. Cord Shirring
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attachment. In that case it is 
especially necessary to mark the SAY _ _— 
sewing lines before beginning, as ee EN, QD rey 
the machine does the work so AY Sart 7 : t 
rapidly that one is more apt to get SSS x — VAN NN (oh 
an irregular line. ; “ 

TUCK SHIRRINGS are pret- Ill. 329. Simple Ruche 
tiest made on the bias of the mate- 
rial. Shirr along the sewing lines 
of the tucks through both thick- & a ee 
nesses of the material and draw up ; SUOWAE 
the fulness. (Ill. 326.) ENE S Wa So 

reise, ANY (C5) SCALLOPS OR SNAIL SHIR- 1 / FZ) \\ Saw a 
RINGS are meant to be used as a FA | NAT RAL SS, 
band trimming. Make a narrow 4s HOA OVE 
fold of the material, and run the i Zo! RY ~ eer .. Pp -z4 
shirring thread zigzag across from (3h ge \ wig — 
edge to edge. (Ill. 327.) As the — “ 
work progresses, draw up the thread 
when the fold will acquire a scallop Ill. 330, Three-Tuck Ruche 
edge on both sides. If a wider 
fold is used, two threads may be 

run in close together. This will pro- 
duce a more even trimming and one 

fi . s i that will be less perishable. 
NV A Wey Lue i 

. fe | " ' CORD SHIRRING (Ill. 328) is made 
| i } Ny f ek yi much like the tuck shirring. Tiny 

“4 s 1G og J i y th tucks are sewed in with a cord enclosed 
Sera abe dah hfa Cals AC te 6c ak oko Na from the under side (See Ill. 295, page 

Hy if vt 130), and when the entire number of 
C1 i iene have been run in, draw up the 

We f ay ulness. TT He 
A SIMPLE RUCHE can be made 

from strips of the material. Cut off 
Meena rea the selvedge, for the selvedge is stiff and 

would prevent the material from making 
a soft ruche. Join as many strips of 

\ material as are necessary to make the 
= Bs ruche the desired length. Turn under 
a —— ee one raw edge of the strip and fold the 

is tad strip so that it will be double, with the 
eae ee seam at the center of the under side. 

iz (Ill. 329.) Gather the ruche through 
Il. 332. Double Ruche with One Cording the center just inside the fold edge. 

(Ill. 329.) 

my pen RE A THREE-TUCK RUCHE is used 
YT) _ 4 Aas when more fulness is desired than is 

y . rs DS / oT A a ‘ given by a simple ruche. This is made 
) te BRA DH (i | by cutting the strips about seven inches 
frepereionrriercyere rm oereny terre eet wide. After joining the strips as before, 

OR * sR tf f i fold them in thirds, bringing the two 
A 4s (a F raw edges together three-eighths of an 

a inch from the folds. Run a gathering 
1.333. Fluffy Double Ruche with Two thread through all the layers at one : 

Cord Shirrings time. (Il. 330.)
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REE SET eae pep Rica ee atti wey dre) eens Arete Raa my WEAK Pe AY av ° r Beg SAPD AT TY feo pany oon eaten og ry 
nTy. ] 

Yeni MAN Le ed F ae 4 ‘. ¥ 4 hi BARN tenbcrnemsen glint igarvesargl nce algo onaywt tibet oe 

Pay ER IE PTET BETS EET 

pS eva: | i 
ee cae 

Il, 334. A Puff Ruche of Soft Satin Ribbon ee ee 

lll. 335. A Puff Trimming 

A RUCHE OF FRAYED TAFFETA is shown in Illustration 331. The silk is cut single 
and there is one cord shirring. 

A DOUBLE RUCHE WITH ONE CORDING. The edges of the material are folded 
over until they just meet at the center of the strip and are basted in place. The strip 
is then folded lengthwise through the center and a line of fine running stitches forms a 
tuck. (Ill. 332.) The cord may be inserted while making the tuck. (Ill. 332.) 

For two cordings the sewing of each tuck should be about one-eighth of an inch from 
the center. If larger cords are used, the sewing of the tucks should be a little farther 
apart so as not to crowd them. 

A FLUFFY DOUBLE RUCHE WITH TWO CORD SHIRRINGS is shown in Illustration 
333. To make this ruche perky, catch the material to the cord, along the back of the 
cordings, tacking it to the cordings. The sewing should be made by putting the needle 
in the material a little to one side of the tuck sewing, catching the cord and bringing 
it out on the opposite side. Take these stitches from one-quarter to one-half an inch 
apart. Very soft materials require less tacking than those having more weight and body. 

A PUFF RUCHE OF SOFT SATIN RIBBON is shown in Illustration 334. This is an 
effective ruche and may also be made of soft materials as well asribbon. Cut the mate- 
rial enough wider than the width desired for the finished ruche so that when the edges 
are turned over the raw edge will be included in the tuck sewing. 

A PUFF TRIMMING (Ill. 335) is attractive made of any soft material. It may be 
corded with as many cords as you like. 

A VARIATION OF PLAIN PUFFING is shown in Illustration 336. Two sizes of cords 
and two widths of puffings make a very attractive trimming. In cutting your strips of 
material for this puffing allow for the cords and for a seam along each edge. The strips 

bps tar erect ae os of ae Scoala Eee eee, 

LEW A WEE (Peon - F Care wae fens tei br ire CORSO Deane aE ee 
fi e 

y ee] i | 

\ ¢ ri ie f , Fee E ANY MPH CPOE Tw ee a PO 

NTA CR 12 a be 
Oe Leet te tet het) eee 

Ill. 336. Variation of Plain Puffing
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i y of material for the puffing may be cut 
Lt straight or bias as you prefer. Tack 
=, A the inner cords along the back to the 

a . , Fe puffing material. The outer cords 
ee . . will adjust themselves. Different ar- 

| Bis 2 JS ae Be rangements in the number and spac- 
i $i r pT ANSS) ing of the cordings may be used. 

Caen oe fl, aX ‘i Puffings of this kind make most de- 
i on 7 ~ lightful trimmings. 

Nee ,: eS 
| ee nee ees A PUFF RUFFLE is made of strips 

1 i ee we eee ~—C chiffon, ete., double the width of 
mE sae 3 the ruffle desired, plus the two inches 

‘ required for the heading at the top. 
IL 337. A Puff Ruffle Fold the chiffon double, bringing the 

two raw edges together on a line one 
inch below the edge that wil! be the upper edge of the ruffle. Turn under the upper raw 
edge and run in the gathering thread, using small stitches. (Ill. 337.) 

A BOX-PLAITED RUCHE is shown in the process of making in Illustration 338. The 
strips for the ruche may be cut bias or straight and in any width desired. The edges 
could be picoted or pinked. This ruche 
requires a little less than three times the i 5 min ae 
finished length. eA | ey ee 

The plaits should be basted (Ill. 338) i pe a 3 if ehhh : f 
and then machine-stitched through the cen- Se ee aoe \ a 7 "4 J 
ter. (Ill. 338.) They should not be pressed ye i} eS pale ip ‘9 wA 
flat but should be left to stand out from Fa 3 i E i ae e 
the stitching. arf Blew ty | me... 

A BOX-PLAITED TRIMMING JOINED Il. 338. A Box-Plaited Ruche 
TO A GARMENT WITH A CORD PIPING 
is shown in Illustration 339. The strips for the plaiting may be cut bias or straight. 
The outer edge of the plaiting may be pinked, picoted or finished with a very narrow hem. 

The cord piping and the unfinished edge of the plaiting are joined together in a plain 
seam. (Ill. 339.) The seam is then turned down flatly under the plaits and the plaits 

are pressed. 

A QUILLING OR SIMPLE SIDE-PLAITED TRIMMING is shown in Illustration 
340. The strips of material may be cut bias or straight and should be three times as long as 
the finished trimming. The outer edge of the quilling may be picoted, hemmed or pinked, 
or the quilling may be made double. 

The garment edge which the plaiting is to finish should be turned under the seam 
width and basted. (Ill. 340.) The plaiting is basted under this edge and sewed in 
position according to the material and finish of the garment. (Il. 340.) 

De tr ae ea ELE PEPER 

4 : | vi 

Ill. 339. A Box-Plaited Trimming, with a Cord Piping Ill. 340. A Quilling or Side-Plaited Trimming



CHAPTER 29 

SEWING ON BRAID, APPLIQUE EMBROIDERY, 
MARABOU AND FUR 

Flat or Tubular Braid—Soutache Braid—Appliqué Embroidery—Marabou—Fur 

EWING ON FLAT OR TUBULAR 
S BRAID—These braids are sewed from 

right to left. Fasten the braid on the Eo ieeaae x 
right and hold it down ahead of you on x oe a Tee 53 
the line where it is to be sewed. Bring Pe EM ne, ON OTe ae 
the needle up so that it catches the se aN Loa 
lower edge of the braid close to the Fi I ec cere Bene 
edge, insert the needle in the material Patt, oe jill ects ge ea be 
as close to where you brought it out as So 2S ne eee ae 
possible. Take a slanting stitch about - : Deaf aa iuah lone bungie the needle Il. 341. Sewing on Flat or Tubular Braid 

out through both the material and braid 
close to the upper edge. Insert the needle in the material close to where you brought 
it out and take another slanting stitch 3¢ of an inch long, bringing the needle out through 
both the material and braid close to the lower edge. (Ill. 341.) 

A narrow braid is often used near an edge on waists and dresses to hold the hem or facing. 

Sena i sae ee at ss! SEWING SOUTACHE BRAID— 
| \ Fm There are two ways of sewing on soutache 

C= 4 Ne, braid. The simpler is to hold the braid 
A AY x Ste tf flat over the line of the transfer and sew 

S R @ ees c through the center of the soutache tak- 
l \ - vy, : ing a very short stitch on the right side 
Be) & 4 ZY and quite a long one on the under side. 
| wiv Ul. 342.) } ; Y i f i 

ZS i In using a design with a great many 
L — —.3 sharp turns it is better to sew the a 

5 5 tache so that it stands upright. (Il. 343. Ill. 342. Sewing on Soutache Braid Flat Hold: that bastdlnhead ot santore he 

on line of the transfer as before but hold 
FE " ets | the soutache upright instead of fiat. 
\ a i : Fasten the braid securely at the right, 
tenes oe and bring the needle up through the 
> —=.; c “material just catching the lower edge 

ft a : of the braid. Insert the needle as near 
; as possible to where you brought it out, 

fees aS Pao. es _| and take a stitch 14 of an inch long. 
5 a z Bring the needle out through the mate- 

Ill 343. Sewing on Soutache Braid Upright ial’ catahing | ciellluwer | eieetormne 

braid. (Ill. 343.) 
Braiding makes a very effective trimming and the work goes quickly so that even when 

deep bandings are in fashion one can have a handsome costume with a comparatively small 
amount of work and expense. All the newest and smartest transfer designs for braid- 
ing will be found in NEEDLE-ART while the DELINEATOR and BUTTERICK 
FASHIONS show the correct use of braid trimmings whenever they are in style. 
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APPLIQUE EMBROI- are wee Bea 
DERY—Shaped pieces of con- 4 Be ee eae 
trasting color can be appli- =i qe es oa 
quéd on waists, dresses, ete., | j ed fee a 
as a trimming. Usually the i | ia. 2 
piecesare of thesame material | van | a 3 
but in different color, but in pau 4 at A 
some cases you can also use aN ee) je 4 
contrasting materials. | | | is 

Some of the dresses etc., bean he ic Na y c | 
which are trimmed with en ae eae 
squares, diamonds and circles Ea Rane sfiaal - : e a 

of a contrasting material a 
have a little embroidered * B 
motif in the center of each 3 aa aaa = 
applied piece. $ 

Quaint figures of Colonial ae Ae gem 
ladies, Oriental children, ete., ii AP 
are used on dresses and aA 
waists. Some of these are j Wid 
applied from contrasting ma- pene 
terial. : el 

Cut the pieces in any shape 5 oes. 
and size that you fancy and we — 

turn under the edges 1¢ of an I. 344. Appliqué Embroidery 
inch. Be very careful not to 
stretch them. Baste them 
to the garment. The edges may be blanket-stitched to the garment (Ill. 344-B), felled down 
(Ill. 344-C) or fastened with small running stitches (Ill. 344-A). The blanket-stitching 
takes the most time but it is also the most effective. 

SEWING ON MARABOU—The marabou must be sewed to a double strip of very thin 
material the color of the marabou. You can use China silk or fine lawn. The width of the 
strip should be regulated by the width of the marabou. Three-fourths or one-half an 
inch is about right when folded. Fold the strip of material lengthwise with the edges lap- 

ping just a little. Lay the marabou flat 
on the table with the least attractive side 

fp = ne ti uppermost. There is always one side 
Kea ED BED SS oe that is a little better than the other. Be 
See SZ ee sure the marabou is flat and that there 

aN Sas eae is no twist to it. Lay the strip over the 
TIE — stem of the marabou with its raw edges 

KGS eS KBE IS next the stem. Pin it in place at in- 
Lp LPS, RELY GS. A SNEG tervals and then sew it with stitches 

Zi about 14 aninch long. (Ill. 345). Take 
ee two stitches in each place so that they 

will hold firmly. (Ill. 345). 
In sewing the marabou to the garment sew both edges of the strip with running stitches. 

The strip enables you to handle the marabou easily, keep it even, and prevents it from 
twisting. 

HANDLING FUR—Pelts should always be cut with a knife from the wrong side so 
as not to cut the hair. 

Joinings should be made so that all the hair runs one way. 
Fur should be sewed with an ordinary short needle and strong cotton thread. Num- 

ber 30 cotton is about the right weight. 
Lay the pelts edge to edge and sew the edges together with an overhand stitch. (Chap. 

16, page 82). Be careful to sew through the pelts only, without catching the hair in the 
sewing. The hair can be pushed through to the right side with the needle and after the 
sewing is finished the fur can be brushed gently to make the hair lie smooth. In this
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way you will conceal any sign of the joining. 
After the joining is made you will find 

LOLLY G Yb Tp on the wrong side a ridge-like seam. This 
ae ie Jcsrac gl seam should be dampened and the fur 

(4 Re al fe should be stretched out smoothly on a flat 
4 Se we Ji board and tacked to it. 
Wy (a oo The fur should be left on the board until 
orl Aad Ba 1B Wage it is thoroughly dry which generally takes 

about twenty-four hours. In the short 
pet: 4 z haired furs the hair side of the pelt can be 

ries Lee ee few bed laid next to the board, but in heavier furs 
the pelt is laid face down. 

SEWING ON FUR—In most cases the edges of fur must be finished with braid or 
seam binding the color of the fur. Overhand the edge of the braid or seam binding to 
the edge of the fur (Ill. 346), turn it over the edge of the fur and cat-stitch it to the 

* pelt as illustrated. (Il. 346.) Sew it on to the garment through the braid or seam bind- 
ing using a slip stitch. 

This is the best way to handle most furs. In the case of a fur in which the pelt is not 
the same color as the fur itself as in undyed furs, the binding is absolutely necessary. 
When the pelt is the same color as the fur, as in dyed furs or in white furs and the 

hair is long enough to cover the edge of the pelt nicely, this braid or seam binding may 
be omitted and the sewing done right through the pelt. In this case sew the edge of the 
pelt to the material with a hemming stitch. This is of course a simpler method and it 
is the best method to use in sewing fur to transparent materials for the binding or braid 
adds to the weight of the fur.



CHAPTER 30 

DARNING AND MENDING 

Reenforcing—Running Darn—Woven Darn—Broken Stitch—Drop Stitch—Set-in Piece— 

Underlaid Piece Darned In—Stoting—Mending Tissue or Tailors’ Tissue—Triangular 

Tear—Patches—Flannel Patch—Hem Patch—Overhanded Patch 

ARNING isa simple remedy for many cases of prevention as well as cure. <A few 
D general directions will apply to darning in all its various phases. Neatness and the 

careful selection of materials most appropriate for the work are the chief require- 

ments for successful darning. Whether the material to be darned is cotton, silk or wool 
the darning thread should correspond in thickness and color 
to the thread in the fabric, and the needle should be neither too Peper esaroen aa 
coarse nor too fine. eae eee 7] 

: FOR REENFORCING worn places before the hole has come 4 Ted re 
through, particular care should be taken to make the work as Hee PEs aren ee ee 
inconspicuous as possible. A thread or raveling of the material PETE ERIS ttrs gras 
will do better than one of sewing silk, as the latter, no matter how Figbetibetan ae a 

well matched in color, will be sure to have a luster that will bring Patra eae 
the stitches into prominence. The drawn thread need n t be asaete Pee ape 
long; short ones can be worked in just as well. hautig Giana ane 

Baste the part to be mended over a piece of medium stiff, Bic cunt caries 
glazed paper, or table oileloth. Use a needle as fine as the thread Peers donate 
will permit. Darn back and forth with as fine stitches as pos- Il. Ba : Resnordngs 
sible, following the grain of the goods and keeping the threads te Wear Rises 
loose so that they will not draw. (Ill. 347.) The ends of the. 

threads are not fastened, but are clipped off close to the gar- 
ment when the work is finished. 

a plata A RUNNING DARN is used when the garment is worn too 
dytele ao thin to be mended satisfactorily by reenforcing. Insert the 

‘ 4 eke needle a short distance from the edge of the worn or thin part, 
PaO ot | and parallel with the thread of the weave. Run it undera few 
eH CN threads and over a few, to the opposite side of the worn place. 
Ne pater (Il. 348.) Returning, run the needle over the threads that were 

R ew taken up, and under those over which it passed in the first 
OP | row. Continue the process until the whole thin surface has 
we been given a new body. In Illustration 348, white thread was 

is used in order to show the stitches. 
When the part to be mended requires still more body than 

can be given by the running darn, a piece of the material may 
Ill. 348. A Running Da:n be laid on the wrong side, and while applying the running 

darn, this piece is occasionally caught up by the needle to 
hold the piece securely in position. 

A WOVEN DARN is necessary when a hole has been worn through the material. The 
threads in this case are woven both lengthwise and crosswise with the weave of the gar- 
ment. (Ill.349.) Baste the part with the hole over a piece of paper or table oilcloth taking 
care not to draw it out of shape nor to let it bag. Do not trim off the frayed or worn edges. 
The unevenness around the edge, which these frayed ends create in the process of darning, 
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helps to make the darned place less conspicuous. The length- Piers TESTE EEE 
wise threads are run in first. Starting well in from the edge Seppe rely Eee 
of the hole at one side, take up a few small stitches, cross over Fas Ee pifake ib Lh ge 
to the opposite side and again run a few stitches into et iA ie 
the edge. Keep the threads taut, but not tight enough to pull. Be Eee te 
Returning, leave a tiny loop at the turning-point, to allow for #4 a an HE eS 
shrinkage of the darning threads. Continue back and forth till je Brea AE re ee pees 
the hole has been covered. Now begin the crosswise threadsin #4 ia es eB: ied 
the same way; darn over and under the lengthwise stitches, ieee Be SBE ae 
alternating with each return thread. (IIl.349.) The frayed epee ei heve pies 
edges are caught in the weave as they happen to come, and are lil. 349, Woven Darn 
firmly secured between the latticed threads. (Ill. 349.) 

STOCKINGS are darned on the right side to keep a smooth surface next the foot. 
A darning-egg or ball, held in the left hand, is slipped under the hole, with the stocking 
stretched smoothly, but not tightly, over it. The darning is done with the right hand. 
In a woven darn the darning threads in a stocking usually run up and down with the 
rib, and then across, but when the hole is at the knee or heel, where greater elasticity is 
desired, the threads are run across diagonally. 

bs 3 A BROKEN STITCH or two in a stocking can be easily 
\ \ remedied if attended to at once. With a silk thread, pick 

es i = up the broken stitches and draw the edges together, and by 
an FRRNG HANG ih a web-like weaving close the hole. 

Rae Ay NS = A DROPPED STITCH is more easily remedied by the 
Bia A SANT ei use of a crochet-hook than by darning. Slip a fine ¢ ochet- 

ats ES: S hook through the little loop at the lower end of the hole; 
AIGA SSN i % catch up the first thread and pull it through the loop. 

STIMU UH NU, ARN HHT Oa Continue until every dropped thread has been caught, 
Pa, a then securely fasten the last loop at the end with a few 

Ill. 350. Picking Up a sewing stitches. Illustration 350 shows the position of the 
Dropped Stitch crochet-hook picking up dropped stitches. 

TO SET IN A PIECE WITH THE BALL STITCH is a Sg aoe antag ace 
way of extending the usefulness of the stocking when \ i 
the hole is too large to be neatly darned. For this 
purpose keep on hand the leg portions of stockings 5 r i) 
of which the feet have been worn out. | i] } 

Baste the part to be mended over a piece of paper ae 
and trim off the ragged edge. Cut a piece from a i i] 
stocking-leg, matching it in color and texture, with Ae 
the ribs running like those in the stocking, and con- } 
forming in shape to the hole, but a trifle smaller. Seana 2S NRA Pe BS i] 

Baste 
TOES EET RR ee eee this piec Il. 351. Setting a Piece in a Stocking 
TEPER: se BN Set G NYE anes Beat with the Ball Stitch 

Fy! ae fees seve ot tion on the paper and join the two edges; 
Bae aa bess vee PONCE the needle passing in close stitches, alternat- 
OPE lig ere BY ae Phare ey Nie ing, over one edge and under the opposite, 

fi eaiatnes ae Ne, PY ; until the piece has been securely and neatly 
Heme aR ibe PE] worked into position. (Ill. 351.) The stitch in 
parry BEES Sater &p Pare this method will be seen to form a kind of 
HEV e ay: Dee A #ffM4 lacing, and iscalled the “ball-stiteh”. It must be 
Bere eRe es pee Ee i uRE Eee ] Fe] done evenly and closely, but not tightly enough 
eLeeere ef SPEED 5 OEE to raise the edges. (III. 351.) 
PPP PEL ECU ii Ceres bet yee 
PEE eer eevee eee vey poeeeee AN UNDERLAID PIECE DARNED IN 
Py Cee Cer epee eoa EE is a better method of closing a hole when 

Ill. 352. An Underlaid Piece Damned In the stocking or garment is very loosely woven
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or knitted, in which case the use of a darning-egg would give it a baggy appearance. Do 
not trim off the ragged edges. Cut the underlying piece a trifle larger than the hole, but 
conforming to it in shape and matching it in color and texture. Baste the piece on the 
paper first, and then lay the hole over it. Or the torn piece may be stretched over an em- 
broidery hoop and the patch basted to it. Run the darning-needle back and forth (IIL. 
tion 352), over and under the lapped edges, closely weaving them together, keeping down 
all the loose ends. Illustration 352 shows the right side of the finished darn, a black 
thread having been used in the illustration to show the stitches. 

STOTING is a process of mending much used by tailors, especially on closely woven 
or very heavy cloth 
that does not fray. 
The first illustration, a % 
Illustration 353, shows A 

: the cut, and in Illus- F 
: tration 354 is shown ve 

the position of the nee- 
dle and thread in the Vs 
process of stoting. Use 
either a thread drawn 
from the cloth, or a 

ll. 353. ACutin Heavy Cloth hair to do the stoting. 11 354. Stoting with a Hair 
The part to be 

mended is basted smoothly over a piece of paper. The needle is inserted about half an 
inch from the torn edge, and run between the threads of the cloth, across the cut, to half 
an inch on the opposite side, and drawn through. Reinserting it, run the needle back on a 
somewhat slanting line and continue until the cut has been closed. Then repeat the 
same process, running the threads in the opposite direction. When pressed, this mending 
can hardly be noticed, but stoting can only be done over a clean cut or tear. On material 
that is not thick enough for the needle to pass between the weave, it must be done on the 
wrong side as lightly as possible. 

MENDING TISSUE, or TAILOR’S TISSUE, as it is sometimes called, is a great con- 
venience in cases of awkward rents or tears where patching would be undesirable. It isa 
semi-transparent substance, resembling the thin rubber used in dress shields. It melts 
under a hot iron and acts like a glue, holding the torn fibers together. 

A_ TRIANGULAR TEAR should be mended im- 
mediately, before the edges have had a chance to fray. Se eee 
The torn part of the garment should be laid, wrong ( Ss aS. eas 
side up, over an ironing-board. Push the torn edges Secs aS a 
together, bringing them as nearly as possible to their SSS Sug 
original position. Lay a square piece of the mending q| SEES 2S) 

tissue large enough to —eS SS eee a 
, ‘ completely coveritover c eS Ses 

ES eae ae the tear and a piece RR SNS | 
fats ape fe of the cloth over the [RRS ses ee 

Be a a } tissue. Baste thecloth iM SNS ANS SES i 
ih Y ‘ d piece in position, but SSS ee AS 

: Baie do not let the basting | SRA NS RSS 
Mos ee threads run through Sees SSS of 

aan y See) the mending tissue or $ Ss S 

Uist they can not be easily 11.355. A Rent Repaired with 
y RY, drawn out. Then run Mending Tissue 

; by a hot iron over it all 
Se Pan several times until the 

i z two pieces and the ragged edges are nicely stuck together. 
e Cut away all superfluous material around the edges. 

Illustration 355 shows a satisfactory result of this method 
Ill. 356, A Piece Set In of mending on the right side of the material.
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A PATCH may also be set in with mending tissue in cases where it is. undesirable to 

have any stitches showing. The hole is trimmed to a square or oblong shape, and a piece 
cut the same shape, but a seam’s width wider all around. Lay the garment over an 
ironing-board, as directed above, and, between the edges of the hole and the lapped edge of 
the patch lay strips of the mending tissue. Be careful not to have any of the tissue 
extending beyond the torn edge on the right side, as it will make an ugly mark after being 
pressed. Illustration 356 shows a hole neatly mended by this method. 

A PATCH is generally used for mending wo PSE ae ae 
flannel or heavy woven underwear, particu- [= 9-9 5 : f Bye tarsS = = =a ot ee eee larly if the garment is too much worn to war- Pye es Pepe a 
rant the time and work necessary for a careful et REA AA AR eo 
darn. Poe Se Uae ee 

A FLANNEL PATCH is a piece of the San he ee 0 perce Kae 
material basted on the wrong side of the worn {| See te ee aR Te 

‘or torn part and catch-stitched to the gar- |. a SM Re Sees ks pe | 
ment with small stitches all around the edge. SRE eee tee bu ae Age? tee | 
The worn place, or the ragged edge of the hole, | ce NP Dyes eee sae ea ae 
is then cut away from the right side, and the og Le Smee Ors ee oe, Sj 
edge catch-stitched all around in the same | _ ae eee a eee eS: a4 
manner. (Ill. 357.) Se Ree 

a NA POPE BE A HEMMED PATCH is used—unless the [@jefs = 2 
hole is so small that it can be neatly darned— Ree pe ie cine a eee oe eed 
for mending material that requires frequent [ios 2 
laundering, such as muslin underwear, bedding lll. 357. Right Side of Flannel Patch 

Bey Maras tartan camasedaramentee ee 6 freak ty 0 a ee eee ee 
Gp ee emote ed Becht scieras ee Bek EERE SRR RecN Nag et Ye O08 Sot Saeed Beas Berens sae wee) | fees EE ae ee Heke Bee ak Se ee ES HESS ace SY ae ees ae ee ae ee BN BEES ee 
Pe Pee 
ec fee eee WE Bk. een ee ee 
Hees Biasaettig an terete See SR Ge eae eee 

fon: cteecmame A LT Na oer eee gr ee oe 
Bei ok ad ba | Rg See ee eee Pieri eccseramseccs neterre | | flak tS ees 

Ill. 358. Wrong Side of Hemmed Patch Il. 359. Right Side of Hemmed Patch 

or household linen. If the material is striped or figured, the patch should be cut so that 
the lines will match. Pin the patch into position on the underside of the piece to be 
mended. Crease a seam all around and baste it down. Now cut out the worn part, 
allowing a narrow seam at the edge. Clip the edge a trifle at each corner, turn in the seam, 
and baste it down. Then with fine stitches sew the patch down all around on both sides 
of the material. (Ills. 358 and 359.) 

AN OVERHANDED PATCH is used on material that is seldom washed, and where 
the raw edge on the wrong side is not objectionable. The sewing in this patch is not so 
noticeable as in the hemmed patch, for it has but one line of stitches. In cutting the 
patch be sure to match the stripe or figure. The piece should be large enough to cover 
the hole well when it is basted over it with tailors’ tacks. (Directions for tailors’ tacks 
are given on page 85.) When the patch has been basted and cut apart, it will be seen that
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the exact outline of the patch has been marked on both the garment and the patch. The 
uneven edges are trimmed away leaving a narrow seam. (Illustrations 360 and 361.) 
Notch the corners of the hole diagonally to the line of tacks, and trim off the corners of the 
patch. Turn the seam edges of both hole and patch toward the wrong side on the line of 
the tacks and baste together. Then with small overhand stitches sew the patch in 
securely, being careful during the whole proceeding to keep the warp and woof threads 
of the material straight at the joining edges. _ Illustrations 360 and 361 show both sides of 
the patch after it has been well pressed. 

Clothing, household linens, etc., should be darned or mended at the first sign of wear. 

Immediate attention often saves actual holes by reenforeing worn places, and the amount 
of mending will be perceptibly reduced. Mending should be done before the articles are 
washed, for in washing the worn place is likely to give and become a hole. 
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Ill. 360. Setting in an Overhanded Patch 
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Ill. 361. Wrong Side of Patch lll. 362. Completed Patch



CHAPTER 31 

REMODELING 

Materials—Dyeing—Cleaning—Remodeling Waists—Skirts—Coats—Suits 
Children’s Clothes—Boys’ Clothes 

T THE beginning of every season when you are planning your clothes, look over 
A your wardrobe and decide what you have that is worth remaking and will fill some 

definite place in your outfit. Do not make over any clothes simply because you 
have them. If you are not going to need them for the present brush them thoroughly and 
put them away carefully until you want them. 

Things that are genuinely worn out should be thrown away or given to the Salvation 
Army. Do not try to make them over for they are not worth the time and effort. 

MATERIALS—Wool materials that are too shabby to be made over ean often be used 
for interlining Winter coats and jackets. 

Wool materials and some silks that are shabby on the outside but comparatively fresh 
on the inside can be turned if the wrong side is nice looking. It may not be exactly like : 
the right side but if it is presentable it can be used. Satin, plush, velvet and silks that 
have a design on one side only can not be turned for the wrong side is not wearable. 

Plush and velvet can be steamed to freshen them, remove the wr nkles and raise the 
nap. Silks and satins can be steamed to remove bad wrinkles. (Chapter 6, page 32.) 

Small pieces of material can often be combined to make hats for children, or if suitable 
used for collar and cuff facings. 

When combinations of materials are in fashion remaking is a simple matter. Wool 
materials can often be combined with satin, taffeta, foulard, or with plaid, stripe or check 
silk or wool materials. Silks, satins, plushes and velvets can be used with Georgette crépe, 
chiffon, silk voile, lace, or tulle. Plush and velvet can also be combined with silk and 
satin. Gingham can be used with chambray, and the heavy cotton and linen materials 
with batiste, handkerchief linen, ete. In Summer materials one can usually combine 
white with a color, or a plain color with plaid, check, stripe or figured material. 

If one feels inclined to take a little trouble one can completely disguise a last year’s 
suit or dress by changing it to another color. 

DYEING is a very simple thing, but there are certain hard and fast rules in regard to 
it that must not be disregarded. In the first place you can not dye a silk or wool material 
with a dye intended for cotton and linen. Neither can you dye cotton and linen with a 
silk and wool dye. In the second place, you can’t change dark colors into lighter ones. 
In the third place, the material must be prepared carefully for the dyeing. If there are any 
grease spots or stains they should be removed as thoroughly as possible. (Chapter 34.) 

Afterward the material should be washed for two reasons. The first is, that if the 
material is put into the dye soiled, the dirt will mingle with the dye and the result will 
be muddy instead of bright and clear. The second is that as much of the old dye should 
be taken out or “discharged,” as it is called, as possible. Otherwise it will be impossible 
to predict how the mixture of the two dyes will turn out. 

Cottons and silks can be washed in soap and boiling water, but it is not safe to use 
soap to any great extent on wool materials, as it softens the wool. Boil the materials 
about half an hour, changing the water as it becomes discolored. Keep up the washing 
until the water remains clear—a sure sign that all the dye has been discharged that is 
likely to do any harm. 

It is best to dye the material while it is still wet from the washing as it absorbs the 
151
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dye more readily and more evenly in that condition. Be sure to follow the directions 
given with the dye you use. A good reliable dye compound will be accompanied by 
explicit directions, which you must take care to follow. You must be especially careful 
in picking out a dye that will suit your material. White, of course, can be dyed any 
color. Pale shades can be dyed darker or changed into other slightly deeper colors. 
A material of one color dyed with a dye of a second color will emerge from the fray an 
entirely different shade from either. For instance, if you dye a yellow material with a 
light blue dye, you will get green; while the same light blue over light red makes purple, 
and over light green makes peacock. A dark blue dye over brown makes navy blue, and 
over yellow, bottle green. A brown over blue makes dark brown; over green makes 
olive brown; over red makes seal brown. There are dozens of combinations and varia- 
tions of colors that one can bring out by a clever combination of dye and material. One 
should go back to the old safeguard of experimenting first and doing the actual business 
afterward. 

After you’ve dyed your material, take it out of the dyeing fluid and hang it up until 
it is nearly dry. Then rinse it out in clear water to prevent its crocking. If a material 
has been dyed black, do not rinse until it has dried thoroughly. It will leave it a better 
color. If you do not dye your material, clean it carefully. Directions for removing spots, 
stains, ete., are given in Chapter 34, pages 157—159. 

REMODELING should be done with as much care and interest as you would give 
to making a new dress. Otherwise your dress, ete., will look ‘‘made-over”’ and you will 
be dissatisfied and half ashamed of it. If you do it skilfully you will enjoy the remade 
dress as much as if it were really new. 

Before remodeling look over the De.ineaTor and the latest editions of BurrertcK 
Fasuions and consider your dress from the standpoint of the new styles. See exactly 
what it will need to bring it up to date. It must have the right sleeve and collar and the 
skirt must be the correct width and length. The waistline must come at the right place. 
Don’t wear a high, Empire waistline when a low or normal waistline is the vogue. Don’t 
wear a belt that gives you a pinched-in waist when a wide waist is in fashion. 

Be sure that the collar is not only the right size and shape but is absolutely fresh. 
Collars get hard wear and a collar that is still good style might be worn and 
shabby. It should be replaced. The same thing is true of chemisettes, undersleeves, 
cuffs, ete. r 

If the dress is to be entirely remodeled, rip it apart with a sharp knife or pointed scissors. 
Do not stretch the material, especially at the neck and armholes. Brush the seams 
carefully, and remove all clipped threads. If the material has changed color, use it on 
the reverse side if possible, even if the weave is slightly different. 

It should be cleaned if necessary and thoroughly pressed so that it can be cut exactly as 
if it were a new material. 

After the material has been thoroughly freshened—washed, pressed or dyed—lay it 
out on the new pattern and see if it requires piecing. If piecing is necessary, make the 
seams fall in places where they do not show or where they can be covered with trimming. 

IN MAKING OVER A WAIST it is sometimes necessary to use new material; but 
when chemisettes, yokes and half-sleeves are in fashion, you can use net, lace, chiffon, ete. 
In remodeling a waist or dress, put it on a bust form and stuff out the sleeves with tissue- 
paper. Look it over to see where it requires alteration. 

Put the lining on, and then drape the outside over it after you have cut it according 
to your pattern. By using fancy trimming-pieces, collars. yokes, ete., you can almost 
always remodel a waist so that the piecing will never show. Lace or net for yokes, 
chemisettes, etc., can be dyed the color of the dress either at home or at a regular dyeing 
establishment. Lace can be dipped in tea to give it a rich cream color that can be made 
lighter or darker according to the strength of the tea. 

REMODELING A SKIRT is an easy matter if the new pattern is narrower than the 
old skirt. In that case it is only a question of recutting; but if the pattern calls for 
more material than you have in the skirt itself, you will have to do some piecing or com- 
bine with new material. Braided bands covering the skirt seams are an excellent way 
of increasing the width of a skirt. Or you can raise the skirt at the waistline, refit it, and
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add to it at the bottom by a band ora fold. Or it may be pieced at the bottom and the 
line of piecing covered by wide braid, bias bands, ete. 

Linen or Piqué Skirts can often be lengthened by bands of embroidery insertion or by 
bias bands of the material. These skirts are very apt to shrink around the hips. They 
should be ripped from their belts, raised and refitted. They will have to be lengthened. 

COATS—Coats should be remodeled by an up-to-date pattern. If they require piecing, 
try to let it come at a seam and cover it with a stitched or braided band. 

Coats of fur fabrics that have become shabby can often be cut down into coatees when 
they are in fashion, or into children’s coats. When they are too badly worn to remake in 
that way there are often unworn portions that can be used for neck-pieces and muffs, or 
for collar and cuff facings for a coat or suit. 

Suits are apt to wear out in the skirt first. In a suit of a plain colored serge, gabardine, 
twill, velours, taffeta, satin or linen, a new skirt can often be used, made of the same mate- 
tial in a plaid, check or stripe. If the suit material harmonizes with the jacket you will 
have a very smart-looking costume. The great French dressmakers frequently make 
new suits in combinations of this kind. Sometimes the skirt material is used for collar 
and cuff facings on the coat. 

REMODELING FOR CHILDREN’S CLOTHES—Quite frequently it is easier to cut 
down. a coat suit for one of the children than to remodel it for the mother. But do not 
use a material that is old and somber for a child, without relieving it by a trimming that 
is bright and youthful-looking. A black-and-white pin-checked wool or a dark serge 
is apt to make a dull frock for a little girl, but if it is trimmed with bands of contrasting 
material in a suitable color it becomes childish-looking and pretty. 

CHILDREN’S CLOTHES—Children grow so fast that the problem of remaking 
generally includes lengthening and enlarging. 

One-piece dresses can often be lengthened by dropping them from a yoke which gives 
them new width in the shoulders and also gives them new sleeves. 

Skirts can be pieced under tucks, folds, bands, flounces, ete. They can also be dropped 
from an Empire waistline to a normal waistline or they can be lengthened by a band at 
the bottom. When middy blouses are worn over a skirt, the skirt can be pieced at the 
top to lengthen it. The blouse will hide the piecing. 

Frequently children’s dresses ean be made into jumper styles. New blouses will give 
new sleeves and new width through the body. 

In making over half-worn garments into presentable and at the same time durable 
clothes for boys, such as suits, reefers, and overcoats, a tailored finish is the first require- 
ment. It means neat work, even stitching and careful pressing. For the pressing you 
will need heavy irons, evenly heated, and a piece of unbleached muslin that can be 

2 dampened and laid over your work. 
In ripping apart the old coat or suit that is to be remodeled for your little son, notice 

carefully all the small devices of interlining, canvas and stitching that the tailor used 
in making the garment. You can repeat many of them in your own work. If you use 
the old canvas and find that it has grown limp, you can restiffen it by dampening it 
thoroughly and ironing it with a heavy iron thoroughly heated. Full directions for 
making boys’ trousers are given in Chapter 36, “Boys’ and Men’s Clothes,” and Chap- 
ter 22, ‘‘Pockets.” Chapter 12, on “Coats,” will give you the additional information 
you will want for finishing the jackets or overcoats.



CHAPTER 32 

PRESSING 

Irons—Ironing Board—Sleeve Board—Tailors’ Cushion—Steaming—Pressing Plaits 

OOD PRESSING is a very important part of dressmaking and tailoring. Special 
y boards and tailors’ cushions may be made at home or bought from any dress- 

makers’ supply house. 

IRONS. You should have either an electric iron and two ordinary irons, or else three 
ordinary irons. The two extra irons are used to hold the third in an inverted position in 
steaming velvet. An eight-pound smoothing-iron is the most satisfactory type for pressing. 

IRONING-BOARD. Skirts and coats can be pressed on your long laundry ironing- 
board or on your sewing-table. Seams 
should be pressed over the curved edge of 

Carta LS an ironing-board so that the seam edges 
- will not be marked on the garment. 

SSS A SLEEVE-BOARD which can be used 
————————— — for sleeves and short seams can be made 
SSS from a board two or three feet long, and 

Ill. 363. The Sleeve-board tapering from five or six inches in width 
at one end to three inches at the other. 

(Il. 363.) The ends and edges should — 
be rounded and the board should have Ve 
an inner covering of flannel or a similar fe SS 
wool material, and an outer cover of SS 
smooth cotton cloth. (Ill. 363.) Hf, SS 

A TAILORS’ CUSHION is used for K\. ~ 
pressing darts and curved seams. (Ill. A. } } 
364.) It is ham shaped and is stuffed WW SSS== d 4 
tightly with cotton rags. Cut two pieces, S \N S ——— 
eighteen by fourteen inches, making S SSS 
them narrower at one end. (Ill. 364.) SNS BE9'’*" 
Round off all the edges. Stitch the seam —a 
with a close stitch. Seams should be II. 364. The Tailors’ Cushion : 
pressed over the tailors’ cushion so that 
the seam edges will not be marked on the garment. 

In opening seams, dampen the seam, if the material will permit it, and press slowly, 
bearing down heavily on the iron. Very little dampness should be used on cashmere, as 
it flattens the twill and spoils the texture. Little or no dampness should be used on silk. 
A cloth, well wrung out of water, may be used on these materials, and their seams may 

E be dampened slightly. 
Velvet, velours and duvetyn must not be pressed, but should be steamed so as not to 

injure the nap. 
To steam velvet, ete., heat an iron and place it face up between two cold irons arranged so 

as to hold the hot iron firmly. (Ill. 365.) Lay a damp piece of muslin over the face of 
the iron and draw the velvet over the muslin. The steam will have the effect of pressing 
the velvet without hurting the pile. Seams can be opened in this way, and this method 
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can be used on velvet, plush, velours, duvetyn —S— 
and materials with a high nap, satin and silk. tp, ke ae 

Velvet may be mirrored or panned by pass- <i w Jo ee 
ing an iron over the surface of the velvet, iron- 7 ree Sa 
ing with the nap. After velvet has gone through v d Zo ZZ Sa 
this process it can be pressed as much as is oP = 3 
necessary. 

Nearly all pressing is done on the wrong Il. 365. The Proper Way to Open Seams 
side. Suitings and heavy cloth may be pressed ee 
on the right side by steaming. Wring out a cloth as dry as possible and lay it over the 
place to be pressed. Have the irons hot and press firmly until the cloth is nearly dry. 
Turn the garment to the wrong side and press until thoroughly dry. 

The shine which sometimes comes in pressing may be removed by placing a dry cloth 
over the shiny place. Then wring out as dry as possible a second cloth which has been 
thoroughly wet. Place it over the dry one, and with a hot iron pass lightly over the spot. 
If the material has a nap requiring raising, the place may be brushed with a stiff brush and 
the process of steaming repeated. 
Many fabrics retain the imprint of the basting-thread under heavy pressing. For 

such material it is necessary to give a light pressing first, removing all basting-threads 
before the final pressing. 

PRESSING PLAITS IN A SKIRT OR DRESS. ‘Turn the skirt wrong side out and 
slip it over an ironing board. Pin the top and bottom of the skirt to the board taking 
care that the plaits lie perfectly flat underneath. In wool and cotton materials a sponge 
cloth may be placed over the skirt and pressed thoroughly until the cloth is dry. This 
method creases the material well and the plaits will stay in position for a long time. 

In silk material press the plaits with an iron that is not too hot. Afterward the iron 
may be run under the plaits to smooth the part underneath. Slip the skirt off the board 
and remove the bastings. 

When a plaited skirt is made of washable material it is not difficult to launder if one 
goes about it in the right way. The lower part of the skirt should not be pressed out 
flat, but each plait as it is pressed from the stitched upper portion should be laid in plaits 
all the way to the bottom of the skirt or dress, smoothed out and arranged with the hand, 
and then pressed into position. Afterward the iron may be run under the plaits to smooth 
the part underneath. 

In laundering or pressing a skirt you will realize the value of shrinking the material 
and following the correct grain line of the weave.



CHAPTER 33 
‘ 

THE CARE OF THE CLOTHES 

Wash Clothes—Woolen Clothes—Brushing—Use of Hangers—Bag Covers— 

Winter Clothes—White Clothes 

(ARE OF THE CLOTHES. All clothes should be taken care of as systematically 
as possible, as their period of usefulness depends entirely on the way they are treated. 

LINGERIE AND WASHABLE WAISTS AND DRESSES should be mended before 
they go to the laundry. A small hole will become a large one in washing, and not only 
is the work of mending doubled, but the injury to the garment is frequently irreparable. 

WOOLEN CLOTHES. Dresses, suits, coats, skirts, ete., should be brushed regularly 
and watched closely for such small matters as loose buttons, frayed skirt edges, missing 
hooks and eyes, and soiled collars or necks. 

HANGERS. Dresses and waists should be kept on hangers. Coats should never 
be left lying carelessly over chairs, and should never be hung up by the collar or arm- 
hole. They should be kept on hangers when they are not in use so that their necks and 
shoulders will not lose their shape. 

BAG COVERS. Dresses and waists if made of light, perishable materials should be 
slipped into great bags of silkoline to keep them from the dust. The bag should be as 
long as the waist or dress. If one has plenty of closet room, it is much better to keep 
one’s evening dresses hanging up in bags than to lay them in chests or drawers where they 
ean not fail to become badly wrinkled. 

SKIRTS should not be kept on wooden hangers, as they are likely to become stretched 
at the hips. Small strips of tape should be sewed inside the waistband of each skirt— 
one on each side, and an equal distance apart. The skirt should be hung by these hangers 
ov two hooks placed just far enough apart to keep the belt taut. 

WINTER CLOTHES should be brushed and cleaned and then put away during the 
Summer months with plenty of gum camphor, moth-balls or some other safe moth pre- 
ventive. 

SUMMER CLOTHES, should be put away clean and packed as carefully as possible, 
so that they will not need pressing when they are wanted again. Sheets of blue tissue- 
paper can be put between the folds of white dresses to prevent them from turning yellow. 
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CHAPTER 34 

CLEANING 

Cleaning Woolens—Silks —Velvet — Black Lace —White Lace — Grease-Spots — Machine-Oil 

Stains—Blood-Stains—Fresh Ink—Copy or India Ink—Iron Rust— 
Fruit Stains—Mildew—Paint—Chewing-Gum 

CLEANING can frequently be done at home with very little trouble and expense. 

TO CLEAN WOOLEN GOODS, the simplest method is washing in warm water and 
soapbark. Get ten cents’ worth of soapbark and pour over it two quarts of boiling 
water. Let it stand until the strength is taken from the bark, strain, and pour into a tub 
of lukewarm water. Let the goods stand for half an hour in the suds, then rub well and 

rinse in another water of the same temperature to keep the goods from shrinking. Press 
on the wrong side before it is thoroughly dry. Experiment first with a small piece of 
the material to be sure that it does not change color or shrink badly. 

FOR SILKS, mix six ounces of strained honey and four ounces of a pure soap with 
one pint of pure alcohol. 

Lay each piece of silk flat on a table or marble, and with a brush cover the silk with the 
mixture, first on one side and then on the other. Brush the silk as little as possible and 
always straight up and down. Dip the silk in several tepid rinsing waters, the last one 
mixed with a little honey. Do not wring the silk, but hang it up, and when half-dry iron 
with a cool iron on the wrong side. 

BLACK SILK can be freshened by sponging with strong black coffee, or with glove~ 
water made by boiling an old black kid glove in water for some time. 

A French method of cleaning black silk is to sponge the silk on both sides with spirits of 
wine, and then iron on the wrong side with a piece of muslin between the silk and the iron. 

Ribbons may be cleansed in the same way and rolled smoothly over a bottle or round 
stick to dry. 

VELVET is cleaned by steaming. First brush the velvet thoroughly with either a soft 
or stiff brush until all dust and lint are removed. It is better to use a soft brush if the 
velvet is not too dirty. 

If a milliner’s steaming-box is at hand, invert a hot iron in the box and cover the face 
of the iron with a good-sized piece of muslin which has been thoroughly wet. This 
produces steam, and the muslin must be moved along as it dries. The velvet is held with 
its wrong side against the muslin and brushed carefully with a soft brush until the pile of 
the velvet is raised. Always brush against the nap. The pile may also be raised by 
holding the velvet tightly over a pan of boiling water. 

FOR BLACK LACES, an old-fashioned cleaning mixture is made by boiling an old 
black kid glove in a pint of water until half the water has evaporated. Strain, and, if 
necessary, add a little cold water. After brushing the lace, dip it up and down in the 
liquid. Then roll it over a bottle, or pin smoothly over a covered board to dry. 

WHITE LACE may be washed in a suds of pure soap, then thoroughly rinsed and 
pinned over a covered board to dry. Some laces will stand ironing on the wrong side. 
Let the lace partially dry, and iron over several thicknesses of flannel. 

GREASE-SPOTS on woolen or silk are best removed by naphtha, gasoline, ether or 
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chloroform. These solvents are highly inflammable, and must, therefore, never be used 
in the same room with an open light or flame. 

Lay the material, right side down, on a piece of clean blotting-paper or brown wrapping- 
paper. Rub around and around the spot with a piece of the same material which has been 
dipped in the cleaning-fluid. Be careful to approach the spot gradually and keep rubbing 
around the edge of the spot which is damp with the cleaning-fluid so that no ring forms. 
If you do not approach the spot gradually, the grease will spread over a large surface. 

Ether and chloroform are less liable to leave a ring than gasoline or naphtha. 
A good mixture for removing grease-spots is made from equal parts of alcohol, benzin 

and ether. 
Grease can also be removed from silk or woolen materials by spreading French chalk 

over the spot and allowing it to stand for some time. This absorbs the grease. Shake 
the chalk off the garment and if itleaves a mark dissolve the remaining particles with 
benzin or ether, being careful to rub around the edge of the spot which is damp with these 
fluids until they have completely evaporated, to prevent a ring from forming. 

POWDERED FRENCH CHALK OR FULLER’S EARTH may be used by placing the 
powder over the stain and holding over a heated iron. The heat will dissolve the 
grease, and the powder will absorb it. 

Grease can also be removed from most materials by placing the material, right side 
down, over a piece of brown wrapping-paper and pressing over the wrong side of the 
material with a hot iron. The heat of the iron drives the grease from the material into the 
paper, because grease has a tendency to go from a warm spot to a cooler one. 

TO REMOVE GREASE FROM WHITE GOODS, wash with soap or alkaline lyes. 
Colored cottons or colored woolens may be washed with lukewarm soap lyes. 

MACHINE-OIL STAINS may be removed in the following manner: Moisten borax 
and rub it on the stain from the outside toward the center, taking care not to spread it. 
Pour water through the material. Washing with cold water and a pure soap will remove 
most stains of machine-oil. i 

BLOOD-STAINS may be taken out by washing with soap and tepid water. They 
may also be removed by covering the spot with wet laundry starch and allowing it to 
stand. Afterward it should be washed. 

TO REMOVE FRESH INK. Fresh ink can be removed from almost any material 
by stretching it tightly over a bowl or deep vessel and pouring boiling water through the 
spot with force from a height. Or, if still moist, rub either salt, meal flour or sugar, 
and wash in cold water. 

In White Materials lemon-juice may be put over the spot and covered with salt. 
Then place the article in the sun for a while, and wash. The process may be repeated, if 
necessary, until the ink-spot is entirely removed. 

Another method of removing ink-stains from white materials is to let the material soak 
in javelle water, made from one-half pound of sal soda, two ounces chlorid of lime and one 
quart of water. After soaking a few minutes, wash in clear water. 

TO REMOVE COPY OR INDIA INK FROM WHITE MATERIALS. Make a strong 
solution of oxalic acid and cold water. Soak the spot for a few moments in the oxalic 
acid and then soak it in ammonia. If necessary, repeat until the stain disappears. 
Rinse thoroughly in cold water. 

TO REMOVE IRON RUST FROM WHITE MATERIALS. Lay the article in the sun 
and apply oxalic acid to the spot with your fingers wet with water. When the spot 
is removed, rinse the garment thoroughly. Also wash your hands well after using the acid. 
It is practically impossible to remove iron rust from colored fabrics, as the acid used in 
removing the spot takes out the color so that the remedy is worse than the rust.
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” The javelle water and lemon-juice suggested for ink-stains may also be used to remove 
iron rust. 

TO REMOVE FRUIT STAINS. Make a solution of oxalic acid and water, using about 
ten grains of the acid to a half pint of water. Wet the article in hot water and then 
apply the solution of oxalic acid to the spot. Rinse it well after the spot has been removed. 

TO REMOVE FRUIT AND INK STAINS. Soak the spot for a few moments in chloro- 
form and then soak it in very strong ammonia. Try a sample of your material first, 
to be sure that the chloroform and ammonia do not remove the color. 

MILDEW is the hardest of all stains to remove, and can not always be taken out suc- 
cessfully. Any of the mediums used for ink and iron-rust may be tried. For silk only, 
dip a flannel in alcohol and rub briskly, first on one side and then on the other. 

PAINT, when fresh, can be softened with vaseline and washed off with benzin. Or, 
it may be rubbed with equal parts of turpentine and alcohol. If a grease-spot remains, 
remove it with benzin. Turpentine mixed with a little ammonia is also good. Wash 
off with soap-suds or benzin. 

TO REMOVE CHEWING-GUM hold the under side of the garment over a hot iron 
until the gum is melted. Then wipe it off with a rag wet with pure alcohol. Do not use 
the denatured alcohol for this purpose.



CHAPTER 35 

WASHING CLOTHES 

Setting Colors—Washing Thin Crépes—Beaded Garments—Corduroy— 

Turkish Toweling or Ratine 

SET COLORS IN WASH MATERIALS. Different colors must be set by differ- 
| ent methods. Green, blue, purple and also mauve or lavender can be set by soaking 

for a short time in alum water. Use about an ounce of alum to a gallon of water. 
Blue, pink and most red materials can be set by soaking in salt water, using a large table- 
spoonful of salt to about a gallon of water. 

To set the color in brown, tan and deep yellow, use about a cupful of vinegar to a gallon 
of water and soak the material in it. Black cotton materials and black-and-white mate- 
rials may be soaked in strong salt water or a little turpentine may be added to the water. 

Yellow and the lighter shades of tan can be brightened when they become faded, by 
adding a little strong coffee to the rinsing water. 

WASHING THIN CREPES. Oily streaks at neck and wrists should be removed with 
gasoline before washing. Use warm water, Ivory Soap, Lux, Fairy or Borax, or any soap 
that is not too strong with lye. (Professionals use a mixture of salts of tartar and borax— 
half and half in warm water.) Do not rub, but after a good suds is made dip the gar- 

ment in it and squeeze the suds through the garment. Thoroughly rinse in several waters 
so that not one particle of soap suds is left on the garment. Do not wring water out, 
squeeze it. Shake it out and wrap up until nearly dry. Iron on the wrong side with a 
warm, not hot, iron. Iron crosswise of the material, stretching a little as you iron. 

Remember Georgette crépe or any thin crépe is liable to part or give way on the cross- 
wise strands, so don’t be rough with it. 

Colors are usually fast. 

TO WASH A BEADED GARMENT use the same method as for thin crépes. Never 
put a beaded garment through-a wringer for it would break the beads. Lay the garment 
right side down on a Turkish towel or soft pressing pad so as not to break the beads in 
pressing. Embroidered garments should be pressed in this way also as the design will 
appear more raised and less flattened than if pressed on a hard surface. 

TO WASH CORDUROY make suds of lukewarm water, Ivory Soap or Lux, or soap 
not strong with lye. Move the corduroy up and down in it, rubbing any spots gently 
with the hands. Rinse thoroughly in clear lukewarm water and lightly squeeze as much 
moisture as possible out with the hands. Never rub on a board or pass through a wringer, 
as this injures the nap. Hang in the air until dry, or when almost dry, lay face down on 
a Turkish towel or soft pressing pad, and press lightly; be careful to press with the nap. 

TO WASH RATINE OR TURKISH TOWELING, make a suds and move the material 
up and down init. Do not rub it, but just squeeze it. The dirt will drop out, as the 
weave isopen. Rinse thoroughly. Squeeze out as much water as possible with your 
hands. Never wring it. Hang it up in the air and let it dry. In pressing, thoroughly 
dampen this material and while it is damp pull out all of the wrinkles. Press lightly 
on a padded board with a cloth over the material until it is thoroughly dry. Then 
brush it thoroughly with a whisk broom, being careful not to pull it. 
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CHAPTER 36 

BOYS’ AND MEN’S CLOTHES 

Patterns — Alterations — Materials — Cutting — Putting the Garment Together —Trousers—The 
Fly—Trousers for Smaller Boys—Side Pockets—Trousers With No Fly—Top Edge of 

Trousers—Lower Edge of Trousers—Blouses on Coats—Strictly Tailored Coat— 

Canvas Lapels—Front Edges—Facing—Seams—L ining—Collar—Pockets—Bath- 
robes—House Jackets—Undergarments 

T IS not difficult to make garments for boys and men if you go about it in the 
right way. It is mainly a matter of correct finish and careful pressing with hot 
irons whenever pressing is necessary. The frequent use of irons is a very impor- 

tant part of tailoring. 

PATTERNS—It is essential to get the right-size patterns for tailored garments. The 
proper way to measure men and boys is given in Chapter 2, pages 12 and 13. 

ALTERATIONS—If it is necessary to make 
any alterations in the length of a pat- a 
tern they should be made before cutting your 5 ee eee 
material. The Deltor or the pattern envelope % Hap ree oe 
will tell you where to make them. f oe eis, Peas 

[EER ee ges 
ALTERING LENGTH OF BOYS’ PAT- fee ot U8 ie 

TERNS—When a boy of five or six years has igh! See ath) pa pats 
the breast and waist measure of a nine-year- f Sp ree Nar eee 
old size, even though he has the height of a fas Eo ete ‘4 
six-year-old, it is better to get a nine-year-old ae. se 
pattern and shorten the coat, the sleeves and £ iF SS 
trousers. ene oe 5 ae AF 

The Coat and Sleeves Are Shortened in prac- pee ee Ig é: Z| 
tically the same way as in a woman’s waist. Bees) ee as Ae 
(Chapter 3, pages 19-21.) Seal ty ees ‘ fA 

To Shorten the Trousers considerable care is * a an } pees xae 
needed in determining just where the altera- ial teers r 
tion should be made. The length of the Ais ve ae 3 
underwaist to which they fasten has a great Bek SR 5 
deal to do with their length when worn. It is ae oy 
well to measure an old pair of trousers on the Banc ae 
child, taking the measure from the waist to 
the crotch and then to just below the knee, Ill. 366. Shortening the Pattern of Boys’ 
allowing for the extra fulness to fall over the Knickerbockers 
knee in knickerbockers. Any alteration in 
length above the crotch should be made across the pattern below the extension for the 
pocket opening, changing the seam edges as little as possible. In the lower leg part, fold 
the plait across above the extension piece at the lower part of the leg. (Ill. 366.) 

MATERIALS—Before cutting your material read Chapter 6 on “Materials, Sponging, 
Cutting,” ete. 

CUTTING—After the material has been properly sponged or shrunken lay the pat- 
tern on it as shown in the Deltor Layout or as directed in the pattern instructions. Use 
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plenty of pins in pinning the pattern on the material and cut with sharp dressmaking 
shears, following the edge of the pattern exactly. 

Mark all the working per- 
forations with tailors’ tacks B 
(Chapter 16, page 85) and 
either mark the notches with ° b > 
two or three stitches in basting- 3 } 
eotton or clip them, making A 

them no deeper than is neces- E 
sary to see them distinctly. i 

PUTTING THE GARMENT E 
TOGETHER—Follow the Del- Bs | 
tor or the Illustrated Instruc- R \ 
tions for putting the pieces of 2 s 

the’ garment together, putting Se ae 
in the pockets wherever there me: 
are any. (Chapter 22, page 3 1 
104.) acy 

TROUSERS—The Fly. : 
Baste a facing of lining ma- 

ae Pare is oe lll. 367. Inside View of Pocket with Buttonhole Fly 

front edge of the left-front por- 
tion. Stitch a narrow seam. Turn the facing to the wrong side, and baste it flat, with 
the cloth at the seam edge entirely covering the lining. 
Now lay together, face to face, two fly pieces, one of cloth and one of lining, and stitch 

a seam on the front edge. Turn it to the right side, baste flat and press. 

It is more convenient to make the buttonholes in the fly now than after it is stitched 
in place. They are worked from the cloth side, the first one coming just below the waist- - 
band. Then baste the fly into position, its edge a trifle back of the edge on the left front 
of the trousers. Stitch one-quarter inch back of the buttonholes, through the four thick- 
nesses of goods, down from the waistband, ending in a curved line on the lower edge. 
(Ill. 367.) Tack the fly between the buttonholes to the facing. Overcast the raw edges 
on the inside. 

The underlapping fly piece for the buttons on the right front of the trousers should be 
faced with lining. The cloth piece is then basted and stitched to the edge of the right 
front of the trousers. This seam is then pressed open. Turn under the lining, clipping 
the edge to make it lie flat, and baste it to the cloth seam. From the right side stitch 
neatly an even line down close to the bastings and across the free edge at the bottom. 

Small trouser buttons are sewed on in position corresponding to the buttonholes on 
the opposite fly. 

For the Smaller Boy, when buttons and buttonholes are imprac- 
ticable, the small facing provided for in the pattern is attached to 
the right side of both of the fronts, stitched and turned to the inside. 

Ce (Ill. 369, page 163.) The front seam is then closed from the facing 
Kea to the waistline. 
\ 3 The side pockets should be put in next. 

nN SIDE POCKETS OF TROUSERS are usually made in a seam. 
4 \\l Cut a square piece of silesia or stout lining material the size desired, 

eee and, doubling it over, notch the edges to indicate the pocket open- 
Weel ing. Make corresponding notches in the seam edges of the trou- 
6} | sers. Face the back edge of the pocket on both the right and wrong 
ie \ sides with bias facings of the cloth one inch and a quarter wide and 

“ long enough to extend from the top of the pocket to an inch below 
: the notch in the opening. (Ill. 368.) Lay the front edge of the 

L368. Side pocket edge to edge with the front edge of the trousers on their 
Pocket wrong side and baste it to them. In the same seam baste a bias
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facing of the cloth to the front of the trousers on the right side. This facing should be 
the same length and width as the facings on the back edge of the pocket. Stitch the 
pocket, trousers and facing together in a narrow seam. Turn the facing over on to the 
pocket and run a row of stitching close to the fold to hold it in place. Turn under the 
back edge of the facing and stitch it to the pocket. Trim off the lower corners of the 
pocket (Ill. 368), and crease the edge for a seam toward the inside. The seam of the 

pocket may then be closed. 
Baste it first, and close it with 
one stitching. The back edge 

rit | of the pocket is caught to the 
SRR. / front with bar stay-tacks. The 

/ PN upper edges are held by the 
ZEON waistband. 

: Rees 
a TROUSERS HAVING NO FLY 

, CLOSING have the waistband 
7 divided into a front and back 

- \ waistband, leaving an opening 
: : ‘ at each side of the trousers. 

eee et In this case the extension on 
sree 7 | the side of the back pieces of 
Poo. all the trousers is faced, thus form- 
a \ ing the underlap for the opening. 

‘i The loose edge of the pocket 
Ill. 369. Inside View of Trousers Having No Fly piece is then faced on both sides 

with the cloth, and two rows 
of stitching, a quarter of an inch apart close to the edge, give it a firm finish. 
Now the upper edges of the pocket are basted to the upper edge of the trousers front. 
(IIL. 369.) 
Make a bar, overcast or buttonholed, between the two rows of stitching, catching 

through the cloth, and both sides of the pocket at the top and at the bottom of the open- 
ing. 

The pocket may now be closed. Round off one or both of the corners, and, turning in 
the seam with the raw edges toward the inside of the pocket, stitch securely. 

THE OUTSIDE SEAM of the trousers is closed next. In knickerbockers it is stitched 
in a seam all the way down. The lower edge of the leg is gathered in a casing with an 
elastic. In trousers fin- 
ished with a band the ex- 
tension allowed at the low- 
er part for an opening at 

the side is turned under for a 
a facing on the upper side, . 
and faced and used as an 3 5 
extension on the under side. ; = 
The band can be fastened ‘ 
with a buckle or with a $ 
button and buttonhole. c 
After stitching the seam, . 
turn the raw edges toward : 
the front. From the out- 
side, run a line of stitching 38 
one-eighth of an inch from 4 
the seam. 
Now stitch and press 

open the inside seam of . 
each leg. The two leg por- F 
tions may then be joined, 

beginning the seam down Ill. 370. Qutside View of Fly and Pocket 
the back at the waist, and
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extending it to the notches in the lower edge of the fly pieces, including in the seam the 
seams of the fly pieces below the notches. Press this seam open and baste over it, flat 
on the inside, a piece of tape or a bias strip. Stitch from the outside a row on each side 
of the seam. Turn the end of the tape over and hem neatly down at the end of the fly 
stitching. On the outside, at the end of the fly opening, make a strong stay-stitch or 
bar, to keep it from tearing out. 

THE TOP EDGE of the trousers is turned over a seam, and a strip of lining stitched 
to it, then basted down in a faced hem. A band, with the buttonholes worked in it with 
stout thread or twist, is basted over this faced hem, and from the right side stitched 
through both facing and band at the lower edge and the ends. A strong tack thread 
should catch the band and the facing between the buttonholes. 

THE LOWER EDGE of each trousers leg is hemmed by hand with invisible stitches. 

BLOUSES or the coats of suits vary considerably in style. It is best to rely on the 
Deltor or Illustrated Instructions for making and finishing. 

A STRICTLY TAILORED COAT for a man or boy is made in very much the same 
way as a strictly tailored coat for women except that the effect is even more tailored. 
The best tailors in New York give a well-tailored and mannish look to a coat by the 
methods given below. 

For this style of coat it is very important to know how to baste in the canvas, face the 
front of the coat and put in the lining before joining the shoulder seam. Not until this 
has been done should the collar be basted to the coat. These are the fine points of 
tailoring and should be followed closely in coat-making. 

THE CANVAS IN THE COAT FRONT. In basting the canvas to the front of the 
coat, the canvas should not be basted from the canvas side, but the coat should be 

placed over the canvas and the two basted together from the outside of the coat. This 
is done to prevent making the canvas too short which would cause the coat to pucker. 

THE CANVAS AND CLOTH IN THE LAPEL OF THE COAT ARE HELD TOGETHER 
by padding stitches. The method of making these padding stitches is shown in Chapter 
12, page 59. Hold the lapel over the hand with the canvas side up and start the padding 
stitches a little back of the crease roll at the neck and gradually taper them to the crease 
roll at the front of the coat. The stitches are then worked outward to the edge of the 
lapel. The canvas in the front of the coat and the lapel is then trimmed off three- 
eighths of an inch from the edge. 

TO PREVENT THE FRONT EDGES OF THE COAT AND LAPEL FROM STRETCHING 
use a narrow linen or cotton tape which has been thoroughly shrunken, placing it along 
the front edge of the coat and the lapel. (Page 60, Illustration 102.) Place the tape 
a good three-eighths of an inch from the edge, so that later when sewing on the facing 
the tape will not be caught in the facing sewing. Also sew a tape one-eighth of an 
inch in in back of the crease roll of the lapel, starting the tape about an inch from the front 
edge of the coat and extending it one inch above the neck edge. When a soft roll in the 
lapel is desired the tape along the crease roll is omitted. When the tape has been 
sewed on carefully the fronts are pressed and the lapels pressed back. 

THE FACING—The method of putting on the facing is the same as for the ladies’ 
coat. (Chapter 12, page 61.) 

Turn up the hem at the bottom of the coat and turn in the bottom of the facing even 
with the coat and baste. Baste the back edge of the facing to the canvas and catch- 
stitch it. Fell the lower edge to position. 

THE SEAMS—When using a material which ravels easily the seams should be over- 
cast if the coat is lined. (Chapter 16, page 82.) If the coat has a half or full skeleton 
lining the seams should be bound. (Chapter 17, page 88.) The back edge of the facing 
and the hem at bottom of the coat should also be bound.
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THE LINING—The coat is now ready for the lining. Place the coat on the table 
with the shoulder seams open and baste the lining back to the inside of the coat with the 
underarm edges along the underarm seams. 

Baste the lining front to the inside of the coat. Turn under the underarm edges and 
baste them over the back. Turn under the front edge and baste it over the facing, allow- 
ing alittle ease in width. Turn under the bottom of the lining and place it one-half an inch 
from the bottom of the coat, basting the lining to position one-half an inch from the 
edge. After the lining has been basted in position stitch the shoulder seams of the coat 
and press the seams open. (Chapter 32.) Turn to the outside of the coat and baste the 
shoulder seams to the canvas. 

THE COLLAR—The under section of the collar for a coat should be of under-collar 
cloth which can be purchased at any tailors’ trimmings store, and comes in gray, brown, 
blue and black at about twelve or fifteen cents a collar. In purchasing this cloth any 
store of this kind has a form for a notched collar which they lay on the material and cut 
just the amount required for the collar. This piece of material must be sponged. (Chap- 
ter 6.) 

Cut the under collar like the pattern. Join the back edges and press the seam open. 
After pressing, trim off the edges of the under collar three-eighths of an inch. Baste a 
piece of canvas (cut bias) over the collar and baste along the crease roll. The stand of 
the collar, which is the part near the neck up as far as the crease roll, should be held 
together with rows of machine stitching, making the rows one-eighth of an inch apart. 

. (Chapter 12, page 59.) The turnover part of the collar is held together by padding 
stitches (Chapter 12, page 59), using the same method as in making the lapel. Press the 
collar into shape, stretching the bottom of the stand from three-eighths to one-half an 
inch and the outer edge about one-quarter of an inch. 

Fold the collar along the crease roll, canvas side up. and press it into shape. Trim off 
the edges of the canvas all around to within one-eighth of an inch inside of the edges of 
the under collar. The collar can now be basted to the coat. Baste the neck edge of the 
collar to the neck edge of the coat three-eighths of an inch from the edge and overhand 
the collar in place with fine overhand stitches. (Chapter 16, page 82.) Then turn to 
the inside and catch-stitch the neck edge of the coat to the collar. The upper end of the 
tape along the crease roll of the lapel which extends over the neck edge should be sewed 
to the collar inside the crease roll. This prevents the roll line at the neck from stretching. 

The top of the facing should be turned in and slip-stitched along the top of the lapel 
and along the outline at the bottom of the collar. 

The over-collar should now be basted over the collar along the crease roll and about 
one-half inch from the outer edge, making sure that there is plenty of size in the over 
collar when the collar is rolled back. Turn under the edges of the over collar except the 
neck edges between the shoulder seams even with the edges of the under collar and baste. 
Fell the outer edges of the under collar to the collar. Slip-stitch the lower edge of the 
collar along the top of the facing. Baste the shoulder edge of the lining back to the 
seam of the coat. Turn under the shoulder edge of the lining front and baste it over the 
lining back. Turn under the neck edge and baste it over the collar edge. 

The buttonholes are made with eyelets. (Chapter 24, page 113.) ‘ 

POCKETS—Directions for making different types of pockets used on boys’ and mens’ 
clothes are given in Chapter 22. 

BATHROBES, HOUSE JACKETS, UNDERGARMENTS OF ALL KINDS, SLEEPING 
GARMENTS, ETC.—In making any of these garments follow the Deltor or Illustrated : 
Instructions given with the pattern. Each of these types of garments should be finished ¢ 
according to the style and the purpose for which it is to be used. In all these garments 
for boys and men it is important that every detail of the work be done neatly and % 
accurately and according to the directions given with the pattern. ie 
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